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ABSTRACT
This dissertation develops a general method for the control of the class of local
bifurcations of engineering interest, including saddle-node, transcritical, pitchfork and
Hopf bifurcations. The method is based on transforming a general affine single-input
control system into quadratic normal form through coordinate transformations and
feedback. (The quadratic normal form includes the quadratic order Poincare normal
form of the uncontrolled system as a natural subset.) Then, linear and quadratic state
feedback control laws are developed which control the shape of the center manifold
of the transformed system. It is shown that control of the center manifold allows the
quadratic and cubic order terms of the center dynamics to be influenced to produce
non-linear stability. Specific matrix operations necessary to transform a general affine
single-input control system into quadratic normal form are provided. Specific control
laws to stabilize a general system experiencing a linearly unstabilizable saddle-node,
transcritical, pitchfork or Hopf bifurcation are also provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY
CONCEPTS
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose of this Dissertation
The purpose of this dissertation is to present an organized step-by-step method
for the control or stabilization of bifurcations commonly encountered in engineering
systems. This dissertation is organized into three main parts. Part I consists of Chap-
ter I and briefly summarizes some preliminary concepts necessary to understand the
rest of the material, including simple examples. Part II consists of Chapters II through
IV and lays out the process of determining whether a system exhibits a bifurcation,
what kind it is and where it occurs, and how to apply multivariable Taylor series
expansions and linear control techniques to stabilize the linearly stabilizable part of
the system. Part III consists of Chapters V through VIII and introduces material
original to this dissertation, specifically a general method for achieving non-linear
stabilization of linearly unstabilizable bifurcations. Chapter V defines the concept
of a quadratic normal form, a system with simplified quadratic order terms which
exhibits dynamics equivalent to the original system, and shows how to transform a
system into its quadratic normal form. Chapter VI elaborates on the concept of the
center manifold, a reduced dimensional space to which the dynamics of the system
collapse, allowing for easier analysis. Chapter VI also shows that systems in the
quadratic normal form of Chapter V can control the shape of the center manifold,
and Chapter VII shows that this allows the non-linear stabilization of linearly unsta-
bilizable bifurcations. Chapter VII then provides specific state feedback gain formulas
which stabilize the commonly encountered types of bifurcations. Chapter VIII works
through specific examples which show how to apply the techniques of Chapters V
through VII. Taken as a whole, this dissertation lays out a comprehensive method
for the control or stabilization of bifurcations commonly encountered in engineering
systems. It should be noted that, throughout this analysis, full state feedback is
assumed and the practical question of how to observe the states is not addressed.
However, successfully solving the state feedback problem opens the door to further
investigation, including output feedback control. Interesting approaches to this prob-
lem include that of Gu et al. [Ref. 13] and the possibility of integrating the results
of this dissertation with existing non-linear filtering theory, as for example, Krener
[Ref. 14], Krener [Ref. 15] or Bestle [Ref. 16].
2. Layout of the Chapters
Each chapter is laid out with an introductory section which summarizes the
applicable results from previous chapters and introduces the results of the current
chapter. The material in the chapter is then developed from that starting point.
3. Original Contribution of this Dissertation
This dissertation introduces some new concepts, and provides some new re-
sults. The new results are as follows:
• The general quadratic normal form for single input affine control systems,
which is developed in Chapter V, is new. Specific original contributions of
Chapter V include: the separation principle; and the individual quadratic
normal forms of the controllable/uncontrollable part, the controllable/mixed
part, the uncontrollable/mixed part and the uncontrollable/controllable part.
Two previous results in this field appear as natural subsets of this theory.
The Poincare normal form of a dynamic system without control [Ref. 1] is
included as the uncontrollable/uncontrollable part, and Kang's result on the
quadratic normal form of a linearly controllable system [Ref. 2] is included as
the controllable/controllable part.
• The general method for controlling the shape of the center manifold of a dy-
namic system, which is developed in Chapter VI, is new. Although the concept
of a center manifold is well established in dynamic systems theory (see Wig-
gins [Ref. 3] or Carr [Ref. 17]), and center manifolds have been used as the
basis for control of systems before [Ref. 4], Chapter VI presents a systematic
presentation of the general case of control of the shape of the center mani-
fold in the vicinity of an equilibrium point using the quadratic normal form
developed in Chapter V.
• The general method for control of a system exhibiting a bifurcation, which is
developed in Chapter VII, is new. This method is applicable to all well known
local bifurcations in quadratic or cubic order, including saddle-node bifurca-
tions, transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations, Hopf bifurcations, double-zero
bifurcations, and cusp bifurcations. Several of these bifurcations have been
successfully controlled individually based on the normal form approach [Ref.
2]. In particular, Kang [Ref. 2] controlled bifurcations having at most one
linearly uncontrollable mode using a normal form approach. However, this
dissertation is the first systematic presentation of how to control a whole class
of local bifurcations.
• The general control laws presented for the control of Hopf bifurcations, devel-
oped in Chapter VII, are new. Although Abed proved that Hopf bifurcations
could be controlled [Ref. 5], general, explicit control laws for Hopf bifurcations
do not exist. Others [Ref. 6] have provided specific control laws for specific
systems exhibiting Hopf bifurcations, but the results in Chapter VII are the
first general control laws for Hopf bifurcations.
4. Who Cares?
The control of bifurcations is of interest to many engineers and scientists in
diverse fields. Bifurcations have been observed in aircraft stability and control (wing
rock phenomena observed in certain aircraft at high angles of attack), marine engineer-
ing (split trajectories of autonomous underwater vehicles), turbine engine compressor
design (rotating compressor stall and surge phenomena), and high energy nuclear
fusion research (high temperature plasma instabilities). Currently there are no com-
monly accepted methods for approaching the control of bifurcations in general. This
dissertation attempts to fill that gap. Although specific examples will be provided
(for example, a simple model of the operation of a turbine engine compressor will be
examined in Chapter VIII), the intent of this dissertation is not to solve any spe-
cific problem, but rather to present a general approach to the control of bifurcation
phenomena which can be applied to many different problems.
B. SOME PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS
This dissertation will be concerned with equations of the form
x = f(x,n)+g(x,(i)u (1.1)
where x is the state vector, p, is the vector of parameters, and f(x,p) and g(x,p,)
are general non-linear, vector valued functions of x and p,, and u is a single valued
control input. Systems of the form of equation 1.1 are known as affine control systems,
which means that the control input u can be factored out to stand alone. We will
be interested in the case when the control input u has been adjusted so as to trim
the system at an equilibrium point. Then, we will examine qualitative changes in
the behavior of the system as the vector of parameters \i is varied, which we call
bifurcations. (By qualitative change, we mean situations such as a change in the
number of equilibrium points, change in the stability of an equilibrium point, creation
or destruction of limit cycles, etc.) This dissertation is concerned with developing
state feedback control laws for the input u which will either eliminate, stabilize or
soften bifurcations which occur as the vector of parameters p. is varied. In order to
explain the situation clearly, we will work up to our final equations through informal
definitions (explanations) and relatively simple examples. We start our explanation
of 1.1 by explaining what we mean by state variables and the state vector.
Explanation B.l (State of a Dynamic System) We take our definition of state
from Ogata [Ref. 7]. The state of a dynamic system is the smallest set of variables
(called state variables) such that the knowledge of these variables and the input to
the system determines the behavior of the system for all .subsequent time. If n state
variables are needed to completely describe the behavior of a given system, then these
can be considered the n components of a vector x. Such a vector is called a state
vector. Note that the state variables are not unique. That is, there may be more than
one set of variables which, when taken together, determine the behavior of the system.
Example. [State Vector] Given the set of coupled dynamic equations
x\ = x\+ x 2 (1.2)
x 2 = —2xi + x 2 (1.3)
the variables X\ and x 2 can both be seen to be acceptable state variables since knowl-
edge of both is required to describe the behavior of the system with time. So, the
state vector in this case is
x —
x l
X2
(1.4)
Note that any two independent linear combinations of the variables x x and x 2 are
also acceptable state variables for this system. <
Now let's look at what we mean by a parameter and by a vector of parameters.
Explanation B.2 (Parameter) A parameter is a value which is constant in any
given dynamic system, but which may take on different values from dynamic system
to dynamic system. Since a parameter is constant in any given dynamic system, it
may be characterized as having a time rate of change of zero (i.e. fi = 0). If all the
parameters in a given equation or set of equations are stacked up in vector form, the
result is called the vector of parameters. If the vector of parameters is appended to
the state vector, then the result is known as the appended state vector.
Example. [Parameters] Given the set of dynamic equations
Xi = fJLiX!
X 2 = —2/J,2 X2
(1.5)
(1.6)
where fi\ and // 2 are unspecified constants, it can be seen that either fii or /z 2 can be
considered parameters if they can take on different values from dynamic system to
dynamic system. In other words, parameters allow us to define a family of dynamic
equations, which in this example we can express as
(1.7)
(1.8)
(1.9)
(1.10)
Here we have ji^ and //2 as parameters, and Xi and x 2 as state variables, which gives
Ai r=
A2 =
Xi = [L1X1
X2 = — 2fJ,2X2
• The vector of parameters: \i — Hi
t*2
• The state vector: x =
x 2
• The appended state vector:
"
/*1
"
X
=
^2
.
x 2 .
Now, what do we mean by a vector valued function of x and pP.
Explanation B.3 (Vector Valued Function) A vector valued function is a vector
whose individual components are scalar functions of (possibly) multiple variables, in
our case state variables and parameters.
Example. [Vector Valued Function] Given the set of dynamic equations
X\ — pi\X\ -p I9
X 2 = ~2p 2 X 2 + 3Xj
we can define two new functions, /j and f2 , as
fi(xi,x 2 ,fii,n 2 ) = V\x x +x\
f2 (xu x2 ,fx 1 ,fi 2 ) = -2{i 2x2 + 3xl
(1.11)
(1.12)
(1.13)
(1.14)
and using the state vector x and the vector of parameters /z, we can re-write the set
of dynamic equations as
x\ = fi(x,fi)
i2 = f2 {x,fi)
(1.15)
(1.16)
If we stack the components f\ and f2 into a vector, we end up with a vector valued
function / (x, /u) in our set of dynamic equations, i.e.
x = /(x,/i) (1.17)
where
f{x,v)
ll\X\ + x 2
-2fi 2 x 2 + 3xj
(1.18)
We note that for a fixed value of //, the vector valued function /(x,/z) is a vector
field. As [i is allowed to vary, / (x, fi) defines a family of vector fields. <
Finally, our definition of single valued control input and its accompanying
example will bring us fully up to speed on the equation we started with.
Explanation B.4 (Control Input) A control input is a variable whose values are
fed into a dynamic system from the outside, in order to affect the behavior of that sys-
tem. The control input is allowed to change with time. A single valued control input
has only one value fed in, that is, the control input is a scalar, rather than a vector.
Automatic control systems commonly occur in two forms: open loop control, where
the control input is predetermined (typically on a time basis), and where the output
of the system has no effect on the control input; and feedback control, or closed loop
control, where information about the output or state variables of a system is combined
according to a preset formula and fed in as an input. A third type of control system,
operator control or adaptive control, occurs when the system has an intelligent compo-
nent as the controller (typically a human being, although occasionally applications of
robotics or artificial intelligence), who puts in whatever input he chooses, in response
to his own situation and perceived need for control. Although in general any of these
methods of control may be used, in this dissertation we will only deal with feedback
control of a single control input.
Example. [Affme Control Input] Here we have a dynamic system with a control
input, u:
X\ — H\X X -f x 2 + x 2u
x 2 = —2ji 2x 2 + 3x1 + u
(1.19)
(1.20)
If we separate out the terms containing the control input u from the other terms, and
stack in vector form, we have
x 2
filXi + x\
-2fi2x 2 + 3x^
+
x 2
1
(1.21)
Since the control input u can be factored out by itself, this equation is said to be
"affine" in u. Using our vector valued function notation from before, we get
x = f{x,fji) + g(x,(i)u (1.22)
where we have
x
x =
V
f{x,t*)
9(x,l*)
&2
X 1
X 2
Hi
V2
-2/i 2x 2 + 3xj
X 2
1
(1.23)
(1.24)
(1.25)
(1.26)
(1.27)
Note that we could have defined the function g as g (x 2 ) since that is the only variable
it depends on. However, it is also permissible to be more general, which we have done
here. <
Example. [Feedback Control] We decide to apply feedback control to our dy-
namic system. Assume that we know our state variables, X\ and x 2 , and also our
parameters, /z a and fi 2 . If we desired, we could take combinations of our states and
parameters and multiply them by values which we pick (called gains) and feed them
back into the control input u. (Note that the combinations can be linear or non-
linear.) Our dynamic system is
x 1
x 2
[i\X\ -\- x 2
-2fi 2x 2 + 3zj
+
x 2
1
(1.28)
Let's suppose we decide to apply feedback as follows:
U = K1 X 2 + K2 pi2X 2 + #3^1
Our dynamic system with feedback applied now looks like
(1.29)
X2
(1.30)
^xi + x\ + x 2 {I<ix 2 + K2 [i2 x 2 + Kzx\)
Kx x 2 + (K2 - 2) /i 2x 2 + {K3 + 3) x?
Let's look at the x 2 term for a moment. We can pick the gains as follows:
K\ = — 10 (This ensures that x 2 will be very exponentially stable close to the
equilibrium point.)
K2 = 2 (This cancels the —2(j,2x 2 term.)
K3 — —3 (This cancels the 3x^ term.)
Our dynamic system with these feedback gains applied is
x x
x 2 -10X2
(1.31)
So, in this example we succeeded in stabilizing x 2 with our choice of feedback gains
A'i, A^2, and K3 . However, we were left with a non-linear mess for the dynamics of x\.
Is X\ stable? Is X\ unstable? How does the stability of x\ depend on the parameters
fi\ and ^ 2 ? None of the answers to these questions are obvious, because we chose our
feedback gains in a very haphazard manner. Determining how to choose our feedback
gains to affect the behavior of our system is the point of this dissertation. <
This dissertation will present a systematic method for choosing feedback gains
(linear and non-linear) which will allow us to stabilize our dynamic system around an
equilibrium point, or to tell us when a system cannot be stabilized. In particular, we
will focus on the control of bifurcations through the control of the center manifold of
a system. Following Kang [Ref. 10], we will extend Poincare's idea of normal forms to
systems with control, which will allow us to prove a useful general result about affine
non-linear control systems. Putting all of these pieces together will ultimately give us
the desired feedback gains. Since the terms bifurcation, center manifold, and normal
form are unfamiliar to many controls engineers, they will be explained in subsequent
sections. We start with bifurcations.
C. WHAT IS A BIFURCATION?
What is a bifurcation? Although this dissertation presents a theory for the
control of bifurcations, we need to be clear about what a bifurcation is, before we
can rush off and try to control one. As in the previous section, we will begin with
explanations backed up by examples.
Explanation C.l (Bifurcation ) We take our definition of bifurcation from Stro-
gatz [Ref. 8]. A bifurcation is a qualitative change in the dynamics of a system as
a parameter is varied. The value of the parameter at which the change occurs is
called the bifurcation value, also sometimes known as the bifurcation point or point
of bifurcation. (In this dissertation all these terms will be used interchangeably.) A
bifurcation is always associated with a qualitative change in the nature of the equilib-
rium points of the system. The qualitative change could be a change in the number
of equilibrium points, the change in the stability of an equilibrium point, or other
qualitative change, such as the creation or destruction of a limit cycle.
Explanation C.2 (Equilibrium Points) An equilibrium point is a value of the
state vector x of a dynamic system, such that the time rate of change of the state
vector is zero at that point. That is, x — when x = x* , where x* is an equilibrium
point. For linear systems, the only isolated equilibrium point possible is the origin.
However non-linear systems may have more than one isolated equilibrium point, as
we will see in the next section. (Non-isolated equilibrium points typically occur in
degenerate situations when one or more of the eigenvalues of the linearized system is
zero.)
Example. [Equilibrium Points] Look at the simple dynamic system
ii = ^xi (1.32)
where X\ is the state variable and ^ is a parameter. First, let's find all the equilibrium
points of this system, which we will call x\. We do this by setting X\ = 0, and Xi = x\
and solving the resulting algebraic equation in x\. We get
= ^x\ (1.33)
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So, simple-mindedly we announce the answer: all the equilibrium points are given by
the equation
x* = (1.34)
This is indeed true, except for one special case which turns out to be very important.
When // = we get
Xj = arbitrary (1.35)
Clearly, a system with an infinite number of equilibrium points is qualitatively dif-
ferent from a system with only one equilibrium point. Examining the stability of our
system we see that the equilibrium point at X\ = is stable for ji < and is unstable
for fi > 0, another qualitative change which occurs at // = 0. We call this qualitative
change a bifurcation, and note that /j, = is the bifurcation point for this system.
(As we will see below, the bifurcation exhibited by this system is a special case of
what is known as a transcritical bifurcation.) <
Now we will look at specific cases of bifurcations of engineering interest. These
include saddle-node bifurcations, transcritical bifurcations, pitchfork bifurcations (su-
percritical and subcritical), and Hopf bifurcations (supercritical and subcritical).
(Figures 1 through 6 were adapted from Strogatz [Ref. 8].)
1. Saddle-Node Bifurcation
Example. [Saddle-Node Bifurcation] Look at a simple non-linear dynamic sys-
tem which exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation
xi = Hi + x\ (1.36)
where x
x
is the dynamic state and fi\ is a parameter. Again we find the equilibrium
points as x = x* such that x = 0, i.e.
= m + x? (1.37)
which gives
x\ = ±y/^JH (1.38)
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an answer which only exists for fii < 0. Note that no equilibrium points exist for
Hi > 0. A qualitative change in the dynamics of the system occurs at ^ = 0, and we
call this change a saddle-node bifurcation. If we were to examine the stability of the
two equilibrium points (when they exist) we would find that the equilibrium point at
x\ =
—y/—JT\ was stable, while the equilibrium point at x\ = y/—fJ-\ was unstable.
In this system, as /i\ is increased and passes through ji\ = 0, the stable and unstable
equilibrium points coalesce and annihilate each other. The coalescence and annihila-
tion of a pair of equilibrium points (or conversely the creation and separation of a pair
of equilibrium points) — one stable and one unstable — is the first basic bifurcation
mechanism in non-linear systems. We can represent the behavior of the equilibrium
points on a bifurcation diagram, as shown in Figure 1. Here, the horizontal axis is
unstable •>
stable
Figure 1. Bifurcation Diagram for a Saddle-Node Bifurcation
the value of the parameter /zj , and the vertical axis is the location of any equilibrium
points Xj, if they exist. The stability of the equilibrium points is also shown on the
diagram, with the stable equilibrium point indicated by the solid branch of the curve,
and the unstable equilibrium point indicated by the dashed branch of the curve. The
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bifurcation is clearly visible at the origin, where the two branches of the curve meet
and annihilate, resulting in no equilibrium points for fii > 0. <
2. Transcritical Bifurcation
Example. [Transcritical Bifurcation] Now look at simple non-linear dynamic
system which exhibits a transcritical bifurcation. Our system is
xi = fiixi -f x\ (1.39)
where X\ is the state variable and fi\ is a parameter. Again we find the equilibrium
points as x = x* such that x — 0, i.e.
o = ^; + ^; 2 (i.40)
which gives
x\ = (1.41)
x\ =
-m (1.42)
Here we see that there are two equilibrium points, except when fi\ = and there is
only one, a qualitative change in the system. Examining the stability of the equi-
librium point at x\ = (by using the first method of Lyapunov and examining the
linearized system) we see that x\ = is a stable equilibrium point for fi\ < and
an unstable equilibrium point for //j > 0, another qualitative change. (If we were
to examine the stability of the equilibrium point at x\ =
—fi\ we would find that
it also switched stability at //i = 0, and that for any given value of pi\ its stability
was opposite to that of the other equilibrium point.) This is called a transcritical
bifurcation. We can again represent the behavior of the equilibrium points on a bi-
furcation diagram, as shown in Figure 2. Again, the horizontal axis is the value of
the parameter //i, and the vertical axis is the location of the equilibrium points x*x .
The stable equilibrium point is again indicated by the solid branch, and the unstable
equilibrium point indicated by the dashed branch. The bifurcation is clearly visible
13
stable
unstable
stable
unstable
Figure 2. Bifurcation Diagram for a Transcritical Bifurcation
at the origin, where the two branches of the curve meet and the stability of each
branch switches. <
3. Pitchfork Bifurcations
Example. [Supercritical Pitchfork Bifurcation] Now look at a simple non-linear
dynamic system which exhibits a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. Our system is
X\ — fl\X\ — X-i (1.43)
where X\ is the dynamic state and /^i is a parameter. Again we find the equilibrium
points as x = x* such that x = 0, i.e.
0* *3= fliX-^ — x 1
which gives
x\ =
x\ = ±y/JH
(1.44)
(1.45)
(1.46)
Here we see that the equilibrium point at x\ = always exists regardless of the value
of fx, but that the equilibrium points at xl = iyZ/77 only exist for /^ > 0. Thus, a
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qualitative change in the dynamics of this system occurs at fi\ = 0, which we refer to
as a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. (The next example will illustrate a subcritical
pitchfork bifurcation.) To determine the stability of our system by using the first
method of Lyapunov, we examine the Jacobian matrix of our system evaluated at
each equilibrium point. The Jacobian is given by
J =
-z— (fiixi - xfj t =fi 1 -3x{2 (1.47)
Xi v /x 1 =x 1
so we have
for x\ = 0, and
J = /H (1.48)
J = -2/ij (1.49)
for x I = ±y/jl\. Since our system is one-dimensional, the stability (sign of the
eigenvalue) is immediate by inspection: our equilibrium point at x\ = is stable for
Hi < and unstable for fii > 0; and our equilibrium points at x\ = iy^/IT are stable
for Hi > 0. (Note that since they do not exist, we can not evaluate their stability
for Hi < 0.) We can again represent the behavior of the equilibrium points on a
bifurcation diagram, as shown in Figure 3. Again, the horizontal axis is the value
of the parameter /xi, and the vertical axis is the location of the equilibrium points
Xj. The stable equilibrium points are again indicated by the solid branches, and
the unstable equilibrium point is indicated by the dashed branch. The bifurcation is
clearly visible at the origin, where the two stable branches of the curve split off and the
stability of the origin switches from stable to unstable. So, to summarize, for \i\ < 0>
we have one equilibrium point at x x — 0, which is stable. This situation persists, with
no qualitative changes to our dynamics, until /ii > 0, when our equilibrium point at
Xi = becomes unstable, which is a qualitative change. But because two new stable
equilibrium points at Xi = ±y//x7 simultaneously come into existence on either side
of the unstable equilibrium point, the dynamics around Xi = are bounded. In this
situation the bifurcation is said to be supercritical, or "soft". <
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stable
stable unstable
stable
Figure 3. Bifurcation Diagram for a Supercritical Pitchfork Bifurcation
Example. [Subcritical Pitchfork Bifurcation] Look at another simple non-linear
dynamic system
ii — ji\Xi -f x\ (1.50)
where X\ is the dynamic state and /ii is a parameter. Again we find the equilibrium
points as x = x* such that x — 0, i.e.
* ! *30* I= fiix 1 + x x (1.51)
which gives
x,
r.
=
= iv 11/^
(1.52)
(1.53)
Here we see that the equilibrium point at x^ = always exists regardless of the value
of fix, but that the equilibrium points at x\ — ±-\/— A*i only exist for ^ < 0. Thus,
a qualitative change in the dynamics of this system occurs at pL\ = 0, which we refer
to as a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation. To determine the stability of our system by
using the first method of Lyapunov, we examine the Jacobian matrix of our system
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evaluated at each equilibrium point. The Jacobian is given by
d
J =
dx 1
(fiiXx + xfj = /ii + 3: *2
so we have
for x\ = 0, and
J = H\
J = -2/i,
(1.54)
(1.55)
(1.56)
for x \ = ±y/—fii. Since our system is one-dimensional, the stability (sign of the
eigenvalue) is immediate by inspection: our equilibrium point at x\ = is stable
for //i < and unstable for fi\ > 0; and our equilibrium points at x\ = ±\/— (J-i
are unstable for fix < 0. (Note that since they do not exist, we can not evaluate
their stability for /ij > 0.) We can again represent the behavior of the equilibrium
points on a bifurcation diagram, as shown in Figure 4. Again, the horizontal axis is
unstable
stable
unstable
unstable
Pi
Figure 4. Bifurcation Diagram for a Subcritical Pitchfork Bifurcation
the value of the parameter /Ui, and the vertical axis is the location of the equilibrium
points x\. The stable equilibrium point is again indicated by the solid branch, and the
unstable equilibrium points are indicated by the dashed branches. The bifurcation is
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clearly visible at the origin, where the two unstable branches of the curve meet and
the stability of the origin switches from stable to unstable. So, to summarize, for
li\ < 0, we have one equilibrium point at X\ = 0, which is stable, and two additional
equilibrium points at x\ = ±y/—fii, which are unstable. This situation persists,
with no qualitative changes to our dynamics, until ^i > 0, when our equilibrium
point at X\ = becomes unstable, which is a qualitative change, and the other two
equilibrium points cease to exist, which is another qualitative change. Now, the
dynamics around x\ = are unbounded, and trajectories around the equilibrium
point diverge exponentially, with nothing to "catch" them. In this situation the
bifurcation is said to be subcritical, or "hard". <
4. Hopf Bifurcations
Example. [Supercritical Hopf Bifurcation] Now look at a non-linear dynamic
system which exhibits a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Our system in Cartesian
coordinates is
ii = fiixi — x 2 — xi (x\ + x\\
X2 = #1 + ^1^2 — X2 [x\ + xlj
and in polar coordinates is
fi-ir — r
3
with
X\ = rcos6
x 2 — rsin#
1.57)
1.58)
1.59)
1.60)
1.61)
1.62)
where X\ and x 2 (or r and 6) are state variables and fii is a parameter. Again we find
the equilibrium points by solving for x = x* such that x — 0, i.e.
= ^iXj — x\ — x\ (x\ 2 + x*2
j (1.63)
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0*. * * / *2 I *2 \
which gives an immediate answer
'', =
=
(1.64)
(1.65)
(1.66)
However, although we have found an equilibrium point, how do we know there aren't
more? For general systems, this is not an easy task, as we will see in Chapter II.
For this system however, we can look at the equation in polar coordinates, where
we see that there is only a single equilibrium point, at r* = 0, which corresponds
to the previously determined equilibrium point x\ = x^ = 0. (Note that technically
r* = is not an equilibrium point, since 0^0. However, this is just an artifact of
our coordinate system. But, it does allow us to rule out the existence of any other
equilibrium points which are not at the origin.) So, we have only one equilibrium
point, and its existence does not depend on the value of the parameter \i\. So there
are no qualitative changes due to a change in the number of equilibrium points.
Does the stability of the equilibrium point depend on the value of \L\1 Looking
at the system in polar coordinates, it is immediately obvious that it does (the r
dynamics undergoes a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation). However, can we see this
by examining our original system? We can determine the stability of our system by
using the first method of Lyapunov, and examine the Jacobian matrix of our system
evaluated at the equilibrium point. The Jacobian is given by
J =
dx
where
x =
x x
x 2
and
/(*) =
fllXi — x 2 — xi (x\ + x\)
X X + HiX 2 — x 2 [x\ + x\)
(1.67)
(1.68)
(1.69)
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so we get
J
fl\ — OX-t — X9 — 1 — LX\X2
1 — ZX\X2 Hi 0X2
x=0
1 jJL\
(1.70)
When we calculate the eigenvalues A of our Jacobian matrix J with the formula
det {XI - J) = (1.71)
we get
A = Hi ± i (1.72)
So, we can see that the stability of our equilibrium point at the origin (which is
determined by the sign of the real part of the eigenvalues) changes at Hi — 0, and
indeed that the origin is exponentially stable for Hi < 0, and unstable for H\ > 0. Now,
unlike the pitchfork bifurcations above, the stability of this equilibrium point did not
change due to the coalescence of two other equilibrium points — there are no other
equilibrium points in the system. So what did happen? Looking at equations 1.59 we
can see that the r dynamic equation undergoes a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation
when (ii — 0, and a new, stable r-equilibrium is established at r* = yJJTy for H\ > 0-
(Note that we do not speak of an additional r-equilibrium at r* =
—y/JIi, since
negative radius is meaningless.) But since the 6 dynamic equation only allows for an
equilibrium point at the origin, our new, stable r-equilibrium is not a stationary point,
it is point moving on a fixed trajectory — a limit cycle. It is the creation of this stable
limit cycle which is associated with the change of stability of the equilibrium point
at the origin, and because the stable limit cycle surrounds the unstable equilibrium
point, the dynamics around the origin are bounded, as shown in Figure 5. In this
situation the bifurcation is said to be supercritical, or "soft". In this system, at
Hi = 0, the creation of a stable limit cycle around an equilibrium point caused the
stability of the equilibrium point at the origin to switch from stable to unstable. The
change of stability of an equilibrium point associated with the creation or destruction
of a limit cycle is the second basic bifurcation mechanisms in non-linear systems. <
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Figure 5. Supercritical Hopf Bifurcation
Example. [Subcritical Hopf Bifurcation] Now look at a non-linear dynamic
system which exhibits a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. Our system in Cartesian coor-
dinates is
X2
fllXi - x 2 + Xi (x\ + x
2
2 j
x l "+" /J-1X2 + %2 (#i "I" x 2)
and in polar coordinates is
r — \i x r -f r
c
= 1
with
Xi — r cos 6
X2 — rsmO
where Xi and X2 (or r and 6) are state variables and fii is a parameter. Again
the equilibrium points by solving for x = x* such that x = 0, i.e.
we
0* * i * / *2 i *2\= ^ix
x
— x 2 -\- x x ix 1 + x 2 J0*1 * i * i *2 I „*2\
= X
x
+ (liX 2 -\- X 2 \Xi + £ 2 )
1.73)
1.74)
1.75)
1.76)
1.77)
1.78)
find
1.79)
1.80)
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which gives the same answer as the supercritical Hopf bifurcation
x\ =
x, —
(1.81)
(1.82)
Again, as before, the equation in polar coordinates confirms that the origin is the
only equilibrium point. Now we check to see if the stability of the origin depends on
the value of the parameter fii. Again the equation in polar coordinates confirms that
it does, since the r dynamics undergoes a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation. We also
determine the stability of our original system by using the first method of Lyapunov
and examining the Jacobian matrix of our system, evaluated at the origin. The
Jacobian is given by
'-ffi
where
x =
Xi
X2
and
/(*) =
fl\X\ — Xi -\- X\ [X} + X2)
Xi + H1X2 + x 2 (x\ + x\)
(1.83)
(1.84)
(1.85)
so we get
J =
x=0
/*1
1
1
Vl
(1.86)
[i\ -\- 3xj + x\ — 1 + 2a:iX2
1 + 1X\X2 Hi + x\ + Zx\
which is exactly the same result we got for the supercritical Hopf bifurcation. So, the
eigenvalues are
\ = fi 1 ±i (1.87)
which give us the same stability criteria as before, that is, the origin is exponentially
stable for fii < 0, and unstable for fii > 0. Now, so far, this example would seem to
be a waste — nothing new has been discovered. But, when we look at equation 1.75
we can see that the r dynamic equation undergoes a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation
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when n\ — 0. For fii < an unstable r-equilibrium exists at r* = yj—pi^. (Note
that again we do not speak of an additional r-equilibrium at r* = — y/— fi x , since
negative radius is meaningless.) And again, since the 9 dynamic equation only allows
for an equilibrium point at the origin, our unstable i—equilibrium is not a point, it
is a limit cycle. It is an unstable limit cycle surrounding a stable equilibrium point,
and it is the collapse of this unstable limit cycle onto the stable equilibrium point
which is associated with the change of stability of the equilibrium point at the origin,
as shown in Figure 6. Also, because the unstable limit cycle is annihilated at the
Figure 6. Subcritical Hopf Bifurcation
point of bifurcation (when the stability of the origin changes), the dynamics around
the origin become unbounded, and trajectories around the equilibrium point diverge
exponentially, with nothing to "catch" them. In this situation the bifurcation is said
to be subcritical, or "hard". Much of the rest of this dissertation will be concerned
with ways to "soften" bifurcations, that is to use control inputs to turn subcritical
bifurcations into a supercritical bifurcations. <
D. WHAT IS A CENTER MANIFOLD?
What is a center manifold? What is an invariant manifold? To most engineers,
a manifold is a pipe. It may be straight, or it may be curved, but regardless of how
the pipe twists or curves, what is in the pipe stays in the pipe, from one end to the
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other — it doesn't come squirting out the side somewhere in between. Now, we are
dealing with mathematics, not hardware in this dissertation (you won't find a piece of
real pipe mentioned anywhere, not even in the appendices) but we can make a strong
analogy which justifies our use of the terms: In dynamic systems, the manifold (piece
of pipe) we are concerned with is a surface inside the state space, which has the
property that trajectories which start on the surface, stay on the surface, just as our
real flow stays in the pipe. This property (staying on the surface, or manifold) is
called invariance, and in any given space there are as many invariant manifolds as
there are trajectories. By itself then, the definition of an invariant manifold is not
very useful. But we are not interested in just any invariant manifold — we are only
interested in one particular invariant manifold, the center manifold. So what is the
center manifold? The center manifold is that invariant manifold which is the "best
match" to the center subspace of an equilibrium point. What is the center subspace?
The center subspace is defined for the linearization around an equilibrium point as
being that subspace spanned by the generalized eigenvectors having eigenvalues with
zero real parts. Again, we use informal definitions and examples to make our point.
Explanation D.l (Invariant Manifold) An invariant manifold is a surface (hy-
persurface) inside a state space which has the property that trajectories (a trajectory
is a path traced out by a point over time) on the manifold remain on the manifold.
Explanation D.2 (Center Manifold and Center Subspace) The center mani-
fold is that invariant manifold which has the same dimension as the center subspace of
an equilibrium point, and is tangent to the center subspace at that equilibrium point.
The center subspace is that subspace spanned by the generalized eigenvectors of the
linearization around the equilibrium point which have eigenvalues with zero real parts.
Example. [Center Subspace] Let's look at an extremely simple linear system.
The system
ii = -x 1 (1.88)
x 2 = (1.89)
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can be expressed in vector/matrix form as
x = Jx
with
and
x —
x1
X 2
(1.90)
(1.91)
J (1.92)
-1
where we have used J to stand for the Jacobian matrix of the system. The eigenvalues
of J are Ai = — 1 and A 2 = 0, which gives the generalized eigenvectors as
1
Vi = (1.93)
Vo (1.94)
where we have normalized both generalized eigenvectors. Now, since the center sub-
space is the subspace spanned by the generalized eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvalues with zero real parts, our center subspace for this example is spanned by
V2, and is defined by the equation
x x = (1.95)
Example. [Center Manifold] Now look at the non-linear system
x\ ~X\ "T Xr
x 2 = X,
The linearization of this system around the origin is
Xl = -Xl + Ow
x 2 = + O (2)
(1.96)
(1.97)
(1.98)
(1.99)
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which is exactly the same as the linear system in the previous example. So, we would
like to calculate the center manifold of our non-linear system, to quadratic order. How
would we do it? We proceed following the method of Carr [Ref. 17] by calculating
the dynamics of trajectories on the center manifold two ways and equating them.
The surface where the two answers are equal is our center manifold. (Note that since
our space is two-dimensional, and since the center subspace is one-dimensional, our
center manifold "surface" is going to be a one-dimensional curve.) First, we calculate
the dynamics defined by the gradient of the center manifold. Then, we calculate the
dynamics in general, and restrict them to the center manifold. Since the x 2 axis spans
the center subspace, we take x 2 as our independent variable, and calculate the surface
x lcm = Sl(x 2 ) (1.100)
as our center manifold. Since we would like to calculate this surface to quadratic
order, we expand in a Taylor series to get
xi cm = nLx 2 + SIqx
2
2 +
(3+) (1.101)
where $Il and Qq are the linear and quadratic coefficients of Q(x 2 ), respectively.
Now, calculating the x\ dynamics as defined by the gradient of the center manifold,
we get
(l =
-7rrx 2 = (Ql + 2QQ x 2 + (2+) ) x 2 (1.102)
= (nL + 2nQ x 2 + ow)xl
= (nL + 2tiQx 2 + o (2+) ) (p.LX2 + siqxl + o
(3+)
)
2
or
n = n3L x
2
2 + o
(3+) (i.io3)
Calculating the x\ dynamics in general, and then restricting them to the center man-
ifold gives
xx cm = -xlem +xl (1.104)
= - (nLx 2 + nQ x
2
2 + o
(3+)
) + x\
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or
xUm = -nLx2 + (i-nQ )x 22 + o<3+) (i.io5)
Now, if we equate the linear and quadratic terms in equations 1.103 and 1.105, we can
calculate the coefficients Ql and Qq as
nL = (1.106)
nQ = i (i.io7)
which gives the equation for our center manifold surface to quadratic order as
*i cm = *2 +
(3+) (1-108)
We can see that this is tangent to the center subspace of our linearization
xlca = (1.109)
by the fact that the linear terms of our center manifold surface are zero. <
E. WHAT IS A NORMAL FORM?
The theory of normal forms was initiated by the famous mathematician Henri
Poincare over 100 years ago [Ref. 9]. It has been expanded and updated over the
years, including work by Takens [Ref. 18]. More recently, Kang [Ref. 10] has applied
the theory to systems having control. Briefly stated, the theory of normal forms
reveals how much of the non-linearity of a system is inherent in the system, and how
much of the non-linearity can be removed by appropriate coordinate transformations
and (in the case of systems with control) by feedback. Quoting Wiggins [Ref. 1]
The method of normal forms provides a way of finding a coordinate system
in which the dynamical system takes the "simplest" form, where the term
"simplest" will be defined as we go along. As we develop the method, three
important characteristics should become apparent.
1. The method is local in the sense that the coordinate transformations are
generated in a neighborhood of a known solution. For our purposes, the known
solution will be an equilibrium point.
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2. In general, the coordinate transformations will be non-linear functions of the
dependent variables. However, the important point is that these coordinate
transformations are found by solving a sequence of linear problems.
3. The structure of the normal form is determined entirely by the nature of
the linear part of the vector field.
Again, definitions and examples follow.
Explanation E.l (Normal Form) The normal form of a dynamic system is the
residue remaining after all possible terms have been cancelled through the use of co-
ordinate transformations and feedback (if the system includes control). Due to the
different possible ways to cancel terms, the normal form of a system is not unique.
Example. [Normal Form without Control] Look at the simple system
x1 = -x 1 +2x\ (1.110)
Suppose that we wanted to perform a coordinate transformation to try and eliminate
the quadratic term 1x\. How would we go about it? Suppose, for the moment, that we
happened to be really good at guessing the answer, and we guessed that a coordinate
transformation of the form
x1 =x1 -2x\ (1.111)
would work. (We will see in the next example where this transformation came from.)
Now, let's calculate x x two ways and set them equal to one another. The first way is
to plug our coordinate transformation (I. Ill) into our original system (1. 110), which
gives
ii = - (ii -2xj) +2(ii -25?)
2
(I-H2)
=
-x x + Ax\ - 8il + %x\
The second way is to differentiate our coordinate transformation itself, which gives
X\ - xx - \x x x x (1.113)
= (l-4xi)x!
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Now, setting these two equal to one another, and rearranging gives
.. -x, + 4x» - 8x? + 8«t
1 - 4xi
which on first glance is no improvement at all. But that's because we haven't dealt
with the term (1 — 4x\)~ yet. If we series expand (1 — 4xi)~ around the equilibrium
point of interest, X\ = 0, we get, to first order
(1 - Ax xy
l
= 1 + 4xi + (2+) (1.115)
which we can plug in to get
x\ = (l +4i! + (2+)
)
(-xj + 4x? - 8x 3 + 8x?) (1.116)
=
-xj + 4x1 - 4xf + (3+)
= _ il + o(3+ )
So, we have eliminated the quadratic term, at the expense of added complexity in
the higher order terms. The normal form for our original system (1. 110), to quadratic
order, is
i x = _£1+ (3+) (1.117)
Now, this example demonstrated what we mean by the normal form, but left
two large questions unanswered: How did we come up with the coordinate transfor-
mation we used; and how do we deal with the inverse operation which seems to be
an integral part of the process? The next example will illustrate how we handle these
two problems.
Example. [Normal Form without Control, Reprise] Look again at the simple
system from the previous example
i 1 = - Xl +2x 2 (1.118)
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Again, suppose that we wanted to perform a coordinate transformation to try and
eliminate the quadratic term 2x\. Without knowing the answer ahead of time, how
would we go about it? One way is to use a coordinate transformation which includes
all possible quadratic terms with unknown but constant coefficients, and then try and
pick the coefficients at the end so that the desired cancellation occurs. In this one
dimensional example, the only possible quadratic term is x^, so we use a coordinate
transformation of the form
x1 = x1 + h1x\ (1.119)
where h\ is an unknown constant coefficient which we will determine later. Proceeding
as in the previous example we have
ij = - (Xl + hxxfj + 2 fe + hxf\ (1.120)
=
-xi + (2 - h x )x\ + Ah x x\ + 2h\x\
and
ii = X\+2hiX\X\ (1.121)
= (1 + 2hiX\) x\
which gives
x\ = (1 + 2h l x 1 )~
l (-£j + (2 - hx)x\ + 4M? + 2h\xfj (1.122)
Now we have to deal with how to find the quantity (1 -\-2hiXi)~ in general. One
way is to let
<j>(x 1 ) = (l +2/i 1 5 1 )
_1
(1.123)
and expand <f>{x\) in a Taylor series, which we represent as
<£(£i) = <&> + <Mi + <M? + ... (1.124)
Then, since a quantity times its inverse is one (or the identity matrix for higher
dimensional cases) we get
(l+2Mi)^(si) = (l+2M 1 )(^o + ^i£i+<^? + ...) (1-125)
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= {(f> ) + (2Mo + 0i ) *i + (2Mi + 02 ) 5? + • • •
= 1
So, we solve for <f>o, 0i, 02, etc. by matching coefficients term by term. We get
0o - 1 (1.126)
(2Mo + 0i) = (1.127)
(2Mi + 2 ) = ° (1-128)
which gives
0o = 1 (1-129)
0! = — 2/i! (1.130)
02 - 4/iJ (1.131)
yielding
(1 + 2M0" 1 = 1 - 2Mi + \h\i\ + (3+) (1.132)
When we plug this into equation 1.122 we get
x\ = (l -2/i 1 x 1 +4/i^5 + (3+) )
_1
(-*! + (2-/i 1 )xJ + 4/i 1 x3 + 2^xj)
= -x 1 + (2 + h l )x 21 +0{3+ ^ (1.133)
So, to eliminate the coefficient of the x\ term, we need to pick
h
x
= -2 (1.134)
which gives us our normal form, to quadratic order, of
5*! =
-x-i + (3+) (1.135)
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Now we will take a look at one more example, which illustrates two things:
First, how this process works in more than one dimension; and second, how feedback
can be used to eliminate terms that would otherwise appear in the normal form.
Our example is a simple two-dimensional linearly controllable system with a few
strategically placed non-linear terms.
Example. [Normal Form with Control] Look at the simple two-dimensional
dynamic system with control
x 2 = u
2 2
2-2 t £j -f- 3?2 (1.136)
where X\ and x 2 are state variables and u is a single control input. We wish to use
coordinate transformations and state feedback to eliminate the two quadratic terms,
x\ and x\. We start with the coordinate transformation
= x + Hx {2) (1.137)
where we have defined
x
x =
X
(2) _
H =
Xl
X 2
i\
X\X 2
«' :
hu h\ 2 h\z
hn h21 ' 4 22 h 23
(1.138)
(1.139)
(1.140)
(1.141)
where the matrix of coefficients H contains unknown constant coefficients which we
will determine later. Now, as in the previous examples, we determine the time rate
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of change of the dynamic state vector, x, two ways and equate them. The first way is
to plug our transformation (1.137) into our dynamic system equation (1.136), which
yields
F
x\ + x\ + 0(3+ )
X =
1
(x + Hx^) + M + (1.142)
where we have used the fact that the quadratic part of the coordinate transformation
produces only terms of order three and higher when plugged into the quadratic terms
in equation 1.136. Now the second way is to differentiate the coordinate transforma-
tion (1.137) itself, which yields
X = x + tl —
-
—X
ox
It u dii2) \i
(1.143)
(Note that we have deliberately left the term containing the derivative in unexpanded
form for compactness, which we will expand later. It does not hurt to expand it now,
it only makes the algebra more complicated and harder to understand.) When we
put them together, we get
x=\I + HdxW
dx
-i /
\
1
(x + Hx^) + w +
x\ +
~
x \ + 0(3+ )
/
(1.144)
Now we need to calculate the inverse of ( / + //^-J, which we do with a Taylor
series expansion
.dxW
I + H
dt
= $ (x) = $ (0) (x) + $ (1) (x) + $ (2) (x) + . . (1.145)
where the notation 3>(°) (£), etc. indicates what order of the components of the vector
x are included in the function. We can calculate each term by multiplying the quantity
by its inverse and setting it equal to the identity matrix. We get
(l + H^pj<^(x) = (i + H^-] (*<°> (x) + *W (x) + *W (5 ) + . .
.)
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$(°) (x) + Uw (i) + H^$ {0) (x)
= J
(1.146)
which gives
*<°> (x)
<*>
{1) {x)
= /
- -H
$( 2)(i) = _//
dx
dxW
dX
(1.147)
(1.148)
(1.149)
Plugging
I + H
back into equation 1.144 gives
1
x =
+
H
dxW
dx
+ -H
dx
u
H
dxW
dx
1
x +
+ o<3+ )
+ o<3+ >
x\ + x 22
(1.150)
(1.151)
As we will see in later chapters, determining the two quadratic order terms is known
as solving the "homological equation", a term we will define later. Right now though,
p.
-(2)
we need to define what we mean by
-f^-, and then make some choices about which
terms to cancel by our choice of the components of H . We have
dx
d_
dx
./•;
X\X 2
2xi
X 2 X\
2x 2
(1.152)
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and choosing to cancel all of the second quadratic order term in equation 1.151 (the
term multiplied by u) except for the bottom row, we have
H
dxW
dx
h x2x x + 2h i3x 2
h22 X\ + 2h23x 2
(1.153)
To cancel the top row term, h i2xi + 2hi 3x 2 , for all values of ii and x 2 requires that
h\ 2 = hi 3 = 0. Using this fact, and plugging into the first quadratic order term in
equation 1.151 gives
1
Hx (2) - H
dxM
dx
1
x +
Jb -I \~ JL o
(1.154)
(h 2X + l)x\ + (h22 - 2hu) x x x 2 + (h23 + 1) xi
—2h 2iX\X 2 — ^22^2
Now, we have five terms to cancel, and only four coefficients left: /in, /121, h22 and
h23 . So, we take out as many terms as we can by setting hu — 0, h 2 i — — 1, h 22 =
and h23 = — 1 which leaves us with the system
+ (3+) (1.155)
Finally, we have one last trick up our sleeve. By using feedback, and setting
1 ) (
\
£ + u + + u
1 ) \ 2x\x2 -2x2 I
v = (1 — 2x 2 ) u + 2xii 2 (1.156)
we get the final quadratic normal form of our original control system, which is
x =
1
x +
1
t; + 0(3+ > (1.157)
Our full coordinate transformation matrix is
H =
-1
-1
(1.158)
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which yields a quadratic transformation of the form
x 2 X2
+
—XZ.2 Z2
(1.159)
Although all the quadratic terms were able to be eliminated in this example, that
is not true in general, particularly for higher dimensional systems, and systems with
linearly uncontrollable components of the state vector. We will see in later chapters
which terms can be eliminated and which terms remain for the general case. <j
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II. MANIPULATING THE ORIGIN OF
COORDINATES
A. PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER
In this chapter we will consider how to take an arbitrary affine single-input
control system of the form
x = f(x,p,)+g(x,p)u (II. 1)
and translate the origin of coordinates to achieve a new system of the form
x = f(x,fi)+g{x,fi)u (II.2)
such that / (0, 0) = 0. Although this is a trivial coordinate translation if the equilib-
rium point of interest and the point of bifurcation are known, it is less clear how to
proceed for an arbitrary system. Therefore, finding the equilibrium point of interest
at the point of bifurcation is the subject of this chapter.
B. TRIMMING THE SYSTEM: FINDING THE CON-
TROL INPUT NEEDED FOR AN EQUILIBRIUM
POINT
Consider again the dynamic control system given by equation ILL We would
like to find a way to put this equation into the form of equation II. 2. We start
by trimming the system, that is, finding the control input needed to achieve an
equilibrium point for our system.
Denote an equilibrium point by x* and the trim control input needed to achieve
that equilibrium point by u* . Plugging into equation II.l, we get
= f(x*,jl)+g(x*,jj,)u* (II.3)
where we have used the fact that, by definition, x = for x = x* at an equilibrium
point. Now, in general we would like to solve equation II.3 for x* in terms of u* and /t.
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However, that is a very difficult problem, which often does not have a unique solution.
For example, consider an aircraft undergoing a flight test of its static stability, as
discussed in [Ref. 11]. The test consists of trimming the aircraft over a range of
airspeeds, and measuring the trim position of the longitudinal flight control. An
aircraft is considered to have neutral static stability if the measured trim position
of the longitudinal control is constant for different trimmed airspeeds. Thus, for an
aircraft under these conditions, picking a trim position of the longitudinal control and
solving for a unique equilibrium airspeed is impossible. However, there is another way
to approach the problem, and that is to express the trim control u* as a function of
x* and fl. That is, if we can somehow find an equilibrium point, the chances are good
that we can find a value of the trim control u* which maintains the system there.
Writing equation II. 3 by components gives us
h (x*,fi) + gi {x* , ji.) u*
fn {&*,&) +gn{x*,fl)u*
(II.4)
which allows us to solve for the trim value u* (£*,/}) as
u {x
,//) = - , = ••• = - , (II.5)
01 (*>/*) gn{x%n)
Picking any of the component equations which are convenient, say the kth component,
gives us
(x*,/2) =
fk{x*,P)
(II.6)
where it is assumed that gk (x*,[l) ^ 0. So, if we can somehow find an equilibrium
point x*, equation II.6 will give us the steady state trim value of the control input u*
needed to maintain our control system there for a particular value of fl. However, for
different values of fl we will get different values of the trim control u* , so it will also be
important to discover which value of fl to plug in. (Note that when gk (x*,fJ,) = for
all values of k, the steady-state control input u* (x*, jl) is arbitrary, and will be decided
by other considerations. Note also that even when gk (£*, ft) / 0, an equilibrium point
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defines a control input, but not necessarily vice-versa, as mentioned earlier. That is,
a given steady-state control input u*(x*,fl) may trim the system at more than one
equilibrium point.) Finally, it should be noted that the above analysis is completely
dependent on the existence of an equilibrium point, and there is no guarantee at
this point in the development that such an equilibrium point exists, with or without
steady-state control input. Finding the equilibrium set, if it exists, is the subject of
the next section. But first, we illustrate the results of this section with an example.
Example. [Trim Control Input] Consider the affine single-input control system
xi — Ji\X2 + x\ + x\u
x 2 = —x 2 + 3w
(II.7)
where we can define
/(£,£) =
p.\x 2 + x\
—x"^
and
g{x,v) =
(II.8)
(II.9)
We would like to find the control input u* (z,/i) which trims the system II.7 at an
equilibrium point. Picking the second component of equations II. 8 and II. 9, and
plugging into equation II.6 gives
u (x,//) =
/2 (x*,/z) xf
92{x*,P)
(11.10)
(where we could have also chosen the first component and found u* (x
,
//) = — i
1 )^'^: =
—
M1
^«2 ' ) so long as x\ ^ 0). But, we do not as yet have any guarantee that an
equilibrium point x* exists. We now turn to how to find it. <
C. THE EQUILIBRIUM SET
Now that we have algebraically determined the steady-state control input
u*(x*,}i) needed to trim our system at an equilibrium point, x*
,
given that the
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vector of parameters has the value /z, we need to solve for the equilibrium set of our
system. That is, for all the different possible values of the vector of parameters, jl,
what are all the different possible equilibrium points, x* for our trimmed system? In
general, this is not an easy question to answer, nor will we answer it here. What we
will do is to outline the general approach and illustrate the method with examples.
1. Finding the Equilibrium Set
To find the equilibrium set for our system, we can proceed as follows. If we
plug the trim control from equation II. 6 into equation II. 3, and simplify component by
component, we end up with n — 1 independent algebraic equations (the kth component
equation drops out):
= /i (£*,#) &(£*,#)- fk (x*,jl)gi(x*,jj.) (H.ll)
= fk-i (£*, fi.) gk (x*, fi) — fk (£*, p) 9k-\ (#*» P) (11.12)
= (11.13)
= fk+i(x\ft)gk (x\fr) - fk (x*,ji)gk+1 (x*,fi) (H.14)
= fn (x*,ji)gk (x*,fi) - fk (x*,jfi)gn (x*,ji) (11.15)
Now, finding the set of all x* and jl which globally satisfy these equations, if such a
set exists, may be a very difficult task. However, there is one thing we can say about
the general equilibrium set: Because we have n — 1 equations in n + r unknowns (n
unknown components of x*, and r unknown components of /i), there will be at least
r + 1 free variables if the equilibrium set exists at all. We will make the assumption,
which is often justified for engineering systems, that all of the components of p, and
one of the components of x* can be chosen as free variables. We illustrate with an
example.
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Example. [Equilibrium Set] Let's continue the previous example. Consider
again the affine single-input control system
£1 = #1X2 + x l -\- x[u (11.16)
W ^3 1 Q vX2 — — Xo T OU
where we have determined our steady-state (trim) control input to be
«*(**,» = 4" (IL17)
We would like to find the equilibrium set x* for the system 11.16 Plugging equation
11.17 into 11.16, we find that we have one independent algebraic equation in three
unknowns, i.e.
- fax2 + xl + xl^- (11.18)
= (11.19)
where the second equation has fallen out. This system is solvable for x^ if we choose
x.2 and p,\ as our free variables, i.e.
"'*2
(11.20)
1(1 + f)
So, equation 11.20 gives a solution for the equilibrium set for our system. However,
although an equilibrium set does exist for this system, an equilibrium point does not
necessarily exist for all the possible values of the free variables \i\ and x^, since (as
one example) when both ji\ > and x*2 > no real values of x\ exist. <a
2. Control Inputs and the Equilibrium Set
In the above section we dealt with finding the equilibrium set after the dynamic
control system had been trimmed. We framed our search for the equilibrium set in
terms of the free variables, which we assumed were the components of the vector of
parameters, /i, and one of the state variables at the equilibrium point, x*k . Then, we
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proceeded to search for a solution to the remaining components of the state vector at
equilibrium in terms of jl and x£, assuming that these two could take on any values we
chose. In reality, of course, it is not that simple. Engineering systems do not operate
for arbitrary values of the state variables and parameters, but only over a restricted
domain. Also, the "free variable" component of the the state vector, x*k , may not
actually be a free variable under our control. Rather, over a properly restricted
domain, our actual free variable is the control input, u. That is, using the control iz,
we must first establish the system at the desired equilibrium point x*, then apply the
trim control u* necessary to maintain the system there. Thus, the assumption that
a component of x* is a free variable is only justified under the circumstance that our
control input u is capable of achieving the desired equilibrium point to begin with.
In subsequent sections, we will continue to talk about a free variable component of
the equilibrium state vector because it makes the mathematical manipulations easier.
However, in all cases this should be understood to mean that a control input u capable
of establishing the system at the equilibrium point has been used to get the system
there.
D. FINDING THE BIFURCATION POINTS
Now, assuming that an equilibrium set exists, and that we can trim the system
there, we would like to find the points of bifurcation. That is, for what values of p,
does a qualitative change in the equilibrium set occur? Here we define the term
"qualitative change" as a change in the structure of the trajectories of a system,
such as a change in the number of equilibrium points, a change in the stability of an
equilibrium point, the generation or destruction of periodic solutions (limit cycles),
etc. We note that, in all cases, a linearization around an equilibrium point having
at least one zero real-part eigenvalue is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for
a bifurcation to occur. In general, this is not an easy problem to solve, nor will we
solve the general case here. What we will do is to outline two useful approaches to
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the problem and illustrate the method with examples.
1. Change in the Number of Equilibrium Points
One easy, but not comprehensive, check for a bifurcation point is to determine
whether equilibrium points are being created or destroyed at a given value of //. Since
we have assumed that one component of x* and all components of // are free variables,
equations 11.11 through 11.15 can be examined to find those values of jl for which the
number of equilibrium points change. We illustrate with an example.
Example. [Change in the Number of Equilibrium Points] Continuing the pre-
vious example, we examine the solution for the equilibrium set, to see if there is a
value of /ii which causes the number of equilibrium points to change. We have
x
i
~ ^,
^ X
(11.21)
NO + S)
Now, for any value of the free variable x^, the sign of the quantity , ?.3> determines
the allowable values of fli such that the equilibrium set exists. When
, %>, > (H-22)
two equilibrium points exist for ji\ < 0, one equilibrium point exists for p,\ — 0, and
no equilibrium points exist for \i\ > 0. When
, %3 , < (11.23)
(! + *)
no equilibrium points exist for p,\ < 0, one equilibrium point exists for \i\ = 0, and
two equilibrium points exist for p,\ > 0. Finally, when
%•*
] (11.24)
(> + ?)
one equilibrium point exists regardless of the value of p,\. So, in this example, the
value /ij = 0, a constant, is the point of bifurcation. In the general case however, the
bifurcation point will be a function of the free variable component of x* . <i
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2. Change in the Stability of an Equilibrium Point
To examine a change in the stability of an equilibrium point, we need to
evaluate the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of our system at that equilibrium
point. We desire to find those values of jl for which one or several eigenvalues have
a zero real part — this indicates the point at which stability changes. To do this
we need to examine our original control system trimmed at the equilibrium point of
interest, that is, when steady-state control which achieves that equilibrium point is
applied. We need to examine the Jacobian matrix of the system
x = / (x, p.) + g (x, p.) u* (x*, (i.) (11.25)
around the point x = x*, and determine those values of ft for which the real part of
one or several eigenvalues is zero. If we let J be the Jacobian matrix of this system,
and recognizing that the value u* (x*,jj,) is a constant, we have
( df{x,p) \ { dg(x,ji) \ „3 = [—&-)
t g,
+ V~dx—J "(*'")
(IL26)
We can determine the eigenvalues A of the Jacobian matrix J by solving the equation
det(A/-J) = (11.27)
and the points of bifurcation p, = ji* are found when the real part of any eigenvalue
is equal to zero. We illustrate with an example.
Example. [Change in the Stability of an Equilibrium Point] Continuing with
the system and steady-state control input from the second example, our dynamic
system trimmed at an equilibrium point x* is
Xi = Jl\x-i + x\ + x\u (x*,}i,) (11.28)
X2 = —x 2 -\-ou [X ,/2)
where
x 2
u*{x*,P) =
-f (H.29)
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is a constant control input, since we are assumed to be trimmed at the equilibrium
point denned by x2 . Calculating the components of the Jacobian matrix we have
and
df(x,jj,y
dx
dg{x,fi)
dx
2x\
ox 2
(11.30)
and putting the pieces together yields
J =
2x{ (l +
*-f-)
2x\
rxf
(11.31)
(11.32)
where we have plugged in equation 11.29 for u* (x*, fi). Now, the equation to solve for
the eigenvalues of J is
A - 2x\ (l + Si)
-ft
A + SxX2
det (XI - J) = det = (11.33)
which is
This is true when
or
A - 2x\ 1 +
Xr
(A + dxf) =
A = 2xUl + -j-
A = -3r
(11.34)
(11.35)
(11.36)
Now, we look at all possible equilibrium points where we could trim our system.
Since x\ is a free variable of our equilibrium set, it is possible to trim the system to
an equilibrium point such that x*2 ^ 0. For such an equilibrium point, the real part
of A can only equal zero when x\ — 0. Looking at equation 11.20, we see that the only
value of \i\ which causes x\ = is fii = 0. Thus Ji\ = is our bifurcation point. (Note
that when x*2 = 0, we have A equal to zero regardless of the value of the parameter
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jj,\. Thus, no bifurcation occurs along this narrow subset of the equilibrium set. For
x*2
= — \/3, we also have A equal to zero regardless of the value of the parameter fi\.
However, the value x*2 — — y3 does not indicate a bifurcation; rather, there is no
equilibrium set at this value, except when ]i\ = 0). <
E. TRANSLATING THE ORIGIN OF COORDINATES
Because of the general nature of our equations, we can say very little about
the existence of a global equilibrium set, nor do we have any guarantees that a general
system can be trimmed. However, as was mentioned earlier, engineering systems op-
erate in a restricted domain, not everywhere. In a local region of operation, locating
the equilibrium points and bifurcation points is often much easier than trying to de-
termine them globally. Plus, engineering systems tend to be reasonably well behaved,
so it is a reasonable assumption that we will be able to find a trim condition. So,
with these points in mind, we will make the following assumptions:
• An equilibrium point of interest, x*, exists and we have found it. In particular,
we have chosen a particular value for that component of x* which is acting as
a free variable.
• We can solve for the trim value of the control u* and the value of the bifurcation
point ji.
Making these assumptions, let us write our state vector, x, our vector of pa-
rameters, //, and our control input, u, as perturbations away from the equilibrium
point/point of bifurcation we have chosen. We get
x = x* + x (11.37)
ft = pT + fi (11.38)
u = u+u (11.39)
Plugging these into equation II. 1 gives
x = f (x* + x, pT + n) + g (x* + ar, p,* + /*) (u* (£*, p?) + u) (11.40)
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Since, by definition, x* is a constant with zero derivative, we can rewrite equation
11.40 as
x = f{x,n) + g{x,n)u (H.41)
with
f(x,(i) = f (x* + x, }jl* + fi) + g (x* + x, p,* + fi) u* (F, p,*) (11.42)
g{x,n) = g(x* + x,/i,* + fi) (11.43)
and where
/(0,0) = (11.44)
Equation 11.41 is the basis for all of the further transformations which will be per-
formed in this dissertation. In that sense, equation 11.41 is the beginning of this
dissertation. As before, we illustrate with an example.
Example. [Translating the Origin] Continuing our example system, we have
xi = Ji\X 2 + x\ + x\u (11.45)
X2 = —x 2 + 3u
where we make the assumption that have used external engineering considerations
(not shown here) to choose the free variable component of x* as
x*2 = 1 (11.46)
In the second example, we determined our steady-state control input. Plugging equa-
tion 11.46 into equation 11.17 we get
u*(x\ji)= 1- (11.47)
In the third and fourth examples, we found that the bifurcation point for our system
was
p.\ = (11.48)
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which lets us use equation 11.20 for the equilibrium set. Plugging equations 11.46 and
11.48 into equation 11.20 gives
x\ = (11.49)
So, translating our origin of coordinates by the rules
(11.50)
(11.51)
(11.52)
(11.53)
and plugging into equation 11.45, gives a new control system
4
x\ = fx -f [ix 2 -\—x\ + x\u (11.54)
o
x 2 = —3x2 — 3^2 — x\ + 3u (11.55)
where our chosen equilibrium point, at the point of bifurcation, is the origin of coor-
dinates. <
X\ — X-i
X 2 = 1 +x 2
fa — Vl
u —
1
3
+
"
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III. LINEAR NORMAL FORM
A. ROADMAP: THE BIG PICTURE
1. Results of Previous Chapters
In Chapter II we showed that the origin of coordinates for any affine control
system
x = f (£,/;) + g{x,fi)u (III.1)
could be translated to an equilibrium point x* at the point of bifurcation fi* using the
trim control u* , making the reasonable assumptions that an equilibrium set exists,
that the system can be trimmed, and that a bifurcation occurs. The translated affine
control system has the form
with
x = /(x,/i) + g(x,n)u
/(0,0) =
(III.2)
(III.3)
2. Purpose of this Chapter
In this chapter, we begin the process of simplifying a system in the form of III.
2
by applying coordinate transformations and state feedback. This chapter considers
how to simplify the linear terms in our control system, and Chapter V considers how
to simplify the quadratic terms. Taken all together, the methods of Chapters II, III
and V will produce a system which is in quadratic normal form.
In this chapter we show how to take an affine single-input control system of
the form of III. 2 and transform it into a system of the form
w
y
oooo
FM Fz
Fw
A
n
z
+
w
.
y
.
B
II (III.4)
+ /(2) (V,z,u>,y) + <7 (1) (fi,z,w,y)u
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+ /<
3
> (//, z, w, y) + g& (//, 5>, y ) u + 0<4+ >
We accomplish this with the following steps:
• Expand equation III.2 in a multi-variable Taylor series around the origin.
• Apply a linear similarity coordinate transformation to the Taylor series expan-
sion to simplify the linear terms.
• Apply linear state feedback to the transformed system produce further simpli-
fication of the linear terms.
B. MULTI-VARIABLE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION
Consider again the dynamic control system given in equation III. 2. We would
like to examine the dynamics of our system in the local vicinity of the equilibrium
point of interest, around the point of bifurcation. Since our origin of coordinates is
already at the equilibrium point of interest and at the point of bifurcation, we only
need to expand our system in a Taylor series around the origin to obtain the local
dynamics. By including the vector of parameters /i as a variable in our Taylor series
expansion, we will also capture the local bifurcation phenomena. We start by defining
some notation to make multi-variable Taylor series expansions easier to manipulate.
1. Notation Conventions
Conventional multi-variable Taylor series notation quickly becomes cumber-
some when dealing with vector-valued functions. For example, expanding the simple
three-component system with two independent variables
/(*)= /a(*i,*a ) (IIL5)
h{X\,X2 )
to only second order in a multi-variable Taylor series expansion around the origin in
conventional notation yields three component equations of the form
fi(xi,x2) = ^(o>°)+(!£) *i+ (f£) x2 (m -6)
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+
2! V^?/x=o 2! V dx * dx *
XiXo +
i (&U
x=0 2\\dxlJ
"
\ * / x=0
x? + 0(3+>
(for i = 1 to 3) which is clearly difficult to deal with, even for this simple case.
For more complicated systems, and in particular, for systems of arbitrary dimension,
conventional notation is so difficult as to be unusable.
However, there are simpler ways to express multi-variable Taylor series expan-
sions for vector valued functions. One of these is the vector/matrix expansion, where
the coefficients are grouped in matrices, and the variables are stacked in vectors, all
according to the order (linear, quadratic, etc.) of the terms involved. For example,
the Taylor series expansion of equation III. 5 could be written in vector/matrix form
as
f(x) = f(0) + Lf
where the coefficient matrices are
r -|
r
A
'
Xi
+ Qf XiX 2
X2
x 2
+ 0<3+) (III.7)
/(0) =
/i(0,0)
/2 (0,0)
/3 (0,0)
(III.8)
L f =
dh 3/i
dx\ 3x2
dx\ 3x2
dh
3xi
3/3
3x2
(III.9)
anc
Qf =
2!
3!A
dx\
d±h
3xf
32 /3
3x?
o d2h
3xj3x2
2 d2h
3xj3x2
2 _3if3_dx\dx2
x=0
dx\
dx\
dxl Jx
(111.10)
Another way which is even simpler (called functional order notation), is to merely
indicate the order of the terms involved and otherwise leave the system in functional
notation. For example, the expansion of equation III.5 can be written in functional
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order notation as
f(x) = fV>(x) + fM(x) + fW(x) + OM (III.ll)
(111.13)
where the individual term orders are indicated by the superscript value in parentheses,
i.e.
r
/i(o,o)
/ (0) (*) = /2 (0,0) (HI.12)
/s(0,0)
KdxiJx=0 ~> ,
(srt
/W(x)= ( dJA *, + (
2! \dk) x=Q X* + 2! ^aflfej^o^1^2 + 2! Vm) x=0 X ''
2! U^)^** + 2! ^afrfej^O^12 + 2! (^f) x=0 X ^
.
2! (^fj^o^l + * r^T^J^o^ 1^ 2 + 2! (^f)^o^
Finally, the expansion can be written in tensor notation. However, although tensor
notation is very compact, it does not lend itself to ease of computation with the tools
available today. Since a focus of this dissertation is the computation of feedback gains
to control or stabilize bifurcations, we will not deal with tensors here. Instead, we
will concentrate on the vector/matrix form and the functional order form. Both of
these methods are formalized in the following lemma.
W(<r\ -f
(l) (x) (111.14)
Lemma B.l (Notation for Multi-Variable Taylor Series Expansions) Given
a function ^(^), with ty E Rs and £ £ R} , the multi-variable Taylor series expansion
around the origin can be expressed in vector/matrix form as
¥(£) = tf (0) + L^ + Qrf™ + C»£<3 > + {4+)
or in functional order form as
*(£) = ¥°\o + ^ (1) (0 + ^ (2)(0 + ^ (3) (£) + o (4+)
(111.15)
(111.16)
where the order of the variable terms is given by the superscript value in parentheses.
The matrix of coefficients Ly (the L is for "linear") is known as the Jacobian of
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ty , while the matrix of coefficients Q$ (the Q is for "quadratic") and the matrix of
coefficients Cq (the C is for "cubic") do not have a commonly accepted names. These
matrices are given by the formulas
u
a#i 9*1 "I
36 36
36
9* =
36 -1 U=o)
(111.17)
Q<a =
2!
92 tt,
92 *
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i 3 2 1' 1
'3636
C
*
=
3!
93 *, 93 *i
3^ "36f36
o 93 *«
;
33 *i
34i3^
36^96
o a3 tt<
°363lJ
o 33 *<
° 3^|96
i 9 2 fl, 9 2 *<
'3636
~36T
9^
36
9 2 *<
93 ^i
a3 *.
93 $<
~dff
93 fl«
363^1
o a3 *T
') 36236
o_a%,
^363^1
o 93 $<
^slJaH
o 33 *c
°36362
9« .
• a3 *
(111.18)
(6-o)
363636
a3 *.
a|f
a3 *<
363636
a3 *.
a3 i>i
36
a3 *.
36
where L*
€
#sxi
, Q* G #5
t(«+i)
an
(6-o)
(111.19)
d Cy £ Rsx e . New notation has also
been introduced for the vectors of variables, £^2 ' E R 2 and £(3 ) G i? 6 . Here
£(2 ) indicates the vector of all possible quadratic combinations of the components of£,
while £(3 ) indicates the vector of all possible cubic combinations of the components of
£. The rule for ordering the elements ^^ of the quadratic vector of variables £' 2 ' is
66 > 66 if i > k, or h > j if i = k. Then the smaller elements are stacked on top
of the larger elements. The rule for ordering the elements 666 °f the cubic vector
of variables t}
3
' is 666 > 666i if j > m , or i > I if j = m, or h > k if j = m and
i — I. Then the smaller elements are stacked on top of the larger elements. These
vectors may be written out as
"6
i (111.20)
£(2) =
6
(I
62 (111.21)
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£(*) =
662
g
626
(Us
6£32
642
,
c
(111.22)
Note that in subsequent sections these will be the common methods of Taylor series
expansion and will be used interchangeably.
Proof. Perform a conventional multi-variable Taylor series expansion on each
of the components of ^ (£). Then group the terms by order, and separate out the
coefficients into matrices and the variable combinations into the vectors provided.
This yields the results in the lemma. <
Now we illustrate our notation with an example.
Example. [Taylor Series Expansion] Find the Taylor series expansion around
the origin of the function f{x) given by
/(*) =
f\{X\,X 2 )
f2 (xi,x 2 )
sin(2x! + x 2 )
X\eX2
(111.23)
Now, our lemma tells us that the function f(x) can be expanded around the origin
as follows:
f(x) = fM(x ) + fM(x ) + fM(x ) + fW(x ) + ^
Fo + L f
~2
' 4
'
Xi
^1
x\x 2
+ Qj X\X2 + c{
Xl
X2
1 9
x2
(111.24)
+ (4) (111.25)
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We calculate the vector F and the matrices L/, Qj, and C/ by the formulas
Fo = /(0)
sin(2a:i + #2)
X\C r->
J (x=0)
(111.26)
L t =
3x2
dx\ 8x2
2 1
1
(x=0)
2cos(2xi + X2) cos(2xi + X2)
,X2 x
x
e
X2
J (x=0)
(111.27)
Qi
1
2!
1
2
9x?
9x2
3xj 9x2
9 2 /2
dx\dx2
d2h
dx\
d 2h
dx\
-I (x=0)
-4sin(2x 1 + x<i) —4sin(2xi + x 2 ) — sin(2xi + x 2 )
2eX2 x x e
*2
1
(x=0)
(111.28)
Cf
1
3!
93 /i
9xJ
9x3
3 9
3
/i
3xj9x2 dxidx2
.
d 3h 93 /,
1 3^293/2 93/2
9x3
33 /2
9xj3x2 9xi9x2 9x2 (x=0)
8cos(2x! + X2) 12cos(2xi + #2) 6005(22:! + 0:2) cos(2a;i + £2)
Se12
1
f
which gives our answer in vector/matrix form as
f(x) = +
2 1 Zl
+
1
L
X2 1
-x\ex2
x\
X\X-i
J (x=0)
(111.29)
(111.30)
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+"
x\ '
4
3
-2 -1 1
6
2X^X2
i
2
X\X 2
x2
or in functional order form as
/(*) =
+
+
2rc! + x 2
+
-±x 3
3 X 1
/ sy* ** sy* /y* /y\ "
1~ r 2
+ 0<4+ >
6 X 2
+ o(4+ )
(111.31)
Finally, it is worth asking why we choose to expand our Taylor series this way.
First, the notation is very compact, and by using L, Q, and C to stand for linear,
quadratic and cubic in the vector/matrix notation, or to indicate the term order inside
superscript parentheses in the functional order notation, it is also reasonably intuitive
as well. Second, as we will see later on in the chapter, putting the coefficients into
matrices allows us to perform block matrix manipulations, which will lead to powerful
simplifications. And third, after our transformations and simplifications are complete,
the entries inside the matrices will mean something, much as the entries in a diagonal
matrix give us the eigenvalues of that matrix. (In fact, the diagonal entries in our
transformed linear coefficient matrix will be the eigenvalues of the linear portion of
the system.) The entries in the transformed quadratic matrix will tell us whether the
bifurcation which occurs is controllable, and will then feed directly into the formulas
for the gains necessary to control our system.
2. Taylor Series Expansion of the Control System
Now let's look at the Taylor series expansion of our control system around the
origin, where we include the vector of parameters, //, as a variable. Rewriting our
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control system, equation III. 2, for convenience, we have
x = f{x,fi) + g(x,fi)u (111.32)
Now we can use functional order form to write the expansions
/(s,/z) = fW(x,») + f (2) (x^) + f i3) (x^) + 0^ (111.33)
g(x^) = gW(x,fi)+gW(x^) + g (2) (x^) + 0^ (111.34)
where we have used the fact that /^°^ (x, //) = since the origin of coordinates has al-
ready been translated to a trimmed equilibrium point. Substituting these expansions
into equation III.32 and grouping by term order yields
x = f^(x,fi)+g^(x,fi)u (111.35)
+ fW(x jfi)+gW(x,fi)u + 0^
which is the Taylor series expansion of our control system about the origin in func-
tional order form, and where we have counted the control input u as order one. We
desire the linear terms to be in vector/matrix form (we will leave the quadratic terms
in functional order form for now), and .since we are preparing the system for a linear
similarity transformation in the next section, we need the coefficient matrix to be
square. So, using the fact that ji = (since // is a constant) we can append equation
III.35 and convert the linear terms to vector/matrix form to yield the block form
x
+
+
x
+
+
+
Go
u (111.36)
9W {*,P)
u
9w {*,ti
u +0<4+ )
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where we have used
/ (1) (z^) L,
x
and
g
{0) (x,fi) = Go
(111.37)
(111.38)
Equation III. 36 is what we will apply our linear similarity transformation and state
feedback to in the next two sections to achieve our desired linear normal form.
C. LINEAR SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION
As we will see in later chapters, the structure of the linear terms makes
a tremendous difference to the simplification and transformation of the non-linear
terms, so it is to our advantage to simplify the linear portion of the system as much
as possible. Our first theorem shows that our system can be transformed into Jordan-
Brunovsky canonical form through the application of a similarity transformation and
linear state feedback. First, we define the Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form.
Definition C.l (Jordan-Brunovsky Canonical Form) A linear control system
is said to be in Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form if it has the block vector/matrix
form
(111.39)
where // £ RT is a vector of parameters, z £ Rq is a vector of linearly uncontrollable
states having zero real-part eigenvalues, w G Rm is a vector of linearly uncontrollable
states having non-zero real-part eigenvalues, y G RP is a vector of linearly controllable
states, and v £ R 1 is a single control input. The matrix Fz G RqXq is in block
diagonal (Jordan) form, and all the eigenvalues of Fz have zero real parts. The
matrix F^ G RqXr is in general non-square and has zero rows corresponding to the
non-zero rows in the matrix Fz . The matrix Fw G RmXm is in block diagonal (Jordan)
form, and all eigenvalues of the matrix Fw have non-zero real parts. The matrices
V
'
'
z
w
=
Fz
F1 w
y . A
' V
'
"
"
w
+
. y . . B .
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A 6 RpXp and B £ RpXl are in Brunovsky form, given by
1 •••
A (111.40)
B (111.41)
This definition allows for various degeneracies, that is, if certain of the vec-
tors and corresponding matrices are missing, but otherwise the system is in Jordan-
Brunovsky canonical form, then the system can be considered to be in the canonical
form. For example, in certain systems of this form, the vector w (and by implication
the matrix Fw ) may not exist. Or, the vector z (and by implication the matrices FM
and Fz ) may not exist, etc. For the purposes of this dissertation, no distinction in
terminology will be made between such degenerate cases and the complete Jordan-
Brunovsky canonical form. Now we can state the Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form
theorem.
Theorem C.2 (Jordan-Brunovsky Canonical Form) Any linear system having
the block matrix form
x x
+
Co
u (111.42)
can be transformed into Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form through the application of
a proper similarity transformation and state feedback. The required similarity trans-
formation is given by
(111.43)
' V
'
V
= T
z
X w
. y .
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where the similarity transformation matrix, T, and its inverse, T , are given by the
block formulas
T =
/
J- x-L 11 T*
.
I
-T x
(111.44)
(111.45)
The sub-transformation matrix Tx is chosen so as to put Ljx into block diagonal form
' Fz "
T~ l LfxTx = Fw (111.46)
A
_
where Fz and Fw are in the appropriate block diagonal (Jordan) canonical form, and
A is in controllable canonical form. The sub-transformation matrix T^ is chosen so
as to eliminate as many rows as possible of the combination
T: x Lu + T^LhTxT» =
Am j
(111.47)
A subsequent theorem will show that all the rows of F^ can be eliminated except for
those corresponding to zero rows in Fz , and that A^ can be eliminated entirely in most
cases. (In those cases where A^ cannot be eliminated entirely, only the bottom row
will be left, which will be removed with state feedback.) The state feedback required is
given by
u = u- aT fi - aTy (111.48)
where aT is the bottom row of AM (zero in most cases), and where aT is the bottom
row of A.
Proof. We wish to take our system
x
and transform it into
z
w
y
o o
F» Fz
Fw
4
V
+
x Co
11 (111.49)
V
<y
+
w
.
y
.
B
II (111.50)
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We start by applying our linear transformation
V-
= T
5
X
Wlth
T =
T" 1 =
/
J- x-L n 1 x
-r, r- 1
to our original system. We get
A V
z
= T-i T
v
+ r
-i
w
.
Lu L f*
.
w G
.
y
.
.
y
.
rM t-
/
-* x-L )1 -* X
z
w
+
rp rp-l
1 H -L x Go
U
Tx
l LU + Tx lLh TxT^ T~
l Ljx Tx
z
w
y
+
(111.51)
(111.52)
(111.53)
(111.54)
T~ Go
a
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Now, Tx is the similarity transformation which will separate out the controllable and
uncontrollable modes for us, stacked in the right order, i.e.
F7
T?LS,TX
t: 1g
o
B
Fw
A
(111.55)
(111.56)
We are also given that T^ is a linear transformation which produces F^ and AM ,
eliminating as many of the entries as possible. (The next theorem will prove that this
is possible, and give the structure of F^ and A^.)
-lt; 1 lu -vt^lSxtxt. (111.57)
So, plugging in, we have our first intermediate result
F,
K
Now apply the specified feedback to the system
t t ~
u = u — a \x — a y
A
z
=i
w
.
y
.
V
Fz z
+
Fw w
A
.
y
.
B
u (111.58)
(111.59)
which gives
A
z F, Fz
w F
.
y
.
A^ - BaT A-iBa 1
V
z
+
w
.
y
.
B
u (111.60)
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Since A was previously defined as being in controllable canonical form, with aT its
bottom row, and A^ was previously defined as being all zeros, except for the bottom
row which was aT , and since we know the values of .£?, aT and aT , we can calculate
and
Av-Ba 1 =
=
A-BaT =
1
which gives our desired result
w
y
•••
ax • • • ar
Qi ar
•.
••• 1
d\ a
T
1 ... o
o.\
'•• '••
"••
1
F» Fz
Fw
A
= A
V
z
+
w
.
y
.
B
II
(111.61)
(111.62)
(111.63)
Our next theorem cleans up some results which were left hanging from the
first theorem.
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Theorem C.3 The transformation matrix T^ can be chosen in all cases such that all
entries in the matrices F^ and AM are zero, except for rows in F^ corresponding to
zero rows in Fz , and except for the last row in AM . In most cases, the transformation
matrix T^ can be chosen such that the matrix A^ is entirely zero, which is entirely
dependent on whether a single entry in the matrix A is non-zero.
Proof. From the Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form theorem we have
Fz
T- l LSxTx = Fw
A
(111.64)
an<
T-'Go =
B
(111.65)
which defined the transformation matrix TT . We also have
-lt^lu + t^lutxt.= (111.66)
which now requires us to find TM . Breaking up the matrices into blocks grouped by
y, w, and z terms gives us
T =
T,Mz
Vw
T~'LU =
T
T,
T2
T3
(111.67)
(111.68)
and substituting in yields
T,
T2
T3
+
Fz T F.
F1 W T —
A T
_K
_
(111.69)
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Since our equation is block diagonal it separates, allowing us to solve for TMz , T^
and T^ independently. We get
Fn =
Tu K lTx
(111.70)
(111.71)
if F
z
1
exists. We also get
T*. = -F~ lT2 (111.72)
since Fj 1 always exists. (By definition, all the eigenvalues of Fw have non-zero real
parts. Since there are no possible zero eigenvalues, the matrix is invertible.) And, we
get
AM =
My -A-'Ts
if A * exists. Now, look at the third block equation,
T3 + AT,y = A,
Looking at the individual rows of this equation, we have
T3l
+
1
'••
••• ••• 1
ap i dpT*
For i = 1 to p — 1 , the row equations are
T,
Mai
T,Vyp
Am
A
^
Au = T3 + Tu
so, if we pick T^
y
= —T^, we get
Aw =0
(111.73)
(111.74)
(111.75)
(111.76)
(111.77)
(111.78)
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For the bottom row, the equation is
Anp = T3p + Y^ apiT»y t + aPl^/Myj (111.79)
which we solve for TM if apl 7^ 0, and get A^ = 0. If ap\ = however, T„ cannot
affect the bottom row equation, and we solve for A^p
p
A^
p
= T3p -f 2^ apiT^ yi (111.80)
So, all rows of A^ can be forced to zero when ap \ ^ 0, and all rows of A^ except for
the bottom row can be forced to zero when av \ — 0. Now, we look at the first block
equation
Tx + FZ T, Z = F, (111.81)
Since the matrix Fz is block diagonal, this equation separates into sub-block equations
as well. So, look at an individual block. There are three possible types of blocks. For
a block consisting of a single zero eigenvalue, the rows of Ttlz are multiplied by zero,
and thus can have no effect on suppressing terms in FM . For a block consisting of a
Jordan block of arbitrary dimension, all of the rows in the block of FM corresponding
to the non-zero rows in the Fz Jordan block can be forced to zero. But, the bottom
row of the Jordan block is all zeros, and cannot affect terms in FM . Finally, a block
in Fz consisting of a pair of complex conjugates is invertible, and so can suppress all
the corresponding rows in F^. So, any rows in Fz which are non-zero suppress the
corresponding row in F^, and the only possible non-zero rows in FM correspond to
zero rows in Fz . This proves the theorem. <i
Now we need to apply the Jordan- Brunovsky canonical form theorem to the
case of our control system, equation III. 36, which we rewrite here for convenience
x
+
Lf, If.
/ (2) (*,//)
V
+
X Go
_
(111.82)
+
,(1) (x,n)
ii
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+/(3) (*^)
+
<7
(2W) u + 0<4+ >
The theorem says that we can find a linear transformation matrix, T, and a feedback
control, u, such that the linear terms of our equation are put into Jordan-Brunovsky
canonical form. But when we apply the theorem to the linear part, it also affects the
non-linear part, and we get
w
y
o o
F F
Fw
A
V
2
+
w
.
y
.
B
+ T -l
+ T- 1
+ 0<4+ >
(111.83)
( V
\ ( V
\
/(2) T
z
w
+ T -i
g(D T
z
w
{ . y
.
)
.
{ . y
.
1
.
(u — a ji *Ty)
f V
\ (
V
\
/(3) T
w
+ T-i
9 {2) T
w
{ . y /
.
\ . v . )
.
[ u — a fi — a y)
where we have used
and
(fi,x)
H
V
= T
z
X w
.
y
.
T T~
u — u — a [i — a y
(111.84)
(111.85)
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If we define
fW(fi,z,w,y)=T-1
f\
o
1
(
V
\ ( V
\
f {2) T
w
9
(1) T
z
w
\. { . y
.
1
.
{ . y
.
)
.
(aT fi + aTy)
fW(^z,w,y)=T- 1
r
( V
\ ( V
\
/(3) T
w
g
(2) T
2f
w
V. \ . y 1 . { . y I .
/
(111.86)
\
(aT fi + aTy)
and
g
{1) (fi,z,w,y) = T-l
9
(i) T
g
(2) (fi,z,w,y) = T-l
,(2) T
yAs
W
y
w
y
we can rewrite the final result more simply as
/V Fz
Fw
A
k
z
=
w
.
y
.
V
z
+
w
.
y
.
l
B
I
(111.87)
(111.88)
(111.89)
u (111.90)
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+ / (2) (/^,u;,y) +g {1) {n,z,w,y)u
+ /W (M, w, y) + ^ (2) (/*> 5, t5, y) u + (4+)
We say that an equation which has been put into the form of equation III. 90 has been
put into linear normal form.
We end this chapter with an example.
Example. [Linear Normal Form] Consider the rather complicated linear system
X\
X2
5 1 1
-fll - lXi - lx 2 + ~X3 - yX4 + U1^,11
:
--H-lXi-lX 2 - ~X3 + -X4 -U
1
, ,
3 3
X3 = -9/^ + lx l + lx 2 + -X3 ~ -X4 + U
3
1 1
1 1
x\ =
--fii + lxi + lx 2 - -x3 -\- -x4 -u
(111.91)
(111.92)
(111.93)
(111.94)
Appending the parameter ji\ and putting the system into vector/matrix form gives
Ai ^1
X\ 5
2
-1 -1 1
2
1
2
X! 1
X2 — 1
2
-1 -1 1
2
1
2
Z2 + -1
X3 1
2
1 1
3
2
3
2
X3 1
X\ 3
2
1 1
1
2
1
2
X4 -1
u (111.95)
Inspection of this system reveals that it is in the appropriate form to apply the
Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form theorem, with
-1 -1
-1
1 1
1 1
h.=
1 1
2 2
1 1
2 2
3 3
2 2
1 1
2 2
(111.96)
Lu = (111.97)
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and
Go
1
-1
1
-1
(111.98)
From the theorem, we have to generate two transformation matrices, Tx and TM , such
that the block form equations
T?LSm T,
Fz
Fw
A
and
T-'Go =
B
define the transformation matrix Tx , and the block form equation
r-1L/|l + r-
1L/.r,^
defines the transformation matrix T^. We find Tx and Tx to be
Tx =
X
1 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 -1
1 -1 1 1
1 -1 1 -1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 .
(111.99)
(III.100)
(III.101)
(III.102)
(III.103)
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which gives
t; 1 l Jxtx
Fz
=
A
-2
1
2
This gives
= [0]
We find TM to be
\ =
[-2]
1
2
-1
T =
-1
-1
-1
which gives
Tx LU + Tx
1
Lfx Tx Tti
r- -,
1
F.
=
. V 3
So, after the similarity transformation our system is
10
0-200
V2
1
3 2
01
Z\
W-i +
fa
.
y*2 1
Now apply linear state feedback of the form
u = 3//i + 2j/2 + u
u
(III.104)
(III.105)
(III.106)
(III.107)
(III.108)
(III.109)
(III.110)
(III.lll)
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which gives our system in Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form as
Mi
10
0-200
1
Ml
Z\
Wi +
V\
.
V2
.
1
with the canonical form submatrices given by
F» =
Fz =
A =
B =
[1]
[0]
[-2]
1
1
(/ (III.112)
(III.113)
(III.114)
(III.115)
(III.116)
(III.117)
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IV. CONTROL OF LINEARLY
CONTROLLABLE, LINEARLY STABILIZABLE
AND LINEARLY UNSTABLE BIFURCATIONS
A. ROADMAP: THE BIG PICTURE
1. Results of Previous Chapters
In Chapters II and III we showed that any affine system
x = /(x,/2) +g(x,fi)u
can be put into linear normal form
(IV.l)
z
w
y
K Fz
F
A
V
z
+
w
.
y
.
B
u + 0^2+ ) (IV.2)
where n £ Rr is the vector of parameters, z £ Rq is the vector of linearly uncon-
trollable states having zero real-part eigenvalues, w £ Rm is the vector of linearly
uncontrollable states having non-zero real-part eigenvalues, y £ Rp is the vector of
linearly controllable states, and u £ R} is a single control input. Also, the matrix Fz
is in block diagonal (Jordan) form, and all the eigenvalues of Fz have zero real parts,
the matrix FM has zero rows corresponding to non-zero rows in Fz , the matrix Fw is in
block diagonal (Jordan) form, and all eigenvalues of the matrix Fw have negative real
parts, and the matrices A and B are in Brunovsky form of appropriate dimension. (In
certain systems of this form, the vector w (and by implication the matrix Fw ) and/or
the vector z (and by implication the matrices F^ and Fz ) may not exist. That is,
all the linearly uncontrollable states may have eigenvalues with only zero real parts,
or only non-zero real parts, or there may be no linearly uncontrollable states at all.
In these cases, deleting all reference to the states w and/or z as appropriate in the
general equations gives the right answer as we will see.) We can also pick the control
u — u (//, i, w, y) as state feedback.
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2. Purpose of this Chapter
In this chapter we apply linear control theory to stabilize the linearly con-
trollable states y found in the linear normal form of our system. We show that the
question of whether or not a trimmed system of Chapter II experiences a bifurcation
is an independent question from that of whether such a system is linearly controllable.
We will see that there are four possible cases for a system which does experience a
bifurcation at a trimmed equilibrium point: the system can turn out to be linearly
controllable or stabilizable; the system can turn out to be linearly unstable; the sys-
tem can experience the full bifurcation in the linearly uncontrollable states; or the
system can experience a reduced dimension bifurcation in the linearly uncontrollable
states. This chapter considers the linearly controllable/stabilizable case and the lin-
early unstable case. Chapters V, VI and VII consider how to stabilize bifurcations
occurring in the linearly uncontrollable states.
B. THE GENERAL METHOD FOR STABILIZING SYS-
TEMS WITH BIFURCATIONS
The general method we will employ in the stabilization of all of the bifurcations
we will consider in this chapter and in Chapter VII consists of the following steps:
1. Determine if a bifurcation occurs in the system of interest using the method of
Chapter II. If so, trim the system to, and translate the origin of coordinates
to, the equilibrium point of interest at the point of bifurcation.
2. Determine the linear properties of the trimmed system by transforming the
system into linear normal form using the method of Chapter III. There are
four possible cases, and we will consider the first three in this chapter, and the
fourth in Chapter VII:
• The system is linearly controllable. That is, all states (except for the
appended vector of parameters) are linearly controllable. This case is con-
sidered in this chapter.
• The system is linearly stabilizable. That is, all linearly uncontrollable
states (except for the appended vector of parameters) have eigenvalues with
negative real parts and are exponentially stable. This case is considered in
this chapter.
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• The system is linearly unstable. That is, at least one linearly uncontrol-
lable state has an eigenvalue with a positive real part and is exponentially
unstable. This case is considered in this chapter.
• The system is linearly unstabilizable, but not linearly unstable. That is,
all linearly uncontrollable states have eigenvalues with either negative or
zero real parts, but there are no eigenvalues with positive real parts. This
case requires consideration of the non-linear terms to determine stability,
and will be considered in Chapter VII.
3. Apply linear control techniques to stabilize the linearly controllable states.
Any stabilizing linear control method (pole placement, linear quadratic regu-
lator, robust control, etc.) is acceptable.
4. If the system is linearly unstable, then stabilization is not possible using the
methods in this dissertation.
5. If the system is linearly unstabilizable, but not linearly unstable, then the
methods of Chapters V through VII must be used to stabilize the system
using the non-linear terms.
6. Transform the stabilizing feedback into the original system by reversing all
the translations and transformations used to put the system into normal form.
The process for reversing the linear normal form transformations is detailed
at the end of this chapter, and the process for reversing the quadratic normal
form transformations (including the linear normal form transformations as a
subset) is detailed at the end of Chapter V.
In this chapter we will consider the control or stabilization of a dynamic con-
trol system which experiences a bifurcation when the system is linearly controllable,
linearly stabilizable, or linearly unstable.
C. BIFURCATIONS AND LINEAR CONTROLLABIL-
ITY OR STABILIZABILITY
In Chapter II we found that a system may undergo a bifurcation when it is
trimmed to an equilibrium point, without ever considering whether the system was lin-
early controllable/stabilizable or not. In fact, the two questions, "Does a system expe-
rience a bifurcation?" and, "Is the system linearly controllable/stabilizable/unstable?"
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are independent questions, as we see if we can see if we consider the following exam-
ples.
Example. [Linearly Controllable Bifurcation] Consider the simple dynamic
system
X\ = p.\ + x\ + x 2 (IV. 3)
x*2 = u (IV.4)
Using the methods of Chapter II, we find that this system can only be trimmed at
an equilibrium point when
u* = (IV.5)
and that we have two free variables, p,\ and x*2 , which determine our equilibrium set
as
x* = ±J-fa - x\ (IV.6)
A saddle-node bifurcation occurs in this system, with the bifurcation point at
« = -*;
' (iv.7)
The equilibrium point at the point of bifurcation is
x*2 = arbitrary (IV. 8)
x\ = (IV.9)
Pi = -x*2 (IV.10)
Translating the origin of our coordinate system to the equilibrium point at the point
of bifurcation yields an equivalent trimmed system
xi = ii!+xl + x2 (IV. 11)
x 2 = u (IV.12)
which, in the absence of control (that is for x 2 held constant — no feedback applied)
still has a saddle-node bifurcation in the x^ dynamics. Using the methods of Chapter
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Ill, we can expand our system in a Taylor series, which yields
x 2
V-i
1 1 Xi + u + A
Xl 1
(IV.13)
then apply a coordinate change of the form
x\ = V\
X 2 = ~/il + h
(IV.14)
(IV.15)
which yields a system in linear normal form
fa ^1
V\
=
1 h + u + y\
h h i
(IV.16)
This system is linearly controllable! We can pick any stabilizing state feedback gains
Ky =
such that the closed loop matrix
A + BKT
y
=
is stable, which gives us our control law
'3/1
KV2
(IV.17)
1
^J/i ^2/2
(IV.18)
u = Kyi yi + Ky2 y2 (IV.19)
Reversing the coordinate transformations and translations to get back to our original
system gives
u = Kyi Xi + Ky, (x2 + fa) (IV.20)
which is the control law which stabilizes our system at the equilibrium point x\ = 0,
Xj = arbitrary. It should not be surprising that we were required to feedback the
parameter fa in order to stabilize our system. <
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Example. [Linearly Uncontrollable Bifurcation] Now consider the simple dy-
namic system, slightly changed from the previous example,
x\ = fa+x\ + x 22 (IV.21)
x\ = u (IV.22)
Using the methods of Chapter II, we again find that this system can only be trimmed
at an equilibrium point when
u* = (IV.23)
and that we have two free variables, fi\ and x2 , which determine our equilibrium set
as
x{ = ±
>
/-/i 1 - x? (IV.24)
A saddle-node bifurcation occurs in this system, with the bifurcation point at
£ = -x? (IV.25)
The equilibrium point at the point of bifurcation is
x*2 = arbitrary (IV.26)
x\ =
.
(IV.27)
« = -x? (IV.28)
Translating the origin of our coordinate system to the equilibrium point at the point
of bifurcation yields an equivalent trimmed system
xi = (i! + x\ + 2x*2x 2 + x\ (IV.29)
x2 = u (IV.30)
which, in the absence of control (that is, for x 2 held constant — no feedback applied)
has a saddle-node bifurcation in the X\ dynamics. Using the methods of Chapter III,
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we can expand our system in a Taylor series, which yields
Hi
x2
1 2x*2
Hi
Zl + u + x\ + x\
x 2 1
(IV.31)
then apply a coordinate change of the form
X\ — 2x 2 y\
( 1
X2 = -
2x1
Hi +V2
(IV.32)
(IV.33)
(for x 2 7^ 0), which yields a system in linear normal form
Hi
2/1
h
Hi
1 Vi +
h l
u (IV.34)
+ (2x*2 )
2
y\ + (^)
2
fi\ - (i) fim + £22
Once again, this system is linearly controllable. We can pick stabilizing state feedback
gains
Ky =
such that the closed loop matrix
A + BKT
y
=
is stable, which gives us our control law
K
5/1
V7
(IV.35)
1
Ayj Ky2
(IV.36)
u = Kyi yi + Ky2 y2 (IV.37)
Reversing the coordinate transformations and translations to get back to our original
system gives
u ---- 1^-1 & + /C I x, + I - - 1 & - i« 1 (IV.38)4 * *• i2 A /*! _ 9 X 2
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which is the control law which stabilizes our system at the equilibrium point x\ = 0,
x*2
= arbitrary. However, there is one small fly in the ointment: if our desired
equilibrium point is x*2 — 0, then the above analysis breaks down. For x\ — 0, our
system in linear normal form is
Mi
h 1
Ml
Z\ + u +
V\ 1
~A + v\
o
(IV.39)
where we used the obvious linear coordinate transformation
x x = zx
X2 = V\
(IV.40)
(IV.41)
In this case, the saddle-node bifurcation occurring in the state x x is linearly uncontrol-
lable, and the bifurcation is linearly unstabilizable without being linearly unstable.
We will consider how to handle bifurcations of this form in Chapters V, VI and VII.
D. LINEARLY CONTROLLABLE BIFURCATIONS
A bifurcation is linearly controllable if, after the system is transformed into
linear normal form, the system has the form
M
=
V
+
.
y
.
A
.
y
.
B
u + 0<2+ ) (IV.42)
where the matrices A and B are in Brunovsky form of appropriate dimension. The
system can be stabilized by choosing state feedback gains
Ky =
K
SA
K
Vp
(IV.43)
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such that the real part of the eigenvalues of the closed loop matrix A + BKJ are
negative. The control law is given by
KT
v y (IV.44)
which, after reversing the transformations and translations needed to achieve linear
normal form, gives the control law in the original system in block form as
u = u* + (A'J - a
T
) T-
1 (x - x*) - ((/ij - aT ) T, + a
T
) (jl
- Jf) (IV.45)
where the trim control u*, equilibrium point x*, and bifurcation point fi* were found
using the method of Chapter II, and the transformation matrices T~ l and TM and the
bottom row vectors aT and aT were found using the method of Chapter III.
E. LINEARLY STABILIZABLE BIFURCATIONS
A bifurcation is linearly stabilizable if, after the system is transformed into
linear normal form, the system has the form
w
y
V
FA w w +
A y B
+ 0<2+ > (IV.46)
where the matrix Fw is in block diagonal (Jordan) form, and all eigenvalues of the
matrix Fw have negative real parts, and the matrices A and B are in Brunovsky
form of appropriate dimension. The system can again be stabilized by choosing state
feedback gains
Ky =
K
.'/l
KVv
(IV.47)
such that the real part of the eigenvalues of the closed loop matrix A -\- BK^ are
negative. The control law is given by
u = A'Jy (IV.48)
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which, after reversing the transformations and translations needed to achieve linear
normal form, gives the control law in the original system in block form as
u = ir+[o (A;T -aT)]^(i-H-([o KT ~0 ] ?; + aT) (/}-/;*)
(IV.49)
where the trim control u*, equilibrium point x*, and bifurcation point //* were found
using the method of Chapter II, and the transformation matrices T~ l and TM and the
bottom row vectors aT and <xT were found using the method of Chapter III.
F. LINEARLY UNSTABLE BIFURCATIONS
A bifurcation is linearly unstable if, after the system is transformed into linear
normal form, the system has linearly uncontrollable states with eigenvalues having
positive real parts. In this situation, there is no method presented in this dissertation
which can stabilize the system.
G. REVERSING THE TRANSFORMATIONS
In Chapter II we began with a system of the form
x = f(x,jl)-{-g(x,fi)u (IV.50)
and used translation, transformation and feedback to produce a system in the linear
normal form of equation IV. 2. In this form, the control law which stabilizes the system
is simple, as it is just a vector of state feedback gains for the linearly controllable
states, y. However, in the original system, the control law may be substantially more
complicated. In this section we will develop a systematic formula which relates the
simple control law developed from the linear normal form to the actual control law
which must be applied to the original system. We begin by developing the most
complete linear state feedback control law possible in the linear normal form system.
We use linear state feedback gains multiplied by every possible state to get
u = Klv + Kjz + Klw + KTy y (IV.51)
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where we note in passing that the gain vectors KT, Kj and K^ have no effect on
the stability of the closed loop linear system, which is determined solely by the gain
vector Kl . Now, we want to unfold the control term and the states to get back to our
original system, and we start with the control term u. From Chapter III we have the
fact that u was arrived at by feedback after a coordinate transformation. Repeating
the equation for convenience, we have
u — u + a /i + a y (IV.52)
which we can combine with equation IV.51 to get
u = (Kj-aT ) I<I Kl {Kj- aT)
V-
A*
w
y
(IV.53)
Recalling the coordinate transformation in block form
p
z i f*
w -T X X
.
y
.
(IV.54)
we can plug in to get
a = (^-aT
-[ KJ Kl (Kt - aT) ] rM ) n
+ Ki YT («? - °T) T
-l X
(IV.55)
Finally, recalling the translation of the origin and the trim control input
x — x — x
fi = li-H
u = u — u
(IV.56)
(IV.57)
(IV.58)
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we get
= u* + [k:(*l - «T - [ KJ Kl (/ij - aT) ] 7;) (fl - n (IV.59)
+ KJ Kl (K?-aT) T-'ix-x*)
which is our general linear control law in the original system.
In Chapters V, VI and VII we proceed on to those cases of real interest, namely
those cases in which the bifurcation is linearly unstabilizable but not linearly unstable,
that is, the bifurcation occurs in linearly uncontrollable states having eigenvalues with
zero real parts, and there are no linearly uncontrollable states with eigenvalues having
positive real parts.
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V. QUADRATIC NORMAL FORM
A. ROADMAP: THE BIG PICTURE
1. Results of Previous Chapters
In Chapters II and III we showed that any affine control system
x = /(£,//) +g(x,ji.)u
could be put into linear normal form
(V.l)
z
w
y
oooo
FM F2
Fw
A
V
z
+
w
.
y
.
B
(V.2)
+ /(2) (/^,5,u),y) +g {1) (n,z,w,y)u
+ /<
3
) (fi, z, w, y) + g
{2)
{fi, 5, w, y) u + C>(
4+ )
through a translation of the origin of coordinates to an equilibrium point at the point
of bifurcation, followed by a linear coordinate transformation and an application of
linear state feedback. In Chapter IV we showed that the linearly controllable states y
could be stabilized by the proper application of linear state feedback, and that if the
system in linear normal form contained only linearly controllable states y and linearly
uncontrollable but stable states w, that the bifurcation detected in Chapter II could
be controlled or stabilized with linear state feedback. We also stated that nothing in
this dissertation could stabilize the unstable case, when one or several of the linearly
uncontrollable states w had eigenvalues with positive real parts.
2. Purpose of this Chapter
In this chapter we consider how to simplify the quadratic order terms in equa-
tion V.2. Our goal is to perform quadratic coordinate transformations and apply
quadratic state feedback to transform equation V.2 into quadratic normal form, given
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by
z = Ff.fi + Fzz
+ QzPl
+ Q; P2
zu/ 2 )
/} =
"T V Zmj
W\
+ Qzc
y\
*<») .
zyl
.
.vi.
+ Q: P3 w (2) + Q; tuyi
+ /f) (p, z, u,, y ) + $?> (//, *, u;, y) v +
(4+)
(V.3)
(V.4)
(V-5)
to = F-U.W
+ Q t
/*
(2)
^( 2 > I tyvJmi
m
+ Q«,.
'»?'
ri
z(2)
zy\
J
.•£.
+ Qt 7>2
^to (2)
: to (2)
+ <?,
'P3 10
(2) + g, ™</i
y = Ay + £v + Q J/c
</2
2
yp
2
+ o(3+ )
+ o<3+ >
(V.6)
(V.7)
where /z £ /?r is the vector of parameters, z £ .ft9 is the vector of linearly uncon-
trollable states having zero real-part eigenvalues, w £ Rm is the vector of linearly
uncontrollable states having negative real-part eigenvalues, y £ Rp is the vector of
linearly controllable states, v £ R1 is a single control input, and the matrices FM , F2 ,
Ftu, /I and B are in the appropriate Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form. Subsequent
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chapters will consider how to use this quadratic normal form to impose non-linear
stability on linearly unstabilizable bifurcations.
B. THE QUADRATIC COORDINATE TRANSFORMA-
TION AND QUADRATIC STATE FEEDBACK
Equation V.2 is the linear normal form of our control system. However, the
appended state vector is too complicated to facilitate a clear understanding of the
quadratic coordinate transformation process. So, we introduce a new variable name
for the appended state vector, \ £ R" , and new notation for the block linear coefficient
matrices, i.e.
X =
^
w
(V.8)
F =
FM Fz
Fw
4
(V.9)
G =
B
(V.10)
This allows us to write the linear normal form of our control system, equation V.2,
as
'x = FX + Gu + fW(x) + ~g(1) (x)Z
+ / (3) (x) + 9 {2) (X) fi + 0<
4+
>
(V.ll)
Now, we want to perform a quadratic coordinate transformation to simplify our
quadratic terms, but we don't want the transformation to alter the form of our linear
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terms. An appropriate quadratic transformation is
X = x + hW(X ) (V.12)
where h^ (x) is an as-yet unknown quadratic function of Xi and X £ Rv ls our
transformed state vector. As desired, this transformation only alters the quadratic
and higher order terms. Now we will apply this transformation to our system.
1. The Homological and Constraint Equations
To arrive at our transformed dynamic system, we calculate x two ways and
equate them. The first way is to plug our transformed state vector into our linear
normal form, that is, plug equation V.12 into equation V.ll, which gives
X = FX + Gu + FhW( X ) + f(2) (x)+~9 {1) (x)u (V.13)
+ f {3) (x) + 9 {2) (x)u + 0^
where we have denned
/P) (x) + (4+ ) = /W(X) + (/W(X + fcW(X))_/W(X)) (VU)
9
(2) (X) = SP) (x)+5(1) (ft(2) (x)) (V.15)
and used
/ (3) (X + /* (2) (X)) - / (3) (X) + O^ (V.16)
9
{2) {x + h^ (x)) = 9 {2) (x) + 0^ (V.17)
The second way is to differentiate our quadratic coordinate transformation, which
gives
X = X + jt h {2) (x) (V.18)
= x + |^ (2) (x)x
(/ + ^(x))x
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where the function j-h^ (x) is a square matrix-valued function of x, that is, a square
matrix whose entries are functions of x- (m this case they are linear functions of x-)
Setting equation V.13 equal to equation V.18 gives
x = (l+±hW(X)) ' (FX + Gu + FhW(x) + f (2Hx) + 9 {1Hx)u) (V.19)
+ (/ + |^ (2) (X ))
_1
(/
(3) (X) + 9 (2) (x) u + 0<
4
+>)
Now we need to know how to invert a square matrix-valued function of x- We show
this in a lemma.
Lemma B.l (Inverse of a Matrix Function) A square matrix-valued function 3> (x),
of the form
<D( X ) = / + $ (1) (X) (V.20)
has an inverse (x) = $ _1 (x) zn a vicinity of x = 0, which is a square matrix-valued
function having the Taylor series expansion
© (x) = © (0) (x) + © (1) (x) + © (2) (x) + e (3) (x) + o<4+ ) (v.21)
where the terms for the Taylor series expansion for (x) are given by
0(°)(X) = / (V.22)
0(D (x ) = -$(D(x) (V.23)
© (2) (X) = (-^ (1) (X))
2
(V.24)
© (3) (X) = (~* (1) (X))
3
(V.25)
i (V.26)
Proof. This lemma is a well-known result, which we demonstrate briefly here.
Since (x) = $ _1 (x)-> multiplying (x) by $ (x) should yield the identity matrix.
Multiplying term by term and matching term order yields
(O)
(X)/ = / (V.27)
0(o)
(x)
$(i)
(x) +
(i)
(x)/ = o (V.28)
© (1) (X)* (1) (X) + (2) (X)/ = (V.29)
0(2)(x)$(D(x ) + 0(3)(x)/ = (V30)
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which, when rearranged, yields the expected result. <
So, applying the results of the lemma to our problem yields
{' + fXhmMY' =l-fcm lxn(-&>Hx))\(-£l>mM)\o™ (V.31)
and plugging this result into equation V.19 gives
X = Fx + Gu (V.32)
+ (/(2) (x) + Fh& (X) - jU(2) (X) FX) (V.33)
+ U1) (x)-^(x)g)u
+ /t3) (x) + $<
a) (x)fi + o(4+)
where we have defined
/13) (X) = /(3) (X)-^ (2) (X)(/(2) (X) + ^ (2) (X)-^ (2) (X)^X) (V.34)
^
2)
(X) = ^
(2) (X)-^ (2) (X)(P (1) (X)-^ (2) (X)G) (V.35)
Temporarily neglecting the cubic terms for clarity, we can write our preliminary
quadratic normal form as
x = FX + Gu + / (2) (x) + 9 {l) (X) " + 0<3+) (V.36)
where we have defined our quadratic normal form terms as
/ (2) (X) = /{2) (X) + Fh& (X ) - |>> (X) FX (V.37)
and
9{1) (x)=9 {1) (x)-^-h^(X)G (V.38)
Equation V.37 is known as the homological equation, while equation V.38 does not
have as commonly accepted a name, although it has also been referred to as a ho-
mological equation [Ref. 2]. However, in this dissertation we will refer to equation
V.38 as the constraint equation, for reasons which will become clear later. We will
use equations V.37 and V.38 to eliminate as many terms of p 2 ^ (x) and g^ (x) as
possible by properly picking h^ (x)-
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2. Application of Regular Feedback
However, before we examine the effect of picking h^ (x) on f^ 2 ' (x) and
g^ (x), we should look at the effect of applying feedback. Looking at equation V.36,
we see that the simple expedient of defining our new control input after feedback has
been applied to be the bottom component of the equation, can eliminate many terms
°f f^ (x) and g^ (x) without considering whether a coordinate transformation has
been applied or not. That is, if
" A,2) (x)
/(2) (x) =
/i-'i (x)
/< 2) (x)
and
9
(1) (X)
9
{
u\ (X)
9i
1] (X)
and if we define our new control input after feedback, i>, as
a(!)
*T'(x)
v = u + f^(x)+gll) (x)u(i
(V.39)
(V.40)
(V.41)
then the bottom row of equation V.36 becomes pure control, i.e.
X„ = v + 0<
3+
> (V.42)
The practical effect of applying equation V.41 is to remove the requirement that
the coordinate transformation eliminate terms in the bottom row — the coordinate
transformation can now be allowed to alter the bottom row arbitrarily, and the terms
can still be eliminated by applying the feedback of equation V.41. We summarize this
result in a theorem.
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Theorem B.2 (Non-Linear Feedback) For a dynamic control system in the form
of equation V.36, with x £ Ru , the non-linear control law
u = v-g^(X)v-ffHx) (V.43)
suffices to eliminate the quadratic order terms of the bottom row (v component).
Proof. We prove the theorem by direct calculation. The bottom row (v
component) of the system in equation V.36, is given by
X, = « + fl
2)
(x) + §P (X) fi + (3+) (V.44)
Plugging in our control law, we have
*, - v-gW(x)v-ft2) {x) (V.45)
+/i2) (x) + g™ (x) (v - g (J ] (x) v -W (x))
= v- 9^(x){gi1) (x)v^fl2Hx))^-0^
which proves the theorem. <
3. Solving the Constraint Equation
Now that we know that the bottom row of our system can be eliminated
with feedback after our coordinate transformation is complete, we need to choose
our transformation, h^ 2 ' (x)- There are two problems we are trying to solve. First,
pick h^ (x) so as to eliminate as many terms of f^ (x) as possible in equation V.37
(except in the bottom row, which will be handled by feedback). Second, pick h^ (x)
to eliminate as many terms of g^ 1 ' (x) as possible in equation V.38 (except again the
bottom row, which will be handled by feedback). Now, in general, we cannot eliminate
all terms in both f^
2
' (x) and g^
1
' (x) simultaneously, because there are not enough
degrees of freedom in h^ (x). Also, we find that regardless of how many degrees of
freedom we have, there are sometimes terms in f^ (x) which we cannot eliminate
at all (called resonant terms). However, we find that we can always eliminate all
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the terms in g^ (x)- So our strategy is to pick hS 2 > (x) to eliminate all the terms in
g^ (x), and then use the remaining terms to eliminate as many terms of f^2 ' (x) as
possible. We state our first result in a theorem.
Theorem B.3 (Elimination of g(x)) For any control system of the form of equa-
tion V.ll rewritten here as
X = FX + Gu + fM(x)+9 {1) (x)u
+ / (3) (X) + 9 (2) (X) u + 0<
4+>
(V.46)
with xG^, and with G of the form
G = (V.47)
a coordinate change of the form of equation V.12 completely eliminates the term
9^ (x) if the elements of h^ 2 ' (x) are chosen such that
hi (X) = JgP (X) dXv + ^
(2)
(Xi, • • • , Xv-i)
for i = 1 to v — 1 , where
/>
(2)
(X)
Mx)
Mx)
(V.48)
(V.49)
and where (p\ (xi, • • • , X^-i) are arbitrary quadratic functions. The element h u (x)
may be chosen as an arbitrary function if feedback is used to eliminate the term
ttHx)-
Proof. We prove the theorem by direct calculation. The transformed control
term, g^ 1 ' (x), is given by equation V.38, which we write as
9? (X) "
^i (x)
=
9i
l)
(X)
.
^(x) 9h±3xi dXv-i 9/i,dxu
9^i (X)
—
dh„-\
3X1 3xi/-i
dh u_i
dXv
#> (x)
.
Shy
- 3xi
dhy
3Xi/-i
dhy
dxv .
(V.50)
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9^ (X) a/ii
£\ (x)
—
9\„
gi'Hx)
. . dxu
Now, if we set g\ (x) = for any component equation, we get equation V.48, which
proves the theorem. Note that since components of g^ 1 ' (x) can De killed off individu-
ally by components of h^ 2 > (x), we can choose to not eliminate the bottom component
of g( 1 ' (x), since that can be eliminated with feedback, which saves the bottom com-
ponent of h^ (x) for use in eliminating terms of f^ (\). <
4. Solving the Homological Equation
Now we consider how to eliminate terms of p 2 > (x) in equation V.37. We
have two competing requirements. First, we need to show the general method of
solution, which will lead to the Unstacking Theorem. Second, we need to exploit the
structure of the problem to break it up into smaller problems, which lend themselves
to individual solution. This will lead to the separation theorem. We begin with the
general method of solution. Rewriting the terms in equation V.37 in vector/matrix
form as
/ (2) (x) = Qx {2)
/(2) (x) - Qx (2)
h (2) (x) = #x (2)
(V.51)
(V.52)
(V.53)
where Q, Q and H are matrices of coefficients and x^ is the quadratic appended
state vector in the form given by the lemma "Notation for Multi-Variable Taylor
Series Expansions" from Chapter III. We can write equation V.37 as
QX (2) = QX (2) + ™X (2) - H^-x^Fx
ox
(V.54)
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Now, the last term in this equation is of special interest. Using the method discussed
in detail in Appendix A, we can define a matrix of coefficients, D, by the relation
DX (2) = £-X (2)FX
ox
(V.55)
(Notice that D depends only on the component order in the quadratic state vector
X^
2\ and on the structure of the matrix F, but is otherwise independent of the specifics
of the problem at hand. For this reason we refer to matrices such as D as structural
matrices.) We can write equation V.54 as
gx (2) =(Q + FH- HD) x {2) (V.56)
which is only true when
HD-FH = Q-Q (V.57)
This brings us to the Unstacking Theorem.
Theorem B.4 (The Unstacking Theorem ) Any matrix equation of the form of
equation V.57 can be converted into the vector matrix equation
( DT
••.
DT
Fnl
Fuil
Flv I
F„„l
)\
Hr
) - H»
.
-
or
.Ql
.
-
.Ql
.
(V.58)
which can be used to find a solution for H and Q. The component matrices are
D,I £ R 2 x 2 (V.59)
F =
H =
Q =
Fx i * *!„
Fvi
Hi
Hv
Qi
G R"
e Ru**
eR"*^
(V.60)
(V.61)
(V.62)
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Q
Qi
Qu
e Rl
jjg+jj
(V.63)
where the notation Hi etc. has been used to indicate the ith row of the particular
matrix, the notation Fij has been used to indicate the ijth element of the particular
matrix, and where I indicates the identity matrix.
Proof. Given an equation of the form
HD-FH = Q-Q (V.64)
with matrices defined as in equations V.59 through V.63, look at the equation row-
by-row. We have
/ HX D
H„D
F\\H\
-f . . . + FXuHu
F„\H\ + . . . + Fyi/ H\ J
Qi
Q,
—
Qi
Qu
(V.65)
Unstacking the rows of the matrices to the left to form one long row vector yields
HXD HUD
(FnH, + ... + FlvHv ) (FvXHx V . . . + FWEX)
(V.66)
Qi Qu Qi Qu
which when transposed and restacked yields the desired result
JT
*
.
DT
Fnl
Fuil
FXvI
Fvvl )
=
'QI'
.Ql
.
-
"or
.Ql
.
(V.67)
Corollary B.5 (The Unstacking Corollary) Any matrix equation of the form
HD = Q-Q (V.68)
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can be converted into the vector/matrix equation
1T
DT
=
.Ql.
—
or
.qi .
with the notational conventions the same as the theorem.
(V.69)
Proof. This is just a special case of the theorem result with F = 0. <
5. The Separation Principle
Now look at our system in linear normal form again, given by equation V.2.
The appended state vector is
(V.70)
where fi is the vector of parameters, z is the vector of linearly uncontrollable states
with zero real-part eigenvalues, w is the vector of linearly uncontrollable states with
non-zero real-part eigenvalues, and y is the vector of linearly controllable states. The
states fi, z, and w are all linearly uncontrollable, so if we define the state vector a in
block form as
-
V
V 2
X w
.
y
.
a = z
w
(V.71)
then we can represent the entire appended state vector in block form as
v
<T z
.
y
.
w
.
y
(V.72)
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In Chapter III, in the lemma entitled "Notation for Multi-Variable Taylor Series
Expansions", the notation ^
2
^ was introduced to stand for the vector containing all
possible quadratic combinations of the elements of the vector £. For the case where
two vectors, a and y, are involved, we need to introduce additional notation to account
for the cross terms involved. We state this in the form of a lemma.
Lemma B.6 (Quadratic State Vector) A state vector £ 6 Rg , made up of two
component state vectors a £ RJ and p £ Rk , can be represented in block form as
£ =
a
P
(V.73)
,
9(9+1)
The vector £( 2 ) £ R 2 ; containing all possible quadratic combinations of the ele-
ments o/£, is called the quadratic state vector, and can be represented in block form
as
(
(2)
rr
ap
«(2
(2)
(2) (V.74)
(2\ r>2l2±il , (1\ r. Mfc+ 1)
The quadratic state vectors a ( ' £ R 2 and p ( ' £ R 2 contain all the possible
quadratic combinations of the elements of the linear state vectors a and p respectively,
as explained in the lemma "Notation for Multi- Variable Taylor Series Expansions"
in Chapter III. However, new notation has been introduced for the quadratic mixed
terms. The vector ap^ £ R^ k is called the mixed quadratic state vector, and con-
tains all the possible quadratic combinations such that one element is from a and one
element is from p. The vector o~pW can be represented in block form as
op^ =
<yp\
o-pk
(V.75)
where each block is the vector a multiplied by the appropriate element of p. The rule
for ordering the elements £h,£i of each of the quadratic state vectors c^ 2\ crp^ and
P^
2
' is ih£i > £s6 tf i > t> or h > s if i = t. Then the smaller elements are stacked
on top of the larger elements.
Proof. Although the ordering of the individual elements is just a matter of
convention, we would like to show that, taken together, the quadratic state vectors
a^
2\ o-pW and p^ include all possible quadratic combinations of the elements of
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the linear state vector £, and include no extra terms. The vector £ contains all the
elements of a and all the elements of p. The vector ^ 2 ' contains all the possible
combinations of the elements of £ taken two at a time, and there are only three ways
to combine elements two at a time: both elements can be from a, in which case the
combination is an element of o^; one element can be from a and one element can be
from /?, in which case the combination is an element of op^\ or both elements can
be from p, in which case the combination is an element of p^
2\ So, ^ is given by
equation V.74. <
Now we desire to simplify our problem by breaking it up into smaller pieces
which can be solved individually, and then recombined to yield the full solution. We
begin by exploiting the structure of F, which we write as
Fa
A
Pulling the linearly controllable states out of our state vector \i we ge^
F = (V.76)
X
a
V
(V.77)
In both cases we have used the definitions
Fa Fz
Fw
(V.78)
an(
O" z
w
(V.79)
Finally, we separate out the linearly controllable/uncontrollable components of f^ (x),
/ (x) and h^2 ' (x) in block form as
;
{2)
(x) =
/i
2) (^y)L J v
(V.80)
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/ (2) (x) =
h (2) (x)
7<2) (*,y)
hi2) (<r,y)
hi2) (*,y)
Pluggging our block forms into equation V.37, gives
(V.81)
(V.82)
!i
2) {^y)
fi
2) (*,y)
h2H^y)
dha dha
da dy
dhy dhy
da dy
+
Fa
A
Fa
A
h^H^y)
a
y
(V.83)
(V.84)
Using the previous technique of rewriting the terms in equation V.37 in vector/matrix
form as
/(2, (x) = Qx (2)
f (2) (x) = Qx {2)
hW (x) = HX (2)
(V.85)
(V.86)
(V.87)
we can write equation V.83 as
^6 au Warn
tyyu *cym
1
aW
Qac
Wye
*y {2)
y(2)
—
Wau *$am tyac
Vi/u Vym Wye
r(2)
ay (2)
(2)
(V.88)
+
Fa
A
" au " c
Hr.
tl yU tl yfYi
y
H-am "ac
Hyc
rr
(2)
ay
(2
(2)
H,
IIyu IIym IIyc
Da
Dm
y
o
o
dc
a®
(2)ay
y
(2)
where we have used the results of the "Quadratic State Vector" lemma, and where
the subscripts u, m and c stand for "uncontrollable", "mixed" and "controllable"
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respectively, with the reference to controllability referring to linear controllability.
We have also used the definitions for Da , Dm and Dc given in Appendix A as
« (2) ^^^
da
Dmuy Fa (T +
dy
dy
Ay
Equation V.88 is only true if the coefficient matrices satisfy the relation
"(tu *~*-om £*ol
11 yU 11 yjYl 11 yC
Da
Dm
D r
Fa licru iiam ii a c
A li yu ii ym 11 ye
Won tycrm Were Wau Worn Woe
(%yu Wym Wye Wyu Wym Wye
(V.89)
(V.90)
(V.91)
(V.92)
which is in the form needed for the Unstacking Theorem. But, because of the block
diagonal nature of the equation, it can actually be solved as six uncoupled equations.
We state our result as the "Separation Principle" theorem.
Theorem B.7 (Separation Principle) When the linear state matrix F has the
block diagonal form
' Fa
A
F =
and the state vector \ is given in block form by
X =
rr
y
the solutions f^
2
' (\) and h^ 2 > (x) ^° ^e homological equation
f{2) (x) = /(2) (X) + Fh^ (X) _ <LhW (X) Fx
(V.93)
(V.94)
(V.95)
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are given by
!m (x) =
WaU
W yu
Wam
Wym
h (2) (x)
" au "e
ym
Wac
Wye
H.yc
^y (2)
y
(2)
ay (2)
M£/i /( 2 ) (x) given by
/w (x]
Wau W am
Wyu Wym
Wac
Wye
A 2 )
(7( 2 )
(2)
(V.96)
(V.97)
cry
//
(2)
(V.98)
the block elements of the coefficient matrices
W au WoQ =
H =
Wyu Wym
"au "am.
rlyu rlym
Wac
Wye
Hac
Hyc
are found as solutions of the separable matrix equations
*lyc*-'c fitiyc — Wye Wye
"ym^-'m f**~*-ym. W ym Wym
*~*-yu*-Ja fiHyU — Wyu Wyu
tiac^c "a"ac — Wac Wac
"am^m * a ** am — Warn Warn
tiffuUcj r u Ji(jii — Wau Wau
(V.99)
(V.100)
(V.101)
(V.102)
(V.103)
(V.104)
(V.105)
(V.106)
which individually have the form needed to apply the Unstacking Theorem for solution.
Proof. Plugging equations V.93, V.96, V.97 and V.98 into equation V.95,
and using the definitions of Da , Dm and Dc given in equations V.89, V.90 and V.91
gives an equation of the form V.88, which can only be true if the coefficient equation
V.92 is true. When equation V.92 is multiplied out we get
(V.107)
n au Lfa - F H1 a J1 au nam^m " a "am tlacUc *a"ac
^yu^a A.Hyu "ym^m s\*lym "yc^c fitiyc
Wau Wau Warn ~ Warn Wac Wac
Wyu Wyu Wym. ~ Wym Wye Wye
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which is only true if equations V.101 through V.106 are true individually. <
Now, we have determined how to find a solution for the coefficients of our
quadratic coordinate transformation, /i' 2 ' (x), and our quadratic normal form func-
tion, /^ (x), using the Separation Principle theorem and the Unstacking Theorem.
However, we have not yet taken into account the fact that part of h^ (x) was used
to eliminate the g^> (x) term, nor the fact that our quadratic order state feedback
can eliminate terms in f^ (x) without using any terms in h^ (x)- These additional
conditions act like constraints or relief from constraints on our search for solutions to
equations V.101 through V.106. We summarize these conditions in two lemmas.
Lemma B.8 (Constraints on H from g(x)) The search for solutions
hm (x)
*l<yu Ham *1<tc
Hyu riypi *lyc
(2)ay
V
(2)
(V.108)
to equations V.101 through V.106 is constrained by the fact that elements of h^ (x)
were used to eliminate the g^ (x) term, as detailed in the "Elimination of g(x)"
theorem. These constraints may be stated as the block matrix equations
GcrU — HamDB —
Gac — H<tcDb v =
Gyu — HymDBtr — Gyn
Gyc — HvcDb v Gyc
where
9m (x) =
a
y
(V.109)
(V.110)
(V.lll)
(V.112)
(V.113)
and where the structural matrices Db„ and Ds
y
are defined in Appendix A by the
relations
DB„o- = —?—B
dy
dyM
(V.114)
(V.115)
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The matrices Gyu and Gyc have the form
^-Jyu
G
Gyc
yup j
G
where the subscript p indicates the pth row.
Proof. Equation V.38, which we rewrite here for convenience as
can be put into block vector/matrix form
Ha-,, H„
9 {1) (X) =
(j au {*ac
*~Jyu ^yc
a
y
'au Js am Hac
" yu " ym " yc
d*w
da
day( 2 ) dayW
da dy
Q
dvW
dy
where we have rewritten equation V.10 in block form as
G =
B
Multiplying out equation V.119 gives
9™{x) =
L*<ru ^ac
{Jyu ^-*yc
a
T_T 9<7j/ 2 'n am dy 'B + H
dy^ B 17C dy D
"ym Qy & 1 n yc dy D
HacDBy a
HycDBy
.
y
.
(V.116)
(V.117)
(V.118)
B
(V.119)
(V.120)
(V.121)
Gau — Ham^Ba Gac — o b v
{jyu Hym*-JBa {-*%
where we have used the definitions for Dsa and Db v from equations V.114 and V.115.
From the "Elimination of g(x)'1 theorem we have that any component of g^ (x) can
be eliminated by a choice of the corresponding component of h^ (%),
Mx) = j 9^ (x)dx» + w(Xu---,Xv-i) (V.122)
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So, if we choose to eliminate every component of g^ (x) except for the last row, we
get equations V.109 through V.112, which proves the lemma. <
In the next lemma, we examine the effect of feedback on relieving constraints
on^(x).
Theorem B.9 (Feedback Relieves Constraints) When the non-linear control law
given by equation V.^3 in the Non-Linear Feedback theorem is used to eliminate all
quadratic order terms in the last row of the dynamic control system, the effect is to re-
lieve some constraints on finding a solution for h^ 2 ' (x) in equations V.101, V.102 and
V.103. Applying the Unstacking Theorem, then applying the control law of equation
V.43 causes equations V.101, V.102 and V.103 to become
Di I
DTm -I
'••
'•
" HL
=
-I
TiT
ycp
QL - QTyc\
(V.123)
'••
Dl -I
itT
ymi
ttT
ymp_i
HTymp
and
Di I " H.yui
H
yy-p-i
Hyyup
QT -QT^ycP-i ^ycp^i
QT -QT
QT -QT
QT -QT
(V.124)
(V.125)
Proof. When the Unstacking Theorem is applied to equations V.101, V.102
and V.103, they become
/ Di •
• D?
•• dT
0/0 \
.
. /
//
J/Cl
y c v
HTyep
QT -0T
QT -0T
Qyc p ~ Qyc p
(V.126)
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and
m
o
o
7 \ r ttT
I1 ym p _ 1
d T -6'
^ym p QTym v
(V.127)
J/
// j/"i
T
-QT
Qyu p
(V.128)
When the non-linear control law given by equation V.43 is applied to these equations
it has the effect of removing the bottom block row, which is equivalent to replacing
all entries on the bottom block row with block zeroes. Consolidating the two square
matrices then gives the desired result. <
Corollary B.10 Applying the Unstacking Corollary, then applying the control law of
equation V.43 causes the constraint equations V.lll and V.112 to become
(V.129)
and
ok ' r HTymi CTyu\
•
.
ttT
ymp-i
HTL A± ymp
CTyup-i
"y
" Hyc,
Dk
-
HycP -
CTycP-\
(V.130)
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Proof. When the Unstacking Corollary is applied to equations V.lll and
V.112, they become
Dl, (I II
DL
Dl.
H
2/771]
ltT
ynip-i
tjT
ymv
yy-i
yv-p-i
—
yup-i
yuP . . vup
(V.131)
and
X Hyc, ^yci
*
.
Dl tjTycp-i ycp-i ycp-i
*k. "wey°p . Glcp . . ^Icp
(V.132)
When the non-linear control law given by equation V.43 is applied to these equations
it has the effect of removing the bottom block row, which is equivalent to replacing
all entries on the bottom block row with block zeroes. Then, when we apply the
"Elimination of g(x)" theorem, all the remaining terms of Gyu and Gyc can be set to
zero. This gives the desired result. <
In the next section we will begin the final task of this chapter, which is to
eliminate as many terms of f^ (x) as possible through our choice of M2 ^ (x). We
will find, that in certain cases, elimination of a particular term in f^ (x) will not be
possible at all. Such terms are called resonant terms. In other cases, elimination of
certain terms will imply that elimination of certain other terms is not possible, and
vice-versa. That is, we may be able to choose which terms to eliminate, but still not
be able to eliminate every term. And finally, in certain cases we will discover that
we have more degrees of freedom than required, and will be able to find several co-
ordinate transformations which eliminate as many terms as possible. (And of course,
combinations of these cases are also possible.)
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C. NORMAL FORMS
In the previous sections we have proven several useful theorems, lemmas and
corollaries. However, under all the detail hides a relatively simple problem we are
trying to solve, and it is worth our time to briefly restate it here. We start with
a dynamic control system in linear normal form, given by equation V.ll, which we
repeat for convenience
X = Fx + Gu (V.133)
+ f (2) (x)+9 {1) (x)u
+ f (3) (x) + 9 {2) (x)u + 0^
A quadratic coordinate transformation which simplifies our quadratic terms without
altering the form of our linear terms is given by equation V.12, which we repeat for
convenience
X = X + h^( X ) (V.134)
where hS2 ' (x) is an as-yet unknown quadratic function of x, and X *s our transformed
state vector. When we transform equation V.133 using equation V.134, we get
x = Fx + Gu (V.135)
+ f {2) (x) + 9
(1) (x)u
+ P ) (x) + 9 {2) (x)u + 0^
where we have defined our quadratic normal form terms as
/ (2) (x) = / (2) (X) + Fh^ (X ) _
d
h V) (X ) Fx (V.136)
OX
and
9 {1) (X) = 9 {1) (X) - |"^ (2) (X) G (V.137)
and where we have defined the cubic terms as
/13) (X) = /(3) (X)-^ (2) (X)(/(2) (X)+^ (2)W-^(2) (X)FX) (V-138)
^(X) = 3 (2) (x)-^ (2) (x)(ff (1) (x)-^ (2) (x)G) (V.139)
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with
/<3 » (X) +
(4+)
= /(3) (x)+(/(2) (x + ft(2)W)-/(2) (x)) (V.140)
S
(2)W = 5(2) (x) + 5(1) (>><2) (x)) (V.141)
When we apply non-linear quadratic order feedback to equation V.135, using a control
law of the form
u = v-gW(x)v-fW{X) (V.142)
where the subscript v indicates the bottom row (z/-th component), we get
X = FX + Gv (V.143)
+ (7 (2) (x) - GfW (X)) + {g (1) (X) - GgM (X)) v
+ (/l3) (x) - g
{1)
(X) /J
2)
(X)) + (^ (X) - <7 (1) (X) 9™ (X)) v + o<4+ >
which ensures that the bottom row of both quadratic order terms are zero. Finally,
by applying the "Elimination of g(x)" theorem, we can always force the quadratic
order control term to zero, which yields our equation in quadratic normal form
x = Fx + Gv (V.144)
+ (7 (2) (X) - GJW {x) )
+ (/l3) (x) - g
(1)
(X) ti
2)
(X)) + (/
2)
(x) - g
il)
(X) §P (X)) v + 0«+>
Equation V.144 can be rewritten to put the quadratic order terms into vec-
tor/matrix form and to recognize the natural separation between the linearly control-
lable and linearly uncontrollable states of our system. We get
(V.145)
a Fa a
+
.
y
.
A
.
y
.
B
+
tyau ^iam *%ac
{% yu ty ym ^f yc
a™
cryW
y
(2)
+ o<3+ >
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where we have neglected the cubic order terms for clarity. The task of this section is
to show the form the remaining quadratic order terms take when as many coefficients
of the matrix Q as possible have been eliminated by proper choice of h^2 ' (x)-
1. Normal Form of the y Dynamic Equation
Separating out the y dynamics from equation V.145, we have
y = Ay + Bv + tyyu ^cym ^%'yc
a (2)
ay (2)
y
(2)
+ 0<3+ > (V.146)
Our task is to determine the submatrices Q yu , Qym and Q yc with the fewest possible
non-zero coefficients. From the "Feedback Relieves Constraints" theorem and its
corollary we can find solutions from equations V.123, V.124 and V.125, while applying
the constraints imposed by equations V.129 and V.130, all of which we restate here
for convenience.
Equations to solve:
-/
Dlm
DJ -I
H.yc\
-I
. DT
771
-/
•
tjT
ycp-i
ycp
tjT
ymi
QyCl Qyc x
ym.p-i
tjT
ymp
QT -QT
QT -QTt& ym\ tJ ym\
(V.147)
QT -QTT' ym.p-\ ^6 ymp .
(V.148)
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and
'
Dl -/ Hyu, QT -0T
Dl -I yup-i
=
QT -6T
^yv-p-i ^yup-i
ttTn yup
(V.149)
where the matrix Q is defined by the relation
fm (x) = Qxm =
*%ou W crm Were
^^ yu **<£ ym Wye
(T (2)
ay (2)
,(2)
(V.150)
Constraints:
Dl Hya UyCl
D5. ycp-i
=
GT
ycp-i
Hycycp
(V.151)
and
Dl,
%.
ymi
ttT
ymp-x
ttT
ymp
where the matrix G is defined by the relation
yy-i
yup-i
(V.152)
9
{1)
(X) = GX
{Jou ^ac
*Jyu ^-*yc
rr
(V.153)
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2. Controllable/Controllable Part
The controllable/controllable part is given by the solution
Uiyc —
Q yc\
tyycp-i
(V.154)
to equation V.147, subject to the constraints of equation V.151. We start by stating
a theorem due to Kang [Ref. 2].
Theorem C.l (Controllable/Controllable: Kang's Theorem) The normalform
of equation V.154 *5 given by
tyycD — Wyc
vli
(V.155)
where QVc £ W xp has the upper triangular form (with zeros on the main diagonal
and first super-diagonal)
Qyc
7l ; Tip
T(p-2)p (V.156)
Proof. This theorem is proven in reference [Ref. 10]. <
3. Controllable Mixed Part
The controllable/mixed part is given by the solution
Vj/m —
Vymj
QF>p-1
(V.157)
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to equation V.148, subject to the constraints of equation V.152. We state the result
in a theorem.
Theorem C.2 (Controllable/Mixed) The normal form of equation V. 157 is given
by
Qym (V.158)
Proof. We assume the theorem is true and show that we can always find
a transformation matrix Hcm which satisfies it. Plugging Qym = into V.148, and
eliminating the zero rows, we get
Dl I
Dl -/
ttTnymp-\
ttT
ymp
QTymi
^yrrip-i
(V.159)
which is constrained by equation V.152, from which we eliminate the zero rows and
write as
Dl
ymi
jtT
ymp-!
ttT
ymp J
G
y«i
yy-p-i
(V.160)
We begin by considering that, taken alone, equation V.159 is equivalent to solving
p
2
s — ps simultaneous equations in the p
2
s unknown coefficients of Hym . Adding in
the constraints of equation V.160 is equivalent to an additional ps — s simultaneous
equations to solve. So, taken together, we havep2 5 — s equations in thep2 s coefficients
of Hyrn , which means that our system is underdetermined. This is acceptable, since
it only means that more than one transformation matrix Hym may be capable of
eliminating all coefficients of Q yrn . However, we still have to determine whether the
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appended matrix Aappended € R^ p > sXp s
Aappended
Dl -I
Dl
Dl,
'••
Dl
contains an invertible (p
2
— 1) 5 x (p
2
— 1) s matrix inside it. From Appendix A we
have Dm € Rpsxps and Db„ € RpsXs which, when transposed, yield the block forms
Di =
FJ
FT
(V.161)
and
Di = / (V.162)
where /
€
Rsxs is the identity matrix in both cases. Using Gaussian elimination
[Ref. 12] we put the matrix Aappencied into upper triangular form. First, perform row
exchanges so that each block row of Aappencied which contains the matrix Dla is stacked
directly below the corresponding block row containing the matrix D^. Then, perform
row exchanges on Aappended to remove all top block rows of D^ and block stack them
in reverse order on the bottom of the matrix. When row reduction is applied to
this matrix, it becomes upper triangular with l's on the main diagonal, and the first
p
2
s — s columns are seen to be independent. This proves that all coefficients of Q
can be eliminated, and proves the theorem. <
ym
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4. Controllable/Uncontrollable Part
The controllable/uncontrollable part is given by the solution
Q yv
tyyui
Q
(V.163)
to equation V.149. This part is not subject to any constraint equations. We start by
stating a theorem.
Theorem C.3 (Controllable/Uncontrollable) The normal form of equation V.163
is given by
Qyu=0 (V.164)
Proof. We will prove the theorem constructively, that is we will assume it
is true, and then find the transformation which satisfies it. Plugging Qyu = into
V.149, and eliminating the zero rows, we get
Dl -I
Dl -I
Hyu,
ttT
yy-p-i
ttT
yv-?
QTyui
Qyup-i
(V.165)
which can be solved regardless of the value of DTa as
H — arbitrary
yv-x
HL = DiHT ttTyu2 a 'yui QTyui
Hyup ua n yup-i ^yup-i
(V.166)
(V.167)
(V.168)
(V.169)
In the actual solution, we will pick H7" = 0. o
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5. Normal Form of the a Dynamic Equation
Separating out the a dynamics from equation V.145, we have
& = Faa + V<7u *tf am tyc (2)ay
II
(2)
+ o(3+ ) (V.170)
where we want to determine the submatrices Qau , Qam and Qac with the fewest possi-
ble non-zero coefficients. We can find solutions for these submatrices from equations
V.104, V.105 and V.106, which we restate here for convenience
*l<jcDc * oH-oc — Were Were
ilfjmUm r a li arn — Worn War
*l<ru*-' a ^ a "an — Wau W au
(V.171)
(V.172)
(V.173)
The constraints are found from equations V.109 and V.110, which we also restate
Gau - HamDBa = (V.174)
GffC -HacDBy = Q (V.175)
Equations V.171, V.172 and V.173 can be put into solvable form by applying the
Unstacking Theorem, and likewise for equations V.174 and V.175 by applying the
Unstacking Corollary. We state these here.
Equations to solve:
Dj
•• '••
:
:
'•• '••
• Dj
Dm ••
'•• '•
:
U
•
o dZ
F«iJ
Fa.
J
Fa,J
L Fo.J
Fa ls I Hac,
F...I \l IHL.
Fou I 1 \ Hjmi
^iacx ^iaci
QL-Ql
(V.176)
Fc..l J L HTam.
T
-QT
T
-QT
(V.177)
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an<
Dl ' FaiJ
-
D?
.
.
F9mX I
Fa,J
Fo..I J/ L
where the matrix Q is defined by the block relation
H
H
°u s
QT -QT
L V CTUs ^au s
r ] (x) = Qx- Ov(2 ) =
{"Sou *ccrm ^%<jc
«6 yu ^iym ^5 yc
(2)ay
y
(2)
Constraints:
ol. o
and
:
Dl
Dl„
Dl
H
a"cl
H'l
G
aci
Hom\
Hi
where the matrix G is defined by the block relation
G]
G<rUl
G„„
9
(l)
(X) = GX =
{Jan. {j<jc
{jyu ^yc
a
y
(V.178)
(V.179)
(V.180)
(V.181)
(V.182)
Before we begin considering individual cases, we need to prove two useful
lemmas and a useful theorem.
Lemma C.4 (Inverse of an Upper Triangular Matrix) The inverse of an in-
vertible upper triangular matrix is upper triangular and invertible.
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Proof. This is a well known result from linear algebra. Let the invertible
upper triangular matrix ft € Rhxh be given by
=
A*
(V.183)
•
• • fthh
_
such that /#
-1
exists, that is such that fta ^ for i = 1 to h. Let a — ft'
1 be given
by
a =
an OlA
In block form we write
and
Since aft = /, we have
P =
a —
ftn fti
ft
au ai
ai a
au »i
6c\ a
"Ai A 1
.
/
which yields
1
OC\\ -
ftn
<*i =
1
a = ft
-l
-l
(V.184)
(V.185)
(V.186)
(V.187)
(V.188)
(V.189)
(V.190)
where we have used the fact that ftu ^ to obtain di == 0. Since aj is the vector of all
elements directly below an, the matrix a has all zeros below the main diagonal. By
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induction, this process can be repeated using /3 and a in place of /3 and a. Therefore
a is upper triangular, and since j3 is invertible, a is also invertible. This proves the
lemma. <
Lemma C.5 (Zero Diagonal Upper Triangular Matrix) Given a matrix of the
form
Fs = FQ F^Fp (V.191)
where FQ € Rkxk , Fp 6 Rkxk and Fv G Rkxk are upper triangular matrices, with one
of them having zeroes on the main diagonal, then the matrix F$ is upper triangular
with zeroes on the main diagonal.
Proof. This is another well known result from linear algebra. We are given
the structure of the matrices Fa , Fp and Fy, which we write in block form as
Fall Fa i2 • • • Fa \k
'
•
• •
• Fan ^«i
:
•
• • • Fak-ik Fa
Fakk
Fa
Fn =
Fi =
Fpu Fpi2
(V.192)
Fp\k
' Fpk-ik
' Fpkk
• F-,1
Fpu Fp\
Fp
(V.193)
71A:
F
-ykk
FyH Fyl
Fv
(V.194)
where the upper left block is a scalar in each case. Multiplying out by blocks, we get
Fx =
Fall Fa \
Fa
Fyll F->1
Fv
Fpu Fp\
Fp
(V.195)
FallFviiF/Jii FaiiFviiF^i + FallFyiF/j + FalF^Fp
FaFyF/3
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which is seen, by induction, to be upper triangular with zeroes on the main diagonal,
since all elements below the diagonal are zero, and since the scalar diagonal element
is zero if the diagonal elements of Fa , Fp or F1 are zero. <
Theorem C.6 (Invertible Matrix) Given a matrix A € Rkhxkh
A
I
/
+
Fn Fv
Fik\ Fikk
of the block form
(V.196)
where I
€
Rhxh is the identity matrix, and the submatrices Fij € Rhxh are upper
triangular with zeroes on the main diagonal, then the matrix A is invertible.
Proof. We will show that A is an invertible matrix by putting it into upper
triangular form through block Gaussian elimination and induction. First, if A; = 1,
then A = I -\- Fu, which is upper triangular with non-zero elements on the main
diagonal, and is therefore invertible. If A- > 1, then A can be represented in block
form as
A„ Ai 2
A21 A22
where
A =
A 22 =
A„ = / + F,11
Ai; F\z Fv
A 2 i =
/ •••
••• •••
:
;
••. ••.
••• /
F21
'fcl
+
F,22
k2
F2 k
Fkk
(V.197)
(V.198)
(V.199)
(V.200)
(V.201)
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and we note that An is an upper triangular invertible matrix. Now, using block
Gaussian elimination on equation V.197 gives
MiA =
/ An Ai 2
Mi I A 2 i A22
An Au
MiAn + A 2 i M1A 12 + A 22
Since An is invertible, we can choose Mi — —A 2iAf11 , which gives
(V.202)
MiA
An Ai 2
A22 -A21Ar11 Ai2
(V.203)
which is block upper triangular. Now, looking at the term A 22 — A 2iAn1Ai 2 , we
have
A22-A 2iA 111 Ai2
I
+
/
.
I "
I
+
22 F2k
Fk: Fikk
F2I
Fki
[I + Fn ]
-1
'12
(V.204)
Fu
1-1
F22 - F2 i [I + Fn ] 'Fu ••• F2k-F2 i[I + Fu] Flk
Fk2-Fki[I + Fu]~ 1 F12 Fkk-Fkiil + FuV'Fyk
Now look at the block terms in the second matrix. By the "Inverse of an Upper
Triangular Matrix" lemma, the term [/ + Fn]
-
is an upper triangular invertible
matrix. Using that result, the combinations of the form Fn [/ + Fn]" Fij are all
upper triangular matrices with zeroes on the main diagonal by the "Zero Diagonal
Upper Triangular Matrix" lemma. We are given that the matrices Fij are upper
triangular with zeroes on the main diagonal, and a sum (or difference) of two matrices
of this type is also an upper triangular matrix with zeroes on the main diagonal.
So, we are back to our original problem, only one block smaller. Repeating this
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process through induction yields a block upper triangular matrix such that all blocks
on the main diagonal are upper triangular invertible matrices. Therefore, Gaussian
elimination can convert our original matrix A to upper triangular form with non-
zeroes on the main diagonal, so A is invertible, which proves the theorem. <
Now that we've established some preliminary results, we can consider the
individual cases.
6. Uncontrollable/Controllable Part
The uncontrollable/controllable part of the normal form is given by the solu-
tion
Qc
Qac
Qac
(V.205)
to equation V.176, subject to the constraints of equation V.180. We state our results
in a theorem.
Theorem C.7 (Uncontrollable/Controllable) The normalform of equation V.205
is given by
(V.206)
\vl]
Q* cy {2) = Q*c
where Q ffc G Rsxp has the block form
Qa c =
with Q Zc <= W Xip and QWc £ RmXp .
(V.207)
Proof. We are trying to solve equation V.176 subject to the constraints of
equation V.180. Equation V.176 has the form of sp
^
+1
^ simultaneous equations in
^^—J- unknown coefficients of Hac , since each row of the transformation matrix Hac
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,p(p+l)
,
p(p+l)
is Hj
c
G R
r
^
'
,
with i == 1 to 5. From Appendix A we have Db
v
€
R^ xp which,
when transposed, yields the block form
D Bi /2 (V.208)
where 72 G #pXp is given in block form by
h =
I
2
(V.209)
where the bottom right element is the scalar 2. When we apply the constraints of
equation V.180, we see that each matrix Ds y imposes p constraints, and there are s
matrices Db involved, for a total of ps constraints. So, equation V.176 is overdeter-
mined by at least ps terms when the constraints are imposed, which means we will
have at least ps terms which we can't eliminate in the uncontrollable/controllable
part of our normal form. Although different normal forms are possible, there is a nat-
ural choice in this case, which is to pick the set of all coefficients of terms of the form
yf, for i = 1 to p, which we will now investigate. Equation V.176 has 5 potentially
resonant terms (with actual resonance depending on the coefficients of the matrix Fa ,
which is arbirary), where a resonant term is defined as a term in the matrix Qac which
cannot be affected at all by our choice of the transformation matrix Hac . The only
way to have a resonant term in equation V.177 is to have a zero row in the matrix
A c , where A c is the matrix
A.-
DT
C Kn I
'•
'
'• '•
DJ FaJ
FaJ
FaJ
(V.210)
>p+i ^„,p+i
Given that the submatrices Fai l G i?p_2_xp_r" in the second matrix are diagonal,
a zero row in A c can only occur in those rows of the matrix Dj in which all the
off-diagonal elements are zero. From Appendix A we have an iterative definition for
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(p+l)(p+2) (p+IKp+2)
.
p(p+l) p(p+l) 1-11. 1Dc 1 E R 2 x 2 in terms oi ZJCp G R 2 x 2 which, when transposed,
yields the block form
K
Dl, AT
BT
D
',»
=
where Dg was given above, AT £ RpXp is given by
r
1
•••
••. -.
1
(V.211)
(V.212)
and BT e Rlxp given by
B 1 1 (V.213)
So, we see that there is no possibility of a zero row in the two bottom block rows
of DT since all rows in Dl and BT are non-zero. So we check the top block row,
cp+i D y r
which means we are checking Dj . By induction, there is no possibility of a zero row
until we reach matrices Dj which we have actually calculated out. We have
Dl = 2
1
(V.214)
and we can see that there is a zero row, and therefore a potential resonant term, on
the top row of DTC . This corresponds to the coefficient of the y\ term, and we see
that our normal form set, consisting of all terms yf includes the potential resonance
as a member. Our choice of normal form set consisting of all terms y\ also guarantees
that the unconstrained coefficients of the transformation matrix Ham are able to
exactly eliminate all remaining coefficients of Qam , as we now show. Choosing the
normal form set is equivalent to removing the rows corresponding to those coefficients,
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as detailed in Appendix B. Applying the constraints imposed by equation V.180 is
equivalent to removing the columns of the matrix A c corresponding to the coefficients
of the t/jt/p terms in the matrix Hac , which is equivalent to removing those columns of
A c containing the two far right block column in any of the matrices Dj, as detailed
in Appendix B. Truncating the matrix Dj in this fashion (removing p appropriate
rows and p appropriate columns) results in a matrix which is upper triangular and
invertible, as we show by induction. Start with a matrix Z)J which, after truncation,
is upper triangular invertible. (We start with p = 2, and we truncate the matrix Dj
by removing the first row (y\ terms) and third row (yj terms), and second and third
columns (constraints on Hyc ). The result is
C = PI (V-215)
which is an upper triangular, invertible matrix. This gives us a starting place.)
When the matrix Dj is appended to create Dj
,
the result is upper triangular
invertible when it is truncated. We see this by noticing that the matrix Dj
]
is
given in equation V.211, and when it is truncated the two rightmost block columns
are removed (constraints on Hyc ), the bottom row containing BT is removed (y%+1
terms), and all the previous rows which were removed from Dj (y\ through y 2v terms)
are also removed. (Note that the blocks in Dj which were removed as columns are not
removed in Dj
,
but that they do not effect our argument, since they are above and
to the right of the main diagonal of the truncated matrix.) Now, after the truncation,
the non-zero terms in D\ line up on the diagonal of the new truncated matrix, and
connect with the diagonal terms from the truncated DT
C
block. So the new appended
matrix Dj +1 is upper triangular invertible when it is truncated, and the process
can be repeated indefinitely. This completes the proof by induction, and shows that
the matrix Dj is upper triangular and invertible after it has been truncated. The
end result is that this truncation process results in a new matrix A Cfrimc , which is
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invertible, given by
^ctrunc
DTCtrunc V "o'll * Jtrunc
-
'.
Dl (F I)
(F<nJ)trunc
K^Ves* Jtrunc J
(V.216)
That A ctrunc is invertible can be seen by noting that the truncation process moved the
elements of the matrices Fa I off the diagonal up and to the right, so that [Fa I)
\ IJ / trunc
is upper triangular with zeroes on the main diagonal, and then applying the "Invert-
ible Matrix" theorem, since DT is upper triangular and invertible. Since there
Ctrunc * 1 <->
must be at least ps elements in the normal form, and since picking the coefficients
of yf as the normal form set results in no additional outside elements possible in the
normal form, the coefficients of yf are an acceptable normal form. (Other normal
forms may also be possible, but they are not of concern to us.) Noting that we can
block separate out the /z, z and w components, and that the fi components are zero
(since that's what we started with) completes the proof of the theorem. <
7. Uncontrollable/Mixed Part
The controllable/mixed part is given by the solution
Wffrn —
VlTIJll
\% a?
(V.217)
to equation V.177, subject to the constraints of equation V.181. We state our result
in a theorem.
Theorem C.8 (Uncontrollable/Mixed) The normal form of equation V.217 is
given by
Qomo-y^ = Qam [ay,] (V.218)
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where the notation [o~y\\ indicates the vector a multiplied by the scalar first component
of the vector y. Additionally, the matrix Qam £ Rsxs has the block form
Q«m = Qzmi Q:
m2 -
(V.219)
with QZmi £ R?*l'+i), Q Zm2 £ R" xm , QWmi € RT*lr+ ') and QWm2 € Rr
Proof. We are trying to solve equation V.177 subject to the constraints of
equation V.181. Equation V.177 has the form of s 2p simultaneous equations in s 2p
unknowns, since each row of the transformation matrix Ham is Hjm £ Rps , with
i = 1 to s. From Appendix A we have Db„ £ Rpsxs which, when transposed, yields
the block form
D] (V.220)•• I
where / £ Rsxs is the identity matrix. When we apply the constraints of equation
V.181, we see that each matrix Db^ imposes s constraints, and there are s matrices
Db„ involved, for a total of s 2 constraints. So, equation V.177 is overdetermined by
at least s 2 terms when the constraints are imposed, which means we will have at least
s
2 terms which we can't eliminate in the uncontrollable/mixed part of our normal
form. Although different normal forms are possible, there is a natural choice in this
case, which is to pick the set of all coefficients of terms of the form o~iyi for i = 1 to
5, which we will now investigate. Equation V.177 has s 2 potentially resonant terms
(with actual resonance depending on the specific coefficients of the matrix Fff , which
are still undetermined), where a resonant term is defined as a term in the matrix Qam
which cannot be affected by our choice of the transformation matrix Ham . The only
way to have a resonant term in equation V.177 is to have a zero row in the matrix
Am , where Am is the matrix
Am =
m
Dl
KU I F<nJ
FaJ FossI
(V.221)
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Given that the submatrices Fffl I G RpsXps in the second matrix are diagonal, a zero
row in Am can only occur in those rows of the matrix D^ in which all the off-diagonal
elements are zero. From Appendix A we have Dm £ rpsX p s which, when transposed,
yields the block form
DL =
I
Fl
(V.222)
where I
€
Rsxs is the identity matrix. Now, examining the structure of Z)^, potential
zero rows can only occur in the top block row, since the identity matrix blocks are
off-diagonal in all the other rows. Since there are s potential zero rows for each ma-
trix D^, and s of these matrices in the matrix Am , there are a total of s 2 potentially
resonant terms, as previously stated. The set of potentially resonant terms consists
of all the coefficients of the quadratic state vector component cryi, as can be seen by
the fact that the top 5 rows in each matrix D^ correspond to the first s elements of
a corresponding row in the matrices Qam.i Ham , etc., which are the coefficients of the
ay\ terms. Now, if we choose this set of potentially resonant terms as our normal
form, then the unconstrained coefficients of the transformation matrix Hom are guar-
anteed to be able to exactly eliminate all remaining coefficients of Qcm -, as we now
show. Choosing the set of potentially resonant terms as our normal form is equiv-
alent to removing their rows, as detailed in Appendix B. Applying the constraints
imposed by equation V.181 is equivalent to removing the columns of the matrix Am
corresponding to the coefficients of the ayp terms in the matrix //am , which is equiv-
alent to removing those columns of Am containing a far right block column in Z)^,
as detailed in Appendix B. The end result is that this truncation process results in a
new matrix Amtrunc , which is invertible, given by
Tiitrunc
*
''itrunc -J
(^»J)t, (W)trunc
(F*.J)trunc K^ess* >tri
(V.223)
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with
!)Wtrunc
and
(M trunc
I Fj •••
o '•. '•. ••. ;
:
••• •• '••
i
•••
••• FJ
o /
Fe I •••
Fa I
(V.224)
(V.225)
That Amtrunc is invertible can be seen by noticing that D^ is upper triangular
invertible and that (Fa I) is upper triangular with zeroes on the main diagonal,
\ 3 / trunc
and then applying the "Invertible Matrix" theorem. Since there must be at least s 2
elements in the normal form, and since picking the coefficients of ay\ as the normal
form set results in no additional outside elements possible in the normal form, the
coefficients of ay\ are an acceptable normal form. (Other normal forms may also
be possible, but they are not of concern to us.) Now we look at the separation of
the matrix Qam into blocks. Noting that we can block separate out the //, z and w
components, that the \i components are zero (since that's what we started with), and
that we can block separate the vector ay\ as
0-t/i
completes the proof of the theorem. <
wy-i
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8. Uncontrollable/Uncontrollable Part
The uncontrollable/uncontrollable part is given by the solution to the equation
V.173, which we restate here as
" auUc " a "au — *%au ^f au (V.226)
and where we wish to solve for Qau-, the normal form for this part. We start by
recognizing that, of the six separate pieces of our original homological equation, this
is the only piece which is completely unconnected to any of the linearly controllable
states. So, solving for the normal form of this piece of the homological equation is
equivalent to finding the Poincare normal form of a dynamic equation without control,
a job which has a large body of literature to assist us. Although we will not be able
to solve equation V.226 for the general case, we will be able to make some statements
about its general structure, based on the structure of Fa and Da . We start with a
theorem which splits off the influence of the states w from the rest.
Theorem C.9 (Poincare Normal Form, Part I) When the linearly uncontrollable
state matrix Fa has the block diagonal form
F,=
F4
Fw
and the linearly uncontrollable state vector a is given in block form by
a
t
w
the solutions Qau and Hau to equation V.226 are given by
With Qau given by
Wau —
Qwi
Q(.m
^%wm
Qiw
^£ww
"au —
Hwt "wm
H(,w
"WW
Wau —
' Qu
Vwm
^^ ^w
ty WW
(V.227)
(V.228)
(V.229)
(V.230)
(V.231)
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the block elements of Qau and Hau are found as solutions of the separable matrix
equations
"ww^w "w-^ww — *% WW *& WW \ » -^<JZ )
^wra'-^u-m * w*lwm — ^cwm Wwm \ » .£oO)
HW^D^ — FWHW^ = Qw^ — Qw£ (V.234)
H^WDW — F^H^W = Q^w — Q^w (V.235)
HtmDUrn — F^H^m = Q^m — Q^m (V.236)
Hu Dz - F<HU = g« - g« (V.237)
which individually have the form needed to apply the Unstacking Theorem for solution,
and where the structural matrices Dw , DUm and D^ are given in Appendix A.
Proof. From Appendix A we have
D„ =
Di
DUm
D„
(V.238)
which we plug into equation V.226 along with equation V.227 and get the desired
result by direct calculation. <
Now we can look at how to calculate the Poincare normal form of our center
states, £, when there is no influence from the states w.
Theorem CIO (Poincare Normal Form, Part II) The Poincare normal form
of the center states
(
z
(V.239)
when there is no influence from the states w, is found by solving equation V.237 which
we rewrite here as
HHD< - FcHk = Qa - Qa (V.240)
for the coefficient matrices H^ and Q^£, which are given by
0«
Ha =
W z\x Wzm m zz
ooo
" Zfx I* zm J* zz
(V.241)
(V.242)
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With Qt£ and F$ given by
Qa =
^2/2 ^^ zm ^^ zz
*€
=
F„ i%
(V.243)
(V.244)
the block elements of Q^ and Hau are found as solutions of the hierarchical matrix
equations
HZZDZZ - FZHZZ = Qzz - Qzz (V.245)
HzmD^ + HZZDV - FzHzrn = Qzm - Qzm (V.246)
Hzm Dp - FZHZ^ = Q Zil - Q Zil (V.247)
which individually have the form needed to apply the Unstacking Theorem when solved
in order, and where the structural matrices Dzz , D^z , Dv and Dp are given in Ap-
pendix A.
Proof From Appendix A we have
Df Dp D, z
Dv Dz
(V.248)
which we plug into equation V.240 along with equation V.244 and get the desired
result by direct calculation. We note that, although some of the ±i components of Q^
and H^ were arbitrary, zero was an acceptable solution, which is what was chosen. <
Finally, we block partition our uncontrollable/uncontrollable normal form ma-
trix as
^ <ju — Qz~ Q zp*
Wwp~ Vi
'p-z 'P3
(V.249)
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and block partition our linearly uncontrollable quadratic state vector as
-(2)
HZ®
As
wW
(V.250)
which we will need for the complete normal form.
9. Overall Normal Form
The overall normal form is found by assembling all six equations, (V.155),
(V.158), (V.164), (V.207), (V.219), and (V.249), and plugging into equation V.144,
which we restate here as
X = Fx + Gv+(P>(x)-Gfi2) (x)) (V.251)
+ (PHx)-9w (x)fi2) (x)) + {9<2) (x)-gm (x)9il) (x))v + o^
Omitting the cubic terms for clarity, we can express equation V.251 in block form as
A
V
=
W
.
y
.
F„ Fz
Fw
A
/*
z
+
w
.
y
.
B
(V.252)
+
'
vl'
^OVJp
a^ +
tyzm
<yy\ +
Q Zc vl
.
«*
.
.vl.
+ (3+)
Alternatively, we can express equation V.251 as separate equations, given by equations
V.3, V.4, V.6 and V.7, which is the preferred method for the rest of this dissertation.
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D. REVERSING THE TRANSFORMATIONS
Now that we have a system in quadratic normal form, we have a way to
determine the control law needed to stabilize the system, or to decide if the system
is unstabilizable. The control law needed will have the form of state feedback of our
linear and quadratic state vectors, multiplied by appropriate gains, of the form
v = KTxX + KTxmX {2) (V.253)
where \ and x^ are the linear and quadratic appended state vectors after all quadratic
transformations have been made, and Kx and Kx{2) are vectors of the appropriate
linear and quadratic state feedback gains. Picking the appropriate values of the gains
is the subject of Chapters VI and VII. However, even given the proper gains, a control
law of the form of equation V.253 is of little use to us, since what we need is a control
law for u, the control input in our original system. The purpose of this section is
to show how to reverse all of the translations, transformations and feedback we have
imposed on our original system to recover a control law for our original system which
will implement equation V.253. We proceed in the reverse of the order in which we
imposed them.
We start by reversing the quadratic order feedback we imposed on the system
in equation V.43, which we repeat here. for convenience
u = v-g^(X)v-fi2) (x) (V.254)
Plugging in equation V.253 we get
S = l<lx + (A-J,)X <
2
> - j« (X) Klx - JW (*)) - (X ) K5,XW (V.255)
where we have grouped the quadratic terms together. Now we would like to reverse
the quadratic coordinate transformation we imposed on the system in equation V.12,
which we repeat here for convenience
X = X + h^(x ) (V.256)
= X + HX™
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However, we have a minor problem. Right now, we have x as a function of x, DU t
what we want is the opposite. So, we have to invert equation V.256. If we let
X = $(x) (V.257)
then we can plug equation V.257 into equation V.256 and solve term by term. We
get
* (1) (X) = X (V.258)
$< 2)(x) = -HX {2) (V.259)
Plugging into equation V.255, we get
S = KT
x x + (A'S>,X
(2)
- «?» (X) *£« - /< 2) (X) - A-JWx (2) ) (V.260)
where we have neglected terms of 0^3+\ Now we can reverse the linear feedback we
imposed in Chapter III, which we repeat here for convenience
(V.261)T T~u = u — a fi — a y
= u — aT a J \
Plugging equation V.260 into equationV.261, we get
u = K aT a J \ (V.262)
+ «(2) X (2) - Kx) {Klx) - Fjx (2) - KTx Hx™)
Now we can reverse the linear coordinate transformation we imposed in Chapter III,
which we rewrite as
X = TX (V.263)
X = T-'x (V.264)
where the vector x ls defined as
X = (V.265)
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This brings up the question of how to handle the quadratic state vector y^ 2\ since the
linear elements which are multiplied together to make up the quadratic components
are being transformed. This is a difficult problem in general, but is one which is
tractable (though still complicated) for a specific problem. We define a new matrix
T (T- 1 ) E R^*"^ by the relation
' = t (r- 1 ) jC(2) 0(2) (V.266)
where the elements of T are determined from the elements of the matrix T l according
to the following relation,
XiXj = (Tt?h + . . . + Tr^xu) (T^xi + . . . + T^Xv)
We illustrate with an example.
Example. Given the linear coordinate transformation
= Tix 1 x
such that
T-i =
h t 2
t3 t 4
we would like to find T (T l ) such that
~( 2) = T
(
T-i) .(»)
So, we calculate each row of x^ in turn.
x\ = {t l x 1 +t 2x 2 )
2
= t\x\ + 2t-i t 2x\X 2 + t\x\
x^
X\X 2 = (Mi + t 2X 2 ) (t3Xi + t4X2 )
= t 1 t3x 1 + (tit 4 + t 2 t3)xix 2 4- t 2 t4xt
t\t3 \t\t4 + ^2^3) ^2^4
.(2)
(V.267)
(V.268)
(V.269)
(V.270)
(V.271)
(V.272)
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x. = (t3 Xi + t4X2 ) (V.273)
i3 2^3^ ^ 4 z<
2 )
Now, stacking up the rows, we get
~x™ = X\X2
x
2
2UU t21 ^l<<2
t\t$ \t1t4 + ^2^3) £2^4
2^3^4t
2
l3 t
2
.(2) (V.274)
So, the answer for T (T *) is
T (T" 1
) t\ts (t\t4 + £2^3) ^2^4
t3 2^3^4 t4
(V.275)
This example is illustrative of the process required to calculate the matrix T (T *)
for a specific problem. <i
Now, we can transform equation V.262 by applying equations V.264 and V.266.
We get
u = (A' a 1 a J )t-\ (V.276)
- (GlT-'x) (A-jT^x) + (A'
X
T
(2) - Fl - KlE) T (t- 1 ) x (2)
Equation V.276 gives the control law for our original system after the origin was
shifted to the equilibrium point at the point of bifurcation. Often this will be sufficient
for many applications. If the control law is required in the original untranslated
system, then the reversed coordinate translations
(V.277)
should be plugged into equation V.276 by individual components and multiplied out.
x =
X
=
X — X
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VI. CONTROL OF CENTER MANIFOLD
A. ROADMAP: THE BIG PICTURE
1. Results of Previous Chapters
Chapters II, III and V showed that any affine system
% = f(x,p.) +g(x,ji)u (VIA)
can be put into quadratic normal form
/i = (VI.2)
F^n + Fzz
+ Q* + Q 2mi
Wi
+ Q Zc
'
yl'
zW .
zyl
J
.yl.
+ Q : F'2 + Q zPz w (2) + & TH2 wyi
+ /f) (//, *, w, y) + </< 2) (/x, *, u>, y) v + (4+)
(VI.3)
10b = F„ w
+ QWp
'
ll
{2)
~T tywmi
Mi
+ Q™C
'
yl'
yl
zW
zy\
.yl.
+ Q,
fiW (2)
ZIO (2)
i Vuif, U> (2) + Q, m2 «>*/l + o<
3+ )
(VI.4)
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y = Ay + Bv + Q Vc + o^ (VI.5)
where ft € RT is the vector of parameters, z £ Rq is the vector of linearly uncon-
trollable states having zero real-part eigenvalues, w G Rm is the vector of linearly
uncontrollable states having non-zero real-part eigenvalues, y £ RP is the vector of
linearly controllable states, v € .R 1 is a single control input, and A and B are the ap-
propriately scaled Brunovsky form matrices. We can pick the control v = v (/*, z, iu, y)
as state feedback. It's expansion through quadratic order is
v = Kfii + Kjz + KZw + Kfy (VI.6)
+ KJ^M + AX,^,< 2 » + A'.V- ,2) + A'^,,^' 2 ' + JSiM^oW + A-I« 2y 2)
where the vector of gains K have yet to be chosen.
2. Purpose of this Chapter
In this chapter we will consider how to control the shape of the center manifold
of our linearly uncontrollable dynamic system by properly choosing our vector of
feedback gains K. That is, after all the exponentially stable modes die out, the
remaining dynamics of our system are restricted to a surface of reduced dimension—
the center manifold — and we will show how to pick our feedback gains to control the
shape of this surface. Controlling the shape of the center manifold surface is what will
allow us to control bifurcations occurring in the linearly uncontrollable states // and
z in the next chapter. (Note that we assume that all of the linearly uncontrollable
states w are exponentially stable — otherwise our system diverges from the origin
— and that we will stabilize the linearly controllable states y with appropriate state
feedback so that they are also exponentially stable.) The center manifold is defined
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by the relations
w f
>:lc
Q(/i,2) (VI.7)
(VI.8)
where we have used the notation wcm and ycm to indicate the values of w and y on
the center manifold surface. The uncontrollable center manifold function Q((i,z) and
the controllable center manifold function IT (//, z) have Taylor series expansions of the
form
Ct(fJL,z) - Ol
r
-| ^
^
+ ^q I1Z&
Z
zW
+ o(3+ ) (VI.9)
i\{fi,z) = nL
1
/iW
/*
+ nQ ILZ^
z
z&
+ o(3+ ) (VI.10)
We will give expressions for the linear and quadratic coefficient matrices 0^ and fig,
and we will show that the linear and quadratic coefficient matrices 11^ and ITq are
functions of their first row only, given by the formulas
nL .- - nL1
an<
F F1
IX
J z
i-1
i-l
TU)i = ^QiD\- 1 -'£T gj (nL)Di
i—j—l
(VI.11)
(VI.12)
j=i
where the subscript i indicates the row in question, where D% is a structural matrix
defined in Appendix A and where T z (11^) is a matrix which will be defined later in
this chapter. We will also show that the vector of gains K can be chosen to produce
a desired center manifold function II (//,z) with the formulas
(VI.13)
I r V i-i\
A'J I<l]
V
Fz
V
- E ><y
t=l Fz
/
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and
KT KT KT7V 2) 'W 2 ) 1X z^) nQl DK + r
T
K (vi.14)
where K^, Kz and Ky are vectors of linear state feedback gains, K (2) , K (2) and
KT(2) are vectors of quadratic state feedback gains, and the matrices Dk and Tj^ will
be denned later. These relations will be needed in the next chapter.
B. DETERMINING THE CENTER MANIFOLD SUR-
FACE
What is a center manifold? In Chapter I we stated that a center manifold is
a surface contained in a state space which has two properties:
• The surface is invariant, that is, trajectories which begin on any point on the
surface stay on the surface.
• The surface is tangent to the "center subspace" of the linearization around the
origin, where the center subspace is defined as the subspace spanned by the
generalized eigenvectors having eigenvalues with zero real parts.
Now at this point, those two properties may not be very illuminating. However,
a simple way to think of the center manifold is to imagine a surface passing through
the origin. In the case of a one dimensional center manifold, the surface is a curve.
In the case of a two dimensional center manifold, the surface is a sheet. (It is left
as an exercise to the reader to visualize a three dimensional center manifold inside
a higher dimensional state space. In any event, we will only deal with one and two
dimensional center manifolds in this dissertation.) If we pick a point on the center
manifold surface, then the trajectory the point follows has to stay on the surface. The
trajectory is also limited by the fact that the eigenvalues of the linearization at the
origin have zero real parts, which imposes additional constraints on the trajectories
possible. We now illustrate with some examples.
Example. [One Dimensional Center Manifold] A one dimensional center man-
ifold is a curve passing through the origin. Because it is one dimensional, the lin-
earization at the origin has only one eigenvalue, which must be zero. Therefore,
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trajectories on a one dimensional center manifold are capable of only algebraic decay
toward the origin, or algebraic growth away from the origin, since the rate of growth
or decay is determined by the higher order non-linear terms. Points which are not
on the center manifold, but are displaced slightly from it, exponentially decay to-
ward points on the center manifold. The points on the center manifold are decaying
or growing algebraically, which is much slower than exponential decay, so all points
slightly displaced from a one dimensional center manifold essentially collapse rapidly
to the center manifold, and then slowly grow or decay on it. <
Example. [Two Dimensional Center Manifold, Part I] A two dimensional cen-
ter manifold is a sheet passing through the origin. Because the center manifold is
two dimensional, there are two ways to have eigenvalues with zero real parts. The
linearization can have two eigenvalues which are complex conjugates, with zero real
parts, as is illustrated in Figure 7. Or, the linearization can have one eigenvalue,
Figure 7. Collapse to 2-D Center Manifold
which is zero, with either one actual eigenvector and one generalized eigenvector, or
with two generalized eigenvectors. In the case of two complex conjugate eigenvalues,
points on a two dimensional center manifold follow essentially circular trajectories
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around the origin, with the frequency of rotation being determined by the lineariza-
tion, but with the radius capable of only algebraic decay toward the origin or algebraic
growth away from the origin, since the rate of growth or decay is determined by the
higher order non-linear terms. That is, trajectories on this type of center manifold
are slow spirals toward or away from the origin. Points which are not on the center
manifold, but are displaced slightly from it, exponentially decay toward the center
manifold surface. However, during the decay, their trajectories have to match the
rotation rate of points on the center manifold, so all points slightly displaced from
a two dimensional center manifold with complex conjugate eigenvalues follow essen-
tially helical trajectories which collapse rapidly to essentially circular trajectories on
the center manifold, which then slowly spiral toward or away from the origin on the
center manifold surface. <\
Example. [Two Dimensional Center Manifold, Part II] For the case of a two
dimensional center manifold with a single zero eigenvalue, points on the center mani-
fold surface follow trajectories in which each of two components algebraically decays
or algebraically grows independently. The rate of growth or decay is determined
by the higher order non-linear terms. Points which are not on the center manifold
surface, but are displaced slightly from it, exponentially decay toward points on the
center manifold. The points on the center manifold are decaying and/or growing alge-
braically, which is much slower than exponential decay, so all points slightly displaced
from a two dimensional center manifold with a single zero eigenvalue essentially col-
lapse rapidly to the center manifold, then follow trajectories on the surface which
slowly decay to the origin or diverge from it. <
Now, for our specific case, near the origin, both the linearly uncontrollable
states w and the linearly controllable states y are assumed to be exponentially stable,
while the magnitude of the linearly uncontrollable states z are capable of at best only
algebraic decay or growth, since the real parts of the eigenvalues of their linearization
are zero. (Note that the specific values of the individual components of the states
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z on the center manifold may change quite rapidly, as for example on a limit cycle
trajectory, but that their magnitude is restricted to algebraic growth or decay.) So,
we have a situation where we can think of the dynamics of the magnitude of z as
happening on a much slower time scale than the dynamics of the magnitudes of w
and y. That is, near the origin, if we think of z as being on a fixed trajectory or
having a fixed value, and given that \i has a fixed value, then w and y both collapse
to "fixed" trajectories or "fixed" values which depend on the values or magnitudes of
\i and z. This functional dependence of w and y (after their exponential decay) on fi
and z defines the shape of the center manifold surface, which is given by
wcm = tt{n,z)
ycm = II(/i,z)
(VI.15)
(VI.16)
where we have used the notation wcm and ycm to indicate the values of w and y on the
center manifold surface, and where Cl(fi,z) and Il(fi,z) are vector valued functions
which we are trying to determine. We can expand each of them as a Taylor series
around the origin to yield
w r = SI,
['
+ ft<
/'
(2)
(2)flZ
z®
+ 0<3+) (VI.17)
= n.
r -i ^
V
+ nQ ItzW
Z
z(2)
+ o<
3+) (VI.18)
Now, following Carr [Ref. 17], we can determine the as-yet-unknown constant coeffi-
cient matrices Ql, Oq, 11^, and IIq by calculating the trajectories of the system two
different ways, and equating them. In the first way, we calculate the dynamics of the
system based on the gradient of the center manifold, which are determined by the
z dynamics given by equation VI. 3. In the second way, we calculate the dynamics
of the system anywhere, and then restrict them to the center manifold, which are
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determined by the w and y dynamics given by equations VI.4 and VI. 5. At those
points where the dynamics from the two ways are equal, there is our center manifold
— and since we have control of our y dynamics through the gain vector K, we have
the possibility of affecting the controllable part of the center manifold. Now we look
at the two ways of calculating the trajectories of the system.
1. Dynamics Based on the Center Manifold Gradient
The first way to calculate trajectories of our system is to calculate the dynamics
of the system based on the gradient of the center manifold surface. On the center
manifold, which is where all the dynamics end up after the exponentially stable states
have decayed away, the dynamics are determined by
^ =
dSl(fi,z) . dfl{n,z).
d/j. d:
n
dU(^z). dU(^z)
.
"/* + -
dfi d
which, since /i = 0, and using our Taylor series expansions, can be expressed as
,( 2 )
(VI.19)
(VI.20)
n
d£l{(i,z). d
—
« z = Ul-^-
oz oz
= ftl
d
oz
z
o d
oz
/'
v
(2)flZ + <9
(3+) (VI.21)
(2)
\iZ (2)
.(2)
+ (3+)
and
n = —~
—
z = nL—
Oz oz
f
+ n4
/'
(2)
flZ
(2)
-(2)
+ (3+) (VI.22)
= IL
„ d
+ nQ—
oz
I'
(2)
(2)flZ
z&
z + O^
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Plugging in the z dynamics from equation VI. 3 gives us
and
n = Qi (F,fi + Fz z) (VI.23)
+ flj
( 'yl]\
J-
1
"
v
{2)
py\ vl
Q*Pl fizW ' tyzmi + Q Zc
/
.
zyi
V
M)
fit
.y
2
v\)
+ ftj
+ fi(
Q S1
flW (2)
:w (2)
+ <2 2P3 10
(2) + <2*, WJ/1
d_
dz
V
(2)
(2)pLZ (F^ + F,z) + 0<3+ >
n = il (f> + Fz z) (VI.24)
+ nj
(
' pM '
Q*Pl fizW + QZm
/*yi
+ Q Z< y\
I
\
.
zyi
.y
2
p\)
+ n, Q zPo
flW (2)
210 (2)
+ q zp^ 10 (2) + Q: m2 10?/!
dz
V
2)
(2)/i2 (*> + F,*) + 0<3+ >
where we note that we still have to plug in for w = ft (fi, z) and y — U (//, 2) in the
quadratic terms in each equation. However, first notice that the terms involving the
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partial derivatives can be expressed in terms of the structural matrix D% (developed
more fully in Appendix A) which we first encountered in Chapter V in deriving the
quadratic normal form. That is
d_
dz
,( 2 )
\IZ (2) (f> + Fz z) = Di
/'
(2)
(2)fiZ
ZW
(VI.25)
Next, we define additional structural matrices to support our derivation of dynamics
on the center manifold. We define
Mi
y\
mx (nL )
/'
(2)
/'
M)
.(2)
+ M(nL,nQ )
//
(3)
(3)
= M2 (UL )
/'
(2)
(2)flZ
z (2)
+ yv2 (nL,ng )
/'
/<
flZ
(3)
,(3)
+ (4+) (VI.26)
,(3)
+ (4+) (VI.27)
zwW
= M3 (nL )
i<
(2)
(2)
z{2)
+ N3 {nL ,nQ )
/<
(3)
/'
,(3)
10 (2) M4 (fij
/'
(2)
/'
M)
,(2)
+ N4 {nL ,nQ )
f
A3)
(3)
+ (4+) (VI.28)
(3)flZ
*(3)
+ (4+) (VI.29)
wy l = M5 (nL ,uL )
/'
(2)
flZ (2)
-(2)
+N5 (nL ,nQ ,nL ,nQ )
/'
(3)
/< r(3)
,(3)
+ (4+) (VI.30)
where the notation [V (fi,z,w,y)]cm indicates the vector obtained by substituting
w - ft(n,z) and y = U(fi,z) into V. The matrices M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 , M5 , Nu N2 ,
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iV3 , N4 and N$ are functions of their arguments, and are developed more fully in
Appendix C. So, now we can plug into our equations for the final result
ft = fi.
+ Oj
F, Fz
(VI.31)
+ ft;
(Qz Pl + Q Zmi mx (nL ) + q Zcm2 (nL ))
/'
(2)
(2)jiz
(Q ZP2M3 (fiL ) + q ZP3m4 (nL ) + QZm2M5 (fiL,nL ))
/'
(2)
(2)flZ
z(2)
+ nQ Di
t*
(2)
flZ (2)
,(2)
+ (3+ >
and
n = il
+ nL
o o
F F1 H 1 z z
(VI.32)
+ nj
(^+Qzmi Mi(nL ) + g,eM2 (nL ))
n
(2)
V
,(2)
,(2)
(q 2P2m3 (nL ) + g ZP3m4 (nL ) + g Zm2m5 (nL , nL ))
//
(2)
fizM
z™
+ nQ Dt
/'
/i
(2)
42)
,(2)
+ (3+)
Equations VI.31 and VI.32 are the first set of equations we will use to determine
fi (yu, z) and II (//, z).
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2. Dynamics Restricted to the Center Manifold
The second way to calculate trajectories of our system is to calculate the
dynamics of our system anywhere, and then restrict the location to the center manifold
surface. That is, lets look at the dynamics of w and y, and ask what they would be
if they happened to be on the center manifold. Our w and y dynamics are given by
equations VI.4 and VI. 5, which we restate here for convenience
w — Fn,w
+ QWp
i
'
pi*)
'
~T V^m,
Wi
+ QWc yl
2 (2)
.
zyl
.
L J
.yl.
+ Qr
zw™
+ QWP* w (2) + Qt wy x
and
y = Ay + Bv + Q yc yl
L *P
+ 0<3+>
(VI.33)
+ 0<3+ >
(VI.34)
Now, if we plug in for the case when w and y happen to be on the center manifold,
that is when w = wCTn and y — ycm , we get
w r — F,„Qi
I*
z
+ FwQq
I'
(2)
(2)flZ
r(2)
(VI.35)
+ (QWPl + QWmi mx (nL ) + qWcm2 (nL ))
/'
(2)
(2)flZ
z™
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+ (Q WP2M3 (nL ) + qWP3m4 (sil ) + QWm2M5 (nL,n L ))
+ o<3+)
/'
(2)
flZ
*( 2
(2)
AYix
r ^
V
+ ATlQ fizW
-
+ Bv + Q ycM2 {Y[L )
/'
(2)
(2)
^
2
>
+ (3+) (VI.36)
where we have plugged in wcm and j/cm from equations VI. 17 and VI. 18, and have
used equations VI. 26 through VI. 30. So, equations VI.35 and VI.36 are the second
set of equations we will use to determine Q, (/i, z) and II (//, z).
3. Center Manifold Theorem
Now, we determine Q (//, z) and II (fi, z) by setting equations VI.31 and VI. 32
equal to equations VI.35 and VI.36 respectively. We get
w.
and
=
= n
(VI.37)
(VI.38)
This allows us to match the dynamics term by term, and so determine the linear and
quadratic center manifold coefficient matrices fi^, Dq, 11^, and Hq. We present the
results in the Center Manifold Theorem, after stating two useful lemmas.
Lemma B.l (Sylvester Equation) A matrix equation of the form
$C + D4> = E (VI.39)
with C and D square matrices of possibly different dimensions, is called a Sylvester
equation, and has a unique solution matrix $ for each matrix E if and only if the
matrices C and D have no eigenvalues in common.
Proof. This lemma is proven in Appendix A of Knobloch [Ref. 19]. <
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Lemma B.2 (Eigenvalues of D^) The structural matrix D^, defined by the relation
and given in Appendix A by the block formula
(VI.40)
Df = Dp D»z (VI.41)
D
v
Dzz
_
has only eigenvalues with zero real parts.
Proof. The eigenvalues of D^ are determined by the eigenvalues of the matri-
ces 0, D^z and Dzz , since D^ is block diagonal. The eigenvalues of the matrix are
zero. The matrix D^z is given in Appendix A by the general formula
D,z =
KJ
F*J F7 I
(VI.42)
Since the matrix Fz is block diagonal, then the matrix D^ z is block diagonal if the
matrices Fz% I are taken as elements of a block. There are three types of blocks.
Distinct real eigenvalues of Fz produce blocks on the main diagonal of DM2 of the
form Fzjjl-i with FZjj — 0, since that is the only possible real eigenvalue with a zero
real-part. The eigenvalues of these blocks are zero. Non-distinct real eigenvalues of
Fz produce Jordan blocks on the main diagonal of D^z of the form
Ji =
FZJ / •• •
•
.
/
FZJ
(VI.43)
with FZii — 0, since that is the only possible real eigenvalue with a zero real-part.
The eigenvalues of these blocks are zero. Complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues of
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Fz produce blocks on the main diagonal of D^z of the form
Jk
FZkJ
F*»*
(VI.44)
with FZkk 7^ 0. The eigenvalues of these blocks are complex conjugate pairs, 0±iF2fcfc ,
which have zero real parts. Therefore, all eigenvalues of the matrix D^ have zero
real parts. Finally, Dzz is seen to have zero real-part eigenvalues by examining the
cases given in Appendix A, and performing a block analysis as shown above. <
Theorem B.3 (Center Manifold Theorem) For a dynamic system in the quadratic
normal form given by equations VI. 2, VI. 3, VI. 4, and VI. 5, the linear and quadratic
center manifold coefficient matrices Vti, Qq, TIl, and IIq of the exponentially stable
states w and linearly controllable states y are defined in equations VI. 17 and VI. 18.
They can be found by solving the following matrix equations in order for Vt^, Yli, fig
and IIq;
nL = (VI.45)
(VI.46)IL F F1 H L z
KT
.
K\- [A + BKTy ) nL = B
nQD^-FwQQ = Tw (UL ) (VI.47)
TlqDt - (A + BKTy ) XiQ = BKj2) + Y z (IIL ) (VI.48)
where K^, Kz and Ky are vectors of linear state feedback gains and D^ is a structural
matrix defined in Appendix A. The vector Kt 2 ) is a specialized vector of quadratic
state feedback gains defined by
*w
YT
iW K'>;(2) K (2) (VI.49)
+ (A'JnQ + [ i<ly(2) KTzy{2) ] M6 (nL ) + A'J2)M8 (nL ))
where K (2), K (2), Kz{2), K (2), K (2) and Ky(2) are vectors of quadratic state feed-
back gains, Kw is a vector of linear state feedback gains, and the matrices M& (IIl)
and M8 (IIl) are structural matrices defined in Appendix C. The matrices Tw (Hi),
and T z (n^) are defined by the relations
rw (IU) = QWPi + QWmi M, (nL ) + QWcM2 (UL )
and
v z (nL ) qVcm2 (nL )
(VI.50)
(VI.51)
n, {Q*Pi + QZmi M, (nL ) + q Zcm2 (nL ))
where the matrices M\ (I^) and M2 {TIl) are defined in Appendix C.
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Proof. For the linear part of the w dynamics in equation VI.37 we equate the
linear terms from equation VI.31 with the linear terms from equation VI.35 and get
z
= 0,
F F1 u 1 z Z
(VI.52)
= (VI.53)
F-uXii,
This can only be true when
FwQl — &L
_F» Fz
Since equation VI.53 is a Sylvester equation, by the Sylvester Equation lemma, it
has a unique solution whenever there are no eigenvalues in common between Fw and
Since by definition the eigenvalues of Fw are assumed to have non-zero
real parts and the eigenvalues of Fz are assumed to have zero real parts, the two
matrices have no eigenvalues in common. This implies that
ftL = (VI.54)
is the unique solution to equation VI.53, which proves the first part of the theorem.
Now look at the linear part of the y dynamics in equation VI. 38. Equating
the linear terms from equation VI.32 with the linear terms from equation VI. 36 gives
F F
AUi I* + BvW ~-= nL
V
z
.
F
«
Fz
_
%
(VI.55)
To calculate this, we need to know the linear part of our control input, v. We use
state feedback and set
w« = Kin + Kjz + Kl (w) {1) + KTy (y) (1)
where we have used the notation
{w) (l) = Qj
z
(y)
(1)
= nL
/'
(VI.56)
(VI.57)
(VI.58)
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Plugging in, rearranging, and recognizing that Q,l = 0, gives our equation for the
linear part of the w dynamics. We have
n,
F F
-(a + bkJ) ul = b K KJ (VI.59)
Notice that because O^ = 5 °ur linear gain K^ did not enter into this equation.
Equation VI.59 is also a Sylvester equation, and as long as the gains Ky are picked
so that the closed loop matrix (A + BKy) is strictly stable, then there is a unique
solution for IIl by the Sylvester Equation lemma. This proves the second part of the
theorem.
Now look at the quadratic w dynamics in equation VI. 37. Equating the
quadratic terms from equation VI.31 with the quadratic terms from equation VI. 35
and plugging in Ql = 0, we get
,(2)
( 2 ) (VI.60)FMvjMQ
V
fIZ
z(2)
+ (QWPl + Qu,mi Mj (nL ) + qWcm2 (nL ))
/'
(2)
(2)fIZ
zM
+ (qWP2m3 (nL ) + qWP3m4 (aL ) + QWm2M5 (nL,nL))
lp)
flZ^
z (2)
= SlqDt
/'
(2)
fIZ (2)
,(2)
which is only true when
nQ Dt - FwnQ = q WPi + QWmi m1 (nL ) + qWcm2 (nL )
+ qwp m3 (nL ) + qwp m4 (oL ) + QWm m5 (nL,nL )
(VI.61)
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Now, from Appendix C, if L = 0, then M3 (ftL ) = 0, M4 (nL ,IlL ) = and
Ms (f^Li n^) = 0. So, the quadratic term of the w dynamics simplifies to
ftQD( - FwnQ = QWPi + QWmi Mj (nL ) + QWcM2 (UL )
and since the theorem defined
rw (nL ) = Q WPl + QWmx m1 (nL ) + qWcm2 (nL )
(VI.62)
(VI.63)
we have
tlqDz - FWQQ = Fw (nL ) (VI.64)
Since the matrix D^ has only eigenvalues with zero real parts by the previous lemma,
and since the matrix Fw has only eigenvalues with non-zero real parts, CIq has a
unique solution by the Sylvester Equation lemma. This proves the third part of the
theorem.
Now look at the quadratic y dynamics in equation VI. 38. Equating the
quadratic terms from equation VI.32 with the quadratic terms from equation VI. 36,
we get
AIL
/'
(2)
(2)\iZ
z (2)
+ BvW + Q yeM2 {nL )
f
(2)
(2)\iZ
z™
(VI.65)
IL
+ IL
(Q ZPi + Q Zmi mx (iiL ) + q Zcm2 (nL ))
f (2)
(2)flZ
(q ZP2m3 (nL ) + q ZP3m4 (nL ) + QZm2m5 (oL , nL ))
/'
(2)
(2)jlZ
ZW
f (2)
+ nQDi flZ (2)
,(2)
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Looking at the quadratic control input, v^ 2\ we have
« = 1<1 (wp + Kl (,)<»> + /rT /fT A'T (VI.66)
+
+
AT A'T
A'
T
A'
T
flW (2)
210
(2)
(2)
+ J&«« (2)
/*y
•;</
(2)
+ KlrW2) + tf.W 2)ivy 2)2T
Now we need to use equations VI.28 and VI. 29, and define a few more structural
matrices (which are developed more fully in Appendix C),
M (2)
zy (2)
= M6 (IlL )
/'
/'
(2)
42)
-(2)
+ 0<3+ > (VI.67)
wy (2) M7 (nL,nL )
//
(2)
(2)
,(2) = M8 (IlL )
V
}iZ
(2)
+ o<3+ ) (VI.68)
P
,(2)
,(2)
+ o<3+ > (VI.69)
From Appendix C we have M3 (nL ) = 0, M4 (flL,nL ) = 0, M5 (fiL,nL ) = 0, and
Mi (Q,l,Ul) = when Ql — 0, so we can rewrite equation VI.66 for the quadratic
control input on the center manifold as
vM = KlSl,
l<
(2)
(2)flZ
z(2)
'T^
+ K nQ
V
(2)
(2)[iZ (VI.70)
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+ KT KT KTA
^(2) iV Mz( 2 )
A
z( 2 )
/<
(2)
fJLZ
(2)
+ KT KT M6 (UL )
-(2)
V
(2)
flZ (2)
,(2)
+ A^2)M8 (nL )
/'
(2)
flZ (2)
where we have used the notation
v(2) _(w)^' = Q
/<
//.
(2)
-(2)
(y)
(2)
IIQ
.(2)
(2)
(VI.71)
/'
(2)/X2
z (2)
(VI.72)
Now, we can plug equation VI. 70 into equation VI. 65. Rearranging and again setting
M3 (fiL ) = 0, M4 (ftL , nL ) = and M5 (0L , nL ) = 0, we get
bkZ<iq
f>
(2)
(2)flZ
z (2)
+ £ A'T KT KT
'V 2) V*(2) 2(2)
/'
(2)
(2)
flZ (VI.73)
+ B
/ii/( 2 ) zj/ 2 )
M6 (nL )
/'
/'
(2)
-(2)
,(2)
+ BKT< 2)Ms {YlL )
/'
(2)
(2)
flZ
z (2)
+ Q ycM2 (nL )
/"
(2)
(2)flZ
zW
- n, {Q ZPl + Q Zmi M,(TlL ) + Q ZCM2 (I1L ))
/'
(2)
(2)/U2
2(2)
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/'
(2)
/'
(2)
= nQD€ /' ,(2) (A + bkI) n c I'
,(2)
M)
,(2)
which is a mess. But it is only true if
YlQDz- (a + bi<t)tiq (VI.74)
B KT<^ A'L„ KT(2) (2)
+ B[Kl,SlQ +
+ q Vcm2 (nL ) - nL
AW(2) A zy(2) M6 (nL ) + /^ 2)M8 (nL )
(Q^+Q,rai Mi(nL ) + g, e Af2 (n L ))
From the theorem, we have defined
«5) = /i
S
(2) AT/xz(2)
rz (nL ) = Q ycM2 (i\L )
o
j(2)
(2) ^ 2y(2)
M6 (nL ) + A^ 2)M8 (nL )
(VI.75)
(VI.76)
n. (Q^+^M^n^ + ^M^n^)
which allows us to rewrite equation VI.74 more simply as
uq d^ - (a + £a;t) rig = bkJ2) + r 2 (nL ) (vi.77)
As long as the gains Ky are picked so that the matrix IA + BKyj is strictly stable,
then there is a unique solution for Hq by the Sylvester Equation lemma. This proves
the last part of the theorem. <
Now we prove a corollary of the above theorem, which shows that the gains
A'^", A'T (2 ), A'
T
(2 ) and KT(2) may be set to zero without loss of generality.w zy-
Corollary B.4 For any vector KL\ of the form
(2)
KL I K T^ KT,* KT
x( 2 ) liZ(2) (2) (VI.78)
+ [kZSIq + [ I<ly{2) KTzy(2) ] Me (nL ) + KTy(2) M, (nL ))
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any desired value can be obtained by setting K7
,
KT {2) , K7\ 2) and K\ 2 ) t° zero and
choosing suitable values of K {2)) K (2 ) and K72) .
Proof. Any desired value of the generalized gain vector KT2 ^ can be reached
directly through the gain vector
a(2) K :\it(2) K (2) , without requiring input from
the other possible gains in the equation VI. 78. That is, even if the gains K7 , KT (2 ),w
KT
( 2 )
an(i KT(2) are se^ to zero, any desired value of the gain vector KT2 \ can still be
K (2) K[it(2) z(2)reached by choosing appropriate values for the gain vector
Thus, the gains 7\J, A'
T
(2) , Kj\ 2) and KT{2) may be set to zero without loss of
generality. <
We note that one result of this corollary is that the structural matrices M6 (I1l)
and Mg {^l) need never be calculated, and that the dynamics of the uncontrollable
part of the center manifold, J7(/i, 0), do not enter into the gains which produce the
controllable part of the center manifold, II (^, z).
C. SOLVING THE CENTER MANIFOLD EQUATIONS
Now we would like to solve equations VI.45, VI.46, VI.47, and VI.48 for the
linear and quadratic center manifold components, Q/,, IIl, fig, and IIq, and calculate
the feedback gains which achieve these components. Since equation VI.45 gives fti =
0, we start by applying the results of the Unstacking Theorem from Chapter V to
equation VI. 46, which yields
/
VL
FT
Fj I
•..
\
"nj
.
f\
" Fj
'
fJ
.Kyi I
/
KypI .
1
.nl,
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(VI.79)
where we have used the convention
Ur =
II Ly
IL
£ ^px(r+ ?) (VI.80)
and where IIl, indicates the ith row of the matrix n^. We can solve equation VI.79
in block form as
FJ
FT
K-K = o (VI.81)
Fl
F]
II Lr,-p \ -n-
Fl
Fj
nl -L,p -KyiUTLl -. ~ KypUTLp = Kz
(VI.82)
(VI.83)
The solution of these equations is the subject of our next theorem.
Theorem C.l (Linear Center Manifold Solution) The linear center manifold
coefficient matrix fli was previously calculated as
nL = o (VI.84)
The rows of the linear center manifold coefficient matrix Ul can be calculated as linear
functions of the first row of the matrix according to the formula
n Ll = n Ll
o o
F, Fz
i-l
(VI.85)
where IIl, indicates the ith row of the matrix YIl, and II^ indicates the first row.
Additionally the linear state feedback gains required to achieve the desired value ofH^
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are given by the formula
A-J Jf|=H F„ F, - E A'».
where we have used the definition
o
F„ F2
t-r
(VI.86)
A-T
^Ml ••• AV
= /, and where we have used
eRlxr (VI.87)
(VI.88)
(VI.89)
Kj = [ KZ1 • KZr ] eRlx *
K = [Kyi Kyp ] eRlxp
with /d e RT , z e Rq and y G Rp .
Proof. The previous theorem proved that fi^ = 0. To solve for IT^, equations
VI. 81 through VI. 82 can be solved individually and transposed to yield
nL2 = Li
F, Fz
(VI.90)
rr Hl d_p-i
F F1
IX
L z
Plugging in each equation in turn from the top down yields
nL2 Via
F F1 u * z
(VI.91)
(VI.92)
Hlp = n Ll (VI.93)
-, P-i
F F1 n 1 z
which is the desired result for the first part of the theorem. The last equation can
also be transposed, and when the results of the first part of the theorem are plugged
in, and rearranged, yields the desired second result of the theorem, where we have
used the definition
n Ll =n Ll / = nLl
-i o
F F1 a 1 z
(VI.94)
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Now we would like to solve for J7q and Uq. To solve for Qq we apply the
Unstacking Theorem of Chapter V to equation VI.47 and obtain
/
u
Dj
DJ
F I
F I1 VJml 2
where we have used the convention
F I
K, J/
%
*%.
TZ, (Hl)
rL (nL )
(VI.95)
a
fiQi
n Q,
€
#r
(r+q)(r+q+l)
(VI.96)
where fig, indicates the ith row of the matrix J7q. We can solve equation VI.95 for
Qq by rows to yield
-l
"5,
«5.
Dj
'••
Dj
F I
F I • •1 Wral -1
F /
r* (nL )
rL(nL)
(VI.97)
where we are guaranteed that the inverse exists, since Qq was shown to have a unique
solution in the proof of the Center Manifold theorem. Now we would like to solve
for Uq and the quadratic state feedback gains. We apply the Unstacking Theorem of
Chapter V to equation VI.48 and obtain
/.
Dj
Dj
KyJ KypI
n5,
UQ P
(VI.98)
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" rj (nL )
"
.
A
'(2)
.
+
.
rT(nL )_
where we have used the convention
IIn =
il
n«,
eRp x
(r+ q)(r+ q+l)
(VI.99)
where IIq, indicates the itb. row of the matrix ITq. We can solve equation VI.98 in
block form as
vTttT
^ ng,- ng, = ri(nL ) (VI.100)
^TttT^n^-n^ = r;_i(nL ) (VI.101)
K{2) + Tl(UL ) (VI.102)
The solution of these equations is the subject of our next theorem.
DjllTQp -Kyi UTQi ~ I<y^TQp
Theorem C.2 (Quadratic Center Manifold Solution) The rows of the quadratic
center manifold coefficient matrix Qq are found by solving equation VI. 97. The rows
of the quadratic center manifold coefficient matrix Hq can be calculated as functions
of the first row according to the formula
ng , = Uq.di-
1
-JX (ill)d\-j-' (vi.io-3)
where Ilg, indicates the ith row of the matrix YIq, and Hq^ indicates the first row,
where we have used the definition D? = /, and where the rows of the matrix
r,(nL )
rZi (nj
r,
P
(nL )
€
Rpy
(r+q)(r+q+l)
(VI.104)
are given by equation VI. 51. Additionally the quadratic state feedback gains which
achieve the desired value of Hq are given by the formula
kj
2)
= nQl [d\ - £ Ky , d>A + £ Kyi £ i\ (nL ) Dp-1 - r2p (nL ) (vi.105)
V »=i / i=\ j=i
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The definition of R72 \ is given in equation VI. 49, but using the results of the corollary
to the Center Manifold Theorem we can set the gains K^, KT (2) , KT (2) and KT(2) to
zero, which yields a more compact formula for the quadratic gains
A
M(2)
A
^(2) A 2(2)
v7'
= nQlJDA- + n, (vi. 106)
where we have defined
DK = Dl-J2Kyi Dl~ 1 (VI.107)
»=i
and
r
T
K = £ k» £ rfl (nL ) d^- 1 - rZp (nL ) (vi.ios)
Proof. Equations VI. 100 through VI. 101 can be solved individually and
transposed to yield
nQ2 - nQi D^-r zl (nL ) (vi.109)
nQp = Uq^d.-t^aiIl) (vi.iio)
Plugging in each equation in turn from the top down yields
n02 = nQl^-r 21 (nL ) (vi.ni)
n03 = ^Q 1Dl-(TZl (nL)Di + T22 (UL)) (VI.112)
nQp - ng^^-^cn^^ + .-. + r^cn^^ + r^cn^cvLiia)
which can be written in index form as
nQ> = nQlD^ - £r 2j (nL ) d\~^ (vi.iu)
which is the desired result for the first part of the theorem. Equation VI. 102 can also
be transposed, which gives
i<(2) = nQp^ - i<yi nQl
-
... - A'ypnQp - r2p (nL ) (vi.115)
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which can be written in index form as
K(2) = nQpJD, - J2
K
y,nQ , - rZp (nL ) (vi.ne)
i~\
Plugging in equation VI. 114 for Ilg
t
yields the desired second result of the theorem,
and the results of the corollary follow directly from the definition of K?L. <
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VII. STATE FEEDBACK CONTROL OF
LINEARLY UNSTABILIZABLE
BIFURCATIONS
A. ROADMAP: THE BIG PICTURE
1. Results of Previous Chapters
In Chapters II, III, and V we showed that any affine system
% = f{x,P>) +g(x,p)u
can be put into quadratic normal form
fi =
z = Fpfji + Fxz
+ WzPl ' Vzm,
.
zyi
.
+ Q Zc vl
.A.
+ Q ZP2
zwW
+ ^P3 wW ' ^VZm2 wyi
(vii.i)
(VII.2)
(VII.3)
+ /i
3
) (p, z, w, y) + gW (//, z, «;, y) v + C>(4+ >
to = F,.,w
T Vwp, fizW | Vwmi
m
+ Q«,e
yl
2 (2)
^yi
L J
.vl.
+ Qwp
2
zw&
+ QwP3 w (2) + Qr 'm2 wy x + o(3+ )
(VII.4)
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y = Ay + Bv + Qyc
Vi
vl
+ o(3+ ) (VII.5)
where // 6 i?r is the vector of parameters, z G -R9 is the vector of linearly uncon-
trollable states having zero real-part eigenvalues, w 6 #m is the vector of linearly
uncontrollable states having non-zero real-part eigenvalues, y € Rp is the vector of
linearly controllable states, v £ -ft 1 is a single control input, and yl and B are the ap-
propriately scaled Brunovsky form matrices. We can pick the control v = v (//, z, iy, y)
as state feedback. It's expansion through quadratic order is
v = K'lv + Kjz + KZw + Kjy (VII.6)
JiZ^ /it(A
+ Kzu2)/iy™ + A''T,(2)^y (2) + A'l( 2 )^?/ (2) + «5„y (2)
fj.y\ '*& zy^^f & wy\ * & yy
where the vector of gains K have yet to be chosen.
In Chapter VI we showed that the center manifold of a general affine control
system in quadratic normal form could be controlled by state feedback, with linear
feedback controlling the quadratic order terms of the center manifold and quadratic
feedback controlling the cubic terms as a general rule. The center manifold was
defined by the relations
wcm = n(fi,z) (VII.7)
ycm = II(/i,2) (VII.8)
where the notation wcm and ycm indicates the values of w and y on the center manifold
surface. We showed that the center manifold function II (//, z) was only a function of
its first component, and that the linear and quadratic Taylor series coefficient matrices
were given by the formulas
-1 t-i
nL , = nj
Fu F7
(VII.9)
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an(
t'-l
3=0
i—j—1 (VII.10)
r 1
/
K KJ = nL]
{ .
F
»
F,
The vector of gains K can be chosen to produce a desired center manifold function
Il(n,z) with the formulas
(VII.ll)
and
Kf2) = IlQlDK + Tl (VII.12)
where Z)# and T^ are matrices defined in Chapter VI. We showed that without loss
of generality, the quadratic gain vector could be reduced to
p
,-!\
£A'S,
i=l
.
F
-
Fz
/
K
(2) V 2 > K'HZ(2) ,(2) (VII.13)
and that the linear gain vector Kw and all other quadratic gains can be set to zero.
2. Purpose of this Chapter
In this chapter we look at applying control of the center manifold to stabilize
linearly unstabilizable bifurcations which occur in the states z of our system. In
effect, in the previous chapter we focussed on the y and w dynamics. In this chapter
we focus on the z dynamics.
B. THE GENERAL METHOD FOR STABILIZING SYS-
TEMS WITH BIFURCATIONS
The general method we will employ in the stabilization of all of the bifurcations
we considered in Chapter IV and will consider in this chapter consists of the following
steps:
1 . Determine if a bifurcation occurs in the system of interest using the method
of Chapter II. If so, trim the system to, and translate the origin of coordinates to,
the equilibrium point of interest at the point of bifurcation.
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2. Determine the linear properties of the trimmed system by transforming
the system into linear normal form using the method of Chapter III. There are four
possible cases, the first three of which were considered in Chapter IV, and the last
will be considered in this chapter:
• The system is linearly controllable. That is, all states (except for the appended
vector of parameters) are linearly controllable. This case was considered in
Chapter IV.
• The system is linearly stabilizable. That is, all linearly uncontrollable states
(except for the appended vector of parameters) have eigenvalues with negative
real parts and are exponentially stable. This case was considered in Chapter
IV.
• The system is linearly unstable. That is, at least one linearly uncontrollable
state has an eigenvalue with a positive real part and is exponentially unstable.
This case was considered in Chapter IV.
• The system is linearly unstabilizable, but not linearly unstable. That is, all
linearly uncontrollable states have eigenvalues with either negative or zero real
parts, but there are no eigenvalues with positive real parts. This is the case
we will consider in this chapter.
3. Stabilize the linearly controllable states with linear state feedback as de-
scribed in Chapter IV. Any linear control method (pole placement, linear quadratic
regulator, robust control, etc.) which produces a stable closed loop matrix A + BKj
is acceptable.
4. If the system is strictly linearly unstable, then stabilization is not possible
using the methods in this dissertation.
5. If the system is linearly unstabilizable, but not strictly linearly unstable,
then stability depends on the non-linear terms. Determine the underlying dynamics
of the states with linearly uncontrollable, zero real part eigenvalues by transforming
the system into quadratic normal form using the method of Chapter V. This will
determine the type of bifurcation in the linearly uncontrollable states which needs
to be controlled. Then apply the appropriate control laws using the methods of this
chapter. These can be summarized as:
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• Stabilize the linearly controllable states with linear state feedback as previously
discussed.
• Determine the desired quadratic order dynamics for the linearly uncontrollable,
zero real part eigenvalue states after control has been applied. This will allow
calculation of the linear coefficients of the center manifold, which will allow
calculation of the linear feedback gains for these states.
• Determine the desired cubic order dynamics for the linearly uncontrollable,
zero real part eigenvalue states after control has been applied. This will allow
calculation of the quadratic coefficients of the center manifold, which will allow
calculation of the quadratic feedback gains for these states.
6. Transform the stabilizing feedback into the original system by reversing
all translations and transformations used to put the system into normal form, as
described at the end of Chapter V.
C. LINEARLY UNSTABILIZABLE BIFURCATIONS
A bifurcation is linearly unstabilizable if, after the system is transformed into
linear normal form, states z exist which are linearly unstabilizable but not linearly
unstable, that is, the system has the form
ft = (VII.14)
i = FpfjL + Fz z + 0<2+ ) (VII.15)
w = Fww + (2+) (VII.16)
y = Ay + Bv + (2+) (VII.17)
where the matrices FM , Fz , Fw , A, and B are in Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form,
and all the eigenvalues of Fw have negative real parts. (In certain systems of this
form, the vector w (and by implication the matrix Fw ) may not exist. That is, all
the linearly uncontrollable states may have eigenvalues with zero real parts. In these
cases, deleting all reference to the states w in the general equations gives the right
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answer.) Since linear stabilization of the states z involved in the bifurcation is not
possible, in general we will not be able control these states. However, we would still
like to be able to use our control to affect the dynamics of these states in a favorable
manner. To investigate our ability to affect these states through the non-linear terms,
we transform our system into quadratic normal form using the method of Chapter
V. The general quadratic normal form is given in equations VII. 2, VII. 3, VII. 4, and
VII. 5. Since linear control or stabilization of the bifurcation is not possible, our
non-linear control strategy will instead be:
• To stabilize the bifurcation if stabilization is possible, which normally means
that after control is applied, the linearly uncontrollable states are attracted to
a stable (but not necessarily linearly stable) equilibrium point, which, however,
may shift location as the parameter is varied;
• If stabilization is not possible, to soften the bifurcation if softening is possible,
which normally means that the bifurcation is converted to a supercritical form
with desired coefficients;
• If softening is not possible, to know that the bifurcation is not controllable,
stabilizable, or softenable in any of the above senses.
Now we look at the effect of the shape of the center manifold on the dynamics
of the linearly uncontrollable states.
1. General Center Manifold Dynamics
Certain characteristics of the dynamics on the center manifold depend on
the shape of the center manifold, and are the same for all linearly unstabilizable
bifurcations, which we will develop in this section. In later sections we will look at
how to manipulate the shape of the center manifold to achieve the dynamics desired
for each individual type of bifurcation. For a general system in normal form exhibiting
a bifurcation, the dynamics on the center manifold are given by equation VII. 3, which
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we rewrite here for convenience as
z = F^/i + Fzz + QZPi 1 ^6 zmi
m\
+ Q*C
vl
zW
zy\
.vl.
+ Q 'Pi
zwW
+ Q; Pz W (2) + Q: m2 wyi
+ /i
3) (|i, z, w, 2/) + <7<
2) (/u, z, u», y) v + 0<
4+ )
where we have n £ Rr , z £ Rq , w £ Rm , y £ Rp and where
FM G i?
9Xr
F* G #' x '
g 2Fi g fl-^^
<Q Zc G Rqxp
Q ZP2 G /2» x < r+«>m
„ (m)(m+l)
g 2P3 g jr
9xLJv-2
(VII.18)
(VII.19)
(VII.20)
(VII.21)
(VII.22)
(VII.23)
(VII.24)
(VII.25)
(VII.26)
are matrices of constant coefficients, which take on different values depending on the
type of bifurcation involved, as set out in Appendix D.
Now we want to determine what happens to our z dynamics given by equation
VII.18 when y and w have collapsed to the center manifold. On the center manifold,
from Chapter VI, we have
wrm = ft)
r -I ^
V
+ ^Q (izW
z
z^
+ o<3+ ) (VII.27)
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anc
Vcm — IIl
From Chapter VI we also have
r -i i*P>
Z
+ nQ
z{2)
+ o< 3+ > (VII.28)
Or =0
and that
O G Rmx(r+ q )
^iri^tsm
UL € flpx < r+9 >
Tin G Rr
('+?)( r+?+l)
(VII.29)
(VII.30)
(VII.31)
(VII.32)
(VII.33)
are matrices of constant coefficients, which we will be determining as part of the
control problem. From Appendix C we have
zy\
= m1 (nL)
/'
(2)
(2)\iZ
2 (2)
+ Ni (IIq)
/'
(3)
/iZ (3)
,(3)
+ {4+) (VII.34)
y2
2
yP
2
= M2 (UL )
flM ^
luP> + yv2 (nL,nQ ) HzW
z (2) z^
+ 0<4+ > (VII.35)
flW (2)
Zltf (2)
= ^3 (Oq)
,(3)
/ZZ (3)
,(3)
+ o<4+ )
(/' (2) = + 0<4+ >
(VII.36)
(VII.37)
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wyi = N5 (TlL,nQ )
/'
/'
(3)
,(3)
,(3)
+ 0<4+ > (VII.38)
where we have included the fact that M3 = M4 = M5 = 0, and that N4 = 0. We
note from Chapter VI the fact that Oq is only a function of IIl, which implies that
Ns(Q,q) and N4 (Ul,^q) are also functions only of II^ (see Appendix C for discus-
sion). Plugging equations VII. 34, VII. 35, VII. 36, VII.37 and VII.38 into equation
VII. 18, we have the equation for the dynamics on the center manifold
z = F^ + Fz z + [Q ZPi + QZmi Ml (nL ) + Q ZcM2 (nL ))
/'
(2)
/'
AV
,(2)
/'
(3)
+ {Qzmi N1 (UQ ) + Q ZeN2 (ULl UQ ))
+ {Q ZP2 N3(nQ ) + QZm2 Ns (i\ L,nQ ))
,(3)
*(3)
(3)
/'<
fl.
;(3)
,(3)
+ /i
3) (/^,^£l) +9? ] 0*,*,«&>,y£!) - (1) + o^
Now we rewrite equation VII. 39 in the form of a theorem.
(VII.39)
Theorem C.l (General Center Manifold Control) The center manifold dynam-
ics of a system in the form of equation VII. 18 are given by the equation
z = F„(i + Fz z + Qcm (nL )
^
-
^
+ ccm (nL,nQ )
ZW
+ (4+) (VII.40)
where the matrices Qcm {Hl) and CCTn (IIl,IIq) are given by
Qcm (nL ) - q ZPi -r QZmimx piL ) + q Zcm2 (nL )
ccm (nL , nQ ) = cz (uL ) + Q Zmi n, (nQ ) + q Zcn2 (nL , ng )
(VII.41)
(VII.42)
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with the matrix Cz (LTl) defined by the relation
,( 3 )
cz (nL )
p
/' r
(3)
,(3)
- (Q: P2 N3 (nQ ) + QZm2 N5 (i\L,nQ ))
/'
(3)
(XZ (3)
43)
(VII.43)
+/i 3) (**,«£>, y2) +^ (/*,^«,a,yS2) „«
and where the matrices M\, M2 , iV1; JV2, ./V3, and 7V5 are determined from Appendix
C for the specific system being analyzed.
Proof. Looking at equation VII. 39, grouping all the quadratic terms gives
Qcm (IIl), and grouping all the cubic terms gives Ccm (IIl,IIq). Grouping all the
cubic terms which do not depend on IIq gives Cz (LT^), noting that
«o = K k;
K K1
/'
/'
+ KTw™ + KTyM' w cm ' y i> cm (VII.44)
+ KISIl
/'
+ A-;nL
p
+ ^uL f
is only a function of LTl, and where we have set 0^ = by the Linear Center Manifold
Solution theorem in Chapter VI. From the same theorem, we have
1=1
(VII.45)
i=i F F1
/J. » z
t-1
and
/r
K Kl = n Lj o o
F. F
V L "
-IX
»=i
t t-r
F F1 [1 1 z
(VII.46)
which combined give
v^ = n
,
F F Z
(VII.47)
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Since ftL = 0, /j
3) (fi,z,v)M,yWty and g^ (li,z,wM,y£]f) are only functions of IIL ,
which means that Cz is only a function of 11^ as stated, which completes the proof. <
Now our theorem has an important consequence. By choosing the elements
of n^ we affect the quadratic and higher order coefficients of our center manifold
dynamics. Then, knowing IIl and choosing the elements of IIq, we affect the cubic
and higher order coefficients of our center manifold dynamics. Finding the formulas
for I1l which produce the desired quadratic coefficients, and the formulas for Uq
which produce the desired cubic coefficients, and then turning them into appropriate
state feedback gains using the formulas in Chapter VI, will be our general control
strategy for linearly unstabilizable bifurcations.
2. General Considerations for One Dimensional Bi-
furcations
In this section, we will look at the specific ways to stabilize various bifur-
cations occurring in one dimension, having one parameter (so-called "co-dimension
one" bifurcations). The generic one dimensional co-dimension one bifurcation is a
saddle-node bifurcation, which we will consider in detail in this dissertation. Also
well known are the one-dimensional co-dimension one degeneracies: transcritical bi-
furcations, the two types of pitchfork bifurcations, and the various forms of degenerate
transcritical cases, such as the isolated equilibrium point. Because these degenerate
cases are special cases of the generic one dimensional case, no attempt will be made
to treat them comprehensively. Instead, they will be treated as isolated special cases
and dealt with on a case by case basis. For all the one dimensional bifurcations, the
quadratic terms in the center manifold dynamics are inherently de-stabilizing, so the
focus of our efforts at stabilization will be directed toward exactly cancelling them
with the application of state feedback. Note that although exact cancellation of a
term may be possible in certain cases in a mathematical sense, in actual practice this
will not occur (there will always be a small error). The cubic terms, however, can
be either stabilizing or de-stabilizing, depending on the sign of their coefficient. (In
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a one dimensional dynamic system, a negative cubic coefficient is stabilizing, while
a positive cubic coefficient is de-stabilizing.) So the second stage of our stabilization
efforts will be devoted to controlling the sign and magnitude of the coefficient of the
cubic term. In a practical sense then, our attempt here is to create quadratic coeffi-
cients which are sufficiently small, and cubic coefficients which are sufficiently large,
such that the hysteresis created by errors in cancellation will be small in magnitude.
For a system exhibiting a one dimensional, co-dimension one bifurcation, the
quadratic normal form of the z dynamics is
z\ = F^/xi + Q2Pi
' A
'
P\Z\ ' tyzmi
pm
+ Q*e
vl
z
1 .
ZlVl
.4.
(VII.48)
+ Q.
p-i
zxw
+ Q. P3 w (2) + Q, wy x
+ f& (fiU zu w,y) + gM ( fiu zu w,y)v + O^
and the dynamics on the center manifold are given by
z x = Fp/jii + Qcm (nL )
A
z
2
+ ccm (nL,nQ )
A
A*\
t*i z i
-f 0<4+ > (VII.49)
where we have used /i = [fi\] G R1 , z = [zi] G R 1 , w G Rm and y G Rv The
matrix FM is a scalar, and is non-zero for a saddle-node bifurcation, but is zero for a
transcritical or pitchfork bifurcation, or any other of the one dimensional degenerate
cases. Also, the matrix Fz is a scalar zero for any one dimensional bifurcation, since
that is the only possible one dimensional matrix having an eigenvalue with a zero real
part. (We will see in the case of two dimensional bifurcations that there are three
possible choices for Fz .) Fz — is implicit in equations VII.48 and VII.49 since it
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doesn't show up. The matrices of coefficients in equation VII.48 are given by
Q z ?] qZPl qZP2 qZPz
Q z =^0 -m-t ±Zm\ j.Zm'j
Q* QzCl <lzc2 (Zcv
(VII.50)
(VII.51)
(VII.52)
The elements of the matrix QZp take on different values depending on the type of
bifurcation, as set out in Appendix D. Since the matrices QZp , Qzp and QZm are
rather complicated in general, and have only a limited effect on the outcome, we will
detail them later.
Now we want to calculate the matrix of quadratic coefficients Qcm (11^) in
equation VII. 49. First we need to state the one dimensional form of the matrix IT/,,
which is
nT =
n Ll n Ll
nLPM1 nLp2i
(VII.53)
Next, we need to get the matrices M\, and M2 for a one dimensional co-dimension
one bifurcation from Appendix C, which are
m1 (nL ) =
ii
•LiMi n, o
o nLl
, :
uLizi
(VII.54)
and
M2 (UL )
(n LlMi )
2
2nLl^nLlzi (nLl2i )
:
(^n Ll2i )
2
o o
Rewriting equation VII.41 for convenience, we have
(VII.55)
Qcm (n L ) = q ZPi + Q Zmi mx (nL ) + q Zcm2 (nL ) (VII.56)
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Plugging equations VII.50, VII.51, VII.52, C.16 and VII.55 into equation VII. 56 for
a one dimensional system gives
with
Qcm(nL ) = Qcmi Qcm2 Qcm3 (VII.57)
qcmi = qZPl + qzmi ^Lin + qZci (n^,) + qZc2 F* (n^ zi )
qcm2 = qZP2 +qZm2 '^L 1^ + qZmi RLlzl + 2^ci n LlM1 II Llzi
qCm 3 = qZP3 + qZm2 ^L 1Zl + qZci (^L lzi )
(VII.58)
(VII.59)
(VII.60)
Now, based on the Poincare normal forms attainable for each individual bifurcation
(see Appendix D), we will use equations VII.58, VII.59 and VII.60 to pick the linear
coefficients T\l 1 and Hl 1z of the y component of the center manifold surface. (This
process will become clear in subsequent sections as we work out the process for the
individual types of bifurcations.)
Now we want to calculate the matrix of cubic coefficients Ccm (n^, Hq). First
we need to state the one dimensional form of the matrix IIq, which is
Un =
now
nQlMizi nQiz2
na , n.LQ„„2 "<W, llQpz2He
(VII.61)
Next, we need to get the matrices W], and 7V2 for a one dimensional bifurcation from
Appendix C, which are
Wi (ng ) =
Kq^2 nQlMi2i iiQ^
IIV nQ^ 1Zl nQ lz?
(VII.62)
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and
n2 (ul ,uq ) =
2nW: nQ lM? 2(n LlMi nQlMi2i +n Llzi nQiM? )
o (VIL63)
2 (n Ll nQ 2 + n Ll nQl
2FMn Llzl nQ22
o
o
2n^n
Ql;
o
o
Then, we need to state the one dimensional form of the matrix Cz , which is
cz (nL ) C2! C22 C23 CZ4 (VII.64)
where the coefficient matrix Cz is defined by the one dimensional (z = [zi]), co-
dimension one (n = [fii]) case for equation VII.43, given by
cz (nL )
A*\
ii x z\
z
3
= (Q ZP2 N3 (nQ ) + QZm2 N5 (IlL,nQ ))
A
(VII.65)
+ /i
3) (*,*,*£>, y£!) + <?< 2) (/*,*, w£2, y£2) - (1) + o (4+)
which is most easily calculated on a case by case basis for a given individual system.
Here we will assume Cz has already been calculated. Plugging equations C.17, VII. 63,
VII.64, VII.51 and VII.52 into into equation VII.42 we get
ccm (nL,n<2) (VII.66)
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where
Ccrm = cZl + qaUq + ?7IIq
cCm2 = c22 + 9/?nQ^2 + garig lMi2i + 97nQ2Mizi
CCm 3 = CZ3 + 9/3nQlMi2i + qa^Q lz2 + ?7nQ 2z
CCm 4 = CzA + 9/jng^
(VII.67)
(VII.68)
(VII.69)
(VII.70)
with
Qa = g2mi + 2g2ci nLlCJ i^l M j
?/? = ?*„,, + 2<?2 nLlcl ^1*1
9i = ^qzC2 F^Yl Llzi
(VII.71)
(VII.72)
(VII.73)
Now, based on the cubic Poincare normal forms attainable for each individual bifur-
cation, we will use equations VII.67 through VII.70 to pick the quadratic coefficients
IIq 2 , IIqj z and IIq 2 of the y component of the center manifold surface. The
quadratic coefficients Uq 2 , Ilg 2fi z and IIq 2 are functions of IIq 2 , IIq^ z and
IIq
2 ,
as given in equation VII. 10. (This process will become clear in subsequent
lz
i
sections as we work out the process for the individual types of bifurcations.)
Finally, we prove a specialized lemma and corollary for the general one dimen-
sional co-dimension one case, which we need in considering the individual types of
bifurcations. In Chapter VI, in the Center Manifold Theorem, we defined the matrix
r z (nL ) as
2 (nL ) Q ycM2 (nL ) (VII.74)
- IL
/
(Q ZPl + QZmimx (nL ) + q Zcm2 (nL ))
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where the individual rows T Zt (Ul) are given by
r* (n L ) =
r- (nL
;Zl
(VII.75)
r,
P
(nL )
The rows of Tz (IIl) were then used in the Quadratic Center Manifold Solution the-
orem to calculate the matrix T^- used in the solution of the quadratic state feedback
gains, which was defined as
,1-i-i (VII.76)r£ = -£ r,, (nL ) Dp + £^ £ r Zj (nL ) z>;
i=o *=i j=o
where we have used the definitions D® = I and T 2o (Ul) — 0. So, we would like to
calculate the matrices Tz (Ul) and T^- for the general one dimensional co-dimension
one case. We state our results in a lemma and a corollary.
Lemma C.2 (One Dimensional T z Matrix) For the general one dimensional, co-
dimension one case, the rows of the matrix T z (Ul) in equation VII.75 are given by
the formulas
and
for i = 2 to p
T Z1 (UL ) = ULlzi (QZPi + QZmi Ml (UL ) + Q ZcM2 (UL ))
r 2
,
(nL ) = [ o o o
(VII.77)
(VII.78)
Proof. We wish to solve equation VII.75 by plugging terms into equation
VII. 74. Looking at the term QVcM2 (11/,), we have Q Vc £ Rpxp from Kang's Theorem
in Chapter V given by the upper triangular form with zeros on the main and first
super diagonals
713 ••• 7i p
Qye "• 7(p-2)p (VII.79)
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and we have M2 {UL ) G Rpx3 from Appendix C given by
KJ 2 2KJKJ KJ :
(^nLlJ
2
o o
M2 (nL )=o o o (VII.80)
When we multiply them out, because of the fact that the first two columns of Q Vc are
zero and because only the first two rows ofM2 (IIl) are non-zero, we get Q VcM2 (IIl) =
0. Next, look at the term IIl
VI, in the Linear Center Manifolc
given by
. Because z
€
R 1
,
we have / = [1]. From Chapter
Solution theorem, the rows of the matrix 11^ are
where we have used the definition
sional bifurcation, we obtain
11,
[l, = n Ll
F F1 11 1 z
= j
.
F
«
Fz
t-l
(VII.81)
/. Since F7 = for a one dimen-
n^
1
(VII.82)
which yields equations VII. 77 and VII. 78 when plugged into equation VII. 74, proving
the lemma. <
Corollary C.3 (One Dimensional I\ Matrix) For the general one dimensional,
co-dimension one case, the matrix T^- is given by the formula
r
T
K = -r zi (u L )
for p = 1, and
r£ = r2l (nL ) \-d\-
1
+ Y,KyA
\ i-2
-2
(VII.83)
(VII.84)
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for p > 2.
Proof. We focus on the fact that only the row TZJ (II l) is non-zero for the
one-dimensional case. The case where p — 1 is obtained by plugging the definition
T.z (IIl) = into equation VII. 76, which eliminates the second term entirely, and
using the definition D® = I which simplifies the first term. The case for p > 2 is
obtained by plugging the above definitions and YZi (IIl) = for i = 2 to p from the
preceding lemma into equation VII. 76. <
We now look at the individual one dimensional bifurcations: saddle-node,
transcritical and both types of pitchfork.
3. Saddle-Node Bifurcations
Saddle-node bifurcations are characterized by equations of the form
ii = F^x + Qzz\ + Czz\ + (4+) (VII.85)
where ji\ £ R 1 , z\ € R1
, Q z and Cz are scalar constants, and F^ is a non-zero scalar
constant. When Q z ^ 0, equation VII.85 can be expressed as
ii = *>j + Q z z\ + (3+) (VII.86)
Analyzing the system in equation VII.85, for Q z ^ as in equation VII.86, the
local dynamics near the origin are dominated by the quadratic term z\. For fi\ < 0,
there are two equilibrium points, one at
2; =^ (VII.87)
and one at
,: =
-^ (VII.88)
while for fi\ = 0, the only equilibrium point occurs at z* = 0, and for \i\ > 0, there are
no equilibrium points at all. (For convenience, we assume that FM > and Q z > 0.
The analysis is similar for other cases.) Looking at the stability of our equilibrium
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points (when they exist) by examining the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of our
system, gives
j
=(£L (vil89)
where J is the Jacobian matrix, and where
/(*!,/Ji) = Fmah + Qzz\ + (3+) (VII.90)
which gives
J = 2Q z z* + (2+) (VII.91)
where we have plugged in equations VII.87 and VII.88 for z* . For small values of fi\
(i.e. a local bifurcation around the origin), the higher order terms may be neglected,
and the initial term determines the sign of J . Since our Jacobian matrix is one-
dimensional, the eigenvalue is just the value of J itself, and we can see that the
equilibrium point at z*_ is stable, while the equilibrium point at z+ is unstable. So,
our local system dynamics can be summarized as follows: For./zi < 0, points in the
region z\ < z+ are attracted to z*_ and converge, but points in the region z*+ < Z\ are
repelled from z+ and diverge; for fi\ = 0, points in the region z\ < are attracted to
the origin and converge, but points in the region z\ > are repelled from the origin
and diverge; and for fi\ > 0, no equilibrium points exist and all local values of z\
diverge. So clearly, the quadratic term is destabilizing in all cases.
What about the case when no quadratic term exists? Analyzing the system
in equation VII.85 for Q z = 0, we have
h = F^m + Czz\ + (4+) (VII.92)
and the local dynamics near the origin are dominated by the cubic term z\. For any
value of Hi, there is only one equilibrium point for this case, at
= <
3/-^ (VII.93)
V cz
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Examining the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of this system, we have
J - 3CU* (VII.94)
and the stability of our system is determined purely by the sign of Cz . (For Cz <
the system is stable, while for Cz > the system is unstable.) So, our control strategy
in subsequent sections for a system which exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation will be
to attempt to cancel the quadratic term with linear state feedback, and to produce a
negative cubic term with quadratic state feedback.
a. Desired Closed Loop Dynamics After Control has been Applied
For a saddle-node bifurcation, the center manifold dynamics of a one-
dimensional system are given by equation VII.49, and have the form
il = Fpfl! + Q Cm (IIl)
A
filZi
~2
+ ccm (nL,nQ )
A*\
\k X z\
+ o<4+ > (VII.95)
where FM ^ 0, and where Fz — is implicit in the equation. The question is, for
systems of the form VII.95, when FM ^ 0, does the system experience a saddle-node
bifurcation at the origin? The answer is yes. Appendix D shows that a system
of the form of equation VII.95 can be transformed by an appropriate coordinate
transformation into a system of the form
h = F^x +Wi2 + c*z\ + 0<4+ > (VII.96)
which is clearly of the form of equation VII. 85. Appendix D also shows that the
quadratic and cubic coefficients q*m3 and c*m4 can be written as functions of the
elements of the coefficient matrices Qcm (11^) and Ccm (11^, IIq), as
Qcms ~ acm3
*
C„™. = Crcrrn 'crr\\
(VII.97)
(VII.98)
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The coefficients qcm3 and ccm4 are taken from equation VII.60 and VII. 70 respectively.
So, if FM 7^ 0, and as long as qcm3 ^ 0, the system exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation
at the origin, which means that the system is subjected to quadratic instability.
The previous analysis assumed that FM ^ and qcm3 ^ 0. Although
FM is not subject to change, qcm3 is a function of 11^, which we can manipulate. If we
could apply control and somehow eliminate the quadratic term by forcing qcm3 = 0,
would we be any better off? The stability of our equation would be governed by the
cubic terms, and we would have
k = F^ + ccmi z\ + (4+) (VII.99)
Now the situation is very different. Regardless of the value of //i our system only has
one equilibrium point, at
r = 3FZ>l (vii.ioo)
V ccrTi. 4
and the stability is determined purely by the sign of ccm4 . (For ccm4 < the system
is stable, while for ccm4 > the system is unstable.) So, our control strategy for a
system which exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation will be to attempt to force qcrn3 =
with linear state feedback, and to force ccm4 = c^ < with quadratic state feedback.
b. Determining the Linear Terms of the Center Manifold (Hl), and
the Linear Gains
Now we want to determine how to manipulate 11^ so as to force qcm3
to zero. Restating equation VII. 60, we have
qcm3 = q2P3 + qZm2 Tl Llzi + <fcC] (nLl2J
2
(VII.101)
which we will use to pick a value for 11/,. However, before we proceed to a theorem
giving the solution, two important points need to be made. First, equation VII.101
only depends on Hl 1z , leaving IIj^ as an arbitrary free variable. Although Chapter
VI showed that the first row of the matrix 11^ determined all the other rows of the
matrix, as well as the linear gains, we do not need to use all the elements of the
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first row in our attempt to force qcm3 to zero in this case. Second, equation VII. 101
may not have a solution for qcm, 3 = 0. For example, the case of qZT>2 — 1, qZfn2 — — 1
and qZc = 2 is illustrated in Figure 8, where no matter what value is picked for
qcm3 versus Pi L1 z1
3.5
2.5
E 2
1.5
0.5
-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Pi L1 z1
Figure 8. Uncancellable One-Dimensional Quadratic Terms
TIlXz , the coefficient qcm3 cannot be forced to zero. If qcm3 cannot be forced to
zero by an appropriate choice of Hl1z , then the saddle-node bifurcation can not be
eliminated with feedback, and hysteresis in the system is inevitable around the point
of bifurcation. However, in this case, there may be some value in choosing I1li 2 such
that the magnitude of qcm3 is appropriately minimized, in an attempt to bound or
minimize the hysteresis in the system. With those two points in mind, we come to a
theorem.
Theorem C.4 (Saddle-Node Linear Gains) For a control system in the quadratic
normal form of equation VII. 48, with F^ ^ 0, and with the vector of linear state feed-
back gains Ky chosen to stabilize the linearly controllable states y, the linear state feed-
back gain which forces the coefficient of the quadratic term z\ to zero and suppresses
the hysteresis associated with the accompanying saddle-node bifurcation is given by
KZ1 = -A^IIl^ (VII.102)
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where the coefficient U.l 1z is given by
n^ l21 =
"^m2 ±y (<lzm2 ) ~4qZci q
^7 (VII.103)
and where the coefficients qZp , qZm , and qZc are the appropriate elements of the
coefficient matrices QZp , QZm , and Q Zc from the one dimensional quadratic normal
form equation VII. 48. For those cases where equation VII.103 does not have a real
solution, then there are no linear state feedback gains which can suppress the hysteresis
associated with the saddle-node bifurcation. The remaining linear state feedback gains
Km and Kw have no effect on the equivalent quadratic order dynamics and may be
chosen arbitrarily, including being set to zero.
Proof. From Chapter VI, in the Linear Center Manifold Solution
theorem, for the one dimensional, co-dimension one case, we have
#w K* n Ll nLl
F»
/
p
E Ky.
1= 1 FM
(VII.104)
We also have
3
F
" °.
for j > 2. For p = 1, we have
(VII.105)
K* KSx n Ll nL ,
(
- A
'»l
1
V L ^
1
(VII.106)
which, when multiplied out gives
K^ =FJ\ Llzi -KyxRLllli
K
zi =
-^2/i nL lzi
(VII.107)
(VII.108)
For p > 2 we have
K* K* n Ll n Ll
f 1
-1<V2 -K*
\ . F» 1
(VII.109)
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which, when multiplied out gives
Kn = -F,Ky2 U Llzi - KyiULltli (VII.110)
KZ1 = -Kyi IlLlzi (VII.lll)
In both cases we recover equation VII. 102, proving the first part of the theorem.
Equation VII. 103 is recovered by setting qcm3 — and solving equation VII. 101 for
Hl Xz j proving the second part of the theorem. If no real solution exists, then the value
of IIl 12 which minimizes the magnitude of qcm3 is found by setting the derivative of
equation VII. 101 with respect to IIl 12 to zero, and solving for Hl1z , then plugging
back in, which gives
= _
(^)
2
-4^
4<?2ci
Now, there are two reasons why equation VII. 103 can fail to have real solutions. If
q = 0, there are no real solutions to equation VII. 103, and by equation VII. 112 we
have qcm3 7^ 0, so the quadratic z\ term and its associated hysteresis cannot be
suppressed. Likewise, if \qZm2 ) — ^qZci QzP < 0, there are no real solutions to equation
VII. 103, and by equation VII. 112 we have qcm3 7^ 0, so the quadratic z\ term and
its associated hysteresis cannot be suppressed in this case, either. This proves the
third part of the theorem. Since equation VII. 101 only depends on n^lz , we have
11^! as a free variable, which can be chosen arbitrarily. Looking at equations VII. 107
and VII.110, we see that K^ follows II^ and is arbitrary, and can always be set to
zero if
nLlMi = 7^n Llzi (vii.113)
for p — 1, or
nLMl =-A;2 -^n Llzi (vn.114)
for p > 2. Note that Kyi ^ 0, since the vector of gains Ky is assumed to stabilize
the linearly controllable states. (If Kyi = 0, then the closed loop linearly controllable
plant, given by A + BK'F has a zero eigenvalue, and is not stable, violating our
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assumption.) Finally, from Chapter VI, in the Center Manifold Theorem and related
proof, we showed that Kw does not affect the calculation of IIl since fi^ = 0, and is
therefore arbitrary, and from the corollary to the Center Manifold Theorem, we have
that Kw may be set to zero. This proves the last part of the theorem. <
c. Determining the Quadratic Terms of the Center Manifold (TIq),
and the Quadratic Gains
Now that we have chosen IIl, we want to determine how to manipulate
Ilg so as to force ccnH to the desired value c*m4 . Restating equation VII. 70, we have
Ccnn = Cj4 + qpH.Q lz
with
qp = qzm2 + 2qzci nL lzl
(VII.115)
(VII.116)
The coefficient cZ4 is determined by evaluating equation VII. 65, which we rewrite here
for convenience as
Cz (nL )
\i X Z{
= (Q ZP2 N3 (nQ ) + QZm2 N5 (nL,nQ ))
A
A?\
^3
(VII.117)
+ /i
3) (^^i^S2,y22)+^) (^ }^^'^) v(1) + 0(4+)
which is
&(nL ) = (VII.118)
Knowing ITl, the coefficient matrix Cz (IIl) is most easily evaluated for a specific
system, following the method of Appendix C. (It is very difficult to evaluate Cz (J^l)
for the general case, since the dimensions m and p of the vectors w and y respectively
are not specified.) Now, if we desire the cubic coefficient of our dynamic system to
have the value c*m4 < 0, where we have chosen c^ to provide non-linear (cubic order)
stability, then we can plug in and solve equation VII.115. However, before we proceed
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to a theorem giving the solution, one important point needs to be made. Equation
VII. 115 only depends on IIq 2 , leaving IIq 2 and IIq^ z as arbitrary free variables.
Although Chapter VI showed that the first row of the matrix IIq determined all the
other rows of the matrix, which determined the quadratic gains, we do not need to
use all the elements of the first row to force cCTni to our desired value c*m4 in this case.
This brings us to the next theorem.
Theorem C.5 (Saddle Node Quadratic Gains) For a control system in the quadratic
normal form of equation VII. 48, with FM ^ 0, with the vector of linear state feedback
gains Ky chosen to stabilize the linearly controllable states y, and with the linear state
feedback gains Kw and quadratic state feedback gains K^), Kzy(2) and Ky(2) set to
zero, the quadratic state feedback gain which forces the coefficient of the cubic term
z\ to the desired value c* is given by
Kz2=-Kyi IlQizl +TK3 (VII.119)
with the coefficient Hq 2 given by
n
«n?
c — c~
i qzm 2 + 2?*C1 nLl21
and with
Tk
:
n I/lzj Q:Cm.3
(VII.120)
(VII.121)
for p = 1, and
TKs = Ky2 ILLlXiqcm3 (VII.122)
for p > 2. The quadratic coefficient qcm3 and the linear center manifold coefficient
IIli z are determined by the choice of linear state feedback gains from the Saddle
Node Linear Gains theorem, where qcm3 is normally forced to zero. The quadratic
coefficients qZm and qZc are the appropriate elements of the coefficient matrices QZm ,
and Q Zc from the one dimensional quadratic normal form equation VII. 48, c*cm is
the desired value of the coefficient of the cubic term z\ after stabilizing quadratic
state feedback has been applied, and the cubic coefficient cZi is calculated from the
individual system, being analyzed using equations VII. 117 and VII. 1 18. The remaining
quadratic state feedback gains K^ and K^lZl have no effect on the equivalent cubic
order dynamics and may be chosen arbitrarily, including being set to zero.
Proof. From the Quadratic Center Manifold Solution theorem in
Chapter VI for the one dimensional, co-dimension one case, we have
Mi
A Ml 21 KZ2 nQ lM? nQ^ :Zl nQ 1; DK + Ta', TK2 Tk3
(VII.123)
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with
Appendix A gives
DK = D\-Y^KyiDii
- 1 (VII. 124)
i-\
Df = F»
2F,
(VII.125)
and we get
D\ =
2FI
(VII.126)
an(
»\ (VII.127)
for j > 3, and where we have used the definition D? = /. Looking at the matrix Dk,
we see that it is lower triangular with —Kyi on the main diagonal, regardless of the
dimension of p. Since we are given that the gains Ky stabilize the linearly controllable
states y, we have Kyi ^ by the arguments given in the proof of the Saddle Node
Linear Gains theorem, and so the matrix Djk is invertible. Particularly, we have
(VII.128)
since Dk is lower triangular, which proves the first part of the theorem. Plugging
Conn = c*m4 into equation VII. 115 and solving for IIq 2 proves the second part. Tk3
is calculated from equations VII. 77, VII.83 and VII. 84. Since we have
k
z
2 = -Kyi n Qij +rK3
rA-3 = rA- (VII.129)
equations VII. 83 and VII.84 become
rA-3 = -r zi (uL ) (VII.130)
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for p — 1, and
for p > 2. Plugging in equation VII. 77, we get
r21 (nL ) - n Ll2i (q ZPi + Q Zmi m1 (nL ) + q 2cm2 (nL ))
From Appendix C we have
Mi (nL ) =
Hl1mi nLlzi o
o nLlMl nLlzi
an<
m2 (nL ) =
(n LlJ
2
2 (nLlJ(n Llzi ) (nLl2J
(^nLlJ
2
o o
So, plugging in and evaluating gives
rA-3 - -n Llzi (qZP3 +qZm2 uLlzi +qZci (nLlzi ) j
for p — 1, and
(VII.131)
(VII.132)
(VII.133)
(VII.134)
(VII.135)
TK3 = Ky2U Llzi [qZP3 + 92m2 nLl0i + qZci (nLl21 )
2
)
(VII.136)
for p > 2. But, equation VII. 101 defines the common term in parentheses as qcm3 ,
which proves the third part of the theorem. Since equation VII. 115 only depends on
IIq
2 ,
we have Hq 2 and IIq 1p g as free variables, which can be chosen arbitrarily.
Since Dk is invertible, we can always choose K^ and KIMlZl arbitrarily, including
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Kfi = and KfllZ1
the equation
0, which results in values of I1q 2 and IIq 1m z determined by
II
«im?
nQ imi-i nQu Ktf Kmz1 Kz2 Ta'j Ta-2 Tkz
-i%
(VII.137)
which proves the last part of the theorem. <
4. One Dimensional Degenerate Bifurcations
The general dynamics on a one dimensional center manifold were given by
equation VII.49, which we restate here for convenience,
z\ = F^iii + Qcm (nL )
A
+ ccm (nL,nQ )
A
\l X Z{
~3
+ (4+) (VII.138)
with fi = [fii] £ B} and z = [z\\ £ R 1 The case of F^ j^ yielded a saddle-node
bifurcation, which was investigated in the previous section. When FM = we have a
degenerate case, which yields different types of one dimensional bifurcations and other
degenerate conditions, depending on the values of the quadratic and cubic coefficients.
Since there are many different cases depending on the value of the coefficients, we
will not attempt a comprehensive treatment here. Instead, we will attempt a brief
overview of the different possibilities, followed by specific investigations of certain
special cases of interest.
When the quadratic terms in equation VII.138 are dominant, that is, when
F^ = and the quadratic coefficients are non-zero, the dynamics on the center man-
ifold in the local vicinity of the origin are characterized by equations of the form
i = Q^ 2 + Q^nz + Q z z 2 + {3+) (VII.139)
where /u, £ R}
,
z
€
R 1 and QM , Q^z and Q z are scalar constants. Solving for the local
equilibrium points of equation VII.139 by finding z*, such that i = when z — z*,
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yields two possible equilibrium points
Qv, + \l{Q»z)
2
-±QzQ»
and
Z+ = fl
f*
2Q;
-Q»z - \J(Q»z) 2 -4Q 2Q»
2Q*
(VII. 140)
(VII.141)
However, these two local equilibrium points do not always exist. We list the possible
cases as:
• For Q z ^ and {Q^z ) — ^Q Z Q^ > 0, two distinct local equilibrium points
exist (except at fi — 0, where there is only one). This situation characterizes
a transcritical bifurcation.
• For (Qnz) — ^QzQp. < 0, only one equilibrium point exists at \i = 0, and no
equilibrium points exist for // ^ 0. This situation characterizes the case of an
isolated equilibrium point.
For Q z = 0, our solution method breaks down, and we revert to solving equa-
tion VII. 139 directly. We find that a single local equilibrium point exists at
z* =
—Q-f^ (for QnZ 7^ 0), except when /x = 0, in which case z* = arbitrary.
This situation characterizes a pitchfork bifurcation.
Even more degenerate cases are possible; however, we will not consider them
here. Instead we will consider the general control strategy for degenerate cases of this
type, which is to attempt to apply state feedback to force Q z = and to force Q^z to
a non-zero value (hopefully a desired non-zero value) so as to eliminate the inherent
instability associated with the z2 term in one-dimensional dynamics.
For any of the degenerate one dimensional cases above with F^ = 0, we can
write equation VII. 138 as
z\ = Qcm (nL )
A
~2
+ ccm (nL,nQ )
u
3
H X z{
+ (4+) (VII.142)
2 I L -r2
— Qcm\f^i "r Ocrrl2 lX\Z\ -f- ^C7n3 Zj
"T Ccmi //j -\- C-cmii^\Z\ T" Ccmi fJ>\Z^ -f- Ccmi Z-^ -+- U
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Appendix D shows that a system of the form of equation VII. 142 can be transformed
by an appropriate coordinate transformation into more than one normal form. How-
ever, all the possible normal forms have the property that the quadratic coefficients
</cmi5 Qcm2 i and Qcm3 remain unaltered. We choose as our normal form a system of the
form
h = qcmitf. +9cm2 /Mi + qcm3 z\ (VII. 143)
I
Ccm2 Z I I Ccmi Z I J Ccm3 I H>\Z\ -\- CCTrli Z-^ -\- (_/
\ \<lcm 2 J \(]cm 2 J J
Now we can look at what the effects of applying control might be.
a. Desired Dynamics After Control has been Applied
Previous sections showed that qcmi , qcm2 and qcm3 are functions of 11^,
which we can manipulate. If we could apply control and eliminate the z\ term by
forcing qcmz to zero, eliminate the fi\ term by forcing qcmi to zero, and ensure that
the mixed term \i\Z\ existed by forcing qcm2 to be non-zero (and preferably a desired
value), would we be any better off? The dynamics of our system would be
z\ = qcm 2 fiiz 1 -r ccm^\ Zl + Ccnjf + (4+) - (VII. 144)
which exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation. The side of the origin that the bifurcation
occurs on is determined by the sign of qcm2 i and the criticality (subcritical or super-
critical) is determined by the sign of ccm4 , while ccm2 is the coefficient of a higher
order term and does not influence the local dynamics in the vicinity of the origin. So,
our control strategy for the case of a degenerate one dimensional bifurcation will be
to try and cancel the appropriate quadratic terms with linear state feedback, and to
produce a negative cubic term with quadratic state feedback, so as to have the closed
loop system undergo a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation.
b. Determining the Linear Terms of the Center Manifold (11^), and
the Linear Gains
Now we want to determine how to manipulate 11^ so as to force qcmi
and qcm3 to zero if possible, and to ensure that qcm2 is non-zero. Restating equations
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VII.58, VII.59 and VII.60 for the case where FM = 0, we have
qcm, = q2Pl + qZm nLlm + q2ci (n LlJ
2
(VII.145)
?cm2 =^p2 +^m2nLlM1 +g2mi n Llzl +2^2ci nLlMi n Ll0i (vn.i46)
<zc™ 3 - <kp3 + ^m2 n Ll21 + <?ZC] (nLlzl )
2
(vn.147)
which we will use to pick a value for IIl. However, before we proceed to a theorem
giving the solution, two important points need to be made. First, equations VII.145,
VII. 146 and VII. 147 are three equations in two unknowns, 11^ and Hl12 , so in
general we will not be able to force all three coefficients qcmi , qcm2 and qcrn3 to desired
values. Second, equations VII.145 and VII. 147 may not have a solution for qcmi —
and qcm3 = 0. This is similar to the situation illustrated for the saddle-node
bifurcation in Figure 8. If qcm3 cannot be forced to zero by an appropriate choice
of IIl 12 , then the inherent instability of the quadratic term z\ in the system can
not be eliminated with feedback, and hysteresis is inevitable around the point of
bifurcation. However, in this case, there may be some value in choosing Hl 1z such
that the magnitude of qcm3 is appropriately minimized, in an attempt to bound or
minimize the hysteresis in the system. (Also, note that if qcmi cannot be forced to
zero by an appropriate choice of n^
,
then further coordinate changes are needed
to analyze the system before cubic stability can be imposed.) With those two points
in mind, we come to the next theorem.
Theorem C.6 (ID Degenerate Linear Gains) For a control system in the quadratic
normal form of equation VII. 48, with F^, = 0, and with the vector of linear state feed-
back gains Ky chosen to stabilize the linearly controllable states y, the linear state
feedback gains which force the coefficients of the quadratic terms [i\ and z\ to zero
and suppress the inherent quadratic order instability in a one dimensional system are
given by
Kn = -Kyi ILLllii (VII. 148)
and
KZ1 = -KyiUL^ (VII.149)
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The coefficients Hl
1pii
an^ ^L lzi o,re given by
n Ll = (VII.150)
and
n^ = (VII.151)
tuyere the coefficients qZp , qZmi , qZPs , qZrn2 , and qZci are the appropriate elements
of the coefficient matrices Qzp , QZm , and Q Zc from the one dimensional quadratic
normal form equation VII. 48. For those cases where equation VII.151 does not have
a real solution, then there are no linear state feedback gains which can eliminate the
quadratic order instability associated with the z^ term.
Proof. From Chapter VI, in the Linear Center Manifold Solution
theorem, for the one dimensional, co-dimension one case, we have
/
K^ K
*i Hl,., nLl'i^i
V
o o
F»
r
-| i-l\
p
>x,
i=\
.
F
»
°
/
(VII.152)
Since Fu = 0, we have
K^ KZ1 nLlM1 nLl2i
/ [i ol\
-K
Vi
\ L
u A)
where we have used the definition
iV
(VII.153)
/. This proves equations VII. 148
and VII. 149. Equation VII.150 is recovered by setting qcmi = and solving equation
VII. 145 for IIl1h , and equation VII.151 is recovered by setting qcm3 = and solving
equation VII. 147 for IIl 1z • If no real solution exists, then the value of Hl 1z which
minimizes the magnitude of qcm3 is found by setting the derivative of equation VII. 147
with respect to Ul 1z to zero, and solving for IIl,, , then plugging back in, which gives
2
Qcmz
(qzm2 ) -4<kei g;
%C1
a (VH.154)
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Now, there are two reasons why equation VII. 151 can fail to have real solutions. If
qZc = 0, there are no real solutions to equation VII. 151, and by equation VII. 154 we
have qCT1l3 =fi 0, so the quadratic z\ term and its associated hysteresis cannot be
suppressed. Likewise, if (qZrn2 ) ~^Qzc 1 Qzp < 0, there are no real solutions to equation
VII. 151, and by equation VII. 154 we have qcm3 ^ 0, so the quadratic z\ term and
its associated hysteresis cannot be suppressed in this case, either. This completes the
proof of the theorem. <
Now we state a lemma which resolves the ambiguity in whether to
choose the plus or minus sign in the solutions for ITl1m and ILt, 12 given in the above
theorem.
Lemma C.7 (Resolving Ambiguity in Hi) The ambiguity in the choice of values
for n^! and Hl 1z can oe resolved by picking the most suitable value of qcm2 from
the four possible choices. The value of qcm2 is given by equation VII. 1^6 as
qCm2 = qZP2 + qZm2 IU^ + qZmi Hl 1xi + 2qZci ULlfii ULlZj (VII.155)
and the four possible cases are:
Case 1:
(VII.156)
(VII.157)
Case 2:
Case 3:
Case 4'-
Hl1mi = Hl1m+
Hl 121 — Hl12+
n*„ = Hl1m+
n^ — nLlz.
Hl
1pi
— Hl1m_
n
^> — Hl12+
Hl^ — Hl1m_
Hl 121 = nLl2 _
(VII.158)
(VII.159)
(VII.160)
(VII.161)
(VII.162)
(VII.163)
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where the notation indicates which choice is made, as follows
2qZc
Hl 1m+ = *-^ (VII.164)
nLl„_ = - ^—^
l
—^- (VII.165)
Hzmi y \y.zmi )
- ^zc
,
qZPl
2<ZzCl
- QZm 2 + y[9zm2 ) - 4g*Cl qZP3
2QzCl
-<izm2 - y(qzm2 ) - 4qZci qZP3
Hl1z+ = ^-V^ (VII.166)
n^-
= ^ (V11 - 167 '
Proof. Since there are three equations in two unknowns, one equation
will not be able to be solved exactly in general. It is desired to exactly fix qcmx =
and qcm3 = 0, but it is only required to have qcm2 have the correct sign to put the
bifurcation on the desired side of the origin. So, there are four possible cases which
achieve qcmi = and qcm3 = 0, and we choose the case which produces the desired
sign for qcm2 (if it is one or more of the possible choices), which has the magnitude
closest to our desired value. <
c. Determining the Quadratic Terms of the Center Manifold {Hq),
and the Quadratic Gains
Now that we have chosen 11^, we want to determine how to manipulate
Uq so as to force ccm4 to the desired value c*TO4 . Looking at equation VII. 70 for ccm4 ,
we have
com, =cZi +^nQi 2 (VII.168)
1
with
qp = qzm2 +2qZc nLlzi (Vii.i69)
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The coefficient cZ4 is determined by evaluating equation VII. 65, which we rewrite for
convenience as
cz (uL )
A z \
fi 1 z1
= (Q ZP2 N3 (QQ ) + Q Zm2 N5 (UL,nQ ))
V<\ z \
Z\
(VII.170)
+ /i
3) (*,*,«>£!.*£!) +gf) (^.ufij, y£!) - (1) + (4f)
with
a (nL ) -
'21 (VII.171)
Knowing IIl, the coefficient matrix Cz (IIl) is most easily evaluated for a specific
system, following the method of Appendix C. (It is very difficult to evaluate Cz (IIl)
for the general case, since the dimensions m and p of the vectors w and y respectively
are not specified.) Now, if we desire the cubic coefficient of our dynamic system to
have the value c*
cnii < 0, where we have chosen c*m4 to provide non-linear (cubic order)
stability, then we can plug in and solve equation VII. 168. However, before we proceed
to a theorem giving the solution, one important point needs to be made. Equation
VII. 168 only depends on IIq 2 , leaving IIq 2 and rig lM z as arbitrary free variables.
Although Chapter VI showed that the first row of the matrix IIq determined all the
other rows of the matrix, which determined the quadratic gains, we do not need to
use all the elements of the first row to force ccm4 to our desired value c*m in this case.
This brings us to the next theorem.
Theorem C.8 (Degenerate ID Quadratic Gains) For a control system in the
quadratic normal form of equation VII. 48, with F^ —
;
with the vector of linear state
feedback gains Ky chosen to stabilize the linearly controllable states y, and with the
linear state feedback gains Kw and quadratic state feedback gains K ( 2 ), Kz (2) and
K
y(2)
set to zero, the quadratic state feedback gain which forces the coefficient of the
cubic term z\ to the desired value c*m is given by
K
z\ =
-Kvi^Q lz2 + rK3 (VII.172)
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with the coefficient Hq 2 given by
UQ^ =
crrn
C 7A
i 9zm2 + 2^2ci uLlzi
(VII.173)
and where
rK3 =-HL 1Zi qcm 3 (VII.174)
for p — 1, and
TK3 =Ky2 Il Llzi qcm3 (VII. 175)
for p > 2. 77ie quadratic coefficient qCm3 and the linear center manifold coefficient
Hl 1z are determined by the choice of linear state feedback gains from the Degenerate
ID Linear Gains theorem, where qcm3 is normally forced to zero. The quadratic co-
efficients qZm and qZc are the appropriate elements of the coefficient matrices QZm ,
and Q Zc from the one dimensional quadratic normal form equation VII. ^8, c*m4 is the
desired value of the coefficient of the cubic term z\ after stabilizing quadratic state
feedback has been applied, and the cubic coefficient cZi is calculated from the indi-
vidual system being analyzed using equations VII. 170 and VII. 171. The remaining
quadratic state feedback gains K^ and K^lZl have no effect on the equivalent cubic
order dynamics and may be chosen arbitrarily, including being set to zero.
Proof. From the Quadratic Center Manifold Solution theorem in
Chapter VI for the one dimensional, co-dimension one case, we have
K.a #„,„ KV\Z\ "zf
with
Appendix A gives
and since F^ = we get
Iln , Ilr>,
.
Yin o
DK = D\-Y:Ky D\- x
1= 1
Df =
DK +
F,
2F„
DK = -K !)\
1
1
1
Tki Tk2 Ta'3
(VII.176)
(VII.177)
(VII.178)
(VII.179)
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where we have used the definition D® = I. This gives
+
Kfi K„lMl Kz 2
n^2 nQ^ n <
Tati Ta'2 Tk3
(VII.180)
-K
!/]
1
1
1
which proves equation VII. 172. Plugging ccmi = c*cnii into equation VII. 168 and
solving for IIq
2
proves the second part. Tk3 is calculated from equations VII. 77,lz
i
VII.83 and VII.84. Since we have
D* =
and the definition D® — I, equations VII.83 and VII.84 become
(VII.181)
TTK = -T21 (DL ) (VII.182)
for p = 1, and
r
T
K = Ky2 TZl (TLL )
for p > 2. Plugging in equation VII. 77, we get
(VII.183)
rzi (uL ) = nLlzi (qZPi + Q Zmim1 (nL ) + q Zcm2 (nL )) (vn.i84)
From Appendix C we have
m1 (nL ) =
Hl1w n LlS] o
o n LlMi nLlzi
(VII.185)
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anc
m2 (nL )
(n^) 2 2(n LlMi )(n Ll2i ) (n Ll2J
(^n Llzl )
2
o o
(VII.186)
So, plugging in and evaluating with Fu — gives
r* = -n Llzl (gZPl + q2m nLltll + g*C] (n^)
2
)
(vii.ist)
r*2 - -n Ll2i (qZP2 + qZm n Lliii + qZm nLlzi +2qZc n Ll)i n Llzi ) (vn.iss)
rjr, = -n Ll2i [qZP3 + ?,m2 n Llzi + qZci (n Llzi )
2
)
(vii.isq)
for p = 1, and
rKl = /H2n Ll2i (^ + gZmi uLln +^ (nLlJ
2
)
(vii.190)
rA-2 = A;2n Ll2i (qZP2 + qZm nLlm + qZm nLlzi +2q2c nL^nLl2i ) (vii.191)
rA-3 = A'y2 n Llzi (^ + 9,m2 n Llii + qZci (nLlzi )
2
)
(vii.192)
for p > 2. But, equation VII. 147 defines
qCm3 = ^p3 +^m2 nL lzl +92ci (nL l2l ) J
which proves the next part of the theorem. Since equation VII. 168 only depends on
Iln ,, we have Iln and Iln, as free variables, which can be chosen arbitrarily.
Since Dk is invertible, we can always choose K^ and K^ lZl arbitrarily, including
Kf = and K^.lZl = 0, which results in values of IIq 2 and IIq 1m z determined by
the equation
nQW nQlMi2i nQiz2 Kix\ Kmz x Kz\ Ta'i Ta-2 Tj Itf
(VII.193)
which proves the last part of the theorem. <
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5. Controlling Two Dimensional Bifurcations
In this section, we will look at the stabilization of various bifurcations oc-
curring in two dimensions, which have one parameter (again, "co-dimension one"
bifurcations). These bifurcations include the Hopf bifurcation, the double zero bi-
furcation, and the two-zeros bifurcation. Because they are two dimensional, these
bifurcations are less amenable than one dimensional bifurcations to being analyzed
as a family. Nonetheless, some analysis can still be done on them as a group.
For a system exhibiting a linearly uncontrollable, two dimensional, co-dimension
one bifurcation, the quadratic normal form of the z dynamics of the control system
is
z\
*2
i>i + Fz
Z\
Zl
(VII.194)
+ QZP
,
,.2
V-L
V\Z\
vm
V\Zl vl
~2
i Uizmi z\V\ + QZc
Z \
Z2V\
9
Z\Z2
.vl.
-.2
.
^2
.
+ Q zPo
flW
;u'
(2)
2)
+ Q z P-> W (2) + Q* wyi
+ f™ {f*uzuz2,w,y) + gW (fjLU zu z2,w,y)v + {4+)
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and the dynamics on the center manifold are given by
Z2
F^nx + Fz
Z\
Z2
+ Qcm (nL )
A
l*\Z\
V\Z2
z \
Z\Z2
z 2
+ ccm (nL,nQ )
A
A\Z\
A Z2
n r 2
filZX Z2
V\z\
z\z2
Z\Z2
+ o<4+ )
where we have used [i — \\i\\ G R 1 , z =
z2
(VII.195)
€
R2
,
w G #m and y G i?p . The rows
of the matrix FM € i?2xl depend on the rows of the matrix Fz G R2x2 , that is any
non-zero row in Fz forces the corresponding row in F^ to be zero. The eigenvalues of
the matrix Fz are both required to have zero real parts, and there are three possible
ways this can happen. For
-w
u>
(VII.196)
where u> ^ 0, then
K = (VII.197)
and together these two matrices characterize a Hopf bifurcation. For
A
F,=
where A ^ 0, then
F» =
(VII.198)
(VII.199)
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and together these two matrices characterize a co-dimension one double-zero bifurca-
tion. Finally, for
F7
then
F,=
a
(VII.200)
(VII.201)
and together these two matrices characterize a co-dimension one two zeroes bifur-
cation. It is worth noting that Hopf bifurcations are generic for the co-dimension
one case, that is, one parameter is all that is required to completely characterize
their dynamics. However, both double-zero bifurcations and two zeroes bifurcations
require more than one parameter to fully characterize their dynamics, and so these
co-dimension one cases can be considered degenerate forms.
The coefficient matrices Qzp , QZm and Q Zc in equation VII. 194 are given by
Q*» =
qZPu qZPl2 qZPl3 qZPli qZPls qZPie
.
^zp21 qZp22 qZp23 qZp24 qZP2S qZP26
Vzmi
Qzc =
*- Zc\\ * Zc\2 ^Zc li
(VII.202)
(VII.203)
(VII.204)
qzc21 q*c22
"zc2P j
where the elements of the matrix Qzp take on different values depending on the type
of bifurcation involved, as set out in Appendix D. Since the matrices Qzp , Qzp and
Qzm2 are rather complicated in general, and have only a limited effect on the outcome,
we will detail them later.
Now we want to show how to calculate the coefficient matrices Qcm (Hl) and
CcminL^ng), which appear in equation VII. 195, for the case of two dimensional
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bifurcations. The matrices Qcm {Ul) and Ccm (11^, IIq) are given by equations VII.41
and VII.42 respectively, which we restate here as
Qcm (nL ) = q ZPi + Q Zmi Mj (nL ) + q Zcm2 (nL ) (VII.205)
Ccm (nL , nQ ) = cz (nL ) + g,mi n, (nQ ) + g, c iv2 (nL , nQ ) (vii.206)
where we will use equations VII.202, VII. 203, and VII.204 and where we assume that
the matrix Cz (Ul) will be calculated for the specific system being analyzed once II^
is known. The two dimensional form of the matrices 11^ £ Rpx3 and IIq £ Rpx& can
be stated here as
nr =
IlLn IIl 12 nL 13
n Lpl nLp2 nLp3
(VII.207)
n.
n<?„ nQi2 nQl3 i!q 14 i!q 15 iiq 16
nQ pl nQp2 nQp3 iiq p4 nQp5 nQp6
(VII.208)
and the two dimensional form of the matrices Ma (UL ) £ R3x6 , M2 {UL ) £ Rpxe ,
Ni (IIq) £ i?3x10 , and 7V2 (IIl ,IIq) £ Rpxl ° are given in Appendix C by the formulas
m1 (nL )
Hl„ nLl2 nLl3
n Lll n Ll2 nLl3
Hi™ nLl2 nLl3
(VII.209)
M2 (nL ) =
(nLn )
2 2n Lll n Ll2 2n Lll n Ll3 (nLl2 )
2 2n Ll2 n Ll3 (nLl3 )
2
_
(n Lpl )
2
2n Lpl n Lp2 2n Lpl n Lp3 (nLp2 )
2
2nLp2 nLp3 (nLp3 )
2
(VII.210)
^i(nQ )
nQn nQi2 nQi3 nQi4 nQi5 nQie
Hq ii
o n
o nQi2 nQi3 n,nQi4 Qi5 n.
n Qi2 nQi3 n gi4 Qis nQie
(VII.211)
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and
N2 (H L ,nQ )
nll n l2 n l3 nu n ls nu n ly nu n Xg n ll0
(VII.212)
where the elements of the matrix N2 (11/,, Tig) are given by the formulas (for i — 1 to
P)
(VII.213)«n = 2nL|1 ngil
n l2 = 2(nL
, 1
n Qi2 + n Lt2n Qtl )
n l3 = 2(nL tl nQi3 + nL l3nQtl )
n i4 — 2(n Ltl nQi4 + n Lt2nQi2 )
ni5 = 2(nLtln Qi5 + nL ,2nQi3 + nLt2ng t3 )
n>i6
= 2(nLll ng , 6 + n L:3nQi3 )
ni? = 2n Lt2nQt4
Kit = 2(nL!2nQ>5 + nL,3nQ!4 )
nt9 = 2(nLt2nQi6 + n Li3nQi5 )
^'10 = 2nLl3 nQ i6
Now, the elements of the matrices Qcm (n^) and Ccm (Hl, I^q) are much too compli-
cated (when calculated out in full) to gain any insight into the general case. Instead,
we adopt a different strategy. We state the form of the coefficient matrices, i.e.
Qcm (IIl) =
Hcm\. Hcm\ 2 ^}cmi 3 Qcm\, 9cmi 5 Qcmi-
Qcm2l (lcm22 Qcm23 Qcm 2i Qcm 2s Qcm26
and
Ccm {IlL ,nQ ) =
(VII.214)
Qmi, Ccm\ 2 '-cmij Ccmi 4 Ccm\ s *-cmi 6 Qmi, '•cmij Ccmi 9 Ccrn]
(VII.215)
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and we use analysis to determine which of the various coefficients have an effect on
the dynamics. The Poincare normal forms attainable for each individual type of bifur-
cation (see Appendix D) result in formulas for the quadratic and cubic coefficients of
the transformed system in terms of the quadratic and cubic coefficients of the original
system. These formulas often depend on only a few of the original coefficients. Using
these formulas, and then calculating only those elements of the matrices Qcm (Hl)
and Ccm {^l-,^q) which are needed, is a more efficient method than calculating the
elements for the general case, as we will see.
6. Hopf Bifurcations
Control systems in linear normal form with
F* =
(u>o 7^ 0), which implies
F„
-LOq
UJQ
(VII.216)
(VII.217)
experience a linearly unstabilizable Hopf bifurcation, as we will show. Hopf bifurca-
tions are characterized by equations which, in polar coordinates, have the simplified
form
r = a lfi l r + a r
3
+ H.O.T. (VII.218)
= uj + H.O.T. (VII.219)
and which, when written out in full Poincare normal form, are
r = a(/i 1 )r + a( /u 1 )r
3
+ (4+) (VII.220)
(VII.221)
with
a(/ii) = ai/z 1 +a 2p
2
+ G(3+) (VII.222)
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a( // 1 )=a + O (1+) (VII.223)
w (/ii) = wo + wi/^j + u)2ii\ + (3+) (VII.224)
6(^) = 6 + O (1+) (VII.225)
In order to analyze the system, we will be transforming our system into Cartesian
coordinates. However, some important observations need to be made about equations
VII.218 and VII.219 before we do so. First, we look for the existence, creation or
destruction of equilibrium points. For u ^ 0, the system appears to be devoid of
local equilibrium points, since equation VII. 21 9 requires to be non-zero always. This
observation is true, with one important exception: the nature of polar coordinates
allows this system to have the possibility of a single equilibrium point if r = at
the origin. Examining equation VII.218, we see that this condition is satisfied, i.e.
that r = at the origin, and so the origin is the single local equilibrium point in the
system. One equilibrium point exists, and none are created or destroyed. Second, we
check for changes in the stability of the equilibrium point. The stability of the origin
changes at fi\ = 0, which is our bifurcation point. For ot\ > 0, the origin is stable when
Hi < 0, and unstable when ^i > 0. For ot\ < 0, the origin is stable when //i > 0, and
unstable when fii < 0. Thus, the sign of a\ determines on what side of the origin the
bifurcation occurs. Third, we look for the existence, creation or destruction of limit
cycles. Equation VII.218, taken by itself, indicates that a pitchfork bifurcation occurs
in the r dynamics at the origin. However equation VII.219 precludes the existence
of any local equilibrium points away from the origin. So, the pitchfork bifurcation in
the r dynamics is actually indicative of the existence of a limit cycle at
r * = ZZltl (VII.226)
V GO
(for values of fi\ such that r* exists), such that the limit cycle is stable for a < 0,
and is unstable for a > 0. So, we have four possible cases for the local dynamics at
the origin:
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• For a < and oc\ < 0: when \i\ < 0, the origin is unstable, but is surrounded
by a stable limit cycle; when \i\ > no limit cycle around the origin exists,
but the origin is stable.
• For a < and ai > 0: when fi\ < 0, no limit cycle around the origin exists,
but the origin is stable; when fi\ > 0, the origin is unstable, but is surrounded
by a stable limit cycle.
• For a > and ai < 0: when /ii < 0, the origin is unstable and no limit cycle
exists; when fi\ > 0, the origin is stable, but is surrounded by an unstable
limit cycle.
• For a > and a\ > 0: when fi\ < 0, the origin is stable, but is surrounded
by an unstable limit cycle; when {i\ > 0, the origin is unstable and no limit
cycle around the origin exists.
Now we can transform our system to Cartesian coordinates. Using
zx = rcosO (VII.227)
z2 = rsinfl (VII.228)
equations VII.220 and VII.221 become
*i = « (j*i) zi ~ w (fii )z2 + (a (^ )zl -b{jkl)z2 ) {z\ + zfj + O^ ( VII.229)
z2 =u(n1)z1 + a (ni)z2 + (&(/Ui)*i + a (fr)
z
2 ) (z\ + zj) +
(4+) (VII.230)
which expands out using equations VII.222, VII.223, VII.224 and VII.225 to become
A
Z\
Z2
FlHopf
Z\
Z2
+ QHopJ
A
\L\Z\
i^\Z2
z
2
Z\Z2
+ cHopf
n\z2
P\Z\
P\Z\Z2
P\z\
z\z2
z\z\
+ (4+) (VII.231)
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where
Fhopj =
—wo
wo
Quovj
Q! -U>!
wi a x
(VII.232)
(VII.233)
Ctfop/ = (VII.234)
a 2 — u;2 a — b a — 6o
^2 &2 6o a 6o «o
So, Hopf bifurcations are characterized by equations of the form of (VII.231).
When a stable equilibrium point bifurcates into an unstable equilibrium point
surrounded by a stable limit cycle, the Hopf bifurcation is said to be supercritical.
When a stable equilibrium point surrounded by an unstable limit cycle bifurcates into
a naked unstable equilibrium point, the Hopf bifurcation is said to be subcritical. For
either type of Hopf bifurcation, trajectories in the vicinity of the origin are attracted
when the origin is stable, and are repelled when the origin is unstable. For the super-
critical case, trajectories diverging from the origin when it is unstable are captured by
the stable limit cycle which surrounds it, so the magnitude of the excursion is limited.
But for the subcritical case, trajectories diverging from the origin when it is unstable
continue to diverge without limit (up to third order, anyway), and the magnitude of
the excursion is unbounded, because there is nothing to "catch" them. Subcritical
Hopf bifurcations create hysteresis in the system, which is often dangerous or dam-
aging to real engineering systems. An example occurs in turbine engine compressors,
where a subcritical Hopf bifurcation characterizes rotating stall and can cause engine
flameout or compressor blade damage. The focus of subsequent sections will be to
find ways to apply feedback to a system experiencing a linearly uncontrollable Hopf
bifurcation to force the bifurcation to become supercritical. Examining the four cases
detailed above, that means that we want to force the term do to be less than zero.
Along the way, we will discover that the application of feedback will also allow us to
manipulate the values of ot\ and uj\ to our advantage.
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a. Desired Closed Loop Dynamics After Control has been Applied
For a Hopf bifurcation, the center manifold dynamics of a two-dimensional
system are given by equation VII. 195, and have the form
Z2
= FZ
z\
Z2
+Qcm (nL )
where
and where
A
H\Z\
V\Z2
Z\Z2
2,2
+ccra (nL,ng )
A
fi, 1
Z 1
\i\z2
tt -r
2\l\Z
x
V\Z\Z2
V\z\
z\
z\z2
Z\Z>i
z
3
2
F,=
U)
Fu =
+0 (4+) (VII.235)
(VII.236)
(VII.237)
is implicit in the equation. The matrices Qcm (Hi) and Ccm {Hl,Rq) are taken from
equations VII.214 and VII.215, respectively. The question is, for systems of the form
of equation VII.235, when u ^ 0, does the system experience a Hopf bifurcation
at the origin? The answer is yes. Appendix D shows that a system of the form of
equation VII.235 can be transformed by an appropriate coordinate transformation
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into a system of the form
Z2
F7
Z\
Z2
+ QHopf
A
V\Z\
Ail 22
Z\Z2
i2
+ CHopf
A
Hlz2
\LX z\
V\Z\Z2
Ml^2
Z3
z\z2
z\z\
~3
+ (4+) (VII.238)
with
and
QHopf
cHopf
a*
u*2 a*
„ *
*
U>1
*
a* — h* a -h*uo
K
*
a K
*
a
(VII.239)
(VII.240)
which is clearly in the form of VII. 231. Appendix D also shows that the quadratic
coefficients a^ and uj\ can be written as functions of the elements of the coefficient
matrix Qcm (IIl), as
^=2(^12 +fc"*s) (VII.241)
^l=\{-qcml3 +qam22 ) (VII.242)
and that the cubic coefficient <Zq can be written as a function of the elements of the
coefficient matrices Q CTn (IIl) and Ccm (Y1l,Hq), as
O'O — 77 yjC-cmij ~r Ccmig -\- Ccm2g -\- OCcrrl2 j -\- Q,a (VII.243)
with
a
(VII.244)
8cc;
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So, equations VII.241, VII.242 and VII.243 can be used to pick values of the elements
of the coefficient matrices Qcm (IIl) and Ccm (Uli^q) which produce desired values
for aj, io\ and a,Q. (We will not be concerned with the cubic coefficients a^, u^,
or &o, as they are essentially higher order terms which do not affect our ability to
control the system.) Calculating the appropriate elements qcmi and ccrrihk of the
coefficient matrices Qcm (I1l) and Ccm (IIl,IIq) in terms of IIl and IIq will be the
task of subsequent sections.
b. Determining the Linear Terms of the Center Manifold {TIl), and
the Linear Gains
Now we want to determine how to manipulate 11^ so as to force a\ and
lj\ to take on desired values. Recalling the discussion in previous sections, we will
not develop formulas for every coefficient in the matrix Qcm (II^), but rather for only
those specific coefficients which affect the equivalent quadratic dynamics. Looking at
equations VII.241 and VII.242, we need to calculate the coefficients qcmi , qcmi , qCJJl2
and qCm23 i which we find from equations VII.205 and VII.214 yielding the formulas
9cmi, — 1 (Qz* + Qzmi Mi (ii L ) + q Zcm2 (nL )) (VII.245)
9cm i, 1 (G^+Qzmi M,(nL ) + g ZeM2 (nL )) (VII.246)
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1 [Q ZPi + Qzm, Mi (uL ) + q Zcm2 (nL )) (VII.247)
1
1
Now, there are eight combinations which are common to these four equations. Plug-
ging in from equations VII.203, VII.204, VII.209, and VII.210 we have
1 {Q ZPl + Q^M^Ul) + Q ZcM2 (TLL )) (VII.248)
and
1
1
1
1
tyz Tn 1
=
Q Zc =
Q Zc =
iZm\ j *Zttii2 *2m i3
HZrri2\ "Zm.22 " 2">23
"Zc\l "Zc\2
"Zclp
HZc2 \ * ZC22 ^Zc2p
(VII.249)
(VII.250)
(VII.251)
(VII.252)
and
m1 (nL )
"
"
1
n Ll2
= nLll
-
J
(VII.253)
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and
m1 (nL )
n Ll
nLl
M2 (nL )
1
2nLn n^ 12
2nLpl n Lp2
M2 (nL )
"
'
1
=
_
_
2nLn n Ll3
2nLpl nLp3
(VII.254)
(VII.255)
(VII.256)
Now, for a Hopf bifurcation, there is one additional simplification which is worth
noting for the last two combinations containing M2 (IIl)- From the Linear Center
Manifold Solution theorem in Chapter VI we know that the first row of the matrix
Hi determines all the other rows. Restating the relationship, where IIl, indicates
the zth row of the matrix, and grouping the Z\ and z2 coefficients for convenience, we
have
and, for i = 2 to p,
n,
n* =
n,
ii ha
n Ll2 nLl
nL, 2 nL,3
(VII.257)
(VII.258)
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where
n, n Li
o o
F Fr1
LL
1 Z
i-1
(VII.259)
= nLl
F l~ 2F F1
z
1
A*
i
z
i-\
Rl12 n Ll3
7*-l
since F^ = for a Hopf bifurcation. So, for i — 2 to p we have
Hl, = (VII.260)
When equation VII.260 is plugged into equations VII.255 and VII.256, a dramatic
simplification occurs. We get
m2 (nL )
m2 (nL )
1 2nLn riL 12
=
"
2nLll n Ll3
1
:
(VII.261)
(VII.262)
Now, plugging equations VII.249 through VII.254, and equations VII.261 and VII.262,
into equations VII.245 through VII.248, we get
qCm l2 = qZPl2 + qzmu ^L 12 + ?*mi2 n Ll , + 2qZcii U LllULu
qcmi3 = qZPl3 + qZmu nLl3 + qZmi3 ULll + 2qZcil ILLllULls
(VII.263)
(VII.264)
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qCm22 = qZp22 + qZm21 nLl2 + 9zm22 nL„ + 2^C2i nLn n Ll2 (vn.265)
gCm 23 = gzp23 + qzm21 Hl 13 + ?Zm23 nz,n + 2^C21 n Lll nLl3 (vn.266)
which we can plug into equations VII.241 and VII.242 to get
o? = ^(^12 +^23 + (^ 12 +^23 )n Lll ) (VII.267)
+ « ((^mil + 2^cu n Lll ) n Ll2 + [qZm2i + 2^C2i nLll ) nLl3 )
u.
9 ("^Pl3 + fcita + (-^-13 + ?*»„) n^n) (VII.268)
+ o ((^m21 + 2^C2i n Lll ) nLl2 - (g2mn + 2qZcn n Lll ) n Ll3 )
Finally, equations VII.267 and VII.268 can be arranged in matrix form to solve for
IIl 12 and IIl^, with IIlh as a free variable. We get
nLl
nLl
(VII.269)
(qzmU + 2?zcn nLn ) (qZm2i + 2qZc2i Il Lll )
(qZm21 + 2gZc2i nLll ) - (qZmu + 2qZcn II Lll )
M - (-^p13 + 9,p22 + {-qZmi3 + <2*m22 ) n Lll )
We present the solution in the form of a theorem and a corollary.
Theorem C.9 (Hopf Bifurcation Linear Gains) For a control system in the quadratic
normal form of equation VII. 194, with
F,= -u
u
(uq ^ 0) which implies
F» =
(VII.270)
(VII.271)
and with the linear state feedback gains Ky chosen so as to stabilize the linearly con-
trollable states y, the linear state feedback gains A'm , KZl and KZ2 which force the
coefficient of the (i\r term in equation VII. 220 to the desired value a\, and which
force the coefficient of the pi\ term in equation VII. 221 to the desired value u>{, are
given by
A' , = -A,„n
t>\ 2/1
ll L, (VII.272)
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7i,„ = G^Ilr,, — GrIL
(VII.273)
(VII.274)
with the coefficients Hlu , ^l x2 an& ^L13 determined by solving equation VII. 269.
The coefficients Ga and Gb are dependent on whether the dimension of the linearly
controllable states, p, is even or odd. For p odd we get
°a-- |£(-ir+1M*iW (VII.275)
2=
/
GB
( E=k \
V
and for p even we get
i=0
J
p-2
2 \
GA -- | (-l)t (u f + £ (~l) t+1 («*f Ky2l+1
t=0
gb = Ei-irM 21- 1^
.1=0
where we have used the definition Kyo =
(VII.276)
(VII.277)
(VII.278)
Proof. From the Linear Center Manifold Solution theorem of Chapter
VI we h<ive
Kl KJ = nLl
\
p
p
-£A'V,
i=l F:
i-V
(VII.279)
where we have used the definition
F F1 /l 1 z
= /, and where FM = for a Hopf
bifurcation. Because of the block diagonal nature of this equation with F^ = 0, this
equation separates into two parts which can be solved individually, i.e.
Km — -Kyi^Ln (VII.280)
and
K21 KZ2 n Ll2 n Ll3 T-E^T 1 (VII.281)
i=i
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Equation VII.280 proves equation VII.272. To solve equation VII.281 requires exam-
ining the structure of Fz . For a Hopf bifurcation, we have
—uo
= u
-1
U>o 1
F7
Looking at powers of the basic matrix, we have
2
(VII.282)
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
-1
1
1
1
-1
1
(VII.283)
(VII.284)
(VII.285)
(VII.286)
which is a four-cycle repetition, compressible to a two-cycle matrix repetition if we
include powers of negative one. That is,
Fi = (u, )
J (-l) 2
for j odd, and
Fi =MJ (-i) 2
-1
1
1
1
(VII.287)
(VII.288)
for j even, including the case j — 0, where we have used the definition F,° = /. Now
we can look at our complete term, which is
/ p \
F^-E^v^r 1 (VII.289)
i-\
2
x:(-ir+i Kf/i y2l+1
2=0
1
1
224
2+ (-1) > m p + £(-i)Wi_1 *;2 ,
i-0
-1
1
for p odd, and
F*- ^KyiFJT1
)
i=0
1
1
+ Ei-ir^of- 1 /^,
J-0
-1
1
for p even, where we have used the definition Kyo — 0. If we define
/e=1
GA =
E±L
y: c-ir
1M 2* Ky»+1
1=0
2 \
GB ~- \(-l)^ M^^2(-iy (uof- 1 Ky2t
i=Q
for p odd, and
£=2
2
GA = (-l)f (o; ) P + £ (-l) l+1 (u*f^2l+1
i=0
Gb- £(-l)>of _1 ^2,
t i=0
for p even, then we can write
p
I^r-E^fr 1 = g
1 -1
•~1
JA + GB
1 1
Ga —Gb
Gb Ga
KZi K22 nLi 2 nLl3
(VII.290)
(VII.291)
(VII.292)
(VII.293)
(VII.294)
(VII.295)
which lets us write equation VII.281 as
Ga —Gb
Gb Ga
which proves equations VII.273 and VII. 274, and completes the proof. <i
(VII.296)
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Corollary CIO The coefficients YVlh, ^l 12 and ^l 13 which solve equation VII. 269
and force the desired values a\ and u\ are given by
nLn = arbitrary (VII.297)
nil2 =
k^±^5£iii (2a * _ {qzpi2 + qzp23 + (qzmia+q ,mn )nLll )) (vii.298)A
+
(*,,,+ 2g,.ai nLll ) (2wj _ (_^ +^ + (_^ + qzmJIlLii))
Ul3 =
(<^ 21 +2gacai nLll ) ^ _
(q<pia +g^ + (g<mia +q , mjnLll )) (vii.299)
_
(g„ 1I +2^ ll n£ll ) (2wJ _ (_^ + g^ + (_^ +^ }
n
^ )}
when AnL 7^ 0, ttn'£/i
AnL = (<femn + 29zcn nLn )
2
+ (gZm2i + 2g2c2i n Lll )
2
(VII.300)
For all cases of the Hopf Bifurcation Linear Gains theorem such that q 2Zm +qlm 7^ 0,
we may choose K^ arbitrarily, including K^ = 0. For degenerate cases such that
q
2
Zm -f q\m = (which implies that both qz = and qZm2l — 0) KM must be
chosen such that A'M1 / to allow linear state feedback to force the coefficient of the
fiir term in equation VII. 220 to the desired value a\, and/or to force the coefficient
of the /xi term in equation VII.221 to the desired value u^.
Proof. The coefficients I1l 12 and U.L13 which force the desired values et\
and u>i are determined by inverting equation VII.269, which gives equations VII.298
and VII.299. This is possible when the quantity
An , = (qZmil +2qZcu IlLu)\(qZm2i + 2qZc2i II Lll )
2
(VII.301)
is non-zero. For all possible values of the free variable IlLn , the minimum magnitude
An, = ql + ql is obtained when II l,, = 0. If An, 7^ 0, then equation
VII.269 is invertible regardless of the value of IIlh , so we can choose A'M] arbitrarily,
including A'm = 0, since equation VII.272 is invertible. (Kyi ^ 0, since the vector
of linear state feedback gains Ky has been chosen to make the closed loop matrix
A + BKj stable. If Kyi — 0, then the closed loop matrix A + BK^ has a zero
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column, and thus a zero eigenvalue, violating the assumption of stability.) However,
if AnLmin = 0, then equation VII.269 is not invertible for U.lu = 0, which means
that n^n must be non-zero to force the desired values a^ and lo\. Then, by equation
VII. 272, that means that we must choose A'm non-zero, which completes the proof.
<
c. Determining the Quadratic Terms of the Center Manifold (IIq),
and the Quadratic Gains
Now, knowing the required value of IIl, we want to determine how to
manipulate YIq so as to force the desired value a^. Repeating equations VII.243 and
VII. 244 for convenience,
^0 — q \"^cmi 7 i Ccmi 9 T CCro2g T ^^cm2 10 J ' a (VII.302)
with
a
8uj
\Qcmi
s
\Qcmi i i Qcmi 6 J Qcm2& [Qcm2 i i Qcm26 J ^Qcmi i Qcm.2 4 ' ^°cm\ & 9cm2 g J
(VII.303)
we see that we need to calculate the four cubic coefficients ccmi , ccmi , ccm2 and
ccm2io , and the six quadratic coefficients qcmH , qcrnih , qCmH , qCm 2^ acm 2& , and qcm2& .
Since we already know IIl, we will start by calculating a . We find the six quadratic
coefficients from equations VII.205 and VII.214 yielding the formulas
9cm i. 1 {Q ZPl +Q Zmi MA^L) + Q ZcM2 (UL )) (VII.304)
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Qcmu 1 I (Q ZPl + Q Zmi M1 (HL ) + Q ZcM2 (nL ))
9cm i f 1 (Q 2p1 +Q 2mi M1 (nL ) + (5, cM2 (nL ))
Qcm 2i 1 (Q^+Q^m^iuj + q^m^iIl))
o 1 (Q^+G*mi AMn L ) + Q ZeAMnL ))
o
1
1
1
1
(VII.305)
(VII.306)
(VII.307)
(VII.308)
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1 {QzPl + Qzmi m1 (nL ) + q Zcm2 (nL )) (VII.309)
b
o
o
i
To calculate these values, we use four combinations previously developed in equations
VII.249, VII.250, VII.251 and VII. 252, and develop six new combinations. Plugging
in from equations VII.203, VII.204, VII.209, and VII.210 we have
1
M, (IU) n ils (VII.310)
mx (nL ) — n Ll3
1
nLl2
_
(VII.311)
mx (nL )
o
o
n Li;
(VII.312)
229
and
m2 (nL )
M2 {U J
m2 (nL )
(n il2 )
2
1
.
KO 2
.
2n Ll2nLl 3
1
-
2iiLp2nLp3
"
(HlJ 2
. (
n
^)
2
1
(VII.313)
(VII.314)
(VII.315)
Now, we plug equations VII.249 through VII.252, and equations VII.310 and VII.315,
into equations VII.304 through VII.309. Repeating equation VII.9 for Hl, for clarity,
we get
nL , = n Ll
o o
F, Fz
2-1
(VII.316)
which gives
nLt2 nLt3 LOr
.*'-!
n Ll2 n Ll3
n »'-!
-1
1
(VII.317)
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since F„ — 0. Then we can calculate
qCmU = qZPli + ?zmi2 n Ll2 + J2<izcu (n^)
2
p
qCm lh = qZPlh + qZmi2 ^L 13 + ^mi3 nL 12 + 2^2 qZcu U. Li2 IlLi3
i=\
p
gCm l6 = qZPl6 + ^mi3 n Ll3 + ^qzcu (n Lt3 )
2
p
?cm 24 = qZp2i + qZm22 ^L 12 + ^2qzc2l (nL l2 )
i=l
9cm25 = qZp25 + ^m22 nL13 + qZm23 ^L 12 + 2]r^ZC2i nz,, 2nLt3
2= 1
(VII.318)
(VII.319)
(VII.320)
(VII.321)
(VII.322)
(VII.323)qcm26 = ^p26 + ^m23 n Ll3 + Z^9zc2> (nL, 3 )'
i=l
where we have calculated equation VII.318 by combining equations VII.249 and
VII.310 to get
r
1
1 QZmi Mun L ) = qZm^L i:
and by combining equations VII.251 and VII.313 to get
1
1 Q Zcm2 (nL ) E
t=i
= <K,(n Li2 y
(VII.324)
(VII.325)
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The rest of the terms in the equations follow with similar calculations. Finally,
to calculate a
,
we can plug into equations VII. 318 through VII.323 into equation
VII. 303, which we repeat here for clarity
(VII.326)
Now that we have found ho, we need to calculate the four cubic coeffi-
cients ccmi , ccmi , ccm2 and ccm2 . These are calculated from equations VII.206 and
VII.215. Grouping terms appropriately yields the formulas
r
3
1
(VH.327)
'J^cmiy i Ccm , 1 (a (nL ) + Q Zmi Nx (UQ ) + Q ZcN2 (nL , UQ ))
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and
-crri2a + 3cCTTL2-, 1 (c, (nL ) + Q Zmi n, (uQ ) + q Zcn2 (nL , nQ ))
o
1
3
(VII .328)
Now, there are four new combinations common to these two equations. Plugging in
from equations VII.203, VII.204, VII.211, and VII.212 we have
3
1
Nx (nQ ) 3nQl4 + nQl
n« 15
(VII.329)
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and
Ni(UQ ) nQl5
nQl4 + 3iiQ ie
N2 (nL,nQ )
6n L]2nQl4 + 2n Ll3 riQ 15 + 2n Ll2 n Qie
6nLp2 nQp4 + 2nLp3 nQp5 + 2n Lp2 nQp6
(VII.330)
(VII.331)
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^v2 (nL,ng ) (VII.332)
1
3
The coefficients of Cz (II^,) are determined by evaluating the two dimensional case for
equation VII.43, which is
2n Ll3 IlQ 14 + 2IIl 12 IIq 15 + 6n Ll3 IlQ 16
2n Lp3nQp4 + 2n Lp2nQp5 + 6nLp3nQp6
cz (nL )
A
Azi
fi\z2
li\z\
fl 1 Z 1 Z2
\iXz\
z
3
z\z2
Z\Z2
z
3
1
(Q ZP2 N3 (nQ ) + QZm2 N5 (YlL,nQ ))
A
Az i
AZ2
\ixz\
^\Z\Z2
mz\
z
3
z\z2
Z\Z2
z
3
2
(VII.333)
+ /<=»
(W ,«i,*,«2>,»£>) + Sf» (/H,»,,ft,tBffi,|»«) » (1)
which we write as
cM {nL ) =
-z\
1
-*1, -ZU '*U 'z \; 'z\ f 'Z\c : U
CZ2
X
CZ22
CZ23
CZ2
4
CZ2
b
C
*26
CZ2 7 CZ2 g CZ29 CZ2 10
(VII.334)
Knowing IIl, the coefficient matrix Cz (11^) is most easily evaluated for a specific
system, following the method of Appendix C. (It is very difficult to evaluate Cz (TIl)
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for the general case, since the dimensions m and p of the vectors w and y respectively
are not specified.) Combining these with equations VII.249 through VII.252, and
plugging into equation VII.243 for a^ and rearranging, we get
8 {a* - a ) 3c21? + c2lg + cZ2g + 3cZ2w (VII.335)
+ nQl
"2m13 "Zm22
?Zm 12 + 3^m23
P
»
2= 1
+ 2X:nQ ,
3^C]1.nL,2 + ^C2i nL , 3
9zCli n Li3 + ^C2i n Li2
.
^cll nL,2 + 3g2C2i n Li3
Now, equation VII. 10 gives the rows of the quadratic terms of the center manifold in
terms of the first row, IIqj, developed in Chapter VI, and repeated here for clarity
i-l
3=0
-i-i (VII.336)
where we have used the definitions D® = I and T Zo (11/,) = 0. To solve for the value
of IIqj which forces the desired value aQ, we can plug equation VII.336 into equation
VII.335 and rearrange to get
ng ,
o
o
0tiZm 12 ' "zm23
"Zm 13
"2m22
qzmi 2 + 39zm23
+ *Y, D<r
l
i=l 3^Clt nL l2 + gZC2t n Ll3
^cl,n Li3 + ^C2> n Li2
QZcu ^L l2 + 3g2c2i nLt3
(VII.337)
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= 8 (a" - o ) - (3csi7 + c si> + c,2g + 3c22[o )
+ 2EIr,WJT'
i=l j=0 392cil n L, 2 + ^C2i nLt3
«** Hl.3 + <7zC2l nLl2
92ci,nLi2 +3^C2i nLi3
Equation VII.337 can now be used to find a solution for the value of IIqj which forces
the desired value a^. However, first there is one more simplification worth making.
The matrix D^ is block diagonal for a Hopf bifurcation, and given in Appendix A in
block form as
r
Fz
D2
This can be plugged into equation VII.337 to give
D, (VII.338)
/ \
nQl
3<femi2 + qz m23
p
+ *E 3^ Clt nLi2 + q2c2 nLt3
qz mi3 + qz m22 D
i-1
J
-^zz qzo^L.s +^ C2
,
nL.2
V . Qzm 12 + 3?Z m23 . . ^c 1 , n L-,2 + 3^ C2i nL , 3 _ ]/
= 8 (a*Q - 5 ) - (3cZl? + cZl9 + ?22g + 3cZ2iJ
^zz
3?2ci ,nL, 2 +qaaaMLa
izcu ^L i3 +Qz C2l ^L t2
.
q*°u iu, 2 + :kz C2 nLt3
(VII. 339)
which makes clear that only the last three components IIq 14 , I1q 15 and IIq 16 of TIqj
have any influence on the solution. Now, since equation VII.339 has the form of a
row vector times a column vector equalling a scalar value, that is
IloiV = <t (VII.340)
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Wlth
V
3g2mi2 + Qz r
9zm 13 ' Qzm
9zmi2 + Mzr
+ 2£
1= 1
Di
3^
cl
,nLl2 +9^,^,3
zz qzCu u Li3 + gzC2,n Li2
^Cl,nLi2 + 392C2i nLi3 ^
(VII.341)
anc
a = 8{a* - a ) - (3cJl7 + c2lg + c22g + 3c22jo ) (VII.342)
i-l
+ 2££i\(nL )
i=i i=o 39Zci,nLt2 + ^C2i n Li3
Di-;-l 9^,^,3 + ^c2,nL, 2
_
9zc lt
n L, 2 +3g2c2i IlL ,3
_
we can pick any IIqj whose projection onto the vector V has the value a. The "most
efficient" choice for Hq
1 ,
and the one we will use, is when IIqj points in the same
direction as V and has length scaled to produce cr, that is
n„ = Ufa) vT (VII.343)
This will be our solution method for the case of a Hopf bifurcation.
Before we proceed to a solution, it is worth our time to consider the
matrices T z (Hl) and T^-, which are used in the calculation of the scalar a and the
quadratic gain vector Kr$\. Restating the equations for both matrices from Chapter
VI, we have
r2 (nL ) = Q ycM2 (nL)-nL {QzPl + Q 2mi Mx (nL ) + Q ZcM2 (nL )) (VII.344)
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and
i-\
r£ = -E r^ (n^) ^P + E ** E r^ (nj d\~^ (vii.345)
j=0 i=l j=0
where the rows of r 2 (JIl) are used to calculate the matrix T^-, and where the matrix
D% is given in Appendix A, the matrices Mi (Hl) and M2 (IIl) are given in Appendix
C, the matrices QVc , Qzp , QZm and Q Zc come from equation VII. 5 and VII. 194, and
where we have used the definitions D® — I and r 2o (11/,) = 0. By exploiting the
structure of the matrix Z)^, we will show that the matrix T^- simplifies for a Hopf
bifurcation. We state our results in a lemma.
Lemma C.ll (Hopf IV Matrix) For a Hopf bifurcation, with the matrix Tz {TIl)
defined in equation VII. 344 given by
rz (nL )
r 211 (nL ) r,lp (nL )
r 2pl (nL ) r2pp (nL )_
then the matrix T^- defined in equation VII.345 and given by
IVi IV2 IV3 IV4 IV5 IV6
separates to yield three block equations which can be solved individually
rKl = -r Zpl (nL ) + E Kyj+1 vZjl (nL )
3=0
(VII.346)
(VII.347)
(VII.348)
rK2 rK3 = -£ [ r,, a (nL ) r,„(nL )
3=0
+ IX£ [ r,* (it) r2j3 (nL )
i=l j=0
Fv
z
~3 (VII.349)
r*
4 iv5 tK6 ] = -£ [ r 2j4 (nL ) r 2j5 (nL ) r Zj6 (uL ) ] w>-J (vn.350)
3=0
+ £X£[r,, 4 (nL ) r 2j5 (nL ) r Zje (nL ) ] D\~r l
i=\ j=0
where the matrix Dzz is defined in Appendix A, and where we have used the definition
r 20 (nL ) = 0.
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Proof. Looking at the block structure of D^ from Appendix A we have
Df
Plugging into equation VII.345 gives
i = -£i\(iil)
3=0
t-1
+ XX£MnL )
t=l i=o
Fz
£>22
p_i
F2p
-
J
Z)PJJ
F*-'-1
(VII.351)
(VII.352)
where we have used the definitions 3 = I for j — and J — for ji ^ 0. Then, parti-
tioning the matrix T^ and the rows T Zj (IIl) as given in the lemma, and multiplying
out gives the expected result. <
This brings us to the Hopf bifurcation quadratic gains theorem.
Theorem C.12 (Hopf Quadratic Gains) For a control system in the quadratic
normal form of equation VII. 194, with
Fz
-LO
Uq
(ujq 7^ 0) which implies
K =
(VII.353)
(VII.354)
with the linear state feedback gains Ky chosen so as to stabilize the linearly controllable
states y , and with the linear state feedback gains Kw and quadratic state feedback gains
A'
MV(2), Kzy(2) and Ky(i) set to zero, the quadratic state feedback gains which force the
coefficient of the r
3 term in equation VII. 220 to the desired value ao, are given by
K*\ = (~\gc - i<yi ) n Ql4 + (ic^) nQl5 + (^-Gc) nQl6 + r* (vii.355)
KZ\Z2 - (gd ) nQl4 + (-Gc - KV1 ) nQl5 + (gd ) nQl6 + r*5 (VII.356)
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i<4 = (\gc ) nQl4 - (Igd ) nQl5 + {—Go - Kyi ) nQl6 + rA-6 (vii.357)
with the coefficients I1q 14 , riQ 14 and Hq 14 determined by solving equation VII. 339.
The formulas for the coefficients Gc and Go depend on whether the dimension of the
controllable states p is even or odd. For p odd we have
Go = - £ (-1),+
1
(2Wof Ky2i+1
t=0
/
Go —
7-1
2
(-l)^(2c )P
-E(- 1r (2^o)v2t'-l K V2i
(VII.358)
(VII.359)
V
and for p even we have
E=2
i=0
Gc -- ((-l)^(2c ) p -i:(-ir(2c.of- 2^2l. 1
1=1
GD = - (±(-l) i
-1 (2u f- K
(VII.360)
(VII.361)
,i=i
where in both cases we have used the notation Kyo = 0, Kyi = 0, and Kyj = KVj
for j ^ 0, 1. The coefficients Ta'4 , r^-5 and Tk6 are given by equation VII. 350 in the
Hopf Tk Matrix lemma. The remaining quadratic state feedback gains K^, K^lZl
and K^lZ2 have no effect on the equivalent cubic order dynamics and may be chosen
arbitrarily, including being set to zero.
Proof. From the Quadratic Center Manifold Solution theorem of
Chapter VI we have
zsT 1ST jsT = uQl DK + rTK (VII.362)
where
DK = D\-J2 Kyi D\~ l (VII.363)
and where we have used the definition D? — I. From Appendix A, for a Hopf
bifurcation, the matrix D^ is given in block form by
Di -- Fz
D2Z
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so Dk can be expressed in block form as
L yi
F* - ELi Kyi F*- 1 (VII.365)
DL-ELi*^1
where the matrix Dzz is given in Appendix A, and where we have used the definitions
F® = I and D°
zz
— I . Following the example of the preceding lemma, we separate T^-
into three corresponding pieces, and we end up with three block equations to solve
for the Hopf quadratic gains, which are
-^Ml^l -^^122
K
a\ - -KyiRQn +^K,
+
nQ 12 nQl3
Ta-2 Tk3
^i-E^r 1
2= 1
(VII.366)
(VII.367)
K z 1 z2 K
+
nQi4 nQis nQie
Ta'4 Tks TKf.
^L-E^.^iMcvii.ses)
Now, by inspection of equation VII.339, the only components of IIqj which can affect
ag, our desired cubic coefficient, are I1q 14 , ITq 15 and IIqj 6 . Therefore, we have to solve
equation VII.368 for our quadratic gains, since it alone contains IIq 14 , I1q 15 and/or
I1q 16 . From Appendix A, for a Hopf bifurcation, we have
Dzz =
-2o;
UJq —LOq
2lj
= 2lo
-1
\ o
1
Looking at powers of the basic matrix, we have
20-10
1
i °
-1
-i
(VII.369)
(VII.370)
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0-10
1 1
2 2
1
0-10
2
u
2
1
0-10
2
u
2
1
0-10
2
u
2
1
2 " 2
0-10
1 -A
2
u
2
(VII.371)
(VI1.372)
0-10
1 -A
2
U
2
1
(VII.373)
which is a four-cycle repetition, compressible to a two-cycle matrix repetition if we
include powers of negative one. That is,
for j odd, and
Dj22 = (2u )j (-!)>
1 o -A
2
u
2
1
_I A
2 2
0-10
2 " 2
for j > 2 even, and where we have again used the definition
1
1
1
Now we can look at our complete term, which is
(Dlz -J2Ky D\A
%-\
'2±L
2
- £(-!)^ (a*)* *™+ ,
t=0
i i
2 " 2
0-10
1
-
(VII.374)
(VII.375)
(VII.376)
(VII.377)
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/+
E=l
(-1)^ (2uoy - £ (-ir+1 (2a*) 2- 1 A'%1
\
i=0
0-10
1
L
!/l
1
1
1
for p odd, and
Dp
zz -J2Kyt Dzz (VII.378)
2=1
£-2
= (-1) ^ {2uoy - £ (-1) 2 (2u>of- 2 Ky2t_ x
i=i
2
u
2
0-10
2
u
2
- EC- 1 )'-1 (a*)*-
1
*
,V2.
2= 1
0-10
1
- Kj/i
1
1
1
for p even, where we have used the definitions Kyo = Kyx = and KVj — KVj for
j t^ 0,1. Now, if we define
Gc
p-i
E(~l)t+ (2^of^+1
i=0
(VII.379)
(VII.380)Gj> = >^(2u, ) p - 1)'
+1
(2a; )
2'-1 Rw
for p odd, and
Gc -- l(-l)^(2u, )p - IT (2u )
2t- 2K^
)
p-2
t=0
2= 1
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Go--
-|E(-ir 1 (2^o)
2= 1
2* —
1
K
i/2i
for p even, then we can write
(VII.382)
(VII.383)
= Gc
i=i
i
2
-1
-\
\Gc l 3/l
oGd2^ "^
1
2
which lets us write equation VII.368 as
-1
+ GD i
2
o -\
1
-GD \Gc
'c - Kyi -^Gb
GD \Gc-h
K
</l
1
1
1
l/i
KZ2 ^*1*2 Ki%
— 2^C - Kyi -GD \Gc
nQl4 nQ 15 ngi6 \Gd —Gc - Kyi -\GD
\Gc Gd — ^Gc — K,
rA-4 IVs Ta-6
(VII.384)
m
+
which proves the first part of the theorem. Because the terms Hq U i IIq 12 and IIq 13
have no influence in equation VII.339 on forcing the coefficient Oq to the desired value,
they can be chosen arbitrarily. By equation VII.366, this means that the quadratic
gain K^. can be chosen arbitrarily, including being set to zero, since Kyi ^ by
the arguments given in the proof of the Hopf Linear Gains theorem. By equation
VII.367, this means that the quadratic gains K^ Zl and K^lZ2 can be chosen arbitrarily,
including being set to zero, since the matrix (F
z
p
— ]Ci=i KyiF lz
~ l
) is invertible, which
proves the remainder of the theorem. <
Corollary C.13 (Hopf Quadratic Gains Linear Zero) For the special case of
K„, = K7 , = K,„ = ; the Hopf Quadratic Gains theorem may be solved usingi mi Zl '22
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the coefficients IIq 14 , Uq 1a and UQli given by
nQl4 = GE \Zqzmi2 +<lzm23 )
nQl5 = GE (qzmi3 + qzm22 )
IIq 16 = GE (qzmi2 + 3^2m23 )
and the coefficients Ta'4 , Tk5 and ^K6 given by
TKi =
Ta-5 =
I*. =
where the coefficient Ge is given by
8 (a* - a ) - (3c2l? + c2lg + dZ2& + TcZ2iQ )Ge —
(VII.385)
(VII.386)
(VII.387)
(VII.388)
(VII.389)
(VII.390)
(VII.391)
(3^mi2 + qZm23 ) + (qzmi3 + qZm22 ) + (<7*mi2 + 3g2m23 )'
where the quadratic coefficients qZm , qZm , qZm , and qZm are the appropriate ele-
ments of the coefficient matrix QZm from the two dimensional quadratic normal form
equation VII. 194, and where clq from equation VII. 326 and the coefficients cZl , cZl ,
cZ2 and cZ2 from equations VII. 333 and VII. 334 are evaluated for IIl = 0.
Proof. From the Linear Center Manifold Solution theorem in Chapter
VI we have that K^ — KZl = KZ2 = implies Ul = and vice-versa. Plugging
YlL — into equation VII. 339 yields a new equation to solve for IIq, , which is
IIqi 8« - a ) - (3c, l7 + cZlg + cZ2& + 3c22J (VII.392)
* Zrn \2 * Zrn23
By inspection, we have that the corollary solutions for the coefficients IIq 14 , IIq 15
and riQ 16 and Ge satisfy this equation, proving the first part of the corollary. To
see that the components of T^- are zero, note that the matrix T z (TIl) is zero when
Ul = 0, since M2 (IIl = 0) = in the first term, and since the second term is linearly
dependent on IIl- Then, since T z (UL ) = 0, we get Tj- = by equation VII. 345,
proving the corollary.
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7. Double Zero Bifurcations
Control systems in linear normal form with
A
F,
(A 7^ 0) which implies
FIL =
(VII.393)
(VII.394)
experience a linearly unstabilizable co-dimension one double zero bifurcation. Double
zero bifurcations are discussed in Wiggins [Ref. 20] and are characterized by equations
of the form
x x = z 2 +
(3+ ) (VII.395)
(VII.396)
which require both parameters, fi\ and /i2 , for complete characterization. Thus, a
co-dimension one double zero bifurcation can be considered a degenerate form of
the complete co-dimension two case. Control of linearly unstabilizable double zero
bifurcations is a topic which has not been addressed at this point, but remains a
subject for future research.
8. Two Zeroes Bifurcations
Control systems in linear normal form with
F* =
which implies
F,=
a
(VII.397)
(VII.398)
experience a linearly unstabilizable co-dimension one two zeroes bifurcation. How-
ever, two zeroes bifurcations require more than one parameter for complete charac-
terization, so the co-dimension one case can be considered a degenerate form of the
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complete case. For one approach to the solution of the two zeroes bifurcation, the
reader is referred to Kang [Ref. 10].
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VIII. EXAMPLES OF BIFURCATION
CONTROL
In this chapter we will look at two examples of how the bifurcation control
process really works. We will start with an example which is as simple as possible, to
make it easy to follow. Then we will finish with the Moore- Greitzer model of rotating
compressor stall in turbine engines, a problem which is the subject of active current
research.
Throughout the preceding chapters we have developed a theoretical framework
for controlling bifurcations. The theory was broadly general, and there were few
opportunities to show how it worked. Now we want to put all the pieces together.
Our first example is deliberately and artificially simple. Its virtue is that it is easy to
follow, so that the details of the steps involved do not obscure the steps themselves.
A. EXAMPLE 1: CONTROLLING A SADDLE-NODE
BIFURCATION IN A SIMPLE SYSTEM
Consider the following dynamic system:
jl = (VIII.l)
'z = fl + 4z
2
+ bzy + y
2 (VIII.2)
'y = u (VIII.3)
Although it looks rather complicated at first, it is actually quite simple. The system
has only one parameter, /2; one linearly uncontrollable state, z; one linearly control-
lable state, y; and a single control input, u. Also, as we will see, the system is already
in quadratic normal form, and the coefficients have been specially chosen to make the
math work out easily.
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1. Analyze the System: Does an Undesirable Bifur-
cation Occur?
When is it necessary to go to the trouble of applying the techniques outlined
in this dissertation to a given control system? If the system exhibits an undesirable
bifurcation, then the techniques in this dissertation may be quite useful in finding a
stabilizing controller. If not, then applying these techniques is probably a waste of
effort. The key is to determine if an undesirable bifurcation occurs. This determi-
nation may be made in several ways. Anomalous experimental results may provide
motivation for further analysis, simulations may indicate that a bifurcation occurs, or
theoretical analysis may show the presence of a bifurcation in the system. Looking at
the system in equations VIII. 1 through VIII. 3, we see that the y dynamics contain no
non-linear terms and so are not a candidate for a bifurcation, and that the parameter
Ji is a constant, which leaves only the uncontrollable state, z. Does a bifurcation
occur in the z dynamics? Looking at the z dynamics which would prevail if y were
stabilized and held at zero, we have
k = p. + 4I
2 (VIII.4)
which clearly exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation as the parameter \i changes from
negative to positive. (When Ji is negative, the system has two equilibrium points,
at z* — ±|\/— /i, where the notation z* indicates an equilibrium point. When [i is
positive, the system does not have any equilibrium points, and z increases without
limit. This qualitative change in the nature of a system's dynamics as a parameter
is varied is what characterizes a bifurcation.) So, there is a distinct possibility that
an undesirable bifurcation occurs in our system, and we would like to try and use the
techniques outlined in Chapters II through VII to stabilize it.
2. Translate the Origin of Coordinates to the Desired
Equilibrium Point at the Point of Bifurcation
We start by applying the techniques of Chapter II to find the point of bifur-
cation for the equilibrium point we are interested in, and then to translate the origin
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of coordinates there. We need to do three things: find the equilibrium set at which
the system can be trimmed using the control input u; find the value of the parameter
// at which the bifurcation occurs at the specific equilibrium point of interest (this
is known as the point of bifurcation); and, translate the origin of coordinates to this
point, renaming all of our variables appropriately.
a. Find the Trimmed Equilibrium Set
An equilibrium point is a point where the states of a system will not
change if you put them there. The equilibrium set is all of the equilibrium points
taken together. That means that we want to find all the points /t, z = z* and y = y*
such that the derivatives of our states there are zero, i.e. fi = 0, z — 0, and y = 0.
A trim control input is a constant control input which exactly maintains a system
at an equilibrium point. For the equilibrium set, we may have a set of trim control
inputs. That means that we want to find all the control inputs u — u* such that when
the system is at an equilibrium point, it stays there. So, for our system, we find the
equilibrium set and set of trim control inputs by setting all the derivatives equal to
zero and solving for p,, z = z*, y = y* and u — u* . Looking at the first equation,
we have /i = always, which does not provide any new information. Looking at the
third equation, we see that it gives us our trim control input, which turns out to be
the set of trimmed control inputs. For y = 0, we must take u — u* — 0. It is the
second equation which gives the equilibrium set. We are trying to find all the points
where
fl + 4z*
2
+ 5z
m
y* + y*
2
= (VIII.5)
for the three independent variables /2, z*, and y* . Since equation VIII.5 is one equation
in three unknowns, this is an underdetermined problem, and we will have two free
variables, which we will pick as jl and y* . Equation VIII.5 can be solved for z* in
terms of fl and y* to yield
8
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Now, this is the general solution for the equilibrium set, which is rather complicated,
even for this simple example. However, in most problems, we are not trying to find all
the possible equilibrium points of a given system. Rather, we are only trying to find a
single equilibrium point which is of engineering interest to us. Suddenly, the problem
becomes very easy. Because we are trying to stabilize the system, and because y*
is a free variable, we can use external engineering considerations to pick a desired
value of y* . The external engineering consideration for this example is that we desire
simplicity, so we pick y* = 0. Now equation VIII. 5 becomes
/} + 4r 2 = (VIII.7)
which we solve easily as
r = ±
1
-^ (vm.8)
So, our desired equilibrium point in terms of \i and u is given by
r = ±\yf^ (VIII.9)
y* = (VIII.10)
u* = (VIII.11)
b. Find the Point of Bifurcation
The bifurcation point is the value of the parameter at an equilibrium
point where the dynamics of the system change qualitatively. For our simple system,
this means the value of // at which the system changes from having two equilibrium
points to having none. We will denote the value of the parameter at the bifurcation
point by ft* . Solving equation VIII.9, the point of bifurcation occurs at ft* = 0, since
all negative values of ft produce two equilibrium points, and all positive values of ft
produce none. (If we needed to choose a value of y* ^ 0, we could solve equation
VIII. 6, and find that the point of bifurcation occurs at jx* = ^g-.)
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c. Translate the Origin of Coordinates
Now we need to translate the origin of coordinates to the equilibrium
point of interest at the point of bifurcation. We use the coordinate translation
H = p.-p? (VIII.12)
X! = Z-Z* (VIII.13)
x 2 = y-y* (VIII.14)
u = u-u* (VIII.15)
At the point of bifurcation, equation VIII.9 is given by
Z* = ±
l
-yf^~* (VIII.16)
and since fl* = 0, our coordinate translation is just
fi = ji-0 (VIII.17)
a* = 2-0 (VIII.18)
x 2 = y-0 (VIII.19)
u = u - (VIII.20)
which yields our translated system as
ft = (VIII.21)
i 1 = (i + 4x\ + 5x!X 2 + xl (VIII.22)
x 2 = u (VIII.23)
where the origin is the equilibrium point of interest at the point of bifurcation.
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3. Put the System into Linear Normal Form
Next, we apply the techniques of Chapter III to put the system into linear
normal form. Since the equilibrium point and point of bifurcation are now at the
origin, we could put the system into linear normal form using the following steps:
• Taylor series expansion around the origin.
• Linear similarity transformation and linear state feedback.
However, because we have chosen our system as a special case, we note by
inspection that our system is already in the form of a Taylor series expansion, and
that the linear terms are already in Jordan-Brunovsky canonical form. From the
Jordan-Brunovsky Canonical Form theorem in Chapter III, we have
(VIII.24)
where we have anticipated the fact that we have no states w. By the same theorem,
the linear similarity transformation T is given by
"
r -| V
^
= T z
X
y
T =
J- x-L ii J- x
(VIII.25)
and the linear state feedback is given by
T t ~
u = u — a \i — a y (VIII.26)
By inspection of the problem we have
T„ =
Q
a —
(VIII.27)
(VIII.28)
(VIII.29)
(VIII.30)
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so our system in linear normal form is
/ii fa
%1 = 1 Z\ + u +
m fa 1
4zJ + 55iyi + y\ (VIII.31)
which gives
(VIII.32)
(VIII.33)
(VIII.34)
(VIII.35)
and where Fw does not exist in this system. The higher order terms are given by
K = 1
Fz =
A =
B = 1
f >{vi,zuyi) =
o
\z\ + 55iyi + y\ (VIII.36)
and
9
{1) (VuZuyi) = /(3) (^i,2i,i/i.) =g (2) {n 1 ,z1 ,y 1 ) = (VIII.37)
4. Put the System into Quadratic Normal Form
Examining equation VIII.31, the techniques of Chapter IV do not apply, since,
although the system is not linearly unstable, the state z\ is also not linearly stabiliz-
able. So, we move on and apply the techniques of Chapter V to put the system into
quadratic normal form. We apply a quadratic coordinate transformation of the form
"
Ml Ml
Z\ = Z\
L ^
2/1
+ h {2) (nu zu yi) (VIII.38)
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+hw hi2 h\3 n-14 /ii5 /ii6
"21 "22 "23 "24 "25 "26
"31 "32 "33 "34 "35 "36
A
\L X Z\
t*m
\V\
y{
where the coefficients hij which put the system into quadratic normal form are to be
determined. The quadratic terms of our system in linear normal form are given by
PHfi1 ,z1 ,y1 ) = ±z\ + 5ziyi + y\
9ll 912 9l3 9l4 9l5 9l6
921 922 ?23 924 925 926
931 932 933 934 935 936
A
4 5 1
A*i~i
vm
z\V\
y\
and
g
{1)
{fiu zuyi) =
A
Hxzx
z\y\
(VIII.39)
(VIII.40)
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011 012 013 ^1
021 022 023 Z\
031 032 033 01
^1
Z\
V\ .
Using the five quadratic normal form theorems in Chapter V and the Poincare normal
form for a saddle-node bifurcation from Appendix D, we can write our quadratic terms
in normal form as
/ l ] (n\,z\,y\) = 923^? + q*hZ X yi + q26yl (VIII.41)
^23 q25 926
A
V\Z\
„2
z \
Z\V\
an(
(1) (^l,2l,0l) (VIII.42)
Vl
Z\
01
where the terms 923, 925 and 926 are to be determined. Now, as we noted earlier,
our simple system was carefully chosen to be in quadratic normal form from the
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beginning. We could go through the steps outlined in the Unstacking Theorem in
Chapter V and set up for a solution to h^ (/ii,Zi,j/i) and q23, 925 and q2e- However,
for this simple system we find that by inspection we can use the quadratic coordinate
transformation
h^(fjLU zljyi ) = (VIII.43)
and the quadratic control law
u = v (VIII.44)
to solve for the quadratic normal form coefficients
4 (VIII.45)923 = ^
925 = 5
926 = 1
(VIII.46)
(VIII.47)
The general quadratic normal form for a system with \x — [/ii] G i? 1 , z = [z\] G i?1
,
and y = [yi] G R1 is
Mi (VIII.48)
z
2
-
' t/ Zm j + Q Zc [y( (VIII.49)h = F^x + Q ZPi
+ /i
3) bi,^i,yi) + 9i
2) (Mi,^i,?/i)^ + o(4+ )
yi = Ayi + £u + Q yc [yj] + (3+) (VIII.50)
where we note that A = 0, B = I and Q Cy = for y £ R 1 . Examining our system,
we see that F^ — \ and Fz — 0, which is indicative of a saddle-node bifurcation
(which we already knew). Qzp is the matrix of coefficients for the Poincare Normal
Form quadratic terms, which has the following form for a saddle-node bifurcation:
Q ZPl qzp* . Now, examining our system term by term, we see that as
expected our system is already in normal form, with the following coefficient matrices:
F» = [1] (VIII.51)
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Fz
W Zm
x
A
B
= [0]
qzp3
= 4
<lzrr
qZci
1
HZm2
= [1]
5
[0]
[1]
[0]
Looking at the cubic order terms, and defining
\
F = 1
G =
we have
/<3) (X) = /(3) (X) - |^ (2) (X) (/(2) (X) + FA<2 > (x) - |>> (X) Fx
<P (X) = 9m (X) " gUW (X) {sm (X) "^ (x) g)
and
/O) (x) + (4+) = /(3) (x) + ^(2) (x + fcW (x) )
_ /( 2) (x) )
^ ) (x)-^ (2) (x) + ^ (1) (/i (2) (x))
(VIII.52)
(VIII.53)
(VIII.54)
(VIII.55)
(VIII.56)
(VIII.57)
(VIII.58)
(VIII.59)
(VIII.60)
(VIII.61)
(VIII.62)
(VIII.63)
(VIII.64)
(VIII.65)
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However, since our quadratic coordinate transformation is h^ (v) = 0, we have
mf™ (x) = /w (x) =
^ (X) gd) (x) =
(VIII.66)
(VIII.67)
Finally, we need to pick out the Z\ components of /(3 ) (x) and^ (x), which are
/i
3) (Mi,^i,yi)=[o 1 o]/l3) (x)= [o] (VIII.68)
gi
2
HlH,zl ,y1 ) = [ 1 ol^ 2) (x)= [ol (VIII.69)
5. Stabilize the Linearly Controllable States
Now that our system is in quadratic normal form, we want to use the techniques
in Chapter VI to cause our linearly controllable state y\ to collapse onto the center
manifold. We choose a state feedback gain of A'yi = —10, which gives exponential
stability for y\ onto the center manifold with a decay time constant of 0.1.
6. Stabilize the Linearly Unstabilizable States
Now that we've stabilized the linearly controllable state y\ onto the center
manifold, we need to use the techniques of Chapter VII to stabilize or soften the
bifurcation which occurs in z\. Because the center manifold is one dimensional, we
will be using linear state feedback of ^ and z^ to attempt to exactly cancel the
destabilizing quadratic term z\
,
and we will be using quadratic state feedback of /xj,
li\Z\ and z\ to produce a desired negative value for the coefficient of the equivalent
z\ term. Since we have a saddle-node bifurcation we are trying to stabilize, we use
the Saddle-Node Linear Gains theorem from Chapter VII to calculate the gain K2l
as
KZ1 =-Kyi U Llzi (VIII.70)
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where the coefficient IIl 1z is given by
-^m2 ± \/ (qzm2 ) - 4^c, ^P3
Kn =
KZ1 = -10
K* = -10
ni
-
=
-^z,
(via71)
with qZPz = 4, qZm2 = 5 and qZci = 1. Plugging in, we get IILlIi = -1 or -4 depending
on whether the plus or minus sign is chosen. For simplicity, we choose I1l 12 = — 1,
which gives KZl = — 10. From the theorem, the gain K^ can be chosen arbitrarily,
and we choose K^ — 0. So, our linear gains are
(VIII.72)
(VIII.73)
(VIII.74)
To determine the quadratic gains, we use the Saddle-Node Quadratic Gains theorem
from Chapter VII to calculate the gain Kz2 as
/i 2? = -/i yi nQi22 +rA
-
3 (vm.75)
where the coefficient YIq 2 is given bylz
i
UQ 2
C
*
cmi
~ Cz
* (VIII.76)
and where the coefficient Tk3 is given by
rK3 = -nLlzi qcm3 (vm.77)
Now, qcm3 is the coefficient given by the formula
Qcm, = qZP3 + q2m ULlzi + qZci (U Llzi )
2
(VIII.78)
and, as expected, our choice of linear gains forced it to zero. So, Tk3 = 0. This leaves
the only two remaining unknowns as c*m4 , which we are free to pick, and cZi , which
we have to calculate from our system in quadratic normal form. Now c*m4 is the
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coefficient of the z\ term in our closed loop system after both linear and quadratic
state feedback has been applied, and for cubic order non-linear stability we need
c* < 0, so we pick c* = —3. The coefficient cz . is from the z? term in the closedC7TI4 C77t4 * A
loop system after linear state feedback has been applied, but before quadratic state
feedback has been applied. Since f^ (/i l5 zi, t/i) = and g^ (/ii, ^i, yi) = 0, we have
c24 = 0. Plugging in, we get nQi 2 = -1, since qZm2 = 5 and qZci = 1, which gives
Kz2 = —10. By assumption in the theorem, the quadratic state feedback gains KfllVl ,
K„,„ and K.s are all zero. The theorem also allows us to choose K.,i and Ku , z ,
arbitrarily, and we choose them to be zero. So, the quadratic state feedback gains
are given by
KA = (VIII.79)
K^ = (VIII.80)
KZ2 = -10 (VIII.81)
K^ yi = (VIII.82)
K^„ = (VIII.83)
= (VIII.84)
7. Undo the Transformations
Now that we have the state feedback gains which stabilize the system in the
transformed coordinate system, we need to reverse all the transformations to obtain
the required control law in the original non-transformed system. This procedure was
developed at the end of Chapter V, and resulted in the formula
zi 3/1
K*
u = K a a J )t~1x (VIII.85)
(GlT-^x) (AjT-x) + (A'5 2) - Fl - K*H) T (r-) *«
where we have used
X =
Mi
x 2
(VIII.86)
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K,
l
zi * v y\
(VIII.87)
-10 -10
A
'S 2 >
=
"n\ M-MZi ^-z\ ^MlVl K-ziVi Kv\
=
-10
where we have from the linear coordinate transformation
a
-lT
and from the quadratic coordinate transformation
1
1
1
Gl =
V =
H =
(VIII.88)
(VIII.89)
(VIII.90)
(VIII.91)
(VIII.92)
(VIII.93)
(VIII.94)
Finally, we have to calculate the matrix T (T _1 ), which is defined by the relation
x
(2) T (T- 1 ) x
(2) (VIII.95)
where
X = h (VIII.96)
and where \ was previously defined in equation VIII. 86. We will get different values
of T (X1-1 ) depending on what order we choose to stack up the quadratic states, but
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since T 1 = I we can stack up x^ the same as x^ and get
t (r-1 ) =
10
10
10
10
10
1
Putting all the pieces together yields a control law around the origin of
(VIII.97)
u =
-lOzi - 10;r 2 - \0xl (VIII.98)
Since our original system was at the origin, our fully developed control law is given
as
it = -10z - lOy - I0z 2 (VIII. 99)
8. System Simulation
The last part of this example is simulating our results, to see if the gains we
have calculated above really stabilize the saddle-node bifurcation. To restate, our
system is
\i =
p + \z
2
+ 5zy + y
2
y = u
(VIII.100)
(VIII.101)
(VIII.102)
where we have dropped the "breve" notation for clarity (z —> 2, etc.), and where we
will be applying the control law
u = K^ n + KZl z + Kyi y
+ Kfi n
2
+ Kn Zl fiz + Kz2 z 2
+ Km yim + KZ1 yi zy -f Ky2 y
(VIII.103)
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Km —
K« = -10
Kyi = -10
=
km Zl =
KZ2 = -10
-"Ml 3/1 =
** 21 2/1
=
K
v\
=
with the following value of gains:
(VIII. 104)
(VIII.105)
(VIII.106)
(VIII.107)
(VIII.108)
(VIII. 109)
(VIII.110)
(VIII.lll)
(VIIL112)
We will run our simulation two ways: with state feedback, and without state
feedback. In both cases, the initial condition for y will be zero, and the initial con-
dition for z will be 0.1. The MATLAB program used to generate the simulation is
presented in Appendix E. Results of the simulation are presented below in Figures 9
through 15. In Figures 9 through 11, the linearly controllable state y is stabilized with
feedback (Kyi — —10), but the bifurcation is not stabilized (KZl — 0, and Kzi = 0),
which we define as the "Feedback OFF" case. In Figures 12 through 15, feedback
control is used to stabilize both the linearly controllable state y (Kyi = —10), and
the bifurcation (KZl = —10, and Kz2 = —10), which we define as the "Feedback ON"
case.
In Figure 9, the value of the parameter is // = —0.1, and the simulation moves
from an initial condition of z = 0.1 to a steady state value of approximately z = —0.16
at approximately t = 5. Theory predicts that two equilibrium points should exist in
the uncontrolled dynamics, one at z* = —0.158, which is stable, and one at z* = 0.158,
which is unstable. Since our initial condition is between the two equilibrium points,
the theory predicts that the system should stabilize at z = —0.158, which is borne
out by the simulation.
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Figure 9. Simulation: z Dynamics for \i — —0.1 (Feedback OFF)
In Figure 10, the value of the parameter is \x = 0, and the simulation diverges
from an initial condition of z — 0.1 apparently without limit, reaching a value of
approximately z = 0.5 by t = 2. Theory predicts that this is the point of bifurcation,
forward time plot of z
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Figure 10. Simulation: z Dynamics for // = (Feedback OFF)
and that only one equilibrium point should exist in the uncontrolled dynamics at
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z* = 0, which is "half-stable", that is, attractive for z < and repulsive for z > 0.
Since our initial condition is greater than zero, the theory predicts that z should
diverge without limit, which is borne out by the simulation.
In Figure 11, the value of the parameter is /u = 0.1, and the simulation diverges
from an initial condition of z — 0.1 apparently without limit, reaching a value of
approximately z = 2.7 by t = 1.5. Theory predicts that no equilibrium points
forward time plot of z
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" 1.5
0.5
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Figure 11. Simulation: z Dynamics for ji — 0.1 (Feedback OFF)
should exist in the uncontrolled dynamics, and that z should diverge to positive
values without limit, which is borne out by the simulation.
In Figures 12 through 15, feedback control is used to stabilize both the linearly
controllable state y (Kyi = —10), and the bifurcation {KZl = —10, and Kzi — —10).
Theory predicts that in this case the closed loop, linearly uncontrollable dynamics
are given by the equation
i = yU -3z3 (VIII.113)
with a single equilibrium point at
z =
/'
(VIII.114)
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which is stable for all values of /z, and linearly stable for all values of fi ^ 0, with an
eigenvalue of
A = -3
2
(VIII.115)
In Figure 12, the value of the parameter is /z = —0.1, and the simulation
moves from an initial condition of z — 0.1 to a steady state value of approximately
z = —0.32 at approximately t — 8. Theory predicts that for // = —0.1, the system
forward time plot of z
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time (sec)
14 16 18 20
Figure 12. Simulation: z Dynamics for yu = —0.1 (Feedback ON)
should be attracted to a linearly stable equilibrium point at z* = —0.322, with an
eigenvalue of A — 0.311, which is borne out by the simulation.
In Figure 13, the value of the parameter is fi = 0. From an initial condition of
z = 0.1, and after an initial transient while y collapses to the center manifold (which
lasts until approximately t = 0.5), z decreases slowly (algebraically), achieving a value
of approximately z = 0.07 at t — 20, and apparently continuing to decay. Theory
predicts that this is the point of bifurcation, and that the system should be attracted
to a non-linearly stable equilibrium point at z* — 0, with a zero eigenvalue, which is
borne out by the simulation.
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Figure 13. Simulation: z Dynamics for fi = (Feedback ON)
In Figure 14, the value of the parameter is fi = 0.1, and the simulation moves
from an initial condition of z = 0.1, to a steady state value of approximately z = 0.33
at approximately t — 5. Theory predicts that for // = 0.1, the system should be
forward time plot of z
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Figure 14. Simulation: z Dynamics for fi = 0.1 (Feedback ON)
attracted to a linearly stable equilibrium point at z* = 0.322, with an eigenvalue of
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A = —0.311, which is borne out by the simulation.
Finally, Figure 15 shows the collapse of the linearly controllable state y to the
center manifold when stabilizing feedback is applied. The value of the parameter is
forward time plot of y
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Figure 15. Simulation: y Dynamics for // = (Feedback ON)
fi = 0, and from an initial condition of y = 0, the simulation shows that y changes
very rapidly (exponential decay), such that at t = 0.5, y has effectively collapsed to
the center manifold at approximately y — —0.11. It then slowly moves back toward
the origin in algebraic decay.
In conclusion, this simulation clearly shows the effect of applying the gains
developed by the general method developed in Chapters II through VII to stabilize
a saddle-node bifurcation. Figures 9 through 15 show an open loop unstable lin-
early uncontrollable system stabilized by non-linear control laws as developed in this
dissertation.
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B. EXAMPLE 2: THE MOORE GREITZER ENGINE
COMPRESSOR MODEL
The Moore-Greitzer mathematical compressor model allows the rotating stall
dynamics of a turbine engine compressor to be studied. The full Moore-Greitzer
model consists of a non-linear partial differential equation and a non-linear ordinary
differential equation. The partial differential equation can be approximated by using
a Galerkin procedure, resulting in a set of non-linear ordinary differential equations
for the pressure rise, \P, annulus averaged mass-flow, $, and spatial Fourier coeffi-
cients of the mass flow, An and Bn . In this example, we will consider the four state
approximation, where only the first spatial harmonic coefficients of the Fourier ex-
pansion A\ and B\ are included. The four state Moore-Greitzer model of a turbine
engine compressor is given by the following dynamic system
/' =
Ax Qfl
B\ = OC X
(*'cW -») M -\ Bl + ^{A\ + MBl)
$ = *c(^)-* + Km (A? + Bl)
tf
1
4B 2 l
[$-$T (7,^)]
(VIII.116)
(VIII.117)
(VIII.118)
(VIII.119)
(VIII.120)
where fi is a gas viscosity parameter which models viscous dissipation, and 6c\, 6, lc
and B are system constants. The system is quite complicated, and it gets worse,
because both the compressor map, $c ($), and throttle map, <J>j (7, ty), are non-
linear functions as well. Note that our control input will come from the throttle
parameter, 7, by modulating the compressor bleed valve. We will begin our analysis
of this system using the general case above, but later simplify the coefficients by
plugging in more tractable numerical values.
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1. Analyze the System: Does an Undesirable Bifur-
cation Occur?
The four state Moore- Greitzer model is the subject of significant current re-
search, which has determined that numerous varieties of bifurcations occur at different
compressor operating conditions. The bifurcation which we will be concerned with
is the onset of rotating stall as the viscosity parameter, //, takes on different values.
This bifurcation is a Hopf bifurcation which occurs in the two states A\ and B±, and is
characterized by the appearance or disappearance of a limit cycle in these two states.
As we will see, the Hopf bifurcation can be either supercritical, where a stable limit
cycle appears, or subcritical, where an unstable limit cycle disappears, forcing a pre-
viously stable equilibrium point into instability, and destabilizing the whole system.
Our task in this example will be to calculate state feedback gains for our system which
"flip" the catastrophic subcritical Hopf bifurcation into a more benign supercritical
Hopf bifurcation.
2. Translate the Origin of Coordinates to the Desired
Equilibrium Point at the Point of Bifurcation
As before, we need to do three things: first, find the desired equilibrium point
in terms of the parameter /z, and the control input u, where we will define u as we
progress; second, find the value of the parameter \i at which the bifurcation occurs
at that equilibrium point (the point of bifurcation); and third, translate the origin of
coordinates to this point, renaming all of our variables appropriately.
a. Find the Equilibrium Points
Since an equilibrium point is a point where the states of a system will
not change if you put them there, we need to find a point where all the derivatives
of our states are zero, i.e. fi = 0, Ai = 0, B\ = 0, $ = 0, and ^ = 0. The first one
is easy as always: In our system, fi = 0. Since we are trying to stabilize our system
against rotating stall, we would like to find an equilibrium point where A\ = and
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B\ = as well. Our equilibrium set is given by the equations
(v'c($l-v)A*--B* + -£±—- (Af + A\B{ 2 ) = (VIII.121)
-A\ + {*'c (4>*) -n)B;+ c{
s
] (A?B; + Bf) = (VIII.122)
^c(^*)-^* + ^|^(^4f + B?) = (VIIL123)
$*-$T (7*,tf*) = (VIII.124)
and we notice that if both A\ = and B^ = 0, then the first two equations are
automatically satisfied, and the third equation is greatly simplified. Now in Chapter
II we learned that often one of the components of the equilibrium state vector would
be a free variable, and that one of the components of the equilibrium equation would
allow us to find the trim value of the control input, u*. (Note that, aside from knowing
that the control input u will somehow come from the throttle setting, 7, we still do
not know what form it will have.) So, plugging in A\ = and B{ = 0, and rearranging
a little bit, the portion of the equilibrium set we are interested in is given by
A\ = (VIII.125)
B{ = (VIII.126)
iT = tyc ($*) (VIII.127)
$*
_$T (7 * 5 vj,c ($*)) = (VIII.128)
where we have plugged in for ty* in the fourth equation to make it obvious that $* is
the component of the equilibrium state vector which we have chosen as a free variable.
Now it is time to bite the bullet and look at the equations for the compressor map,
^c ($), and throttle map, $? (7, ty). The compressor map is given by
tfc ($) = tfco + ^ Cl $ + *c2 $ 2 + Vc3 $ 3 + 0<4+ > (VIII.129)
with
ty'c (<S>) = ty Cl +2vI'c2 # + 3*I'c3$
2
+ (3+) (VIII.130)
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g£($) = 2^c2 +6^c3 ^ + (2+) (VIII.131)
tf™($) = 6^c3 + (1+) (VIII.132)
where the coefficients are typically obtained by a third order curve fit to empirical
measurements, and the throttle map is given by
$T (7 ,tf) = 7V^ (VIII.133)
where 7, the throttle parameter, is proportional to the effective area that the air
pressurized by the compressor has to flow through. So, we see that if we can open a
bleed valve on the high pressure side of the compressor, we can change the effective
area of the flow, and affect 7.
Now we are ready to take the final step. By plugging our compres-
sor map and throttle map formulas into our equilibrium set equations, we find our
equilibrium throttle setting, 7*, and our equilibrium pressure rise, ty*, as functions of
our equilibrium mass flow rate, <&*, which is a free variable. (In actuality of course,
the throttle and other engine controls are what are varied as needed to achieve the
desired mass flow, which we are treating here as a free variable.) So, with 4>* as our
free parameter, our equilibrium set of interest is
A", = (VIII.134)
B\ = (VIII.135)
iF = qc ($*) = y& Co + i£ Ci 4>* + ^ C2 $* 2 + ^c3 $*
3
+ (4+) (VIII.136)
and our trim control input is
7* =
,
=
.
(VIII.137)
How do we choose <!>*? We use engineering judgement. We want our
compressor to produce a pressure rise, so let's pick the point of maximum pressure
rise. For example, for the specific compressor map we will be considering later
xHc ($) = _1 + 3$ - $3 + (4+) (VIII.138)
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the maximum equilibrium pressure rise is ^^,ax = 1, which occurs at an equilibrium
flow rate of $* = 1, as shown in Figure 16. So, having chosen our equilibrium point,
Compressor Map
-1.5-
Figure 16. Compressor Map: ^c ($) = —1 + 3^> — 3
we can move on to the next step.
b. Find the Point of Bifurcation
A bifurcation point is the value of a parameter at an equilibrium point
where the dynamics of the system change qualitatively. The qualitative change could
be any of a number of possible conditions, including a change in the number of
equilibrium points, a change in the stability of an equilibrium point, the creation or
destruction of limit cycles, etc. A quick check reveals that our equilibrium set of
interest, equations VIII. 134, VIII. 135 and VIII. 136, do not depend on the parameter
/i, and so changes in the value of the parameter cannot force a change in the number
of equilibrium points. To check for changes in the stability of an equilibrium point,
we need to linearize our system around the equilibrium point of interest and check
for values of the parameter which cause the real part of any eigenvalue or eigenvalues
to become zero. Linearizing by taking the Jacobian of equations VIII. 11 7, VIII. 11 8,
VIII. 119 and VIII. 120 evaluated at the equilibrium point A* = 0, B* = 0, ty* =
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tyc ($*) and $ = $*, we get
j 6
-1
lc
(VIII.139)
where J is the Jacobian of our system evaluated at the equilibrium point. Since
the matrix J is block diagonal, we can evaluate the eigenvalues of the entire matrix
by evaluating the eigenvalues of the individual blocks, and only the upper left block
depends on the parameter //. The characteristic equation of the upper left block is
(A -*(*',(••)
-
M))
a
+te) =0 (VHI.140)
which shows that the eigenvalues A are purely imaginary (and therefore have zero real
parts) when fi — ^>c ($*). So, we pick
P* = *o(*') (VIII.141)
as the point of bifurcation.
c. Translate the Origin of Coordinates
Now we need to translate the origin of coordinates of our system to the
equilibrium point at the point of bifurcation. We start by restating the equations of
our control system, (VIII. 116) through (VIII. 120), in fully written out form as
Ai = o (VIII.142)
A x = ai (# Cl +2^c2 ^ + 3^c3 $ 2 + (3+) -/i)^ 1 (VIII.143)
Bi = y^i+a! (* Cl +2^ C2 <I> + 3^c3$ 2 + (3+) -/*)#! (VIII.144)
^4
—
z (^ + 53)+ cti
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<j> = - (vI/ Co + ^ Ci 4) + ^c2 ^
2
+ ^C3^3 + (4+) -^) (VIII.145)
+ "
4/ H^ + ^i
2
)
v£
1
45 2 /,
$ — jy/ty (VIII.146)
where we have plugged in equations VIII. 129 through VIII. 133 for the compressor
map and the throttle map. Defining our new translated variables in terms of the old
variables gives
xi - Ai - A\ = Ai
x 2 = Bx - B* = Bx
x3 = $ - $*
u — 7 — 7* = 7
(VIII.147)
(VIII.148)
(VIII.149)
(VIII.150)
(VIII.151)
(VIII.152)
which we can plug into equations VIII. 142 through VIII.146 after rearranging to get
Ai = o (VIII.153)
Xi - -CtiPiXi rX 2 + Ot x ^c {9 )X X X2, (VIII.154)
x 2 = —x l -a 1 ii l X2-\-a\y"c{$*)x 2 X3,
+ |< (*• ) (^2 + x» + 4^x1) + 0<4+>
(VIII.155)
+ ^^L) ^2^ + 3^2^ + 2x3^ + (4+)
(x 2 + z 2 + 2a; 2
,) (VIII.156)
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* = IM-/> + WTc { ] -hl^F)) (VIII157)
kv^^(\F^Sy) uAB
where we have used the definitions
qc ($*) = ^ Co + * Ci $* + * Ca $*2 + ^C3$ .3 + (4+) (VHI.158)
q'
c (<S>*) = <H Cl + 2Vc2 ** + Mc3 $* 2 + {3+) (VIII.159)
^($*) = 2^c2 +6^c3 $* + C> (2+) (VIII.160)
*"($*) = 6^c3 +0(1+) (VIII.161)
Equations VIII. 153 through VIII. 157 are our equations of motion around the equilib-
rium point of interest at the point of bifurcation.
3. Put the System into Linear Normal Form
Next, we apply the techniques of Chapter III to put the system given by
equations VIII. 153 through VIII. 157 into linear normal form. We do this by expanding
our system in a multivariable Taylor series around the origin, including all terms
through third order and performing a linear similarity transformation with applied
linear state feedback, to put the linear terms of the system into Jordan-Brunovsky
canonical form. We start with the Taylor series expansion.
a. Taylor Series Expansion Around the Origin
Looking at the system given by equations VIII. 153 through VIII. 157,
we see that all of the equations are already in Taylor series expansion form except for
equation VIII. 157. Equation VIII. 157 has a Taylor series expansion of the form
Xi -'-»+*• (4=tSct+£ ,, 1^ - ^. :L 3 +q(4+)AB 2 l c \ \ 2tf c ($*) 8(* c (*»)) 2 16(* c (**))
-^-x/^W)(i + -—~ - ^ + - ^ + Ol* +A u
4B2, C V CV ,y 2* c (*») 8(* c (*")) 2
T
16(tf c ($.)) 3
T
J
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We can further break out our Taylor series expansion by putting our set of system
equations into vector matrix form in the linear terms, as follows
Al Vl
Xi b x 1
X2 =
b
X2
%3
lc
1
lc
X3
X4
1
4B 2 / C
$*
8S 2 / C* C ($ < )
X4
+
1
4B 2 /
U + /<
2
+)(z, /, 1 ) + <7
(1 +
:V*c (*').
(VIII.163)
where the notation /^2+ ^ (x,/j,\) and <^1+ ) (x, fix) denotes functions of of order 2 and
higher and 1 and higher, respectively. These functions are given by
/(2+) (*,M =
<*1 (-/ilZl + *c (^*)^1^3 + l^c ($*) (x? + x x x\ + Ax lXl))
<*i (-^1x2 + *c ($*)Z2*3 + |*c ($*) (x?z2 + x\ + 4x 2z§))
^4^ (x 2 + x 2 + 2x 2 ) + ^^ (3x 2x3 + 3x 2x3 + 2x3)
Wife9 U(*c(**)) 2 ~ 16(*c(*')) 3 /
+ o<4+ )
(VIII.164)
and
(1+)
(*,/*i)
4B 2 / C V C (**) U*c(**) 8 + ^(* c ($*)) 2 ' 16 (* c ($«))^ + o(-))
(VIII.165)
This completes our Taylor series expansion.
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b. Linear Similarity Transformation and Linear State Feedback
Now lets look at the linear terms of our system. Counting the parameter
/zi, we have five states, so we have to produce a similarity transformation for a
5x5 matrix. Since in general finding a similarity transformation requires finding
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix, we rapidly run into trouble trying to
complete this process symbolically. Instead, we will proceed numerically, picking
values for the system constants a l5 6, /c , and 5, and picking a specific compressor
map function, $c ($*)• (Note that in this particular case, since our 5x5 matrix is
block diagonal, we could have proceeded symbolically, since we only had to transform
two 2x2 matrices. However, since we are trying to illustrate a general procedure, we
proceed numerically since that is the general case.) For our system, we pick
<*i = 1 (VIII.166)
b = 1 (VIII.167)
h = \ (VIII.168)
B = i (VIII.169)
tf c ($) = _i+3$-$ 3 (VIII.170)
which gives
<*>* = $max * = l (VIII.171)
tfc($*) = 1 (VIII.172)
ty'ci®*) = (VIII.173)
ty'c{<S>*) = -6 (VIII.174)
^'($*) = -6 (VIII.175)
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Now we can plug these values into our system equations and get
Ml
X 2
X3
X4
0-10
10
0-2
2-1
Ml
X,
x 2 +
*3
X4 -2
u4/(2+) (*,Mi)+£ (1+) (^Mi)u
(VIII.176)
with
/(2+W)
— [i\X\ — 6x!X 3 — I (xj + X\x\ + 4^1X3)
-/iix 2 - 6x 2x3 - I (x
2
x 2 4- x\ 4 4x2X3)
-3 (if + x\ + 2x 23 ) - {3xjx3 4 3x2x3 4- 2x1)
ix 2 I T3
8 X 4
4 (4+) (VIII.177)
and
^
1+)(x,^) =
-x4 4 \x\ 1^38 X 4
4 0<4+) (VIII.178)
So, using the Jordan-Brunovsky Canonical Form theorem from Chapter III, we can
apply a similarity transformation
•
Mi
r -1
•^1
Ml
= T
^2
X
<7l
.
^
2
.
(VIII. 179)
and a linear state feedback
u — a Hi — a
2/i
(VIII.180)
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where the matrices T and T 1 are given by
and
t~ 1 =
1
1
1
4
-2
1
1
1
1
4
(VIII.181)
(VIII.182)
0-|
(Note that, in general, finding the transformation matrix T may be an involved pro-
cess.) So, making the transformation, we have
^1 ^1 /*i
x1 Z\ h
X 2 = T h = %2
X3, fa 4yi
X4
.
V2
. .
"2^2
.
and
-
-
/*1 /*i V>\
~Z\ Xi Xi
h = T -i X2 = x 2
fa X3 i*»
.
V2
.
£4 1 ~
(VIII.183)
(VIII.184)
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which we plug into equation VIII. 176 to get
Mi ooooo
00-10 o
oiooo
ooooi
-4-1
Ml
Z\
Z2 +
V\
.
V2
.
1
u + {2+) (VIII.185)
This gives
aT = [0]
-4 -1
which lets us calculate the linear state feedback as
u = u + 4#! + y2
From Chapter III we have
/(2) 0ii,5,Sf) = T-l
{ \ IM
mi
/ (2) T z
\ . y \)_
- T-l
( r IM
mi
9
(l) T 2
\ . y \)_
(VIII.186)
(VIII.187)
(VIII.188)
(VIII.189)
(o?H\ + aTy)
/(3) (fH,S,y) = T- 1
f \
IM
Mi
/( 3) T £r
\ . y J/.
(VIII.190)
- T-l
f r imMi
<7
(2) T z
{ . y J/.
(aT //! + aTy)
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an(
gw (ni,z,y) = T
-1
(
\ IM
9
{1) T z
\ . y J/.
( \ IM
9
(2) T 2
{ . y \).
gW(fiu z,y) = T- 1
So, plugging in VIII.183, VIII.184, VIII.177 and VIII. 178 we get
My}
/(2) (a*i , ^i , 52 , 3/1 , y2 )
3 ~2
_
3 ;;2
4
Z
l 4
Z2
— 4t7i2/2 - §2/1
(VIII.191)
(VIII.192)
(VIII.193)
/(3) (/ii,5i,52 ,yi,y2)
and
-!^3 -!^i^2 -48i1 y 12
-\z\z2 -\z%-m2y\
-Zz\y x - Vz\y x - 32yf
-2th y2
2
- yj
-fa
g ( >{^u zu z2 ,y\,fa) =
(VIII.194)
(VIII.195)
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<7
(2) (/ii,5i, £2 , £1,2/2) =
2 #2
(VIII.196)
which produces our system in linear normal form,
/*i
Z2
2/1
2/2
0-100
10
1
/*1
•^1
^2 +
2/i
.
^2 1
(VIII.197)
+ /(2) (/ii,5i,Z2,j7i,j72 ) + <7 (1) (^i, ^,£2,2/1, 2/2) w
+ / (3) (a*i, h, Z2, j/i, 2/2) + <7 {2) (//1, 5i, £2, 2/1,2/2)" + (4+)
where the terms / (2) (/u 1? zl5 22 ,J/i, J/2), / (3) (/ui, £1, z2 , J/1,2/2), <7 (1) (/*i, zx ,z2 ,y\ x fa) and
<?(
2
) (/ii, Z\,Z2, 2/1,2/2) are defined above.
4. Put the System into Quadratic Normal Form
Examining equation VIII.197, the techniques of Chapter IV do not apply,
since, although the system is not linearly unstable, the states Z\ and z2 are not linearly
stabilizable. So, we move on and apply the techniques of Chapter V to put the system
into quadratic normal form. We apply a quadratic coordinate transformation of the
form
- -
^ /"
h Z\
z2
= Z2
2/1 2/1
.
^ 2
.
_
2/2
_
+ h {2) (nuz 1 ,z2 ,yu y2 ) (VIII.198)
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' A
'
r -I \i-\Z
/"
z^
Z\
*2 + H
urn
zy\
V\
V\V2
.
y2
.
zy2
.
y
(2)
.
where H 6 R5xls is a matrix of coefficients of the block form
H =
H-au ™om fl/jc
±lyU I~lym ")jC
(VIII.199)
with the blocks given by
*~1 m, —
"li "1 2 "I3 "I4 "I5 "le
h 2l h 22 h23 h 2i h2b h 2e
h3l h32 h33 h3i h3b h3e
(VIII.200)
-*J rrm. —
H?/"
h\
7 hi 8 hi 9 hi 10 h ll ^ll2
h2y h 2s h2s h2l0 h 2l ^2 12
h3? h3s h3g h3l0 h3l ^3j 2
hi 13 hi 1A hi 15
ac — ^2,3 ^2 14 h 2ls
h3l3 /t3l4 h3lb
h 4l Il42 A43 fl4i «45 h46
h5l hs2 "53 ^5 4 ^55 h56
(VIII.201)
(VIII.202)
(VIII.203)
Hym
h-4
7 "48 "49 h4l0 h4n h4l2
h*>
7 hs8 h$ 9 h5l0 h5u h 5l2
(VIII.204)
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Hyc
4l3 "^4j4 *^4i5
l 5 13 h 5li h5ls
(VIII.205)
We wish to determine the coefficients h tj which will transform our system into quadratic
normal form. The quadratic terms of our system in linear normal form are given by
/ (2) (/ii,zi,22,yi,y2 )
= Q
o
-\lx z-l - 2Az^y x
-pL X z2 - 2iz2 yi
-\Z\-\Z\-Uy\
-4t/iy2 - \y\
A
\L X Z
zy\
zy2
y
(2)
where Q £ R is a matrix of coefficients given by
Q
which can be broken down into block form as
Q =
^C yu **$ ym tyyc
(VIII.206)
-1 -24
-1 -24
3
4
3
4
-24
-4 3
2
(VIII.207)
(VIII.208)
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with
Also
^ au
—
Qc
0-1
-10
0-24
-24
Were —
Q yv
0-|
4 o -I
Vj/m —
Wye —
•24
•4 -;
g
il) (tii,z1 ,z2 ,y1 ,y2 )
= G
z\
Z2
yi
V2
(VIII.209)
(VIII.210)
(VIII.211)
(VIII.212)
(VIII.213)
(VIII.214)
(VIII.215)
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where G G R5x5 is a matrix of coefficients given by
0-1
which can be broken down in block form as
G = ^au
{J<jc
^-*yu ^-*yc
with
^(TU
G<jc —
{Jyu —
Cryc
-1
(VIII.216)
(VIII.217)
(VIII.218)
(VIII.219)
(VIII.220)
(VIII.221)
Using the five quadratic normal form theorems in Chapter V and the Poincare normal
form for a Hopf bifurcation from Appendix D, we can write our quadratic terms in
normal form as
/ (2) (^1,21,22,2/1,2/2) (VIII.222)
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ax\i\Z\ - u\\i\Zi + q27^iVi + fasziyi + 929^22/1 + 92132/f + 92152/2
Wi/ii^! + OL\\l\Z2 + qzi\i\V\ + 938212/1 + 939-2^1 + 93132/? + 93152/2
fl
2) (fii,zi,z2,yuy2)
=
rf
^12/1
2?/l
M12/2
2t/2
y
(2)
where Q € R5x15 is a matrix of coefficients given by
Q
Ofi -u>!
«1 «1
927 928 929
937 938 939
9213 9215
9313 9315
<M ?J/2 9i/3 Qi/4 9i/5 9i/6 9^7 9f8 9f9 QulO 9i/ll 9i/12 9^13 Qul4 Qul5
(VIII.223)
with oil, a;i and 9^ coefficients to be determined, and which can be broken down into
block form as
Vff« Virm tycrc
^6yu \%ym Wye
Q = (VIII.224)
where
V<TU ax -w,
Wj Qj
(VIII.225)
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Also
Ui <T7 927 <?28 929
937 938 939
9213 9215
9313 9315
Vp ~
^Cym ~
\°ioc ~
<iVl 9i/2 9f3 9^4 9^5 9^6
9v7 9i/8 9^9 9^10 9i/ll 9^12
Wye —
9Vl3 9^14 9^15
9
(1) (^1,^1,22,2/1,2/2)
gl
1) {i*i,zi,z2,y\,y2)
= G
Z\
Z2
y\
(VIII.226)
(VIII.227)
(VIII.228)
(VIII.229)
(VIII.230)
(VIII.231)
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Gwhere G € R5x5 is a matrix of coefficients given by
(Jul <7j/2 <7t/3 <7i/4 #i/5
which can be broken down in block form as
G
Gvu G yc
with
W(7U
Gac —
C1 —^ yu
Gyc
(VIII.232)
(VIII.233)
(VIII.234)
(VIII.235)
(VIII.236)
(VIII.237)
9iyl 9u2 9vZ
We now have block decompositions for the matrices //, Q, (7, Q and G. From
the Separation Principle theorem and "Constraints on H from g(x)" lemma in Chapter
V, we can determine the matrices H
, Q and G given the matrices Q and G, by solving
the block matrix equations
rlyC LJC /\llyC Ltf
y
C \cg yc
"ym-L-'m sil~*ym — *cym *>£
(VIII.238)
(VIII.239)
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J-* yu*-^
o
J*-*lyU *% yu *% yu
i + oc'-'c "<r*l<rc — ^%oc **cac
tlffmUm ^a^ara — ^% am ^J a
subject to the constraints of the block matrix equations
HvcDbv — Gyc — Gyc
tlym*-JBa — ^Jyu {jyu
H cDBy — Gac — Gac
HomDBv — Gau — Gau
(VIII.240)
(VIII.241)
(VIII.242)
(VIII.243)
(VIII.244)
(VIII.245)
(VIII.246)
(VIII.247)
For this problem, the matrices A, Fa , D c , Dm , Da -, Db
v
and Db„ are given by
A =
F„ =
1
0-1
1
(VIII.248)
(VIII.249)
D r
2
1 (VIII.250)
Dr
10
0-101
10 1
0-1
10
(VIII.251)
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D =
0-100
10
0-2
10-1
2
D,
(VIII.252)
1
2
(VIII.253)
DBr (VIII.254)
1
1
1
where we have used the definitions given in Appendix A and plugged in lo -- 1. Now,
using the Unstacking Theorem in Chapter V and the method of Appendix B, we can
rewrite equations VIII.238 and VIII.244 in block form as
-/ ' fl£,
'
QT
^
.
.
Hyc2
.
QT*Gyc2 Qyc2
I)Bt
Dl
y J
=
Gyc,
.
Gyc2
.
—
.
Gyc2
.
which has the solution
ti yc
Wye —
24
-52 -|
(VIII.255)
(VIII.256)
(VIII.257)
(VIII.258)
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Gyc
-1
(VIII.259)
where the problem was underdetermined, and where we chose the coefficient h4l3 as
a free variable, which we set to zero, and where the bottom row of Q yc and Gyc will
be removed by state feedback after the coordinate transformation is complete. In like
fashion, we can rewrite equations VIII.239 and VIII.245 in block form as
m -I
Di
LlT
ymi
LIT
ym 2
=
QTt> ymi
QT
—
QT
Dl.
Dl.
ziT
ymi
ttT
yrn.2
—
—
yu2
(VIII.260)
(VIII.261)
which has the trivial solution
IT
**ym —
*%ym —
^Jyu —
(VIII.262)
(VIII.263)
(VIII.264)
since both Qym = and Gyu — 0. Continuing, we rewrite equation VIII.240 in block
form as
Dl
which has the solution
D\ 1 Hyui
LIT
yy-2
—
^yu2
—
^yu2
Hyv
^%yu —
o o o I o I4 4
(VIII.265)
(VIII.266)
(VIII.267)
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where we note that Qyu — because of a coincidental cancellation of non-zero terms,
rather than for any fundamental reason. Continuing, we rewrite equations VIII.241
and VIII.246 in block form as
DJ I
-I DT
Hla
'
QL,
'
'
QL,
'
HL2 — V<TC2 — ^6ac2
.
H
° c
*
.
Qac3 *C ac3
(VIII.268)
DH i.
D Bi
which has the trivial solution
Dl
HJCl
HJc2 = GaC2 —
.
H
° c
*
. .
^
.
(VIII.269)
Hac
Vffc —
(VIII.270)
(VIII.271)
Gac — (VIII.272)
since both Qac — and Gac = 0. Continuing, we rewrite equations VIII.242 and
VIII.247 in block form as
(VIII.273)
Dl
Dl /
-I Dlm
Dl
Dl7
Dl
ami Qlmt^ a i *v ami
(77712
= QTT> (77712 — Tf (77712
ttT
am 3 QTt5 (77713 QTt> (7T713
TlT
ami Gaui
ttT
(77712
— GaU2 —
HTam3
.
™3
(VIII.274)
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which has the solution
am — (VIII.275)
^0 am — 0-24
-24
(VIII.276)
(VIII.277)G„,L =000
where Gau = by the "Constraints on H from g(x)" lemma in Chapter V, and where
Hffm = by the fact that Qam. was already in the proper normal form required for
Qam- Finally, we rewrite equation VIII. 243 in block form as
(VIII.278)
Dl
Dl /
-I D]
H
a"Ul QT ^iaui
HIu2 = QTIB au2 — QT^6 au2
.
H
™*
.
^iau3 tyau3
which has the solution
±1 trii — (VIII.279)
Qau= 0-1 (VIII.280)
-10
where Hau — by the fact that Qau was already in the proper normal form for Qau .
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Now let's recap the entire quadratic coordinate transformation. Putting all
six pieces together, we have
h {2) (^i,zi, 22 , 3/1,3/2) =
Hnm ±± ac
ym **yc
A
fi-lZ
z (2)
zyi
y(2)
\z\ + \z\ + 24y?
The feedback law required to complete the transformation to quadratic normal form
is found using the Non- Linear Feedback theorem in Chapter V. The feedback is given
by the formula
(VIII.281)
w = v - g™ (fi 1 ,zu z2 ,yi,y2)v - f® (pi,£i,2*,yi,ya) (VIII.282)
where fW (fii, zi, z2 ,yi,y2 ) is the bottom row of f^ (/*i,zi, z2 , 2/1,3/2), which can be
calculated from Q, and gf,
1
) (//i, Z\, z2 , 2/1,2/2) is the bottom row of gW (/z 1? z\, z2 , 2/1, 2/2),
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which can be calculated from G. So, we calculate
and
/ ( '{niiZi,z2,yi,y2)
^^ yu ^J yra ^cyc
A
\X X Z
zW
zyi
V\V2
ZV2
y(2)
-fJ,iZ! - 2Az1 y1
-fiiz2 - 24z2y1
-52yi y2 - \y\
g { >(fii,z1 ,Z2,yi,y2 )
^ <JU *~* c
v-7 yu ^-*yc
"J/2
which gives
Mi
Z\
z2
y\
y2
fi,
2) (fii,z1,z2,ylr y2 ) = -52y x y2 - -y\
(VIII.283)
(VIII.284)
(VIII.285)
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which gives our feedback law as
it = v + y2 v + 52y x y2 + -y2
(VIII.286)
(VIII.287)
Now with the quadratic coordinate change and non-linear state feedback law
calculated, we can calculate the transformed cubic order terms. The cubic order
terms are given by the equations
/i
3)
(^1,^1,^2,2/1,2/2) =
1
1 {P } (X) - 9 (1) (X) fl2) (X)) (VIII.288)
91 '(^1,^1,22,2/1,2/2) =
1
1 (^
2) (X)-^ (1) (X)^1) (X)) (VIII.289)
where
9
(1) (X) fi
2)
(X) =
-2/2
522/l2/| + fi/J
-522/12/2 - 2^2 (VIII.290)
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and where
/,3, (x) = /13) (x)-|> ) (x)/(2, (x)
The term #-/* (2) (x) 1S given bydx
d_
dx
h {2) (x) =
so
^(x)f (2) (x) =
ox
\z x \z2 48yi
\n x zl - \p x z\ - 36^1 - 36z 2 yi
The term /(3 ) (x) is defined by the relation
/PI (x) + (4+) = /P) (x) + (/P) (^ + feW (x)) _ /(2. (x))
where
X + />
(2)
(X) -
and where
/(2) (^1,21,22,2/1,3/2)
hi
Zl
Z2
y\
y2 + \z\ + \z\ + 24y
2
-\jl\Zi -24z l y 1
-H\z2 - 2\z2yx
.\z\-\z\-My\
-4ym - \y\
(VIII.291)
(VIII.292)
(VIII.293)
(VIII.294)
(VIII.295)
(VIII.296)
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So
;
(2) (x+* (2) (x)) (VIII.297)
-fiizi - 242i yi
-H\z2 - 24z2 yi
-\z\-\z\-My\
-4yi (y2 + f*? + -A + 24yf) - § (y2 + H + 3^24 Z2 + 24yf) :
and
/ ( ) (^i^i^2,yi,y2) =
3~3
3_2_
~4 Z 1 Z2
^Z2
4
Z2
482! y
f
48z2 y
2
-32 2 ya - 3z 2 y! - 32y?
-2y!y 2 - y\
(VIII.298)
So, we have
/(3) (x) +
(4+ )
-\z\- \z x z\-\§z x y\
-\z\z2 -\zl-\%z2 y\
-%z\Vl - Zz\yx - 32y?
-lyxyl-yl
+
_
-4yi (y2 + \A + \z\ + 2 4y?)-"1(2/2
(VIII.299)
4-2 + 24y2)
2
+ 4yiy2 + |y|
-2yiy| -y! -4yi (3/2 +
-\4-\*i4--48z!y2
-\z\z2-\z\-- 4822 y2
-Zz\y x - 3z|yi -32y?
3 22
4
Z
1 +H + 24»f)-§ (y2 + -A + ^22 + 24y2 ) 2 + 4y 1 y2 + |y2
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which gives
f¥) {vuzu z2,yi,y2) =
3 „3 3 „ _2 aq„ „,2
3~2„ 3 3 ao„ ? ,2
Now look at
gl'{vi'i zuZ2,yi,y2) =
1
1
where
9
{l)
(x) 9™ (x)
and
9
{2) (X)-9{1) (X)^) (X) =
"2/2
(-y2 )
y\
^z 2 3 2 0/l»,2
4
22 - 2Ay{ ^v
2
2^2
(VIII.300)
{^ U) ~ 9 {1) (x) 9 {J ] (xj) (VIII.301)
(VIII.302)
(VIII.303)
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So
gi
2)
0*1, *i, 22,3/1,2/2) = (VIII.304)
The quadratic normal form of our version of the four state Moore- Greitzer
compressor model is
/ii = (VIII.305)
where
Z\
22
=
-1
1
Z\
z2
(VIII.306)
+ QzPl
A
1*1*2
.2
^1
ZlZ2
• ^iZmi Z\V\
Z2V\
+ Q>
vl
+ /2(3) (^1,21,22, yi, 2/2) +fld2) (/ii, 21, z2 ,y 1 ,y2 ) l; + (4+)
yi
r
1 yi
+ V + Qyc
'
y\
_
y2
_ .
y2
.
1 J*.
+ o<3+ >
Q*» =
Vzm,
0-1013
0-113
-24
l ° °
-24
Qzc =
Wyc =
(VIII.307)
(VIII.308)
(VIII.309)
(VIII.310)
(VIII.311)
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/i
3)
(/*l, 2l,*2,2/l, 3/2) =
4
Z
l i
Z
*
Z2
A
Z
l
Z2 3„34~2
#1 '(^1,21,22,2/1,2/2)
-48ziyJ
48z2y
2
(VIII.312)
(VIII.313)
5. Stabilize the Linearly Controllable States
Now that our system is in quadratic normal form, we want to use the techniques
in Chapter VI to cause our linearly controllable states y to collapse onto the center
manifold. We choose state feedback gains Ky such that the system is well damped, but
still very responsive, and we desire a damping ratio of 0.707. So, if we pick Kyi = —2
and KV2 = —2, the closed loop eigenvalues of the system given by A + BKj are
A = — 1 ± z, which gives a damped frequency of u>d = 1 and a damping ratio of
( = 0.707, as desired.
6. Stabilize the Linearly Unstabilizable States
Now that we've stabilized the linearly controllable states y onto the center
manifold, we need to use the techniques of Chapter VII to affect the bifurcation in a
favorable manner. From the linear terms, the system exhibits a Hopf bifurcation, and
we desire to affect the values of the coefficients a,Q, a^ and u\ in the polar coordinate
equations
r = afar + a*r3 + H.O.T. (VIII.314)
= u + ufa + H.O.T. (VIII.315)
Look at the terms a\ and co^. Lets assume that we want the origin to be stable
when fi\ < 0, and that we don't want the frequency of the limit cycle to change with
changes in /xi, that is, we want
a-.
Wi
= 1
=
(VIIL316)
(VIII.317)
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So, we need to calculate the value of IIl which forces the quadratic part of the
dynamics of our system on the center manifold to take on these values. The equation
we need to solve in general is
(<izmn + 2^cu n Lll ) (qZm2i + 2qZC2i nLu )
_
(g*„,21 + 2^C21 nLn ) (gzmil + 2qZcu nLn ) _
(VIII.318)
'm23
n,2*1 - (qZPl2 + qZP23 + (qZmi2 + q.
_
2w* - (-g2Fi3 + ^P22 + (-g*mi3 + qZm22 ) nLn ) _
which for our specific system becomes
Hl 15
n Ll
(VIII.319)
2a? + (2 + 48IILll )
2wJ +
So, we find that we cannot control u\ at all, and that our only influence on et\ is
through IIlh- We have
n.
n Ll
—Oh 1
24
arbitrary
Hli3 — arbitrary
(VIII.320)
(VIII.321)
(VIII.322)
and
wj = (VIII.323)
so we pick II^n = — ^ and Hl 12 = TIl 13 = 0. Now, to calculate the linear gains,
we use the Hopf Bifurcation Linear Gains theorem in Chapter VII, which give the
formulas
A m = -Kyi ULn (VIII.324)
KZ1 = GA Tl Ll2 + GBn Ll3 (VIII.325)
KZ2 = G^nLl3 - GBU Ll2 (VIII.326)
which yield linear gain values of
K^ = -i (VIII.327)
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KZ1 =
KZ2 =
(VIII.328)
(VIII.329)
(Note that we did not have to calculate the values of Ga and Gb for this problem,
although we could have done so. The formulas from the Hopf Bifurcation Linear
Gains theorem are, for p = 2 and u = 1,
GA = -l-K
= 1
2/1
(VIII.330)
Gb = -K y? (VIII.331)
which we could have used if needed.)
Now we need to calculate the quadratic components of the center manifold,
and the quadratic state feedback gains. First, we need to choose a desired value of a^,
and we know from equation VIII.314 that we require a^ < for cubic stability, that
is, to have the Hopf bifurcation be supercritical. Also, we know that the stabilized
radius depends on both o-j and a,Q through the relation
r =
-a^i
(VIII.332)
and since we have already chosen o^ = 1, we choose <Zq = —9 to keep the radius small.
So, we can now calculate IIq. But first, let's calculate all of Yl^ since we will need it
later in the calculations. We have
n Ll =
-h
and
nL , = n Ll
o o
F F1 n x z
i-\
(VIII.333)
(VIII.334)
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so for i = 2 we get
Ui2 = n^j
F, Fz
(VIII.335)
-T2 0-1
1
which gives the final answer as
Uj =
i
(VIII.336)
We will also need the value ao, which is defined by the relation
(VIII.337)
The coefficients <?cmi are given by the formulas
p
9zcu (
nL l2 )
1=1
P
<7cm l5 = ^p15 + 9zm 12 nL 13 + <izmi3 ^L 12 + 2^g2cii nL,2nLl 3
2=1
P
qcmi6 = qZPl6 + ^mi3 n Ll3 + Z)^eil (n L,3 ) 2
t=i
p
9cm 24 = ^p24 + ^m22 n Ll2 + H^c2 , (nL t2 )
2
1=1
p
9cm25 = ^p25 + ^n^n + Qzm23 ^-L l2 + 2^92c2i nLi2nLi3
t=l
V
qCm26 = qZP26 + 9zm23 nLl3 + X^c2l (HlJ
2
«=i
Now.
a =
(VIII.338)
(VIII.339)
(VIII.340)
(VIII.341)
(VIII.342)
(VIII.343)
(VIII.344)
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because every qcnii is zero, since the only non-zero coefficient of IIl is U-Lm and since
qzp and qZp are the only non-zero coefficients of Q Zp . Thus, a = 0.
We also need to calculate the matrix Cz (11/,) as a prelude to calculating I\q.
From Chapter VII, the coefficient matrix Cz (Hl) for a two-dimensional co-dimension
one bifurcation is defined by the relation
cz (nL )
\l\z-L
n\z2
fi 1 z 1
V\Z\Z2
Hiz\
A
z\z2
Z\Z2
= (Q ZP2N3 (nQ ) + QZm2N5 (nL,nQ ))
H\zx
\i\z2
Hxz\
V\Z\Z2
Hiz\
z\z2
z\z\
(VIII.345)
+ fi
3) (^zu z2Mll,yill)^9^{^zuz2Mll,yill)^ ]
For our system, we do not have any states w, so the term w[]l and the matrices Qzp ,
Qzm > N3 {0,q) and N5 (Hl,CIq) do not exist. (Note that even if we did have states
10, the term w^ would always be zero, since Q,l = 0.) The term y^ is given by the
relation
y
(1)
=
•7 cm
Vi
(1)
/(I)
'Pcm
= n,
/<
(VIII.346)
For our system we have
1
12
/*1
yV
Z\
z2
(VIII.347)
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nf*i
where we have plugged in equation VIII. 336 for Ul. Now we can calculate
/M^,*.,*,^,^)
=
3„3
-^-^-48^(1)2
§z^2 - §z23 - 48z2 yi
(1)2
(VIII.348)
1
// 2 r3^1 21
3_3
_
3_ ^2
4^1 4 Z 1^2
3^1 22 ~ 4 Z 1 Z2 ~ 1Z2
where we have used equation VIII. 31 2 from the quadratic normal form of our system.
Now we can calculate
9z \J
l \-< z ^^ z2i wcmiycm) ~ (VIII.349)
where we have used equation VIII. 31 3 from the quadratic normal form of our system.
We also need to calculate the term v*1 ' which includes the effect of the linear state
feedback terms, which is
,(i)
- KT u + KTz 4- KTw {1) + A'Tv (1)
K^nx + KZl z x + KZ2 z2 4- Kyi y[]l + K^y^
[Kin ~ j2 Kyi ) ^ +
K* Zl + Kz* Z2
=
(VIII.350)
where we have plugged in the linear state feedback gains
u 1A„, = —Ml
g
K21
KZ2 =
Kyi = -2
KV2 = -2
(VIII.351)
(VIII.352)
(VIII.353)
(VIII.354)
(VIII.355)
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from before. Plugging equations VIII.348, VIII.349 and VIII. 350 into equation VIII.345
lets us calculate Cz (Hl), which is
CZ {I\L ) =
-\
-f3 4
-| 3 _3
4
u
4
(VIII.356)
Finally, we can calculate the value of Ilg which achieves the desired value of Oq. From
Chapter VII the formula is
n , = f
a \
Qi ~~'~ \vTv) V
where
a = S(a* - a ) - (3c2l? + cZlg + c22g + 3c22io )
and
V =
3o, + q7
HZm 13 ' HZrri22
1 ~m j o + 3gZm23
+ 2E
»=1
Di-\
392ci,nL,2 + gzC2,n L:3
QzCu ^L t3 +qzc2i TlLi2
qzcu v.Li2 + 3<zZC2i nLi3
where Dzz is obtained from Appendix A, and where
r,(nL ) = Q,cM2 (nL)-nL
(VIII.357)
(VIII.358)
392cii nLt2 + qZC2> ii Li3
^ zz ^cl,nLi3 + qZC2 n Ll2
9z
cii
nLl2 + 3^C2i nLt3
_
(VIII.359)
(<2* Fl + QZmi Mx (nL ) + Q ZcM2 (nL )) (VIII.360)
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Now, for our problem, since Q Zc — and since only Hlu is non-zero in IIl, we do not
need to calculate either D zz or T z (Ul)- However, for illustration purposes we have
D„ =
0-2
1 -1
2
(VIII.361)
for a Hopf bifurcation from Appendix A, where we have plugged in w = 1. To
calculate Tz (11l) we need to get the matrices Mi (Ul) and M2 (Ul) from Appendix
C, which, for p — 2, are given by
AMIU) =
Hlu n Ll2 nLl3
HLn Ul, 2 nLl3
Hlu nLl2 nL
1
12
1
12
1
12
(VIII.362)
and
M2 (nL ) =
(nLu )
2 2n Lll n Ll2 2nLn nLl3 (n Ll2 )
2 2n Ll2 n Ll3 (nLl3 )
(H-Lii) 2nL21 iiL22 2iiL21 nL23 (n L22 ) 2nL22 nL23 (n^)
1 ooooo144 (VIII.363)
where we have plugged in equation VIII.336 for I1l for our system. Now, we get the
values for QZp , Q Zmi , Q Zc and Q Vc from equations VIII.308 through VIII.311, which
we can plug into equation VIII. 360 to get
r, (nL ) (VIII.364)
Now, plugging equation VIII.344 and the appropriate coefficients from the matrix
Cz (Ul) in equation VIII.356, along with the desired value Qq = —9 into equation
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Dr.. =C 7
r o 2 1
1 (A.38)
£>,, =C3
2
110
2
10
1
(A.39)
for p = 1 through 3, where the subscript numeral indicates the dimension p in each
case. For arbitrary p, the matrix Dc is given iteratively by the block formula
DCp+1 =
DCv
A B (A.40)
where Dcp+ j € R 2
x 2 is the matrix for y £ R?+1 which we are trying
to calculate, DCp € R 2 x 2 is the matrix for y € R? which we are assumed to
know, and the coefficient matrices Db
v
€
R 2 xp
,
A
€
R? xp and B
€
i?pxl were
defined earlier.
Proof. We prove the cases for p = 1 through 3 by direct calculation, and
prove the general case by examining the structure of y^2\ For y £ R1 we have ^4 = 0.
Since DCl is denned by the relation
oy\
(A.41)
we have the trivial result that Z)C1 = 0, thus proving case 1.
1
For y € R we have A = Since DC2 is defined by the relation
DC2
'
vl
'
'
y\
'
ym
d yM
_ A
Vi
—
-1 /i
vl d
y\ V2
_
V2
2yi
V2
V2 yi
2y2
(A.42)
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and
gd = -J2(-iy- 1 (2co )
= -2^
2i-l
A"V2i (VIII.372)
= 4
where we have plugged in KV2 = —2 from earlier, and used the definitions Kyi —
and KV2 = KV2 . The coefficients rA-4 , I" A-5 and Tk6 are found from the Hopf Gamma
K Matrix lemma in Chapter VII using the formula
'
rA-4 rAs tK6 ) = -J2 I rZji (nL ) r Zjb (nL ) r 2;5 (nL ) ] d& (vm.373)
3=0
+ EE[r,j4 (nL ) r Zj5 (nL ) r,i5 (nL ) ] d^'- 1
t=l j=0
where Dzz is found from equation VIII. 361. Since T z (Ui) = by equation VIII. 364,
we have Tk = by the lemma. So, plugging in equations VIII.367, VIII.371 and
VIII.372 and TA-4 = TA-5 = TA-6 = into equations VIII.368, VIII.369 and VIII.370
gives
33K
zl
= - (VIII.374)
(VIII.375)
(VIII.376)
KZ1Z2 =
K,2 =
33
48
where we have used the fact that Kyi — —2.
7. Undo the Transformations
Now that we have linear and quadratic state feedback gains which ensure
a supercritical Hopf bifurcation with a small radius limit cycle in the transformed
coordinate system, we need to reverse all the transformations to obtain the required
control law in the original non-transformed system. This procedure was developed at
the end of Chapter V and resulted in the formula
a = K'sT a a 1 )t~'x (VIII.377)
(GlT-'x) (tfjT-1*) + (/i x
T
(2) - Fj - KTX H) T (T" 1 ) x (2)
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where
and
X = (VIII.378)
and
with
k: &H\ h-z\ **z2 '^y\ ^y2
±00-2 -2
(VIII.379)
*3» KT KT KT'V 2 ) n ay( 2 ) A y( 2 ) (VIII.380)
Kj<*) Xtf Kmzi ^mz2 Kz2 KZlZ2 Kz2
— —
(VIII.381)
KT
<?y'(2) ft-myi l^ziyi l*z2 yi '^H\y2 **-z1 y2 ^-z2 y2 (VIII.382)
Kfr = K 2 K K 2l\ y ll yi y2 l\ y (VIII.383)
From the linear coordinate transformation we have
T
a =
a
T
= [0]
-4 -1
(VIII.384)
(VIII.385)
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10
10
10
0^0
-\
From the quadratic coordinate transformation we have
(VIII.386)
GT =
and
where
and
where
F 1 =
Wyup
tyymp —
Q ycP
H
Hn
llrjm, —
tjyup (jycp
0-1
tyyup tyymp Vycp
-52
"au tlam £*o<.
**yu "ym **yc
(VIII.387)
(VIII.388)
(VIII.389)
(VIII.390)
(VIII.391)
(VIII.392)
(VIII.393)
(VIII.394)
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H„
" yu
*l<?u —
n rtiL —
3
4
3
4
24
(VIII.395)
(VIII.396)
(VIII.397)
(VIII.398)
Finally, we have to calculate the coefficient matrix T (T ), which is defined by the
relation
where x — T
l \ with
and
X
(2) T (T- 1 ) xA 0(2)
x
x =
pi
Z\
Z2
V\
fa
Hi
x 2
X4
(VIII.399)
(VIII.400)
(VIII.401)
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Different coefficient matrices T (T l ) are possible depending on which component
order is chosen for the quadratic state vector x • W we choose
*» =
A
fJ,\X4
,2X
X XX 2
x 2
X1X3
X2X2
x3
X\ X\
X2X4
X3X4
xl
(VIII.402)
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then we have
x
(2, =
A
~4
Z\Z2
~2
Z\V\
Hifa
Z2V2
y\
ym
A
filXi
Hl x2
x;
XiX 2
Hi (\xs)
x l (\x 3)
x 2 (\xi)
m (-§z4)
x\ y~2 xy
x 2 \-\X^)
(1*3) (-^4)
(-N 2
A
H\ x \
H\ x 2
x\
X\X 2
x 2
\Hlx3
7#1#3
£2^3
;fi\X4
— 2^1^4
— 2X2X4
±x 2
16 X 3
IX3X4
x
-x
2
4
X A
T (T~ l
)
A
h\ x \
H\ x 2
Hl x3
H\X4
A
X\X 2
x 2
X\XZ
x 2x3
x3
X\X4
^3^4
(VIII.403)
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so
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
t(t- 1 ) = 14
1
4
1
2
1
2
16
where we have used
- - "
Ml P\ Ml
h x x X-i
h = T-1 X2 = x 2
fa X3 1*3
.
V2
.
X4
.
~2 X
*
.
I
8
1
4
(VIII.404)
(VIII.405)
Now we have to put all the parts together. We have
0^0 10548 000000 48 52 §
(VIII.406)
and
(A'J(2) - Fj - K*H) T (T- 1 ) x (2) (VIII.407)
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Also
an<
gTt- 1 X =
KTX T-'X
105 2 105 2 2 13 3 2
Xi ~r Xo I OXr> — X3X4 -r —X A
48 l 48 2 3 2 8 4
0-1
—£4
2
-I
1 1
-Hi - -x3 + x 4
1
1
1
1
4
1
2
10
10
10
-i
X\
x 2
X3
X4
(VIII.408)
X\
xi
X3
X\
(VIII.409)
so
(gIt-'x) (k^t-'x)
1
12'
•777^1x4 - -^3^4 + 2^4
We also have
a a J
so
an(
k:
K-
aT a J
0-4-1
-| 2 -1
a a J
Putting all the pieces together gives
11 1
u =
-t^i + 77^3 + 77Z4
b 2 2
+
1051
12
P
48
x\ +
105
48~
2 1 o «2 25
.1 2
(VIII.410)
(VIII.411)
(VIII.412)
) T~
l
x = —in + \x3 + ix4 (VIII.413)
(VIII.414)
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where
^ = p -
y'
c ($*) (VIII.415)
x x = A x (VIII.416)
x 2 = B1 (VIII.417)
x3 = <£-<!>* (VIII.418)
x4 y-tyc {<S>*) (VIII.419)
u = 7 (VIII.420)
with
$* = 1 (VIII.421)
#c($*) - 1 (VIII.422)
ty'c {<S>*) = (VIII.423)
Normally, equation VIII.414 suffices for a control law. However, if the control law
is needed in the original variables, the coordinate translations can be plugged into
equation VIII.414 giving
7 = -^-7// + 7$ + 7* (VIII.424)
o 4 4
1 , 105 / l2 „2 \ .,, 25 ^ , 1,
+ H"* + 48"^ + B?) + 3* " T** " 8*
as an alternate control law.
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APPENDIX A. STRUCTURAL MATRICES
USED IN QUADRATIC COORDINATE
TRANSFORMATIONS
There are several matrices which occur in the course of performing quadratic
coordinate transformations which do not depend strongly on the details of the problem
being considered. Instead, they occur as a consequence of the structure of the solution
method being used, and consequently will be referred to as "structural" matrices here
and in the text. These matrices include the constant coefficient matrices Dsy, ^s ff ,
D c , Dm , Da , Df., Dp D^, Dv , Dzz , and if appropriate Dw , and DUm .
Where do these matrices come from? They are a consequence of the fact that
the linear terms in our system have a fundamental structure, which we imposed on
our system when we performed our linear coordinate transformation and linear state
feedback. This structure is seen in the block diagonal nature of the linear part of our
system, i.e.
a
=
Fa a
+
.
y
.
A y
_
B
+ o(2+ ) (A.I)
where y € Rp is the vector of linearly uncontrollable states, a £ R3 is the vector of
linearly controllable states, and the matrices A and B have the following structure:
1 •••
A =
B =
(A.2)
(A.3)
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Additionally the vector a and the matrix Fa have the following block internal struc-
tures:
a
V
w
(A.4)
F„ = F» Fz (A.5)
Fu
where
fj, E Rr is the vector of parameters, z E Rq is the vector of linearly uncontrol-
lable states having eigenvalues with zero real parts, w E Rm is the vector of linearly
uncontrollable states having eigenvalues with non-zero real parts, and F^, Fz , and Fw
are coefficient matrices corresponding to the appropriate vectors.
Now, if we look at our quadratic coordinate transformation, we have
X = x + />
(2) (x) (A.6)
where we have defined
X =
z
w
y
(A.7)
and where we can define h^ (x) in vector/matrix form as
h™ (x) = H \ (2) (A.8)
with H a matrix of coefficients, and x the vector of all possible quadratic com-
binations of the components of x- Then, when we apply our quadratic coordinate
transformation to our system, we end up trying to solve an homological equation of
the form
/(2) (X) +
Fa
A
h {2) (x)
dhW(x)
dx
Fa
A
x = o (A.9)
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with a constraint equation of the form
<7
(1) (X)
dh^ (X )
dx B
(A.10)
In this appendix we are interested in the terms in each equation which contain the
derivative, which can be written as
dh^ (x )
dx
Fa
A
X = H
and
dhW
(X )
dx B
= H
dx (2)
dx
dx (2)
dx
Fa
A
B
\ (A.ll)
(A.12)
Now, since our state vector x has internal structure
X =
a
(A.13)
where the vector a is the linearly uncontrollable states grouped together, and the
vector y is the linearly controllable states grouped together, we can impose a structure
on the quadratic state vector x^ as well, i.e.
x
{2)
=
y(2)
(AAA)
where cr^ indicates the grouping of all quadratic state components having only terms
from the linearly uncontrollable states, o\ where ay^ indicates the grouping of all
quadratic state components having mixed terms from both the linearly uncontrollable
and linearly controllable states; and where y^ indicates the grouping of all quadratic
state components having only terms from the linearly controllable states, y. Grouping
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terms in this fashion and taking the derivative gives us
dX (2)
dX
a^
d <ry {2)
.
y
(2)
.
r -|
d
a
.
y
.
da dy
da dy
dyW dyW
da dy
9a( 2 )
da
dayW day( 2 )
da dy
dyW
dy
(A.15)
where the two opposite diagonal terms are identically zero since there are no compo-
nents of y in cr(
2
), and no components of a in y(2 >.
Now we can multiply out the terms containing the derivative and get
daW
and
dx {2)
dx
Fa
X =
A
dX (2)
dX B
da t/ 2 > day( 2 1
dy
dyW
dy
da
Fa
A
a
V
daW
da F„
^F„a+ d-^Ay
Ay
da * ffv ' dy
dy&
dy
Da
Dn
D c
V2)
yd)
daW
da
dayW dayW
da dy
dyW
dy
B
d_a^lBdy
dyW Bdy
DB.
DBv
a
(A.16)
(A.17)
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where we have defined the coefficient matrices Da , Dm , Dc , Db„ and Dsy by the
relations
D„a™ EE
d^ lFaa
da
Dm ay {2) = -^—Faa + —^—Ay
dc
D*» = °f-Ay
dy
Db„<t =
dy
dayW
dy
B
dyW
(A.18)
(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
(A.22)
Notice that these matrices don't have a heavy dependence on the specifics of a given
problem — they are only dependent on the dimension and linear terms of our system,
which is already in simplified form.
Now we will begin our calculations. We start with Db
v
and work our way
upwards.
1. CALCULATION OF DBy
Theorem 1.1 (Structure of Ds
y )
For any linearly controllable state vector y =
\ 6 Rp , with input coefficient matrix B £ Rpxl of the form
yP
B = (A.23)
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p(p+l)
and with linearly controllable quadratic state vector y^ € R 2 arranged as follows
,(2 ) -
V\V2
ym
2/22/3
'V J
,St£±ii
^en £/*e matrix Dbv € R 2 xp , defined by the relation
<V2)
is given in block form by
Db =
where the matrix I2 £ RpXp is defined as
h =
h
I
2
(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)
(A.27)
where the lower right hand element is a scalar 2.
r) ( 2 )
Proof. When the term -|
—
B is calculated, only the last p terms are non-zero,
since they are the only terms containing yv . We get
dyW
dy
B =
dyP
dyW
dyP
(A.28)
y\
yv-\
2yP
h
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which proves the theorem. <
2. CALCULATION OF DB
Theorem 2.1 (Structure of Db„) For any linearly controllable state vector y —
V\
Vv
£ Rp and linearly uncontrollable state vector a
o-\
o--2
£ Rs
,
with input
coefficient matrix B £ RpXl of the form
B = (A.29)
and with mixed quadratic state vector cry^ 2 ' £ Rps arranged in block form as
o-y\
ay (2)
°yP
(A.30)
then the matrix Db„ £ Rpsxs , defined by the relation
d°y {2)
rDBa o- = —&-B
is given in block form by
Dbc
dy
'
(A.31)
(A.32)
where I £ Rsxs is the identity matrix.
Proof. When the term -^
—
B is calculated, only the last s terms are non-zero,dy
since they are the only terms containing yp . We get
dayW
dy
B =
dyi dyP
dayW
dyP
(A.33)
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0"! /
ap
a
which proves the theorem. <
3. CALCULATION OF Dc
Theorem 3.1 (Structure of D c ) For any linear state vector y =
coefficient matrix A £ Rpxp of the form
1 •••
</i
Vv
£ Rv
,
with
A =
.
• 1
(A.34)
p(p+i)
and with controllable states quadratic state vector y^2 > £ R 2 arranged as follows
y
(2) =
V\V2
y\
ym
V2ys
'V J
(A.35)
then the matrix Dc , defined by the relation
dy
Ay (A.36)
is given by
DCl = [0] (A.37)
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£U =c2
Dr. =C3
2
1
2
110
2
10
1
(A.38)
(A.39)
for p = 1 through 3, where the subscript numeral indicates the dimension p in each
case. For arbitrary p, the matrix Dc is given iteratively by the block formula
I)cp+i
\ DBy
A B (A.40)
J r>
(p+l)(p-t-2) (p+l)(p+2)
. .
where JJCp+1 G /t 2 2 zs me matrix for y G /ip_r which we are trying
p(p+\) P( P+ 1
)
io calculate, Dc G R 2 x 2 is me matrix for y £ RP which we are assumed to
know, and the coefficient matrices Db
v
G R 2 xp , A G i?pxp and 5 G i?pxl
defined earlier.
were
Proof. We prove the cases for p = 1 through 3 by direct calculation, and
prove the general case by examining the structure of y^ 2\ For y G R 1 we have ^4 = 0.
Since DCl is defined by the relation
we have the trivial result that Z}C] = 0, thus proving case 1.
1
(A.41)
For y G R we have A = Since DC2 is defined by the relation
I)C2
vl
'
'
vl
'
vivi
d ym
A
2/i
—
- /l
vl d
y\
.
y2
.
V2
2yi
y-i y\
2y2
(A.42)
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2J/1J/2
yl
2
1
yl
2/12/2
yl
we have DC2
2
1 , thus proving case 2.
For y £ R3 we have A =
1
1 Since DC3 is defined by the relation
d
I)C3
a
ym
yl
2/12/3
3/22/3
yl
d
ym
yl
2/12/3
2/22/3
yl
2/i
yi
2/3
22/12/2
2/2 + yiJ/3
22/22/3
2/22/3
2/1
2/i
2/3
22/i
2/2 2/i
2j/2
2/3 2/i
2/3 2/2
2j/3
2
1 1
2
1
1
2/2
2/3
VI
2/12/2
2/2
2
2/i2/3
2/22/3
2/1
(A.43)
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we have DC3 = thus proving case 3.
2
110
2
10
1
For the general case, we examine the structure of y^ 2\ When we increase the
dimension of the linearly controllable state vector y from p to p + 1, the linear state
vector becomes
Void
y,
2/p+i
(A.44)
Likewise, the quadratic state vector becomes
yW =
anew
(2)
Void
VoidVp+i
y
2
P+i
(A.45)
Here we will drop the subscripts id and new with the assumption that all references
to the state vectors y and y^ refer to the dimension p, rather than p + 1. We have
Dcy& = ^Ay, which yields
Dcp+i
,(2)
yyP+i
y
2
P+ i
d
,(2)
yyP+i
yi+i
i)
y
yP+i
dy
hv+\ y
o 2
A B y
2/p+i
Ay + Byp+ i
(A.46)
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SgAy + SgB^
Ayyp+1 + By%+1
DCp y (2) + DBy yyP+ i
Ayyp+1 + Byl+1
where we have used the fact that when p increases to p + 1 in the first equation, the
new A matrix changes to
A B
(A.47)Ap+\ —
and where we have used equations A.20 and A. 22 for the definitions of the matrices
Dc and Dbv - Finally, pulling out the new quadratic state vector yields
/)Cp+l
y
(2) \ Ds y " y (2) '
A B yyP+i
yjfi-
.
yyP+i
y
2
P+i
which proves the general case for the theorem. <
4. CALCULATION OF DM
Theorem 4.1 (Structure of Dm ) For any linear state vector x —
(A.48)
y
Rs and y
the form
y\
yP
.
,
with a 6
G BP , and with controllable state coefficient matrix A G RpXp of
1
A = (A.49)
• 1
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and with uncontrollable state coefficient matrix Fa 6 RsXs and with mixed quadratic
state vector ay^ G Rps arranged as follows
osyi
o-\yP
0-2Vp
ay (2) _
°y\
o-y2
o-yP J
(A.50)
then the matrix Dm £ RpsXps f defined by the relation
{2)
__d*y&> .day®Dm ay K > = —- Fa cr + —-
—
Ay
is given in block form by
Dm =
" da
i <~> T
dy
Fa I ... o
'•
'••
(A.51)
(A.52)
Fa
Proof. We prove the general case by exploiting the structure of ay^ 2\ We
calculate
d
day™
d
rCT
o-y
v
a da
Fa a
yii
Faa =
Fa cry i
y?1 Fa cryp
(A.53)
and
d
dayW
dy
Ay =
<*V\
o-y
v
dy
Ay
a
'••
2/2 <yy2
yP
—
°~y
P
a
(A.54)
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which we put together to get
Da ay { > = — Fao + —
—
Ay
d rr
which proves the general case. <
dy
Fa /
; •. '•. /
Fa
Fa vy\
Fa <ryp-\
Fa cryP
°yv
+
°yv
o
(A.55)
5. CALCULATION OF Da
We now look at the calculation of Da . The matrix Da is used in the calculation
of Poincare normal forms for general uncontrolled dynamic systems. For this disserta-
tion its primary use is as a way to account for the effect of any linearly uncontrollable
but stable states w and to allow us to get to the matrix D^, which as we will see,
is of use calculating the Poincare normal forms for the bifurcations of interest, and
in the control of the center manifold of dynamic systems. The calculation of Da is
complicated by the fact that the linear vector of uncontrollable states, <j, is made up
of three sub-vectors of interest: /x, the vector of parameters; z, the vector of linearly
uncontrollable states having zero real-part eigenvalues; and w, the vector of linearly
uncontrollable states having non-zero real-part eigenvalues. We will group the center
manifold states as £ = , which will allow us to consider Da to be made up of
three separate sub-matrices: D^, DUm and Dw . Then in a subsequent sections we will
consider the structure of these sub-matrices.
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Theorem 5.1 (General Structure of Da ) For any vector of linearly uncontrol-
table states a given in block form by a —
w
state coefficient matrix Fa having the block form
Fa --
Ft
F,
,
and with linearly uncontrollable
(A.56)
the structural matrix Da , defined by the relation
DaaW = ——Faa
do-
has the block form
Do
D(
DUm
D„
where the sub-matrices D^, DUm and Dw are defined by the relations
DUm iw -r£ + - -r,„w
di c)w
D,„w (2) = -r—F„w
w
Proof. Since a —
i
w
,
the quadratic state vector has the form
a (2)
^
2)
w (2)
So
D„v™ =
do-w
da
9£< 2
Fno
dw
dw
Fi
F, w
(A.57)
(A.58)
(A.59)
(A.60)
(A.61)
(A.62)
(A.63)
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9£(2)
10
^4 + a
dw
D(
A, ra
Du
,w
^(2)
£^ 2 )
which is the expected result. <
a. Calculation of £)„,
The calculation of the structural matrix Dw is reasonably straightforward for
any specific system having a given matrix Fw . However, it is complicated in the
general case by the fact that, unlike the matrix A, Fw does not have enough of a
specific form in general to lend itself to iterative calculation. Instead, we will look
at all the different possible cases for w £ R1 and w £ R2 . Since the matrix Fw is
assumed to be in block diagonal (Jordan) canonical form with eigenvalues having
negative real parts, there are four possible cases:
• Fw = [Ai], with Xi 7^ 0. That is, w £ R 1 and the matrix Fw has a single real
eigenvalue, which is non-zero.
F,
Aj
A 2
Fw has two distinct real eigenvalues, which are both non-zero.
,
with \\ 7^ and A 2 ^ 0. That is, w £ R2 and the matrix
• Fm = Ai
-u?t
Fw has two complex conjugate eigenvalues, with non-zero real parts.
,
with Xi 7^ and uw ^ 0. That is, w £ R2 and the matrix
• K„ =
Ai 1
Aj
real non-zero eigenvalue in a Jordan block.
,
with Xi ^ 0. That is, w £ R2 and the matrix Fw has one
Now we can look at theorems for these cases which give Dw .
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Theorem 5.2 (Dw ID) For w = [w-i] G R 1 , and Fw = [Ai], un£/i X\ ^ 0, ^e matrix
Dw , defined by equation A. 61, is given by the formula
A [2A, (A.64)
Proof. We prove this case by direct calculation. Taking the definition of Dw ,
equation A. 61, and applying it to the one dimensional case, we get
n 2
dwj
Dww 1 = -—rww l (A.65)
which is the expected result. <
= ^K
Theorem 5.3 (Dw 2D Distinct Real) Forw w2 G
R2
,
and Fw —
\ x
A 2
with Ai 7^ and A2 ^ 0, the matrix Dw , defined by equation A. 61, is given by the
formula
~ 2Aj
(A 1 + A 2 ) (A.66)
2A 2
Proof. We prove this case by direct calculation. Taking the definition of Dw ,
equation A. 61, and applying it to the applicable two dimensional case, we get
D,
w.
w 1w2
w.
dw*
dw\
dw\W2 du>\ U>2
dw\ dw2
o
*£
9w2
2w^
W2 Wi
2w2
2Aju; 2
(Ai + A 2 )tU!u;2
2\2wl
Wi
w2
Aj
A 2 w2
(A.67)
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2Aj
(Ai + Aj)
2A 2
10
w xw2
w2
.
which is the expected result. <
Theorem 5.4 (Dw 2D Complex Conjugates) Fo r u;
tt>2
G R2
,
and Fw =
wi
Al —Wty
u>w Ai
given by the formula
ith Aj ^ anc? tuw 7^ 0, £/ie matrix Dw , defined by equation A. 61, is
D„,=
2Ai —2a;w
W10 2Ai —w*
2a;w 2Ai
(A.68)
Proof. We prove this case by direct calculation. Taking the definition of Dw ,
equation A.61, and applying it to the applicable two dimensional case, we get
D.
tu;
W XW2
wi
dwl
pdwi
dui\ dw2
dui2
Fu
W2
Ai — u>w
A'iw
2iwi
2w2
2Aiifj — 2loww\w2
uww
2 + 2Aiu;itu2 — Uwwl
2ujwW\w2 -f 2Aitu|
(A.69)
w x
w2
2Ai —2^
2Ai —uvUJ
2u>,. 2Ai
wx
w
x
w2
Wr
which is the expected result. <
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Theorem 5.5 (Dw 2D Jordan Block) Forw = w2 G
R2
,
and Fw =
Ai 1
A a
unY/i Ai ^ 0, the matrix Dw , defined by equation A. 61, is given by the formula
A„ =
2Aj 2
2Aj 1
2Aj
(A.70)
Proof. We prove this case by direct calculation. Taking the definition of Dw ,
equation A. 61, and applying it to the applicable two dimensional case, we get
A
w;
WiW2
w.
dw2
dw\
dw\ dui2
du>2
Fu
w2
(A.71)
2u>i
2to2
2AiU>i + 2w\w2
2\\W\w2 + ^2
2A 1 u;2
2
2Ai 2
2Ai 1
2Ai
Ai 1
Ai ti>2
u>
WiW2
w'
which is the expected result. <
b. Calculation of Du
The calculation of the structural matrix DUrn is reasonably straightforward for
the general case. We show it in a theorem.
Theorem 5.6 (General Structure of DUm ) For any vector of linearly uncontrol-
lable states a G Rs , such that a =
w
"6 " m
,
with £ =
.6
.
G R} and w =
.
w™
.
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Rm
,
and with linearly uncontrollable state coefficient matrix Fa £ RsXs of the block
form
'
Ft
Fn
Fa = (A.72)
where Ft G R
txt and Fw € Rmxm , the structural matrix DUm G RtmXtm , defined by
the relation
di
is given by the block formula
Fi
i
DUm =
'
'•.
Ft
+
dw
F I F I1 W^ll J J W\m 1
F I F I
(A.73)
(A.74)
where the scalar values FWij are the entries in the matrix Fw , and I € Rtxt is the
identity matrix.
Proof. We prove the general case by exploiting the structure of £ur 2 '. We
have
£w (2) (A-.75)
which allows us to calculate
d
d£w (2)
^
Fd =
di
F£
w^I
*tf =
Frfw,
wmI F^wm
(A.76)
and
d
diwM
d
F,
£wx
£wr
w
w d
F, w
w
(A.77)
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^ o ...
o •. ••. ;
:
••• •••
••• o t
£{FWll wi + ... + FWlmwm )
FWu w 1 + •
FWml w 1 +.
• + FWy wlm "^rn
+ FWmm WVJmm ^m
HFWml W l + • • • + FWmmWm )
We put these together to get
DumiwK) = c, Fz£ + —z--Fww
(
F&wi
F^wm
F(
'•
d
(A.78)
+
((FWll w 1 + ... + FWlmwm )
{ {Fwml wi + . . + FWmmwm )
which is the expected result. <
••-
F(
+
F I F I1 Wlm 1
F I •. F I
£W!
£wr
c. Calculation of D^
Now we come to the calculation of the structural matrix D^ which is used
in calculation of the Poincare normal form for the various types of bifurcations, and
in the control of the center manifold for the stabilization of linearly unstabilizable
bifurcations. In this section we will calculate the general structure of the matrix Z^,
and in subsequent sections we will calculate the specific values for the various types
of bifurcations. We start with a theorem on the general structure.
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Theorem 5.7 (General Structure of D^) For any vector of center states £ £ Rl ,
such that
<f
=
/'
z
with fi
Hi
[<>
£ RT and
L"? J
state coefficient matrix F^ £ Rtxi of the block form
£ Rg
,
and with center
Fi =
F„ F?
the structural matrix Dt, defined by the relation
b*»
-¥«
has the block form
Df = Dp D»z
Dv Dzz
where the sub-matrices Dp , D^z , Dv and Dzz are defined by the relations
'liz/
dz
02
(A.79)
(A.80)
(A.81)
(A.82)
(A.83)
(A.84)
(A.85)
Proof. Since £ =
V
,
the quadratic state vector has the form
So
e
(2)
/'
:2)
(2)\iZ
zM
(A.86)
D£ (2)
5^
^ (A.87)
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dn
8n dz
92
F F1 n 1 z
/'
•-&F* + *&F.
dzW
9
Dp D„z
F^ + *g-Faz
v
{2)
pz&)
zmD
v
D
z
which is the expected result. <
i. Calculation of D^z
The calculation of the structural matrix D^ is reasonably straightfor-
ward for the general case, so we show it in a theorem.
Theorem 5.8 (The General Structure of D^z ) For any vector of center states
£ € Rl , such that £ =
/<
with fi
A*i
fX r
<E Rr and z
z\
6 -ft9 , Gftd un£/i
center state coefficient matrix F^ £ Rtxt of the block form
Ff = F F1
fj. * z
(A.88)
the structural matrix D^z £ RTqXTq , defined by the relation
has the block form
Dpzfiz
OZ
'
f
zij Fziqr
'
nz —
L*V F^n
(A.89)
(A.90)
where FZi are the scalar elements of the matrix Fz , and I £ RTXr is the identity
matrix.
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Proof. We prove the general case by exploiting the structure of /iz^
.
We have
[IZ (2) _
which allows us to calculate
d
D^pz™ = dfiz
(2)
FrZ =
flZi
fiZq
\LZ\
VZq
±Fz z
dz
~*~
dz
fl ••
o ••. '•. ;
: ••
'••
••• fi
n(FZll z x + . . . + FZlq zq )
FZ11 Z! + .
FZql z x + .
+ FZl zq ~q
+ FZqq^q
v(FZqlZl + . . + FZqqzq)
lizxFZlJ FZlq I
F-J •• *V fi:
which is the expected result. <a
(A.91)
(A.92)
6. CALCULATING D^ FOR SPECIFIC BIFURCATIONS
In this section we will calculate the specific forms of the structural matrix D^
for individual types of bifurcations on the center manifold. To calculate the matrix D^,
we need to calculate the four sub-matrices Dp , D^, Dv and Dzz , and then substitute
them into equation A. 81.
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a. One Dimensional Bifurcations: Saddle-Node, Tran-
scritical and Pitchfork
Saddle-node, transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations are one dimensional co-
dimension one bifurcations characterized by the matrices F^ = [Fm ] and Fz = [0].
For a saddle node bifurcation Fm ^ 0. For a transcritical or pitchfork bifurcation,
F^ — 0. Again, we present our result in the form of a theorem.
Theorem 6.1 (D^ for a ID Bifurcation) For a one dimensional bifurcation char-
acterized by the matrices F^ = [FM1 ] and Fz — [0], the structural matrix D^ is given
by
Dt =
IF,
F/'i
t'\
with
DP =
D^ =
D
v
=
D„ =
[0]
[2F,
[0]
AM .
(A.93)
(A.94)
(A.95)
(A.96)
(A.97)
Proof. Since Fz = 0, we instantly have D^z = and Dzz = by equations
A. 83 and A. 85, since both matrices are linearly dependent on Fz . Since \i = [fii] and
z = [zi], we have fj,^ — [//j], fiz^ — [fizi] and z^
2
' = [z2 ]. Evaluating equations A. 82
and A.84 for FM = [F^] we get Dp = [F^] and Dv = [2Fm ]. Plugging into equation
A.81 gives the expected result. <
b. Hopf Bifurcations
Hopf bifurcations are two dimensional co-dimension one bifurcations charac-
terized by the matrices F^ =
our result in the form of a theorem.
and Fz =
-UJ
CJ
,
where uQ ^ 0. We present
Theorem 6.2 (D^ for Hopf Bifurcations) For a Hopf bifurcation characterized
-w
by the matrices FM and F7
LOq
,
where uj ^ 0, the structural
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matrix D^ is given by
D<
-L0
L0
-2w
W -UJQ
2w
(A.98)
with
D,
D^ =
Dn =
Dzz =
'
"
—W
Uq
-2w
w —LOO
2w
(A.99)
(A.100)
(A.101)
(A.102)
Proof. Since F^ — 0, we instantly have Dp = and Dv = by equations
A. 82 and A. 84, since both matrices are linearly dependent on FM . Since // = [fii] and
22
,
we have ^ = [fi2], fxz^ =
fi 1 Z 1
V1Z2
andz(2 > 1*2 Using the
"General Structure of D^ theorem, with Fz =
-w
u
,
we get
D»z =
U)
(A. 103)
Evaluating equation A. 85 for Dzz , we get
D 2 Z\Z2
z
2
1
dz\
dz-\ 22
3zj
dz \ z2
dz2
dz\
dz2
-wo
wo
*1
~2
(A.104)
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—UJoZ2
-2lo z1 z2
2
ZL0qZ\Z2
LOqz\ — UJoZJ
2^i
Z2 Z\
2z2
-2u
UJQ
2o>o
Plugging into equation A.81 gives the expected result. <
c. Double Zero Bifurcations
Co-dimension one double zero bifurcations are characterized by the matrices
.2
— CJ Z\Z2
„2
^2
F„ =
M2
of a theorem
and Fz =
A
where A ^ 0. We present our result in the form
Theorem 6.3 (D^ for Double Zero Bifurcatio) For a double zero bifurcation char
acterized by the matrices F^ —
structural matrix D^ is given by
F
D* = M2
* A*2
F1 M2
and F7 =
A
2A
with
D n =
D,z =
D„ =
D„ =
2FM2
1 M2
A
F1 M2
A
A
where Aq ^ 0, the
(A. 105)
2F„
A*2 .
2A
A
(A. 106)
(A. 107)
(A.108)
(A.109)
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Proof. Since /x = [//i] and
Z\
Z2
,
we have^ = [fij], \xz^ =
Ml Z2
and z< 2 > - Z\Z2
Az2
Using the "General Structure of Z)MZ " theorem, with Fz =
A
we get
A» =
A
Evaluating equations A. 82, A.84 and A.85 for Z)p , Dv and Dzz , we get
and
A A
dn\z\ d^\z\
dz\ dz2
d^\Z2 dmz2
dz\ dz2 F1*2
Ml
Mi o
Mi
F
^2 Ml
A Mi-^i
Ml 22
=
dzl
dz\
dz\ 22
32j
32122
322 F
Mi
322
22j -
Z2 Z\
1z2
-
Fm/*i
F^^\Z\
2FfX2 n l z2
M2
2F,
Mi^i
Ml^2
(A.110)
(A.lll)
(A.112)
V2
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and
D 2 -\Z2
dzl
dZl
dz \ z2
dz\
dz\Z2
dz\
dz2
A
z2
(A.113)
2z!
2z2
2A
A
Ao^2
2\qZ\z2
AqZ2
*1
Z\Z2
-,2
Plugging into equation A. 81 gives the expected result. <
d. Two Zeroes Bifurcations
Co-dimension one two zeroes bifurcations are characterized by the matrices
F.„
F,w
F,
1*2
and Fz = . We present our result in the form of a theorem.
Theorem 6.4 (D^ for Two Zeroes Bifurcation) For a two zeroes bifurcation char-
acterized by the matrices F^ -
is given by
with
Ml
F,
P-7.
Ml
P
M2
F
2F,
and Fz = the structural matrix Dt
/M
/'2
"
.
(A.114)
DP =
A« =
>M,
'
F
"
"
(A. 115)
(A. 116)
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' 2F c1
D
v
= F F„
2F»
2 .
"
"
0„ =
(A.117)
(A.118)
Proof. Since Fz = 0, we instantly have D^ z = and Dzz = by equations
A. 83 and A. 85, since both matrices are linearly dependent on Fz . Since fj, = [fii] and
%2 Ml*2
,
we have /j,^ — [/ij], fiz^ =
equations A.82 and A.84 for Dp and Dv , we get
D
and z< 2 > \Z2 Evaluating
d^\Z\ dm z\
dz\ dz2
d^\Z2 9<ui z-2
dz\ dz2
F
tii
F,
t*Q.
Ml (A.119)
Mi
o m
^iMi
F^fii
F/'i
F,
tii
A
and
D r
[L X Z X
H\Z2
dzl
dz\
dz\ Z2
dz\
22!
Z2
? 21*2
dz2
dzj
dz2
F„
F,
fi2
Ml (A.120)
z\
2z2
F^fii
F^Hi
2F„1 fi1z1
Ftl2 fiiz1 + Flil fi 1 z2
2Ffi2 fi1z2
2F
tii
F,M2 F,tii
2Ftii
V\Z\
Ml 22
Plugging into equation A. 81 gives the expected result. <
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APPENDIX B. QUADRATIC
TRANSFORMATIONS
In this Appendix we will develop the quadratic coordinate transformations
which implement the quadratic normal form developed in Chapter V. From the
Separation Principle theorem and the "Constraints on H from g(x)" lemma of that
chapter, we have to solve six matrix equations subject to the constraints imposed by
four additional matrix equations. The matrix equations to solve are
f*yc*-'c fi-tiyc — ^f yc "cj/c ^±5.1
"ym-^m -fitlym — tyym ^%ym yD.Z
li-yu'-Ja 'l-"t/u — ^%yu ty yu yij.o
HacDc — FaHac = Q ac — Qac (B.4
I*am Urn * a-^am — ^cam *»; am yO.O
*±au*-J
a
i a"au — ^%au *•% au yo.Kj
and the constraint equations are
Gau — HamDBa = (B.7
Gac - HacDBy = (B.8
Gyu — Hyrn DBa = Gyu (B.9
Gyc — HycDsy = Gyc (B.10
Now we will look at actually solving these equations for the coordinate transformation
matrices, the normal form matrices, and the components of the feedback.
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1. CONTROLLABLE/UNCONTROLLABLE PART
The controllable/uncontrollable portion of the quadratic coordinate transfor-
mation process is given by the solutions Hyu and Qyu of equation B.3, rewritten here
for convenience,
which is not subject to any of the constraint equations. Because the quadratic normal
form of this portion was proven to be zero in Chapter V after feedback was applied,
the coefficient matrix Qyu can have at most a non-zero bottom row after the quadratic
coordinate transformation is complete. So Qyu has the form
Wyu
tyyup
(B.12)
Equation B.ll is in the proper form to apply the Unstacking Theorem of Chapter V,
which yields
Dl -I
'• ••
... o
••.
••.
-/
Dl
HT
yv-i QT
ttTn yup QT T
(B.13)
The solution of equation B.13 is the subject of the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Controllable/Uncontrollable Solution) The controllable/uncon-
trollable portion of the quadratic coordinate transformation required to put a system
into quadratic normal form is given by the solutions Hyu and Qyu of the block matrix
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equation
H
V*i
ttT
yup
^yup
I
1
• "
-1
QT
-/ Qyup
Dl /
(B.14)
where
TJ
HJ/Wi
Hyup
(B.15)
and
Q y>> (B.16)
tyyiip J
and where the matrix Da is obtained from Appendix A, and the block elements Q yUj
are the rows of the coefficient matrix Qyu .
Proof. The block matrix equation B.13 has p block equations in p + 1 block
unknowns, and is therefore underdetermined. One of the block variables is therefore
a free variable, which we can pick. We choose H U^1 = 0, which is one additional
block equation, which we append to equation B.13 and rearrange to show Q u^ as
a variable. The resulting coefficient matrix is invertible as shown in equation B.14,
since it is lower triangular with non-zero elements on the main diagonal. <
2. CONTROLLABLE/MIXED PART
The controllable/mixed portion of the quadratic coordinate transformation
process is given by the solutions //ym , Qym and Gyu of equation B.2, subject to the
constraints of equation B.9, which are rewritten here for convenience,
"ym^m **[* ym — ^%ym ^%
Gyu — Hym DBv — G .'/"
(B.17)
(B.18)
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Because the quadratic normal form of this portion was proven to be zero in Chapter V
after feedback was applied, the coefficient matrices Qym and Gyu can each have at most
a non-zero bottom row after the quadratic coordinate transformation is complete. So
Qym and Gyu have the form
Qym
and
Lfvu
tyymp
(B.19)
Q yup
(B.20)
Equations B.17 and B.18 are in the proper form to apply the Unstacking Theorem of
Chapter V, which yields
Di I
•
'
'
•
.
'• ••
-I
. .
•
•
•
• DTm
ol. ... o
ljTn ymi
tjT
yrrip
—
^ ymp
—
.
^ ymp
_
(B.21)
Dl
ljT
ymi
HTymp
=
^yu,
yup
—
. vup .
(B.22)
The solution of equations B.21 and B.22 is the subject of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Controllable/Mixed Solution) The controllable/mixed portion of
the quadratic coordinate transformation required to put a system into quadratic normal
form is given by the solutions Hym , QyTn and Gyrn of the block matrix equations
yuP
(B.23)
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am
where
ant
and
ym 1
ttT
ymp
QT
DTm /
*>l
Hym
Wym —
^yu —
"
— 1
" QT 1tS ym\
-/
QT
yy-i
»h _
Hymi
Hymp
^iyrrip
Gyup
(B.24)
(B.25)
(B.26)
(B.27)
and where the matrices Dm and Db„ are obtained from Appendix A, and the block
elements Qymj and GyU} are the rows of the coefficient matrices Qym and Gyu , respec-
tively.
Proof. The combined block matrix equations B.21 and B.22 have sp(p + 1)
block equations in sp (p + 1) + s block unknowns, and are therefore underdetermined.
One of the block variables is therefore a free variable, which we can pick. We choose
GyUp — 0, which we show as a separate block matrix equation. Then we append
equations B.21 and B.22 together and rearrange to show Q m^ as a variable. The
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resulting block matrix equation is
I ••Dl
Dl
-/
Dl
^L
" QT
tjT
**ymp
tjT
ymp U yux
QT
.
yup
.
(B.28)
and it only remains to be shown that the coefficient matrix in equation B.28 is invert-
ible. The proof of invertibility uses block Gaussian elimination to put the matrix into
upper triangular form, and follows exactly the proof given in the Controllable/Mixed
theorem in Chapter V, which will not be repeated here. <
3. CONTROLLABLE/CONTROLLABLE PART
The controllable/controllable portion of the quadratic coordinate transforma-
tion process is given by the solutions Hyc , Qyc and Gyc of equation B.l, subject to
the constraints of equation B.10, which are rewritten here for convenience
riyC LJc /\riyC — *% yc *% yc
Gyc — HyCDBy — Gyc
(B.29)
(B.30)
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The quadratic normal form of this portion was proven in Chapter V to include only
selected y
2 terms, which are Q Vc
y\
L y P
,
with Q Vc having the form
Qyc
7l3 7i P
*
• l(p-2)p (B.31)
which is seen to be upper triangular with zeros on the main diagonal and first super
diagonal. Now, the matrix Qyc is defined by the relation
QyCy {2) = Q Vc
'yf
y\
+
.A. Wycp
,(2) (B.32)
Because of the structure inherent in the matrix Q Vc , the controllable/controllable por-
tion of the quadratic coordinate transformation is less amenable to a general solution
than the other portions. Instead, the solution should be handled on a case by case
basis.
4. UNCONTROLLABLE/CONTROLLABLE PART
The uncontrollable/controllable portion of the quadratic coordinate transfor-
mation process is given by the solutions Hac and Qac of equation B.4, subject to the
constraints of equation B.8, which are rewritten here for convenience,
riocl-'c ^a^ac — ^cac Vc
Gac — HffCDBv —
(B.33)
(B.34)
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The quadratic normal form of this portion was proven to include all of the y 2 terms
and nothing else in Chapter V. If we define the y
2 terms as Qac
vl
vl
vl\
then the
matrix Q ac has the form
y
(2)
= Q..
Vl
>p J
(B.35)
where the matrix Q ffc € Rsxp has the block form
Q« c =
o
tywc
(B.36)
In order to perform the matrix operations we need to define a new matrix which
relates Q ac to Q„c . We do this in a lemma.
p(p+i)
Lemma 4.1 (Definition of Dqc ) The matrix Dqc 6 Rpx 2 relates the rows of the
matrix Qac to the rows of the matrix Q0c as follows
The matrix Dqc is defined iteratively by the relations
D
qci = [1]
D
?CP+1
Dqcp P
1
(B.37)
(B.38)
(B.39)
where we have used the definition P € RpXp = 0.
Proof. By the "Notation for Multi-Variable Taylor Series Expansions" lemma
in Chapter III, the elements of the quadratic state vector y^ 2 ' are ordered by the rule
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VhVi > VjVk if i > k, or h > j if i = fc, which gives
,( 2 )
v\
V\V2
vl
(B.40)
The matrix D qc is the matrix which selects only the y? terms from this vector. <
So now we can state the form of the matrix Qac , which is
tyac —
Qa c\
tyac s
Q«CI D <h-
Q° c d <lc
(B.41)
Applying the Unstacking Theorem from Chapter V to equations B.33 and B.34, we
get
VL
DJ
"••
o dT
KU I
FaJ
_
\
_ _
Fa,J Hl, ' QT™ ac\ tyac\
FaJ
1
.
*%.
.
QL, tyacs
Dl •••
• Dl
H
ac\
Hi
Gac\
Gl
(B.42)
(B.43)
The solution to these equations is the subject of the next theorem.
Theorem 4.2 (Uncontrollable/Controllable Solution) The uncontrollable/con-
trollable portion of the quadratic coordinate transformation required to put a system
into quadratic normal form is given by the solutions Hcc and Qac of the block matrix
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equation
M CC,
«L
(P CT -F„n l)
— ^ctti I
-Fal2 l
"
CT21
a s \
r <*\!
-^(s-Ds 1
-F'sU-l) 1 (vJ-Foss 1) 1c
-1
" Qaci
-1
Q%c<
r-T
-
Gacs -
(B.44)
Proof. We begin by plugging equation B.41 into equation B.42, and appending
equations B.42 and B.43 together. The resulting block matrix equation is
(Dj-Fau l) -Fai2 I
-F I
F*sJ a
-<
DlB,
~F<nJ
-F I
(Dl - Faj)
Dl
' T
- DT T
^(TC! uqc^o Cl
H^Ci
^ffcs U q c ^<Tc s
.
H
<?Cs
G'.
(B.45)
which can be rearranged to show Q ffc as a variable, and then inverted, yielding
equation B.44. Now, all that is left is to show that the coefficient matrix in equation
B.44 is, in fact, invertible. The proof of invertibility follows closely the proof of the
Uncontrollable/Controllable theorem in Chapter V. We begin by noting that row
exchanges can be used to put every row which has a non-zero element of the matrix
Dj in order on the bottom of the matrix. This yields a new matrix which is block
He J
lower triangular, where the lower right block matrix is the ps x ps identity matrix, and
where the upper left block is the matrix Actrunc which was shown to be invertible in
the proof of the Uncontrollable/Controllable theorem in Chapter V. Therefore, since
both diagonal blocks are invertible, the entire new matrix is invertible, and since row
exchanges do not alter the invertibility of a matrix, this proves the theorem. <i
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5. UNCONTROLLABLE/MIXED PART
The uncontrollable/mixed portion of the quadratic coordinate transformation
process is given by the solutions Ham and Qam of equation B.5, subject to the con-
straints of equation B.7, which are rewritten here for convenience,
I+om'-'m "a Ham — ^%am ^%ai
Gau — Ham D}
(B.46)
(B.47)
The quadratic normal form of this portion was proven to include all of the crt/i terms
and nothing else in Chapter V. If we define the ay\ terms as Qam [o~y\\ then the
matrix Q arn has the form
Qam<ry {2} = Qam Wvi] (B.48)
where the matrix Qarn G Rsxs has the block form
Qc
o o
im2
'Wm2
(B.49)Vzmj Vi
In order to perform the matrix operations we need to define a new matrix which
relates Qam to Qam - We do this in a lemma.
Lemma 5.1 (Definition of Dqm ) The matrix Dqm G RSXps relates the rows of the
matrix Qac to the rows of the matrix Q„ c as follows
tyaCj V^Cj Uqr
where Dqm is defined by the relation
Dqm = I /
(B.50)
(B.51)
Proof. By the "Quadratic State Vector" lemma in Chapter V, the elements
of the quadratic state vector <xy(2 ) are ordered by the rule a^Vi > o'jVk if i > Ar, or
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h > j if i = k, which gives
ay (2)
cn/i
crt/p
(B.52)
The matrix Dqm is the matrix which selects only the ay\ terms from this vector. <
So now we can state the form of the matrix Qam , which is
Qc
tyami
Qc
Qam,D?m
Qom Ds ?m
(B.53)
Applying the Unstacking Theorem from Chapter V to equations B.46 and B.47, we
get
DL ... o
•••
Dl
FaJ
Fa
sJ
Fa ls I
F„..I
)
ijT
"ami
"am*
=
" QTV am\
-
" QT*e ami
T
^am $
(B.54)
Dl.
Dl
Hami
ttT
Gami
GTam.
(B.55)
The solution to these equations is the subject of the next theorem.
Theorem 5.2 (Uncontrollable/Mixed Solution) The uncontrollable/mixed por-
tion of the quadratic coordinate transformation required to put a system into quadratic
normal form is given by the solutions Ham and Q„m of the block matrix equation
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r h t i9™1
"ymp
Q"mi
.
Q<rm s .
-F(r 12 l
CT21
^1:
-F<r(.-l)j 7
.-I) 7 (Dm-F*ss')»(5 l
/jT
(B.56)
Proof. We begin by plugging equation B.53 into equation B.54, and appending
equations B.54 and B.55 together. The resulting block matrix equation is
n r<t\\l) r oi2 * -Fa,J
— t a21 l
" T ' Djm Qlmi '
-Fc.J
'
.
-*vV
— F I
(Dl-Fa„l) ymi QTVcrm s DjmQ*m
.
ttT
.
n ym p J
GaUl
GCUs
&B.
.
(B.57)
which can be rearranged to show Qam as a variable, and then inverted, yielding equa-
tion B.56. Now, all that is left is to show that the coefficient matrix in equation B.56 is,
in fact, invertible. The proof of invertibility uses block Gaussian elimination following
the proof of the Controllable/Mixed theorem, and uses block row exchanges to invoke
the "Invertible Matrix" theorem following the proof of the Uncontrollable/Mixed the-
orem, all in Chapter V. We first use block row exchanges to put the rows containing
the matrices Dg
a
directly below the rows containing the matrices [D^ — F
0jJ I), and
then exchange the rows containing a top block of the matrix D^ to the bottom of
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the matrix in order, where we have used the fact that
FJ
DL =
Fl
(B.58)
This results in a matrix with identity matrices on the main diagonal, and only upper
triangular zero main diagonal matrices above the main diagonal of the whole ma-
trix. Block Gaussian elimination can then eliminate all sub-matrices below the main
diagonal, resulting in an upper triangular matrix, which is invertible. <
6. UNCONTROLLABLE/UNCONTROLLABLE PART
The uncontrollable/uncontrollable portion of the quadratic coordinate trans-
formation process is given by the solutions Hau and Qau of equation B.6, rewritten
here for convenience,
tiou*-' a r an au = LJcru V^u yki.oi))
which is not subject to any of the constraint equations. The quadratic normal form of
this portion is the Poincare normal form of the uncontrolled dynamics, and is entirely
dependent on the structure of the matrix Fa . Without a detailed knowledge of the
specific problem to be solved, we can only say that Qau has the general form
^? <ju —
tyaus
(B.60)
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Equation B.59 is in the proper form to apply the Unstacking Theorem of Chapter V,
which yields
/ Dl
Dl
F I F I
FaJ FaJ
HIu x
HJu 3
= —
Qau s
(B.61)
Further analysis is not fruitful unless the specifics of the problem are known, which
will be taken up in Appendix D.
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APPENDIX C. STRUCTURAL MATRICES
USED IN CALCULATION OF THE CENTER
MANIFOLD
1. INTRODUCTION
There are several matrices which occur in the course of developing the dy-
namics on the center manifold which do not depend strongly on the details of the
problem being considered. Instead, they occur as a consequence of the structure
of the solution method being used, and are referred to as "structural" matrices
here and in the text. These matrices include the matrix valued functions Mi (TIl),
M2 (nL ), M3 (nL ), M4 (ftL ), M5 (ftL ,nL ), M6 (nL ), M7 (ftL ,IIL ), and M8 (nL ), and
also Ni (nQ ), N2 (nQ ), N3 (ftL , fig), N4 (Ol, ^q), and N5 (0L , fiQ , nL , nQ ).
Where do these matrices come from? They are a consequence of the fact that,
on the center manifold, both y and w are functions of /i and z, i.e
wcm = n(/i,z) (C.l)
ycrn = Il{n,z) (C.2)
which we can expand in a Taylor series using functional order notation and vec-
tor/matrix notation as
ti(fi,z) = n^{ fi,z) + nW{ fi,z) + oi3+ ) (C.3)
= a
r
-] ^
Z
+ &Q HZ®
z (2)
+ o<3+ )
and
u(fi,z) = n( 1 )(/., 2 ) + n(
2)( /z, 2 ) + o
(3+) (C.4)
= n,
r -i ^
V
+ nQ pzP>
Z
z {2)
+ 0<3+ >
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Here we have used the fact that the zeroth order terms are zero, since the center
manifold is tangent to the center subspace, that is, on the center manifold, w and y
are zero when // and z are zero.
Now, in the quadratic normal form of our control system, we have several
quadratic state vectors containing elements of w and y which we would like to evaluate
on the center manifold as functions of \i and z. These include the quadratic state
vectors ur 2% //t/i, etc. When we evaluate these on the center manifold by plugging
in equations C.l and C.2, we get quadratic combinations of the terms in equations
C.3 and C.4, which can be grouped according to term order. This grouping by term
order leads directly to the quadratic matrices M and cubic matrices N which we will
calculate in this appendix. We illustrate the process with a brief example.
Example. [Structural Matrices for the Center Manifold] Look at a system with
a one dimensional center manifold in y only,
Vu = nL
r -i
' A
'
Ml
+ ng P\Z\
Z\
z
2
+ o<3+ ) (C.5)
i^Lj n^
mi
^1
+ nQ! nQ2 Uq3
A
l*\Z\ + 0<
3+
>
where ft = [hi] G R} , z = [z\] G R 1 and y = [t/i] G R 1 . Now, suppose we wanted to
evaluate the quadratic state vector y^ = [y\] on the center manifold. Plugging in
equations C.2 and C.4, we get
U\ (C.6)
= (n^o^ + n*2) (,*,*) + o<3+>) 2
= (n« (,*, z))
2
+ (n« (/,, z)^ (p,z) + n™ (// , z) nw ^ z )) + o^
= (nLl/ia + n L2 z x )
2
+ 2 (nLl // x + n^) (ng^ 2 + rig,/^ + uQ3 z 2 ) + o (4+)
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where we have grouped all the quadratic order terms together, and all the cubic
order terms together. Now, any quadratic order term can be expressed as a matrix
of coefficients times the appropriate quadratic state vector, and likewise for the cubic
terms. So, we can write
^ vW
itcm = M(UL )
z (2)
+ yv(nL,nQ ) + 0<4+ > (C.7)
where
and
M(UL ) = n 2Ll 2nLl nL2 n£2 (C.8)
n(til ,iiq)= [2nLl nQl 2(nLl nQ2 + nL2nQl ) 2(nLl nQ3 + n La nQa ) 2n L2 nQ3
(C.9)
We can see that the quadratic matrix of coefficients M (Hl) is a matrix valued
function of the elements of the linear center manifold coefficient matrix II£, and that
the cubic matrix of coefficients N (ITl, ITq) is a matrix valued function of the elements
of both the linear and quadratic center manifold coefficient matrices II^ and YIq. We
will use this type of development throughout this appendix. <
2. DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIOUS STRUCTURAL
MATRICES M AND N
The structural matrices Mx (nL ), M2 (IIL ), M3 (0L ), M4 (0L ), M5 (QL ,IIL ),
M6 (nL ), M7 (nL,nL ), M8 (nL ), and M(n ), n2 {uq ), N3 (nL ,nQ ), N4 (nL ,nQ ),
N5 (Hl, Hq, I1l, IIq) are defined by the relations
+ (4+) (CIO)
r -I fiw ^
Mi
cm
= Mi (nL )
z{2)
+ 7v1 (nL,nQ ) fiZ^3
*(3)
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y\
[y;
m2 (nL )
/'
flZ
(2)
(2)
(2)
+ yv2 (nL,nQ )
/'
(3)
[iZ (3)
,(3)
+ (4+) (C.ll)
flW (2)
zw (2)
M3 (fiL )
^
(2)
/'
,(2)
W (2) M4 (QL )
/'
//.
,(2)
(2)
,(2)
+ 7v3 (nL,nQ )
/'
(3)
/'
,(3) + (4+) (C.12)
r(2)
+ 7V4 (nL ,QQ )
/'
,(3)
(3)
(3)
flZ
z (3)
+ (4+) (C.13)
wt/i M5 (nL ,nL )
/'
(2)
\IZ (2)
.(2)
+ Ns (nL ,nQ ,uL,nQ )
/'
(3)
/' r
(3)
,(3)
+ (4+) (C.14)
/*y (2)
zy (2)
= M6 (nL )
/'
/'
(2)
-(2)
,(2)
+ ow
wy (2) = M7 {nL,nL )
/'
(2)
(2)
,(2) = MS (UL )
f>
(I
[iZ
z (2)
(2)
,(2)
+ o<3+ )
,(2)
+ o(3+ >
We will look at the individual matrices in subsequent sections.
(C.15)
(C.16)
(C.17)
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3. THE MATRICES Mx AND Nx
The matrices M\ (IIl) and N\ (Ilg) are denned by equation CIO, which we
repeat here for convenience
zy\
= m1 (nL )
/*
(2)
fJ,Z
(2)
,(2)
+ ^(nQ )
f
(3)
//Z (3)
,(3)
+ 0<4+ > (C.18)
and where fi £ Rr , z £ Rq and y £ Rp . We first look at the case for when r = 1 and
3=1; then we will look at the case when r = 1 and q = 2.
a. One Dimensional Case
For /j, £ R 1 , z £ R l and y £ Rp , that is, for a one dimensional co-dimension
one bifurcation, the matrices Mi (II^) and A^ (IIq) are defined by the relation
= mx (nL )
A
P\Z\ + Ari(nQ )
' A
'
A*
v-\A
.
^
.
+ o^ (C.19)
Using our definition of y on the center manifold from equation C.2 for the one dimen-
sional case, we have
c/1 cm
<7Pcm
nLPM1 n Lpzi
(C.20)
+
nQ lM2 ngiMiii nQi2?
nq
pM?
nQpMi2i nQp2 ,
ri
/ii^i
Z
\
+ o<3+ )
Now, plugging in for ylcm allows us to calculate the matrices M\ (IIl) and N\ (IIq),
which are given by
o nLlw nLl2i
mx (nL ) = (C.21)
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N,(UQ ) =
nQl , n QlMi2i
o n<
n
n.
«!,?
o
II,
(C.22)
where the notation II^ and IIq
u
indicates the appropriate element of the matrices
IIl and IIq respectively.
b. Two Dimensional Case
For \i £ R 1 , z G R2 and y £ Rp , that is, for a two dimensional co-dimension
one bifurcation, the matrices Mi (II^) and Ni (IIq) are defined by the relation
A*iyi
z2 yi
= Ml (nL )
A
V\Z\
l*\Z\
Z\Z2
+ M(ng )
V\
f4zi
\i\z2
ii r 2
l\Z\Z
z
3
z\z2
Z\Z2
+ o<4+ > (C.23)
Using our definition of y on the center manifold from equation C.2 for the two di-
mensional case, we have
Vcm —
Vu
Vpc
(C.24)
nLn IIl 12 IIl i;
nLpl nLp2 nLp3
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+Rqu nQl2 iiq 13 rig 14 iiq 15 uQu
nQ pl nQp2 itq P3 nQp4 nQp5 nQp6
m?
//jZj
Z 2
2l22
+ o<3+ )
Now, plugging in for y\ cm allows us to calculate the matrices Mi (11^) and N\ (IIq),
which are given by
Ml {nL )-- o nLu o nLl2 nLl3 o (c.25)
Hlu nLl2 nLl3
H n
Hlu nLl2 nL
W (ng ) =
nQll nQl2 nQl3 nQl4 nQl5 nQl6 0000
nQll nQl2 nQl3 uQli nQl5 nQl6
nQll nQl2 ngi3 ngi4 nQl5 nQl6
(C.26)
where the notation 11^ and I1q
17
indicates the appropriate element of the matrices
IIl and Hq respectively.
4. THE MATRICES M2 AND N2
The matrices M2 (11/,) and N2 (Uli^q) are defined by equation C.ll, which
we repeat here for convenience
y{
iyP j
= M2 (n L )
/'
(2)
/' ,(2)
,(2)
+ iv2 (nL,nQ )
//
(3)
/< r(3)
,(3)
+ (4+) (C.27)
and where [i
€
RT
,
z
€
Rq and y € Rp . We first look at the case for when r = 1 and
9=1; then we will look at the case when r = 1 and q — 2.
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a. One Dimensional Case
For fi € R 1 , z £ R1 and y £ Rp , that is, for a one dimensional co-dimension
one bifurcation, the matrices M2 {Hl) and N2 (11/,, Hq) are defined by the relation
yi
Wi
m2 (nL )
A
' A
H\Z\ + N2 (nLt nQ )
\i\Zx
z
2
.3
*1
+ (4+) (C.28)
Using our definition of y on the center manifold from equation C.2 for the one dimen-
sional case, we have
ycm —
J/lc
Vvc
(C.29)
nLlM1 nLlzi
nLPM1 nLp2i
^1
2l
+
n«
lM?
ngiMi2i nQiz,
n , n. n.
'VZ\ J
0?
H z \ + o(3+ )
Now, plugging in for ycm allows us to calculate the matrices M2 (IIl) and 7V2 {TLl, fig),
which are given by
2 / \ 2
M2 (nL ) =
(nLlMi ) 2iiLllli iiLlzi (n Llzi )
.
(
n
^J
2
2n LpMi n Lpzi (nLpJ
:
(C.30)
7v2 (nL,nQ ) =
nh n l2 m 3 n l4
Pi P2 P3 P4
(C.31)
where the elements of the matrix iV2 (11^, ITg) are given by the formulas (for i = 1 to
P)
rii m^Kn
2 (C.32)
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2 (uL Un + n, n<
n,-, = 2 nL nQ , + nL nQ
n i4 = 2n Li2i nQi
(C.33)
(C.34)
(C.35)
and where the notation 11^^ and IIq indicates the appropriate element of the matri-
ces Hl and IIq respectively. Now, because of the unique structure of one dimensional
bifurcations, such that Fz = for the general case, we can simplify the matrices
Mi (IIl) and A^II^IIq) for the one dimensional case. From the Linear Center
Manifold Solution theorem of Chapter VI, we have an expression for the rows of the
matrix 11^, which is
nLt = nj
F F1 H L z
(C.36)
For a one-dimensional bifurcation, we plug in Fz = and multiply out to get
nLl =
n L2
n, = o o
(C.37)
(C.38)
(C.39)
for j — 2 to p (for p > 2). Now we can plug the components of IIl into equations
C.30 and C.31 and get our final result for M2 (IIl) and N2 (IIl^q), which is
2ULlii nLlzi (nLl2J
2
2
M2 (nL ) =
(n LlJ iL lt u ti )
(^n Ll2l ) o o
(C.40)
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yv2 (nL,nQ ) =
rail ri\ 2 "i 3 nU
n 2l ri2 2 n 23
(C.41)
where the elements of the matrix N2 (n^, Uq) are given by the formulas (for i = 1 to
P)
n ll
n l2
nl3
nu
n 2l
n22
n23
2nL , Yin ,
2 (
n
Ll nQl + n Ll nQ .
2(^^+11^11^
2n Llzi nQiz?
2F^IlLlzi Uq 2^2
2F^ULizi Uq 2^ zi
2F
ll
IlLlzi IIq 2 2
(C.42)
(C.43)
(C.44)
(C.45)
(C.46)
(C.47)
(C.48)
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b. Two Dimensional Case
For /i G R1 , z G i?2 and y £ Rp , that is, for a two dimensional co-dimension
one bifurcation, the matrices M2 (IIl) and 7V2 (IIl,IIq) are denned by the relation
L *P
= m2 (nL )
tf
A^i
/ijZj
Z\Z2
+ 7v2 (nL,nQ )
A
\i\zx
H\z{
V\Z\Z2
\LXZ\
.3
z\z2
zx z2
+ o(4+ ) (C.49)
Using our definition of y on the center manifold from equation C.2 for the two di-
mensional case, we have
Vu
Vpcr
(C.50)
nLU nL12 11^
nLpl nLp2 nLp3
^1
Z\
Z2
+
nQU i!q 12 iIq 13 nQl4 !1q 15 uQu
nQP i nQ P2 nQp3 nQp4 nQp5 nQp6
rf
\l\Z2
A
Z\Z2
~2
+ 0(3+)
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Now, plugging in for ycm allows us to calculate the matrices M2 {IIl) and N2 {Hl, IIq),
which are given by
M2 (nL ) =
(n Lll )
2 2n Lll nil2 2n Lll n Ll3 (nLl2 f 2n Ll2nil3 (nLl3 )
(nipl )
2
2n Lpl nLp2 2nipl n Lp3 (nLp2 )
2
2iLLp2nLp3 (nLp3 )
:
2 "1
(C.51)
N2 {IlL ,IlQ )
nu nl2 n l3 nu n1& nu n l7 nu fii 9 n ll0
^Pl ^P2 nP3 nPi nP5 nP6 nP7 nP& nP9 nPlO
(C.52)
where the elements of the matrix JV2 (T1l, Hq) are given by the formulas (for i — 1 to
P)
n,\ =
v
*2
n t3 =
n-n
ii
*5
n lc =
71,
II,
n,„ =
nho ~
2nLilng ,,
2(nLll ngi2 + nL , 2n Qil )
2(n Lll nQ i3 + nLi3nQ il )
2(nL 11 ngi4 + n Ll2 nQt2 )
2(nL
, 1
nQ, 5 + n Li2 n Qi 3 + n Li2 nQ,3)
2(nLilnQi6 + nLl.3ngi3 )
2n Lt2 n Qi4
2(n Li2 nQ i5 + n Li3 ng, 4 )
2(n Ll2 ng, 6 + n Li3 ng i5 )
2n Lt3 rig t6
(C.53)
(C.54)
(C.55)
(C.56)
(C.57)
(C.58)
(C.59)
(C.60)
(C.61)
(C.62)
and where the notation 11/, and Hq
1}
indicates the appropriate element of the ma-
trices 11/, and Ilg respectively.
5. THE MATRICES M3 , M4 , M5 , M7 AND N4
The matrices M3 (fiL ), M4 (ftL ), M5 (ftL ,IIL ), M7 (QL,nL ) and ^(ft^ftg)
are defined by equations C.12, C.13, C.14 and C.16 which we repeat here for conve-
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nience
fiw (2)
:w (2)
M3 (ftL )
I'
(2)
(2)flZ
z{2)
+ N3 (nL ,nQ )
*<8>
+ o(4+ > (C.63)
i«
(2) M4 (fiL )
/'
[2)
(2)
wyi = Ms (nL ,UL )
V
\iz
zW
[2)
(2)
+ 7v4 (nL,oQ )
//
(3)
/J.Z (3)
43)
+ o<4+ ) (C.64)
/Z2
Z<
2 )
+ iv5 (nL,^Q,nL,nQ )
/<
(3)
(3) + (4+) (C.65)
wy (2) = M7 (nL,nL )
t
i
(2)
/ZZ (2)
,(2)
+ o<3+ ) (C.66)
Now, since each element of the matrices M3 (Q,l), M4 {VIl), M$ {VIl, ITx), M-j {VIl, Rl)
and 7V4 (S7l, $7q) contains an element of VIl as a factor, and since it was shown in
Chapter VI that VIl = always, then each of these matrices is zero. That is,
(r+g)( r+g+l)M3 {nL ) = oer(r+?)xL^
M4 {nL ) = oe/r^^i^1
M5 (QL,nL ) = oeRr fr+
g)(r+ -H-l)
(r+ q)(r+q+l)M7 (oL,nL ) = oe/2rapxJ-JVs-L
7V4 (nL ,0Q ) = G # 2 6
(C.67)
(C.68)
(C.69)
(C.70)
(C.71)
6. THE MATRICES M6 , M8 , iV3 , 7V5 AND Cz
The matrices Mq{Ul) and M8 (Iil) are defined by equations C.15 and C.17
and were shown in the corollary to the Center Manifold Theorem in Chapter VI to
have no effect in our general method of bifurcation control if the quadratic gain vectors
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K„y(2), Kzy(2) and Ky(2) were set to zero, which can be done in all cases without loss of
generality. We will not calculate M6 (YIl) or M8 (TIl) in this appendix. If calculation
of these matrices should become necessary, then the method used to calculate the
matrices M\ (11/,) and M2 (IIl) can be used with success.
The matrices N3 (Q,l,Q,q) and N5 (fti, Qq, IIl, IIq) are defined by equations
C.12 and C.14, which we repeat here for convenience, where we have included the
fact that both M3 (£Il) and M5 (Ol, Hl) are zero as shown in the previous section
,(3)
= N3 (nL ,nQ ) p*(3) +o (4+)
flW (2)
zw (2)
P
,(3)
(C.72)
wy x = 7v5 (nL ,nQ ,nL,ng)
flM
pzW
,(3)
As
+ o<4+ > (C.73)
and where fi G Rr , z G Rq , w G i?m and y £ Rp . Now, the situation for both matrices
is simplified because of the fact that Ql = 0, and we get
N3 (nL ,nQ ) = N3 (nQ )
7v5 (j7L ,i7Q ,nL,ng ) - N5 (nL,nQ )
(C.74)
(C.75)
since only cubic order terms which don't include 0,^ survive.
The matrices N3 (Qq) and N5 (IIl, &q) are used in the calculation of the matrix
Cz (IIl), which is defined by the relation
cz (nL )
^
flZ^
z^
= (Q ZP2 N3 (nQ ) + Q Zm2 N5 (iiL,nQ ))
/'
(3)
(3)flZ
z (3)
(C.76)
+/J
8
>(^*,»«if2)+«p>(^* > ti,Wy£)) t,eij
Although it is possible to calculate the matrices A^3 (Oq) and A^IIl,^) in the
general case, ultimately it is the matrix Cz (Ul) we care about, and we calculate that
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on a case-by-case basis for the specific system we are analyzing. So, the matrices
7V3 (Oq) and N5 (Hl,Q,q) should be calculated as a part of the calculation of the
matrix Cz (TIl)-
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APPENDIX D. POINCARE NORMAL FORMS
FOR COMMON BIFURCATIONS
In this appendix we will present the Poincare normal forms and associated
formulas for various common types of bifurcations. For each type of bifurcation,
the Poincare normal form will be given, then the coordinate transformation which
achieves the normal form, then the formula which is used to achieve the coefficients of
the normal form from the non-transformed system. This appendix will cover saddle-
node, transcritical, pitchfork and Hopf bifurcations.
1. SADDLE-NODE BIFURCATIONS
A dynamic system of the form
Ai ^1
+ Q
' A
'
V\Z\ + c
' A
'
(l
x
Zi
Z\
.
F
»
° Z\ V\z\
z
3
1
+ o<4+ ) (D.l)
with F^ ^ 0, and where Q and C are coefficient matrices having the form
Q
c =
q\ 92 93
C\ C2 C3 C4
can be transformed into the cubic order Poincare normal form
(D.2)
(D.3)
' A
/Ml
z
2
r
A
'
Ai
Z\
=
F
»
° Z\
+ Qp + cP
A\h
V\z\
.
z\
.
+ o^ (D.4)
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The matrices Qp and Cp are the quadratic and cubic Poincare normal form coefficient
matrices respectively, having the form
Qp =
CP
q*
0c*
(D.5)
(D.6)
The system experiences a saddle-node bifurcation at //j = when (?*, 7^ 0. If q$ = 0,
but c\ 7^ 0, then the system does not experience a bifurcation, but is characterized by
a single equilibrium point whose stability is dependent on the sign of c\, as discussed
in Chapter VII. The quadratic coordinate transformation
(D.7)
suffices to put the quadratic terms of the system into normal form, where H is a
coefficient matrix of the form
1- 1 r -1
' A
Ml
=
Ml
+ H P\Z\
Z\ Z\
*2
H =
hi h 2 h3
with the coefficients hi given by the formulas
&! =0
h qi
1
v-
92
(D.8)
2F„
(D.9)
(D.10)
(D.ll)
Finally, the coefficients of the Poincare normal form are given by the formulas
% = 93
c4
(D.12)
(D.13)
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2. ONE DIMENSIONAL DEGENERATE BIFURCATIONS
The one dimensional degenerate bifurcations include transcritical bifurcations,
pitchfork bifurcations, and the case of the isolated equlibrium point. Each of these
cases is characterized by a dynamic system of the form
' A 9
Al
= Q faZj + c
flfZ!
Z\
~2
z\
\LXZ{
z
3
1
+ o<4+ )
where Q and C are coefficient matrices having the form
Q =
q\ 92 93
C =
(D.14)
(D.15)
(D.16)
C\ c-i c3 c4
The dynamic system in equation D.14 exhibits different dynamic behavior depending
on the relationship among the quadratic coefficients </i, 92 and 93. We list some of
the possible cases as:
• For 93 7^ and (92) — 4^3^i > 0, two distinct local equilibrium points exist
(except at fi\ = 0, where there is only one). This situation characterizes a
transcritical bifurcation.
• For (92) — 4<73 (/i < 0, only one equilibrium point exists, at fi\ = 0, and no
equilibrium points exist for /^ 7^ 0. This situation characterizes the case of an
isolated equilibrium point.
• For 93 — 0, a single local equilibrium point exists at z* — ——fii (for qi 7^ 0),
except when /xj = 0, in which case z* = arbitrary. This situation characterizes
a pitchfork bifurcation.
Other more degenerate cases are also possible. However, in each case, the
dynamic system in equation D.14 can be transformed into the cubic order Poincare
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normal form
3
,,2
i4
~
/*1
2 *
/^l fl{Z!
= Q VlZl + cP
Z\
*1
\LXZ\
A
.
«
.
+ o<4+ > (D.17)
where Cp is the cubic Poincare normal form coefficient matrix. (Because there are no
linear terms in equation D.14, the quadratic coefficient matrix Q cannot be altered
by the coordinate transformation.) For q2 ^ 0, the matrix Cp has the form
CP
c* c*
(D.18)
^1 Pi
+ H
Z\ Z\
z
2
H = (D.20)
although other forms are possible, particularly if the coefficient q2 = 0. (The degener-
ate case of q2 — will not be treated here.) The quadratic coordinate transformation
(D.19)
suffices to put the quadratic terms of the system into normal form, where H is a
coefficient matrix of the form
h x h 2 h3
with the coefficients hi given by the formulas
(D.21)
(D.22)
(D.23)
and where it is assumed that q2 ^ 0. Finally, the coefficients of the Poincare normal
form are given by the formulas
(D.24)
h =
C\
92
h 2 ~-=
h3 =
C3
92
9a 9i
92 92
c4 (D.25)
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3. HOPF BIFURCATIONS
A dynamic system of the form
Z\
Z2
-u
u>
A
ii\z x
"
ri
"
\i\z2
H\Z\ n r2
^1
Z\ + g
Hl z2
+ c
V\Z\Z2
Z2
Z\Z2
z
2
2 z\z2
Z\Z2
z
3
2
+ (4+) (D.26)
with ujq 7^ 0, and where Q and C are coefficient matrices having the form
C =
Q = 9ll 9i 2 9i 3 9l4 9is 9i 6
92j 922 923 <?2 4 92 5 926
(D.27)
000000000
cii ci2 cl3 ci 4 cls ci 6 cl7 ci 8 cl9 ci 10
C2l C22 C23 C24 C2s C2e C2? C2g C29 C2l0
(D.28)
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can be transformed into the cubic order Poincare normal form
Pi
z\
Z2
— LO
LOq
Pi
z \
Z2
+ Qi
A
H\Zi
Z2
+ C,
A
Pl^2
V\Z\Z2
Pl-^2
z\z2
Z\Z2
S3
+ (4+) (D.29)
where Qp and Cp are the quadratic and cubic Poincare normal form coefficient ma-
trices respectively, having the form
Qp = a* -wj
u{ ^
(D.30)
CP a* ~^2 a* -« # -«
u2 <*2 K a K «o
(D.31)
The system experiences a Hopf bifurcation at \i\ = when aj ^ and al ^ 0. The
quadratic coordinate transformation
Pi
r -I Pl^l
Pi Pi
Zl
Z2
*1
*2
+ # Pi 22
2l22
.
Z2 .
(D.32)
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suffices to put the quadratic terms of the system into normal form, where H is a
coefficient matrix of the form
H = hi, h l2 h l3 hu hu hu
ho, h 2 2 "23 l 2h n 2 6
with the coefficients hij given by the formulas
1
hi! = <l2,
^2j = — 9lj
u;
h l2
hu
h22
h 23
1
2uj
1
2u
(9l2 - ?23 )
(9l3 +922 )
1
3ic;
1
{~9U ~92 4 -2926 )
^5 = ^— (29l4 - 2?l6 +92 5 )
oto
^1 6 = q (?U - 292 4 - 926 )
^24 =
h2h
^26 =
1
3cj
1
3u>o
1
3cu
(9u + 29i 6 -92 5 )
H?i5 + 2(^-2^)
(29i 4 + 9i 6 + 92 5 )
The coefficients of the Poincare normal form are given by the formulas
w.
1
/
= o(-9l3+?22 )
(D.33)
D.34
D.35
D.36
D.37
D.38
D.39
D.40
D.41
D.42
D.43
D.44
D.45
D.46
D.47
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a
o = o (3ci 7 + cu + c28 + 3c2 10 ) + «o (D.48)
with
ao = q
— (?i 5 (914 + 9i 6 ) - ?2 5 (?2 4 + 926 ) - 29i 4 92 4 + 2qu q26 ) (D.49)
We will not be concerned with the cubic order coefficients a^, u^ or 6q, as they are
essentially higher order terms to lower order dynamics. We also note that equations
D.48 and D.49 were adapted from Wiggins [Ref. 21].
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB SIMULATION
PROGRAM
The following MATLAB program was used to produce the simulation results
presented in the first example in Chapter VIII.
'/, Given a system which exhibits a saddle-node bifurcation
'/, in the absence of control (controllable states held to zero)
,
'/, find and apply feedback which stabilizes the system as
*/, close to the origin as possible.
X
% Our system is:
'/, mu_dot =
'/. z.dot = mu + 4*z"2 + 5*z*y + y~2
'/. y_dot = u
•/.
"
'/, We will implement the system two ways:
V, (1) Linear control applied to stabilize the controllable
'/, state y (u = Ky*y) .
y, (2) Linear and quadratic control applied to stabilize the
'/, controllable state y, and to stabilize the uncontrollable
y, state z by transforming the uncontrollable system into
'/, z.dot = mu - 3*z~3 + 0~ (4)
'/, The control needed to implement this is:
*/, u = Ky*y + Kz*z + Kzz*z~2
*/, This section contains all the problem information.
X
y, Initial conditions:
muO =0.1;
zO = 0.1;
yO = 0;
xO = [muO; zO; yO]
;
X
y. Control law gains:
Ky = -10; '/, Pick Ky at will to stabilize y.
Pi_L_z = -1; '/, This value is fixed by our system.
'/, Pick either of these next two gains, not both.
y.Kz = 0; '/.Gain for case (1)
Kz = -Ky*Pi_L_z; '/.Gain for case (2)
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Pi_Q_zz = -1; '/. This value can be picked.
Gamma_l_zz = 0;
°/ Pick either of these next two gains, as above.
°/„Kzz = 0; '/Gain for case (1)
Kzz = -Ky*Pi_Q_zz - Gamma_l_zz; '/Gain for case (2)
°/ This section initializes the numeric integration.
'/, Tf is the run time of the integrator, dt is the time
'/, step size.
Tf = 20;
dt = 0.01;
time = 0:dt:Tf;
kmax=length(time)
;
u = zeros (1, kmax)
;
x = zeros (3, kmax);
x(:, 1) = x0(:,l);
y, This section is the heart of the program. This is
'/, the numeric integrator where the dynamics are calculated
'/, and where the control laws are applied.
for (i=l:kmax-l)
mu = x ( 1 , i ) ;
z = x(2,i) ;
y = x(3,i) ;
'/, State propagation and control law application
v = Ky*y + Kz*z + Kzz*z~2;
mu_dot = ;
z_dot = mu + 4*z~2 + 5*z*y + y~2;
y_dot = v;
mul = mu + mu_dot*dt;
zl = z + z_dot*dt;
yl = y + y_dot*dt;
x(: ,i+l) = [mul; zl; yl]
;
u(l,i) = v;
X
end;
% This section plots the results.
clg
plot(x(2,:), x(3,:))
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title(' Phase plane plot of z vs y');
xlabeK 'z'), ylabel('y');
grid;
'/print;
pause;
figure
plot(time, x(2, : ))
•/.axisCCO, Tf, -1.5, 1.5])
title( 'forward time plot of z');
xlabeK'time (sec)'), ylabel('z');
grid;
pause
figure
plot (time, x(3, : ))
'/,axis([0, Tf, -1.5, 1.5])
title( 'forward time plot of y');
xlabeK'time (sec)'), ylabel('y');
grid;
pause
figure
plot (time, u)
'/.axis([0, Tf, -1.5, 1.5])
title( 'forward time plot of u');
xlabeK'time (sec)'), ylabel('u');
grid;
pause
figure
subplot(4,l , 1) , plot(time, x(l,:)); grid;
axis([0, Tf, -0.15, 0.15])
title( 'Forward time plot of mu, z, y, and u')
xlabeK"), ylabel('mu')
subplot (4, 1 ,2) , plot(time, x(2,:)); grid;
'/.axis([0, Tf, 0, 2])
°/ot it le( 'Forward time plot of z')
xlabeK ' '), ylabel('z')
subplot (4,1 ,3)
,
plot(time, x(3,:)); grid;
*/,t it le( 'Forward time plot of y')
xlabeK ' '), ylabel('y')
subplot (4,1,4)
,
plot(time, u)
;
grid;
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'/,t it le( 'Forward time plot of u')
xlabeK'time')
,
ylabel('u')
'/.print;
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